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Abstract
In this study two new technologies are investigated with a view to improv-
ing the efficiency and reducing the vibrations of large electrical machines.
These machines are used for high powered industrial applications.
Individually controlled conductors are part of an active stator project
that Converteam Ltd are developing. This involves individual conductors
located in each stator slot that can be controlled separately. These replace
traditional polyphase windings in order to provide a high level of control
over the operation of the machine. A linear magneto-mechanical finite el-
ement model has been used here to show that this control method can
enable a 44% reduction in the copper loss from the machine compared to
a sinusoidal supply whilst maintaining the same operational torque. This
method introduces extra Fourier harmonics into the excitation pattern sup-
plied to the machine that are not present in the supply current to traditional
polyphase windings. These extra harmonics utilize saliency advantageously
to produce torque. However, they also increase the vibration of the stator
and may increase hysteresis loss in the iron.
The bimorph concept is an idea that is unique to this thesis. This con-
cept involves individually controlled conductors positioned through the root
of each stator tooth. On application of a relatively small power input to
these conductors a magnetic field is created in the stator which distorts
the existing magnetic field. Under certain conditions, the magnetostriction
phenomenon causes the teeth to act as a vibration absorber. The effect of
this method on the Maxwell forces in the air gap is small. This enables the
cancellation of components of vibration of the stator whilst the machine
torque is maintained. This is a vibration control method suited to high fre-
i
quency vibrations where the deformed shape of the stator includes a rocking
motion of the teeth and where the resultant stator vibrations lead to tonal
noise emission from the machine.
This thesis investigates the two technologies mentioned above with a magneto-
mechanical finite element model and two experimental investigations. The
thesis also contains background information relevant to this study including
an introduction to electrical machines and power electronics, noise radia-
tion and sources of noise in electrical machines, finite element modelling,
vibrations of electrical machines and vibration absorbers.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Introduction
The main aims of this study are to develop a magnetic bimorph concept
and individually controlled conductors which will together reduce the tonal
noise radiated from a large electrical machine and improve the efficiency of
the machine. Relevant applications for these machines include military ma-
rine vessels, cruise liners and LNG carriers, wind turbines, petroleum and
chemical pumps, cooling towers and process machinery.
Alternating magnetic forces in the air gap between the stator and rotor
of the machine are essential for the working of the machine. These forces
also cause vibrations of the stator which are transmitted through the frame
to any adjoining structure. These vibrations are detrimental to the desired
running of the machine. At certain frequencies machine vibrations also re-
sult in the transmission of unwanted tonal noise. In a commercial situation
tonal noise is undesirable. In a military marine vessels it is important that
marine vessels do not radiate these signals as they could enable detection
of the vessel.
Electrical machines are estimated to use 65% of the total electrical energy
produced in developed countries. Electricity demand in 2030 is predicted
to be 60% higher than 2000 [9] [56]. This increase in demand is in direct
contrast with current legislation to reduce greenhouse gas emission. For
example, European Union environment ministers have recently agreed that
global emissions from ships should be cut by 20% by 2020 from 2005 levels
[98]. Therefore achieving an increase in the efficiency of electrical machines
is extremely important.
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Much work has been carried out with a view to improving the performance
of electrical machines. This has resulted in modern day machines with high
power capabilities and efficiencies. However, a trade off is often necessary
between operational outputs when improvements are considered. For ex-
ample with an increase in power often comes a worsening of other features
such as increased heat generation or increased vibration. Increasing the effi-
ciency of a machine reduces the versatility of its operation. This study aims
to introduce methods to improve machine efficiency and reduce machine
vibration so that the overall operation of the machine has not degenerated
in any area.
The stator of a radial flux external stator electrical machine is a stack of
laminations with a ring shaped back-of-core and teeth that protrude ra-
dially inwards. Figure 1 shows a traditionally wound stator in a frame.
Currently all stator windings are powered by a single or poly-phase power
supply which is most commonly three phase. Oscillating electromagnetic
forces are generated in the air gap of the machine between the rotor and the
stator and in the stator and rotor iron. The electromagnetic forces that act
across the air gap on the stator teeth are Maxwell forces. The magnetostric-
tion effect causes the electromagnetic forces that act within the stator iron.
The oscillating Maxwell forces and the magnetostriction effect deform the
stator and cause vibrations.
Maxwell and magnetostriction forces can be decomposed into radial and
tangential components which are spatially and temporally periodic with
many harmonics. In this study, the term frequency can be used to describe
the number of oscillations per unit time in both the temporal and spatial
domains. The zeroth spatial and temporal harmonic of the tangential com-
ponent of Maxwell force produces the electromagnetic torque that provides
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rotation of the rotor.
Stators of electrical machines exhibit very many vibration mode shapes.
Mode shapes that correspond to relatively low natural frequencies exhibit
a back of core bending motion and rigid motion of the teeth. At higher
frequencies the stator mode shapes include bending motion of the teeth in-
phase with the bending motion of the back-of-core. At higher frequencies
still the stator mode shapes experience tooth bending motion that is out-of-
phase with the back-of-core bending motion. Large electrical machines have
a high density of modes that include tooth rocking motion in the frequency
range of acoustic interest. The natural frequencies of small machines occur
at much higher frequencies than for large machines and so small machines
are not relevant to this study.
In large machines some main components of electromagnetic force occur
in the frequency range of acoustic interest. The high modal density in this
frequency range for large electrical machines means that there is a high
likelihood that an electromagnetic force will excite a stator resonance and
this will lead to tonal noise emission from the machine. This problem and
its elimination provides the focus for this study.
A specific forcing frequency which occurs strongly in electrical machines
is the rotor slot passing frequency. This often occurs in the frequency range
of acoustic interest and close to mechanical resonances related to tooth rock-
ing motion for large machines. This frequency component occurs as a direct
result of the operation of the machine and cannot be prevented. In a large
electrical machine there is a high likelihood of the rotor slot forcing exciting
one or many tooth rocking resonances.
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Noise in electrical machines has three sources; electromagnetic, mechani-
cal and aerodynamic. Electromagnetic has been mentioned above, these
sources of noise are the main focus of the work presented in this thesis. The
other two sources of noise are covered later in the introduction only.
1.1.1 Ship Propulsion
Traditionally large diesel engines were used for ship propulsion. Utilization
of diesel engines for this application required the shaft of a diesel engine
to be connected directly to the propeller. Consequently, a long drive shaft,
controllable variable pitch propellers and complicated reversible gear boxes
were required. Variable propeller speed was needed and therefore the en-
gine speed also needed to be variable, resulting in a system which had poor
efficiency.
Diesel-electric propulsion is now predominantly used for ship propulsion.
This method utilizes several prime movers (turbines or reciprocating inter-
nal combustion engines) which supply power to a number of synchronous
generators. Transformers and converters control and convert this power to
the synchronous or induction motors which drive the propellers. Utilization
of several prime movers instead of one increases drive efficiency significantly
as this enables each prime mover to be driven at peak efficiency condition.
Power is varied by altering the number of prime movers operating at any
one time. Some of the benefits of diesel-electric propulsion over diesel engine
propulsion include [13] [16] [22] [93]:
• Synchronous generators supply power at constant voltage and fre-
quency; this constant operating condition increases drive efficiency.
• The location of diesel-electric propulsion systems are very flexible in
contrast to diesel engine propulsion systems, which require the engine
shaft to be fixed directly to the propeller.
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• The electric propulsion system can also be shared with previously
separate electric systems on the ship.
• Ship construction is simplified; gearboxes are generally avoided.
• For warships, improvements can be made regarding noise and vulner-
ability.
The electrical machines that power marine vessels are rated at a few megawatts
(MW ) with speeds at about 150rpm. The size of these is typically well over
1m in diameter.
1.1.2 The Focus of the Study
The work presented in this thesis focuses on two novel ideas for mitigating
the noise of large electrical machines and directly or indirectly improving
the operation of the machine. One of the ideas that is considered is the
development of electrical machines which have stator conductors in each
slot that can be controlled individually. This idea is referred to as the
individually controlled conductor or ICC method and is being developed
by Converteam Ltd [23]. The method which is unique to this thesis is the
inclusion of powered electrical conductors through the root of each stator
tooth. This is the magnetic bimorph method. This method enables control
of the motion of the stator teeth to provide vibration absorption to the ma-
chine. Both of these methods are described briefly here and are explained
in more detail in sections 1.7 and 1.8.
Individually controlled stator conductors are being developed by Converteam
Ltd [22]. This method involves complex control and feedback arrangements
which enable the excitation of the conductors in each stator slot to be
controlled separately. A high level of control will be possible with this con-
figuration, enabling power losses to be reduced and a higher power density
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machine achieved. This method may also provide control and elimination
of many of the unwanted vibration problems that electrical machines cur-
rently experience by preventing troublesome forcing components from being
produced. However, it is predicted that the pattern of stator excitation that
results in the running of the machine that is smoothest is unlikely to be the
same pattern of excitation that gives the highest possible efficiency for the
machine. Therefore with this method, a compromise between efficiency and
vibration control will still be needed. There will also be noise and vibra-
tion problems that this method cannot solve. These problems are due to
the electromagnetic forces that directly operate the machine, such as twice
supply forcing frequency. These forces will still need to exist and so their
potential to cause noise and vibration will still exist.
The bimorph concept is unique to this study and consists of electrical con-
ductors positioned through the root of each tooth in the stator. These
conductors are energized creating a magnetic field which distorts the resul-
tant magnetic field in the stator core and so affects the magnetostrictive
forcing in the stator iron. Consequently the motion of the stator teeth are
affected. The operation of these conductors takes advantage of the magne-
tostriction effect in ferrous metal to control the motion of the teeth. The
excitation to these conductors can be controlled so that the stator teeth act
as vibration absorbers and cancel out unwanted vibration of the stator at
certain frequencies. There will be specific modes of vibration that cannot
be cancelled with this method such as a pure radial expansion and contrac-
tion of the stator core. Low frequency vibrations will also not be affected
with this method as the bending motion of the tooth is required and at low
frequencies the tooth does not deflect in a bending motion.
If the two methods, individually controlled conductors and bimorph con-
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ductors are used together to control the operation of an electrical machine,
the different benefits that they provide can be combined. The ICCs can be
supplied with a current pattern which gives the highest possible efficiency
and the bimorph control can be used to eliminate the unwanted vibrations.
This enhanced set of controls enables a smooth running, quiet and highly
efficient electrical machine.
This thesis develops the bimorph and ICC methods using mainly finite ele-
ment analysis and some experimental validation. The finite element analysis
was carried out with MATLAB and all of the coding was written by the
author. The rest of the introduction provides a literature review and back-
ground information to set the scene for the rest of the study. Information is
given on electrical machine operation and power electronics for speed con-
trol. Noise is discussed and descriptions of the types of noise produced by
electrical machines is given. The magnetostriction effect and Maxwell forces
are described and the bimorph and ICC methods are explained. The other
chapters in the thesis are:
Chapter 2: The Magnetic Bimorph Concept describes the theory of
the magnetic bimorph idea and explains how this can be implemented to
cancel components of vibration in large electrical machines by analogy with
a vibration absorber. Two experiments are described in order to illustrate
the practicality of this concept. The first experiment is a single stator tooth
rig. This experiment shows how the presence of bimorph conductors in a
stator tooth root can affect the motion of the tooth. The second experiment
on a small electrical machine is described. This experiment shows how the
magnetic field generated by the bimorph conductors can be used to cancel
out the magnetic field generated by the field windings.
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Chapter 3: CoupledMagneto−Mechanical Analysis for Predicting
Vibration presents the calculations that were used in this study to gener-
ate a coupled magneto-mechanical model of an electrical machine. Accel-
erations of these calculations are also described. These were used during
the optimization process for finding the ICC current density patterns and
bimorph current patterns. These optimization strategies are also described.
Chapter 4: An Investigation into the Optimum Operation of a
Large Electrical Machine presents the findings of the investigation. This
chapter quantifies the vibration and efficiency of the machine when a sinu-
soidal current pattern is supplied to the stator windings. This information
is compared with the vibration and efficiency of a machine when supplied
with an ICC current pattern that minimizes the copper loss for the same
torque. Another ICC current pattern is investigated that cancels certain
components of vibration for the same torque and lowest copper loss. A bi-
morph current pattern is also analysed to reduce vibration without affecting
the torque or increasing the copper loss significantly.
Chapter 5: The Conclusion summarizes the main results of the study
and presents some areas for further work on this topic.
Appendix A: Vibration Absorbers is an overview of vibration absorp-
tion technology. The theory behind passive, active and combined vibration
absorbers is given with some numerical examples to illustrate the concepts.
Developments from the literature are also discussed. This chapter is rele-
vant to the thesis because the magnetic bimorph concepts utilizes the stator
tooth as a vibration absorber.
Appendix B: Finite Element Modelling covers in general, element gen-
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eration, the assembly of each element into the full model, boundary condi-
tions and techniques for dealing with large matrices. The model reduction
methods used in this study are explained. Finite element analysis of cycli-
cally symmetric structures is also described.
Appendix C: The Mechanical FE Model of the Electrical Machine
covers a literature review of techniques that have been used to model electri-
cal machines with a view to predicting vibrations. An explanation is given
of the vibrational behaviour of stators of electrical machines due to their
cyclically symmetric nature.
Appendix D: The Magnetic FE Model of the Electrical Machine has
two parts. The first part presents a literature review of techniques for elec-
tromagnetic modelling of electrical machines. The second part details the
calculations used in this study in a general context.
Appendix E: States Maxwell’s equations.
Appendix F: Is a conference paper written by the author
Appendix G: Is a conference paper co-written by the author
1.2 An Introduction to Electrical Machines
Electrical machines are introduced here and relevant background informa-
tion is given. Electrical machines are characterized as AC or DC machines.
This description indicates whether the supply to the machine is alternating
current or direct current. DC machines have torque-speed characteristics
that can be varied over a wide frequency range and with efficiency values
that remain near constant over a wide speed range. Originally, DC ma-
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chines were used in the majority of variable speed applications but there
are less present day applications for DC machines. Some present day appli-
cations where DC machines can be found include in steel mills and mines
and on electric trains and cars. All electric utility systems supply alternat-
ing current, and so for the majority of industrial applications AC machines
are now used. AC machine speed does not vary significantly with load
and so when supplied at constant voltage by a constant frequency supply,
machine speed remains constant. Originally AC motors were only used in
constant speed applications. Early AC machines, by comparison with early
DC machines were bulky, heavy and had low efficiency. Advancements in
AC drive technology over the last three decades has dramatically increased
the utilization of AC machines and they are now far more common than
DC machines. Present day AC machines, compared to present day DC ma-
chines have high power density, low cost, high efficiency, high reliability and
are available in an extremely wide power range [13]. The focus of this work
applies only to AC machines because electric ship propulsion systems use
mainly AC motors. DC machines are not considered further in this study.
1.2.1 AC Electrical Machines
AC machines are classed as either synchronous or induction machines.
Both synchronous and induction machines are used for high power applica-
tions, so both types are equally relevant to this study. In the vast majority
of cases both synchronous and induction machines are radial flux machines.
Axial flux machines are not considered here. Electrical machines can be
used as motors or as generators and many applications require machines to
operate as both [36]. Generators are predominantly synchronous machines.
The reason for this is that induction machines cannot generate electricity
without being connected to an already existing supply. This existing refer-
ence voltage is required to induce the generated voltage against. Motors are
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mainly induction machines due to their ruggedness, reliability and low cost
compared to synchronous machines. However, synchronous machines enable
some independent control over the power factor and have higher efficiency.
The fundamental components of a machine are the same for both generator
and motor operation and so the technology introduced in this study can be
applied to both. However, the focus area of this study is for motor operation.
The construction and excitation of the stator of both machines is funda-
mentally the same but the machines in the two categories have different
constructions and excitations for the rotor. For the majority of this study
the two types of machines can be considered together. The construction of
a cylindrical electrical machine consists of a stator and a rotor separated by
an air gap. Motor operation is achieved by an electric current supplied to
windings on the stator. A conversion from electrical to mechanical power
occurs in the machine which causes mechanical torque to be produced. This
torque is transferred to the rotor and drives the connected load [63].
A new technology in the field of electric ship propulsion is the develop-
ment of high temperature superconductivity wound field synchronous ma-
chines (HTS machines). These are essentially AC synchronous machines
which have the rotor wound with superconducting wire instead of copper.
These rotor windings can conduct more than 150 times the electric current
of copper wire with the same dimensions and no resistance. This results
in an electrical machine with higher power density and higher efficiency
than present day AC machines. The weight and size of HTS machines can
be as low as one third of the weight and size of conventional synchronous
machines of a corresponding rating, also reducing manufacturing and main-
tenance costs and increasing design flexibility. The use of superconductor
coils eliminates the requirement of the rotor or stator to have teeth, result-
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ing in an inherently quieter machine [53].
Machines that exist but are not relevant to this study are:
• Shaded pole motors; these are typically used below 50W
• Split phase machines; these are used in 50W to 500W power applica-
tions (such as fans, centrifugal pumps and office equipment)
• Capacitor starter and split capacitor machines (used in high starting
torque applications such as air-conditioning and refrigeration)
• Universal motors (used in vacuum cleaners and kitchen appliances)
[13]
• Synchronous reluctance machines, switched reluctance machines and
stepper motors.
1.2.2 The Stator
The stator of a cylindrical AC machine is formed from a set of identical,
highly permeable steel laminations in the shape of a ring with teeth pro-
truding inwards. The laminations combine to form a hollow cylinder. Many
turns of wire in the slots between the stator teeth are used to supply current
to the machine. Figure 1 shows the stator laminations, windings and casing
of a small induction machine. Alternating current is supplied to the stator
windings, usually in three phases. Each of the three phases is 120o out
of phase to the others. Some large machines have more than three phases,
slotless machines and single and double phase machines also exist, but three
phase machines are the most common [13].
The current in the stator windings produces a magnetic field in the stator
laminations. The magnetic field rotates around the stator at synchronous
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speed ns (Hz), so called because it is synchronized with the supply fre-
quency f (Hz). Synchronous speed also depends on the number of pole
pairs npp:
ns =
f
npp
(1)
Stator and rotor laminations have good magnetic properties and are also
good electrical conductors. Eddy currents exist in the material. These are
currents that flow in opposing directions to the required currents, and these
cause losses. Laminations are coated with a less conductive, less permeable
material. This decreases the effective axial conductivity nearly to zero and
so eddy current losses are much reduced. Coating the laminations also
slightly increases the reluctance of the global magnetic flux path [63].
1.2.3 Induction Machines
Induction machines are the most common type of AC machine, suitable for
both variable and constant speed applications. They are used for a wide
range of power requirements from a few watts to several megawatts due
to their simplicity, ruggedness, reliability, and low cost. Large induction
motors are found on naval vessels, cruise liners and LNG carriers [13] [22].
1.2.3.1 Induction Machine Rotor Construction The rotor of an
induction machine is constructed from a dense stack of highly permeable
laminations. The laminations are punched to provide slots in which the
rotor conductors are situated. The construction of the windings defines the
two main types of induction motor, which are wound or squirrel cage.
A squirrel cage rotor has conductive bars embedded in the slots. At each
end of the rotor, the bars are connected to end rings which short-circuit the
bars together. The bars and end rings of small to medium sized machines
are die cast to form an integral block. See Figure 2 for a squirrel cage rotor
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with an integral cooling fan.
A wound rotor has windings in a similar construction to the stator. The
terminals are connected to slip rings which turn with the rotor. Stationary
brushes enable external resistors to be connected in series with the rotor
windings which aids start up. During normal operation, the brushes are
short-circuited. Wound rotor induction machines are less common than
their squirrel cage counterparts.
1.2.3.2 Induction Motor Operation The following steps explain the
starting of induction motors:
• The current flow through the stator windings produces a magnetic
field in the stator laminations.
• The rotating magnetic field in the stator passes through the air gap
to the rotor and cuts across the rotor conductors.
• A voltage is induced across the rotor conductors. At the same instant
a current flows in the conductors, as described by Faraday’s law.
• The induced rotor currents produce magnetic fields around the rotor
windings. The magnetic fields from the stator and rotor windings
combine to create a distorted magnetic field.
• In accordance with Lenz’s law, the resultant magnetic field produces a
magnetic force. A small component of this force acts circumferentially
around the air gap producing a torque that acts between the rotor and
the stator. The main component of magnetic force acts radially on
the stator teeth.
• The air gap torque tends to rotate the rotor in the same direction as
the magnetic field from the stator windings.
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Once the motor is running, there is a difference between synchronous speed
ns and the rotational speed of the rotor Ω. The relative difference is called
slip (s):
s =
100(ns − Ω)
ns
(2)
The presence of slip ensures a torque exists between the rotor and the stator.
If the rotor were to rotate at synchronous speed there would be no resultant
tangential force in the air gap and consequently no torque to drive the rotor.
The torque developed by an induction motor is dependent on its rotational
speed. The relationship between torque and speed is usually illustrated by a
plot of a torque-speed curve. The torque-speed curve is unique to every ma-
chine and is dependent on the individual properties of the rotor, especially
the rotor resistance. The steady state torque-speed curve of a conventional
three phase induction motor is shown in figure 3.
At standstill the steady state torque that the motor supplies is called the
locked rotor torque. A rotor with a high resistance will have a high locked
rotor torque and a decrease in speed with increase in load. This is ad-
vantageous for starting but results in high losses and low efficiency during
operation [13]. The minimum torque that the motor will supply is called
the pull up torque, this is shown in figure 3 at point 1. The maximum
torque that the motor can supply is called the pull out torque, this is shown
in figure 3 at point 2. If the load applied to the rotor exceeds the pull out
torque, the motor will stall and cease running. The motor will accelerate
from stand still through the pull up torque and pull out torque until the
supply torque falls to equal the load torque. At this point the rotor speed
will become constant. If the torque is equal to rated torque, this operating
point is called full load and is indicated in figure 3 at point 3. For large
machines the slip at this point is usually about 0.5%.
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Figure 4 illustrates how varying the supply voltage with constant frequency
affects the torque-speed curve. In this figure, two supply-torque against
speed curves are shown for a conventional induction motor. A plain solid
line indicates supply at rated voltage. A crossed line indicates the same
machine supplied at a quarter of the rated voltage. These two lines show
that decreasing the supply voltage to the motor reduces the torque supplied
by the motor and changes the supply-torque against speed characteristics.
A load-torque against speed curve is shown with circular markings, in this
case the load torque is proportional to the rotational speed squared and
so increasing the speed of the motor increases the load torque. At rated
voltage, the motor operates at full load torque, shown in figure 4 at point 1.
When the machine is supplied by a quarter of rated voltage, the operating
point is shown in the figure at point 2. Varying the supply voltage by any
value between rated voltage and a quarter of rated voltage will vary the
supply torque within the two supply torque curves shown in the figure. The
motor will be driven at the point where the supply torque equals the load
torque [13].
Varying the supply voltage and frequency in proportion so that the sta-
tor flux remains constant maintains the shape of the torque-speed curve
but shifts the curve along the speed axis. This effect is illustrated with the
blue lines in figure 5. This graph has three frequency regions; the constant
torque region which exists at frequencies from zero Hz up to a base fre-
quency value, the constant power region which occurs at frequencies above
the base frequency, and equivalent DC series motor operation at frequencies
above this. In the constant torque region, voltage and frequency are varied
proportionately; this maintains constant flux and the pull out torque also
remains constant. Motors mainly operate in this region. At frequencies
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above base frequency, operation is limited by the constant power curve. At
frequencies above base frequency, with rated voltage, the air gap flux de-
creases and so torque decreases; this is DC series motor-like operation [13].
The total current in the machine is split into magnetizing current and ro-
tor current. The magnetizing current is the current required to create the
flux in the machine. The rotor current is the additional current required
to create the torque. The effect of rotor current on torque is illustrated
in figure 6. A rotor current-speed plot is shown with a dashed line. The
locked rotor current is the current supplied at stand still. This is high and
current decreases as speed increases. At synchronous speed rotor current
is zero and so the value of total current is the magnetizing current. When
the voltage and frequency is varied so that the stator flux remains constant,
the shape of the current-speed curve remains the same but moves along the
speed axis with the torque-speed curve. This effect is also shown in figure 6.
The locked rotor current is high when the supply voltage is high. When the
voltage is reduced so that the stator flux remains constant, the locked rotor
current is reduced and the locked rotor torque is high. Therefore, within
the limit of rated current a motor can be accelerated from stand still with
full rated torque. This results in high efficiency and energy savings and
prevents high rotor bar stress.
1.2.4 Synchronous Machines
Synchronous machines are popular for high power applications because most
are rated at between 150kW and 15MW and run at speeds of 150rev/min
to 1800rev/min. The vast majority of turbine driven generators in the
production of electrical power are synchronous generators [42]. Synchro-
nous machines have higher efficiency than induction machines mainly due
to having direct rotor excitation. They are more expensive than induction
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motors but in high power applications their life cycle cost can be lower than
for induction motors [13] [102]. Synchronous reluctance machines are not
considered in this study.
1.2.4.1 Synchronous Machine Rotor Construction The rotor of a
synchronous machine may be either wound or have permanent magnet (PM)
material. A wound field rotor has one or more windings usually connected
together in series. The windings of a wound field synchronous motor are
supplied with direct current either from an external exciter through slip
rings or from an exciter integral to the rotor so that adjacent poles have
opposite polarities [102].
A permanent magnet AC machine has permanent magnets on the rotor
instead of one or more windings. These types of rotors can be categorized
into axial or radial categories. Radial permanent magnet machines can be
either surface or interior, a surface PM rotor is illustrated in figure 7. Sur-
face permanent magnet machines are described as being either trapezoidal
or sinusoidal according to the voltage profile which they generate when the
machine is open circuited [13].
High energy product magnet material (NdFeB) is often used for permanent
magnet motors. High energy magnets enable smaller machines with lower
inertia and the same torque. This is presently a very expensive material.
However, the cost of this material is falling and so a rise in manufacture and
utilization of permanent magnet machines is predicted and the utilization
of PM machines may possibly even surpass that of induction machines [13].
1.2.4.2 Synchronous Motor Operation Initially the rotating mag-
netic field due to supply frequency is too fast to use for start up. Methods
used for start up are variable frequency drives, unexcited auxiliary wind-
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ings, an additional squirrel cage winding on the rotor or brushless excita-
tion. Very large synchronous motors can be accelerated by an auxiliary
motor called a pony motor. During start up no excitation is supplied to the
windings of wound rotor synchronous machines [102].
When the rotor is running at close to synchronous speed direct current
is supplied through slip rings to the rotor of wound rotor synchronous ma-
chines. This produces the rotor poles and the mutual attraction between
the rotor and stator poles locks the rotation of the rotor with the rotation
of the magnetic field. The torque developed in the air gap at this moment
is called the pull in torque. During operation with load torques that are be-
tween no load and full load, synchronous motors run at synchronous speed.
The synchronous speed of a synchronous motor is also determined by equa-
tion (1) [102].
If squirrel cage windings have been used to start the motor, these become
redundant as soon as the rotor reaches synchronous speed as no voltage can
then be induced in these windings. The squirrel cage windings are also used
if there are unwanted fluctuations during the operation of the motor. Any
change in rotor speed away from synchronous speed causes currents to be
induced in the windings which affects the magnetic field in the machine and
consequently the torque acting on the rotor, this acts to dampen the effect
of the fluctuations.
The rotor and stator of a synchronous machine have the same number of
poles. The axes of the rotor and stator poles directly coincide if the ma-
chine is operating with no load. With the application of a mechanical load
the rotor poles fall behind the stator poles by an angle α. If the load and
therefore α increases, the current increases. The physical angle between
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the rotor poles and stator poles α gives rise to an electrical phase shift δ
between the induced stator voltage and the rotor voltage:
δ = αnpp (3)
Reluctance torque is the torque that is generated by the attraction of the
stator poles and unexcited rotor. The maximum value of reluctance torque
is usually about 25% of the peak torque generated from the rotor excita-
tion. This occurs when δ is about 45o. If reluctance torque is neglected the
variation of supply torque with respect to δ is a sine wave. The total torque
is the sum of the supply torque and reluctance torque. The supply torque,
reluctance torque and total torque of a synchronous machine are shown in
figure 8. The region of positive total torque indicates motor operation, the
negative torque region indicates generator operation. The maximum value
of total torque, which occurs when δ is equal to or close to 70o is the pull out
torque [102]. If the load torque exceeds the pull out torque, the rotor poles
pull away from the stator poles and jump to the next pole. This is called
pole slip and can be extremely damaging to the motor and any equipment
connected to it. Therefore, the full load torque is usually around half of the
pull out torque.
1.2.5 Machine Losses
Electrical motors transform electrical energy into mechanical energy. Dur-
ing this process some electrical and mechanical energy is lost. This causes
an increase in the temperature and a reduction in the efficiency (η) of the
motor. Efficiency is given as
η =
100Pout
Pin
(4)
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where Pout is the machine output power. Pin is the machine input power.
1.2.5.1 Mechanical losses Windage Pw and friction Pfr are mechani-
cal losses. Windage loss occurs from the air flow through the machine due
to cooling. Friction occurs between relatively moving parts. These losses
are independent of load and dependent on the speed of the machine.
1.2.5.2 Electrical Losses Rotor and stator copper losses Pcu and iron
losses Pfe are electrical losses. Copper loss is given by
Pcu = I
2R (5)
where I is the current in the conductors and R is the resistance of the
conductors. Resistance is given by
R =
ρL
A
(6)
where L is the length of the conductor and A is the cross-sectional area
of the conductor. ρ is the resistivity of copper, this value is dependent on
temperature. Copper losses are dependent on supply current and therefore
vary with load and speed.
1.2.5.3 Iron losses Hysteresis and eddy currents cause losses in the
form of heat in the rotor and stator iron. Hysteresis is the phenomenon of
magnetic flux density B lagging behind a varying magnetic field H. A hys-
teresis loop for iron is shown in figure 9, this curve shows that magnetizing
an initially unmagnetized iron specimen causes the magnetic flux density
to increase until saturation is reached (from point 1 to 2 on the curve). Re-
ducing the magnetic field strength to zero causes the magnetic flux density
to reduce to point 3. The level of magnetic flux density at point 3 is the
remanence flux. Supplying the iron with increasing magnetic field strength
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in the opposite (negative) direction decreases the magnetic flux density. At
point 4 the magnetic flux density is zero, the magnetic field strength at this
point is the negative coercive force. For higher negative values of magnetic
field strength the magnetic flux density also increases negatively until sat-
uration is reached at point 5. Decreasing the magnetic field strength to
zero causes the magnetic flux density to reach negative remanence flux at
point 6. Increasing the magnetic field strength in the original direction to
the point of coercive force causes the magnetic flux density to decrease to
zero at point 7. Further increases in magnetic field strength cause the flux
density to increase to the point of saturation (point 2). This is one complete
hysteresis loop. If magnetic field strength varies within the unsaturated re-
gion, the hysteresis loop is formed within the loop shown. The area enclosed
by the hysteresis loop (TAm−1) is proportional to the energy lost (Jm−3)
and this varies for different ferromagnetic materials. Silicon steel has a thin
hysteresis loop and relatively small area. The iron of the stator and rotor
of an electrical machine experiences variations in magnetic field strength at
the frequency of the supply current. Therefore, hysteresis losses in electrical
machines increase with increasing supply frequency but are independent of
load.
Eddy currents are generated in the iron due to the flow of magnetic flux.
These currents flow in the iron perpendicular to the direction of the flow of
flux causing heat generation in the iron. Both types of iron loss are depen-
dent on the speed of rotation, quality of steel and magnetic flux density.
1.2.5.4 Additional Load Losses All of the losses not covered above
are additional load losses P+ [92]. These are calculated by
p+ = (Pin − Pout)− (Pfe + Pcu + Pw + Pfr) (7)
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These are caused by space harmonics and leakage flux at the ends of the
windings [9].
1.2.5.5 Overview of Power Losses The losses of one 1.5MW syn-
chronous motor are given in table 1 [102]. The efficiency of a motor de-
pends on the load that the motor drives. An efficiency against load curve
is shown in figure 10. At no-load, the total power supplied to the machine
only needs to be sufficient to overcome friction, windage and iron losses.
Therefore, at no-load efficiency is at a minimum. The current required for
this is low so copper losses are low and additional load losses are zero. If
the load varies but speed remains nearly constant friction, windage and
iron losses also remain fairly constant. As the load increases the current
supplied to the machine must increase and so the copper losses increase.
Efficiency initially increases as the load increases from no-load. There is a
range of values of load where efficiency is fairly constant. Above this range
efficiency decreases. The temperature of the machine increases with load
and the maximum temperature that a machine can withstand defines the
rated power of the machine. Machine designers aim for maximum efficiency
and full load operation to coincide [102].
1.2.6 Discussion and Conclusion of AC Machines
Controlling the rotor excitation of wound field synchronous motors controls
whether the power factor is leading, lagging or unity. This results in an im-
proved efficiency machine compared to an induction machine. The highest
power factor of induction machines at rated condition is around 0.89. For
this reason the rotor and stator of an induction machine needs to be larger
than a synchronous machine and so the inertia and mass of an induction
machine is greater than for an equivalent synchronous machine. Torque
response times are comparable for the two machines but the flux time con-
stant is much faster for wound field synchronous machines [13]. Permanent
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magnet motors have no field control but also experience no field loss and so
are more efficient, they are more expensive than both wound field synchro-
nous machines and induction machines.
Electrical machines have now been introduced. Both large induction and
synchronous machines are relevant to this work. The construction of the
stator is the same for both of these two types of machine, although the rotor
construction and excitation is different. The resultant equivalent mechani-
cal forcing that causes the torque and vibrations is also essentially the same
for both. The two types of machine can largely be discussed and analysed
together. Power electronic converters play an important role in the control
of machine speed and so they are introduced next.
1.3 Power Electronic Converters
Power electronic converters utilize electronic semiconductor switching de-
vices to convert and control electrical power. It was the introduction of these
high power solid switching devices into the speed control of electric motors
that facilitated the change from the use of mainly DC motors in variable
speed applications to the use of mainly AC motors. They are relevant to
this study because these are now used to supply power to electrical machines
in very many applications. Power electronic components are also essential
for the implementation of the technologies investigated in this study. This
section gives an overview of the development of these devices and their char-
acteristics.
Power electronic converters are used in applications such as transport, aerospace,
military, residential and commercial. The benefits of power electronics are
high efficiency (96% - 99%), ease of cooling, low cost, small size, reliability
and longevity. Control is enabled without direct energy dumping such as
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throttling of pumps. Therefore, modern day electric motor systems that use
power electronic converters for speed control benefit from having low main-
tenance requirements, high efficiency and superior dynamic performance
compared to traditional drive systems [102]. However, this equipment is
based on nonlinear switching devices and these generate unwelcome har-
monics over a wide frequency range. These feed into the load and supply
lines. Electromagnetic interference occurs when switching causes a fast rate
of change of voltage and current [13].
A prediction for the near future is that, due to the decreasing cost of con-
verters and their increasing importance in machine drives; all machines
will have front end variable frequency converters, even for starting constant
speed machines. Intelligent machines will be widely used which have inte-
grated converters and controllers [13].
The next section describes the relevant electronic switching devices.
1.3.1 Semiconductor Switching Devices
Present day power electronic devices for high power applications include:
• Diodes
• Thyristors
• Gate turn-off thyristors (GTOs).
• Insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs).
• Integrated gate commutated thyristors (IGCTs).
Other technologies that are required for the implementation of power elec-
tronic devices include semiconductor materials and processing, fabrication
and packaging and modelling and simulation [3] [13].
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A diode is a semiconductor device that acts like a switch. The diode has
an anode and a cathode terminal. If a voltage is supplied so that the anode
is positive with respect to the cathode the diode is forward-biased. In this
situation the diode acts like a closed switch and current flows. If the diode
is reversed biased it acts like an open switch and no current flows. Diodes
are used in single phase and three phase bridge rectifiers to convert AC to
DC [102].
A thyristor is similar to a diode but in addition to the anode and cath-
ode terminals has a gate terminal. No current flows when the thyristor is
reverse-biased. When the thyristor is forward-biased a small current sup-
ply to the gate terminal enables the flow of current through the thyristor.
Therefore there is more control over power conversion with a thyristor than
a diode. Thyristors are capable of switching at frequencies up to about
2kHz [102].
Gate turn off thyristors use current control to the gate terminal to enable
current to flow through the device when required and also to be blocked
when required when the GTO is forward-biased. These are high power
switching devices and can operate at thousands of amperes and up to 4000V .
Switching frequencies are possible up to around 400Hz but switching losses
can be relatively high [13].
Insulated gate bipolar transistors are voltage controlled switches with col-
lector, emitter and base terminals. They provide many benefits over other
power electronic technology. They can be powered with hundreds of horse-
power. They enable highly efficient, compact, robust converters. They can
be used at frequencies up to about 50kHz, well above the audio frequency
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range. This enables the output of low frequency voltages with high control
over the waveform and phase. Very low levels of harmonic currents are gen-
erated. Subsequently, no harmonic filtering is required and the noise and
vibration of the driven motor is reduced to very low levels. IGBTs are used
in the majority of applications from several hundred watts to 1-2MW and
higher power applications such as with induction motors in ship propulsion
systems [13] [22] [102].
IGCTs are voltage controlled, they have comparable switching frequencies
to IGBTs and the converter design is simpler than that of GTOs. IGCTs
use a high voltage and current so are inherently suitable for multi-megawatt
power ratings [13].
1.3.2 Power Electronic Converters
The above devices are used in power electronic converters. Some popular
types of power electronic converters are described here.
Static frequency changers convert an input line frequency directly into an
output frequency. Cycloconverters are a type of static frequency changer.
They are used to start, stop, run, reverse and decelerate slow speed squir-
rel cage induction and synchronous machines. These utilize thyristors and
enable machines to operate with constant stator flux. Cycloconverter fed
motors typically run about 10oC hotter than sinusoidally supplied motors
and so require additional cooling or derating [102].
Static voltage controllers are static switches which enable variable voltage
speed control. They are used to soft-start induction motors. Static volt-
age control can be achieved with a three phase autotransformer or three
sets of thyristors connected back to back. They are silent and are available
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from 1 to thousands of horsepower. Static voltage controllers are prefer-
able to rheostat, autotransformer starters, wye and part winding starters.
Autotransformers have lower losses and distortion than thyristors and so
thyristors are used only for low power applications [102].
Rectifier-inverter systems with line commutation are used to supply rec-
tangular AC waveforms with control over the voltage and frequency. Line
commutated systems are used mainly with synchronous motors although
they can be used with wound rotor induction motors because the inverter
requires reactive power and this is provided by the synchronous motor. A
typical rectifier-inverter system is shown in figure 11. The rectifier converts
the AC input into DC and this is supplied through a DC link to the inverter
which converts the supply into a rectangular AC waveform. Thyristors are
suitable for these converters because the current is extinguished naturally
when the line voltage changes [102].
Rectifier-inverter systems with self commutation are used to generate rec-
tangular AC waveforms to supply squirrel cage induction motors. Induction
motors absorb rather than provide reactive power so need self commutated
inverters. These utilize similar devices to the line commutated system ex-
cept for the inverter which can absorb or deliver reactive power and so
generates its own frequency. The DC link between the rectifier and inverter
is controlled to operate with either almost constant voltage or almost con-
stant current. The constant current link has an inductor as shown in figure
11. The constant voltage link has a capacitor to smooth the current. The
inverter frequency is determined by the frequency of the gate pulses. The in-
verter power depends on the load and the semiconductor switching devices.
IGBTs, GTOs or three phase bridge thyristors can be used. Current source
converters are used to control individual motors. Voltage source converters
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are used to control several motors together [102].
The rectifier-inverter systems described above output rectangular wave-
forms as shown in figure 12. These contain large third, fifth and seventh
harmonics of fundamental frequency. These harmonics generate torque pul-
sations in the machine which occur at integer multiples of six times fun-
damental frequency. These pulsations are problematic for low fundamental
frequencies but less so at high frequencies. These converters are used in the
constant power region of induction motor control where the fundamental
frequency is high and so torque pulsations are minimal. These converters
are preferable to pulse width modulation (PWM) techniques at high fun-
damental frequencies because PWM techniques have high power losses at
high frequencies [102] [104].
Pulse width modulation is a technique that has become popular for con-
verting a DC supply voltage to AC since the development of devices such
as GTOs and IGBTs. A PWM system is shown in figure 13. A three phase
bridge rectifier with diodes is suitable for converting the AC voltage to
DC. An inverter converts the DC supply to a rectangular AC voltage wave-
form with constant frequency. The frequency of this waveform is called the
carrier frequency. The proportion of the wave that is positive and negative
within one cycle can be controlled. The ratio of the positive period of the
pulse to the total period of one pulse is called the duty cycle D. If the DC
voltage is given the symbol E1 then the average output voltage E2 is:
E2 = E1(2D − 1) (8)
By varying the duty cycle and filtering the output the output waveform,
average voltage and frequency can be controlled. The inductance of the ma-
chine smooths out the high frequency content of current. Figure 14 shows
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a sine wave generated with PWM and the variation in duty cycle required
to achieve this. The output frequency is called the fundamental frequency.
Many shapes of waveform can be generated with PWM techniques. For ex-
ample low frequencies can be transformed into high frequencies in a fraction
of a millisecond. PWM techniques are usually used to control the constant
torque operation of the motor under variable voltage variable frequency
control. In this region operation can be synchronized or unsynchronized.
In unsynchronized mode the carrier frequency is maintained at its upper
limit and the fundamental frequency is controlled by altering the number
of pulses per fundamental period. Increasing the number of pulses per pe-
riod decreases the fundamental frequency. This type of operation is used
for fundamental frequencies from 0Hz to one tenth of the upper limit of
the carrier frequency. Synchronized operation is achieved by using a carrier
frequency that is an integer multiple (and usually an odd number) of the
required fundamental frequency. This operation is preferable for fundamen-
tal frequencies that are above one tenth of the upper limit of the carrier
frequency in the constant torque region. Carrier frequencies are possible
from 1kHz to 16kHz. The higher the carrier frequency the better the wave
shape that can be generated and filtering is easier. However, the power loss
is also increased. Decreasing the pulse width decreases the average output
voltage. [102]. The harmonics of fundamental frequency that are present in
the supply from the inverter can be eliminated with PWM but harmonics
of the carrier frequency are generated. When electrical machines are sup-
plied by PWM the copper loss and iron loss in the machine is increased.
A standard induction motor will therefore run 10oC to 20oC higher with a
PWM drive than a 50Hz sinusoidal supply [102].
The voltage frequency spectrum of these converters consists of discrete fre-
quency components concentrated around multiples of the carrier frequency
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rather than the fundamental frequency. Typically, these traditional PWM
inverters have carrier frequencies of several kilohertz, which is within the
audible range. When PWM is used in the speed control of electrical ma-
chines, these distinct frequency components generate tonal acoustic noise
in the machine iron. With inverter fed machines, noise generally decreases
as the carrier frequency of the inverters increases. This is because in gen-
eral vibrations at a higher frequency occur where the stator core has higher
stiffness and therefore lower response, causing reduced noise and vibration.
However, the upper frequency limit that PWM converters can be used ef-
fectively is limited by issues of switching losses and efficiency.
Random PWM produces a carrier wave that contains random frequency
components. The effect of this is to spread out the acoustic energy over a
wide frequency spectrum. The large frequency components that are present
in the spectrum of traditional PWM converters disappear with random
PWM and so random PWM prevents high levels of tonal noise from being
generated. Broadband noise is created and so the use of random PWM does
not necessarily reduce the overall noise produced by the connected machine.
However, the human perception of broadband noise is that it is far less irri-
tating than tonal noise and so random PWM is used over traditional PWM
methods for applications that require low noise emission. Some disadvan-
tages of random PWM compared to traditional PWM include increases in
machine harmonic losses and decreases in machine efficiency [17].
1.4 Summary of Electrical Machines, Speed Control
and Power Electronics
The previous sections have introduced electrical machines and power elec-
tronics as a means of controlling machine speed. A summary of these sec-
tions is given here. Electrical machines may be either AC or DC machines.
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The vast majority of machines in use today are AC induction machines
due to their simplicity, ruggedness, low cost and reliability. Synchronous
machines are more suited to high power applications. Their initial cost is
higher than that of induction machines but so is their efficiency, resulting in
potential for lower long term cost. The construction of a motor is the same
as the construction of a generator. The construction and excitation of the
stator of an induction machine is essentially the same as the construction
and excitation of the stator of a synchronous machine. Recent advances
in power electronics technology have led to power electronic converters be-
coming popular for the speed control of electrical machines. Using power
electronic converters to control the speed of electrical machines has many
advantages, including vastly increased drive efficiency. However, one disad-
vantage of converter fed machines is the extra harmonic components that
are present in the supply to the machine which can excite noise producing
resonances in the machine. The next section addresses noise in general and
in electrical machines.
1.5 Noise Radiation
This section discusses some aspects that are related to noise radiation in gen-
eral. Noise is predominantly caused by unwanted sound radiating through
air from a vibrating surface. Noise can be transmitted as pitched or un-
pitched. The effect of these two types of noise radiation on the surrounding
environment is very different. Un-pitched noise, also known as broadband
or white noise, has a well distributed energy spectrum. Broadband noise is
generally not irritating to human hearing and does not transmit a charac-
teristic frequency spectrum and so is not considered further in this section
[59]. Pitched or tonal noise is created from vibrations of a structure that
occur in a fine range around one or very few distinct frequencies. Tonal
noise can be extremely irritating to human hearing. Machinery that emits
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tonal noise has a characteristic frequency spectrum which is easily detected.
Tonal noise is discussed further in the next paragraphs and is the type of
noise that this study aims to eliminate.
Assuming that all of the noise emitted by a vibrating structure is caused by
sound radiation from the structure, the level of noise radiated by a constant
frequency vibration is dependent on the mean-squared velocity of the vi-
bration. High velocity structural vibrations cause high levels of tonal noise
to be emitted. The frequency range of interest for acoustic noise is 20Hz
to 20kHz, and most importantly between 500Hz and 8kHz [55]. A high
level of tonal noise in this frequency range is considered to be undesirable.
Much work has been carried out with the aim of reducing or controlling
tonal noise in a vast range of different applications. The usual motivation
for the mitigation of tonal noise is for the comfort or health of the people
that have to spend time in the vicinity of the noise source. Consequently,
various legislation exists that prohibits high levels of tonal noise from being
produced, such as The Control of Noise at Work Regulations 2005 .
The distance from a noise source to the noise detector is important in studies
of noise emission. The region surrounding a source of noise can be sepa-
rated into two zones: The near field region and the far field region. The
far field describes the zone in free space where the sound pressure level
decreases 6dB with each doubling of distance from the source, this rela-
tionship is called the inverse-square law. In the far field region the sound
pressure and particle velocity are almost exactly in phase. Closer to the
source where these two conditions do not hold constitutes the near field
region [104].
The level of noise radiated from a structure such as an electrical machine
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can be measured and quantified by the sound pressure level and the sound
power level.
The total sound pressure LP is (in dB):
LP = 10log10
p2
p2
ref
(9)
Where p is the rms sound pressure (in Nm−2) at a known point away from
the structure and pref is a reference value, 2x10
−5 Nm−2 [106]. This is
approximately equal to the lowest rms sound pressure level that is audible
to an average person at 1000Hz. In order to measure the sound pressure of
a machine, many measurements are usually taken at points on an imaginary
surface surrounding the noise source and the average rms sound pressure
pav of these points is used to calculate the mean sound pressure level LP .
LP = 10log10
p2av
p2
ref
(10)
The resulting mean sound pressure level of the noise source will be depen-
dent on the shape and distance of the measuring surface relative to the
structure. For example, the value of LP calculated over a hemispherical
surface in an anechoic chamber that is a radius of 0.5m from the noise
source will be 6dB greater than LP calculated over a hemispherical surface
that is a radius of 1m from the noise source if the reverberant field is still
weak compared to the direct field. If a sound pressure level is to be used to
quantify the noise emitted from a source, the acoustic environment, shape
of the measurement surface and the distance of the surface from the noise
source must also be given [104].
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The total sound power level LW is (in dB):
LW = 10log10
P
Pref
(11)
Here P is the sound power emitted by the noise source in watts and Pref is
the reference sound power, which is 10−12W [106]. The sound power level
is related to the mean sound pressure level LP by:
LW = LP + 10log10S (12)
S is the total surface area of the measuring surface (in m2). The second
term of equation (12) accounts for the measurement surface in such a way
that the sound power level of a noise source is independent of the shape and
radius of the measurement surface. The noise radiated by two noise sources
can be compared using the sound power level regardless of differences in the
two measurement surfaces used to calculate this.
At a point close to the surface, the radiated sound power caused by a con-
stant frequency acoustic wave is proportional to the velocity of the vibration
of the surface that is perpendicular to the plane of the surface. In this case
sound power at the measurement point lW is calculated by.
lW = v2ZAσ (13)
Z is the characteristic acoustic impedance of air, it has units of Rayls and
its value is dependent on the acoustic wave frequency and the temperature
of the air. A is the area of the vibrating surface, v2 is the mean-squared
velocity of the vibrating surface. The integral of lW over the structure’s
surface gives the total sound power LW . Not all of the sound that is created
by a vibrating surface is radiated away from the surface. The sound radiated
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is quantified by the radiation efficiency σ. This is defined as the ratio of
the power detected from the radiator to the total power supplied and is
dependent on the frequency of the vibration.
1.6 Noise Sources and Reduction Methods in Large
Electrical Machines
This section provides important background information for the thesis. The
aim of this section is to provide an overview of the factors that contribute
to electrical machine noise. The contents of the section are organized as
follows:
• Introduction to machine noise
• The vibrational behaviour of the stator
• Electromagnetic noise, which is produced by Maxwell forces and the
magnetostriction effect
• Harmonics in the electromagnetic force waves
• Existing electromagnetic noise reduction methods
• Mechanical noise sources in electrical machines
• Mechanical noise reduction methods
• Aerodynamic noise sources in electrical machines
• Aerodynamic noise reduction methods
• Summary of noise in electrical machines
1.6.1 Introduction to Machine Noise
Much work has been carried out over many decades with the aim of under-
standing the causes of noise in electrical machines and producing quieter
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machines. This has resulted in the production of noise becoming a well
understood topic. Some noise reduction methods have become standard
features of electrical machines. Other methods are more complex to imple-
ment and not so practicable.
The noise emitted from electrical machines originates from three main sources;
electromagnetic, mechanical and aerodynamic [104]. Each of these sources
produce forces which act on the different parts of the machine and cause
structural vibrations and noise emission from the machine. Electromag-
netic noise dominates at low speeds and medium speeds. At high speeds
mechanical and aerodynamic noise dominates [17]. Electromagnetic noise is
the main source of noise considered in this study. There are two sources of
electromagnetic noise in electrical machines, these are Maxwell forces and
magnetostriction effects. Maxwell forces act in the air gap of the machine,
mainly on the tips of the stator teeth and these deform the stator core
indirectly. Magnetostriction effects cause direct deformation of the stator
iron. The consequence of both of these effects is to cause the stator core
and stator teeth to vibrate. Radial vibrations transmitted from the back
of the stator core to the frame of the machine cause the radial vibration
of the frame, which is the main source of unwanted tonal machine noise.
Tangential motion of the stator or frame tends to contribute very little to
the overall radiated noise. There are exceptions to this, one is when cooling
fins are present because the tangential motion of the frame can cause these
to vibrate and consequently radiate noise.
There is a demand for electrical machines to be produced with an ever
increasing performance and ever smaller size. These two demands have re-
sulted in modern day machines having thinner frames and operating under
higher flux densities than traditional machines. This results in machines
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experiencing increased electric and magnetic loading, higher magnetic sat-
uration and an increased need for cooling. These are all factors that lead
to a noisy machine [104].
The vibrational characteristics of electrical machines tends to lead to tonal
noise being emitted from the machines. The main reason that the tonal
noise emitted from electrical machines is undesirable is not for reasons of
human comfort: Large electrical machines are used for the propulsion of
marine vessels, such as cruise liners, and chemical tankers. Naval vessels,
such as navy ships, auxiliary oilers and submarines are also powered by
large electrical machines. Any tonal noise emitted by these vessels enables
the recognition and detection of the vessels, and it is imperative that this
situation be avoided. Therefore, in military marine applications, electrical
machines must only produce extremely low levels of vibrations and tonal
noise. With this in mind, the aim of this study is to develop a technology
for the mitigation of the tonal noise emitted from large electrical machines.
This technology would be suitable for use with the type of large electrical
machines that are used to power military marine vessels where low noise
emission is a priority.
Various methods for reducing the noise emission from electrical machines
have been developed. However, the vast majority of the noise producing
forces in electrical machines are directly related to the operation of the
machine. Thus many noise reduction techniques also negatively affect the
performance and increase the cost of the machine. Methods of reduction
of electromagnetic noise are usually related to reduction of the magnetic
forces, the dynamic vibration level of the machine surface and the radiation
efficiency of sound from the surface of the frame [104].
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In analysis of the noise production of electrical machines often only the
vibrational behaviour of the stator is considered even though the resultant
noise is radiated from the surface of the frame. The reason for this is ex-
plained here: The frames of electrical machines are usually connected to
the stator by ribs, key bars or by shrink fitting the stator into place. The
forcing within the machine causes the stator to vibrate, and these vibrations
are transmitted to the frame. The resultant tonal acoustic noise is radiated
from the surface of the frame. The vibrational response of the stator and
frame together will be different to that of the stator alone. Considering the
mechanical interaction between the stator and the frame in machine analysis
adds to the complication of the analysis significantly. However, if the frame
is neglected, the computed vibration levels of the back of the stator core
give a reliable indication of the overall level of vibration that the machine
produces. The addition of the frame will not increase the overall vibration
levels of the machine, and so the level of vibration that is computed with-
out including the frame may over estimate, but will not underestimate the
vibration. Therefore a measure of the tonal noise emitted from an electrical
machine is given as the radial velocity of the vibration of the back of the
stator core.
Rotor vibrations do not usually contribute to the noise produced by elec-
trical machines. The reasons for this are that rotor resonances are not sig-
nificantly excited by electromagnetic forces and sound radiation from the
rotor surface is much lower than from the stator surface [10]. Exceptions to
this are external rotor machines which are not considered here and electro-
magnetic excitation of the first flexural rotor bending mode which transmits
vibrations to the bearings and stator.
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1.6.2 Vibrations of the Stator
A stator is a cyclically symmetric structure, and this property occurs be-
cause a stator can be divided into subsections, with every one of the subsec-
tions being identical to every other subsection. Incidently, each subsection
includes one tooth, a section of the windings and the corresponding seg-
ment of the back of core. Cyclically symmetric structures exhibit unique
vibration characteristics and these characteristics are described briefly here.
More detail is given on this subject in appendix C.4. The mode shapes of a
cyclically symmetric structure can be described by a mode number n, the
mode number describes the number of complete deformation waves around
the circumference that the structure deforms into. At most resonant fre-
quencies of a cyclically symmetric structure there are two corresponding,
orthogonal mode shapes with the same mode number.
The majority of noise producing forces within an electrical machine are
periodic forces with respect to time and space. These can be decomposed
in space into families which correspond to integer mode numbers. The
applied forcing is usually made up of travelling waves around the air gap
between the rotor and stator. However, radial standing waves are often
formed around the circumference of the stator from the interaction of two
radial force waves with equal frequency rotating in opposite directions.
At a resonant frequency of the stator, there is a corresponding stator mode
shape which dominates the response of the stator. If some forcing is applied
to the stator at that resonant frequency, and the force wave has a spatial dis-
tribution with the same mode number as that stator mode shape, the stator
will resonate [51]. The amplitude of vibration will be large and will depend
on the damping in the structure. If the frequency of the force matches the
resonant frequency of the stator but the mode number of the force does not
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match the mode number of the stator there will be zero net modal excita-
tion at that frequency and the resonance will not be excited. In electrical
machines resonance must be avoided if noise and vibration is to be avoided
and therefore knowledge of the vibrational response of the stator is required.
The vibration of a structure in a narrow frequency band that is within
the range of acoustic interest directly causes tonal acoustic noise to be ra-
diated from the surface of the structure. The different oscillating shapes of
the stator produce different levels of noise. The radial vibration of the back
of the stator core is the most dominant source of airborne noise. From the
point of view of noise emission, the most important force waves are those
which have mode numbers between 1 and 10. This is because the flexural
rigidity of the stator increases with mode number and so for higher mode
numbers the deflections decrease [97]. The surface vibrations from deflected
shapes which are described by a high mode number also have low noise ra-
diation efficiency. The natural frequencies of the stator for an n=0 mode
number are usually higher than the frequencies of interest [104] [106].
In the range of acoustic interest, a large electrical machine can have thou-
sands of resonant frequencies, whereas a small machine will have only a low
number [55]. In a large machine there are also many components of force
present at frequencies that are related to noise production. The frequen-
cies and spatial distribution of these force components are likely to coincide
with the resonances and mode shapes of the stator and cause high levels of
vibration and tonal noise to be emitted.
1.6.2.1 Tooth Rocking Frequency In large electrical machines, a
range of important resonant frequencies are the tooth rocking frequencies.
The corresponding deflected shapes of the stator feature the tangential mo-
tion of the stator teeth relative to the stator core. One of these mode shapes
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is illustrated in figure 15. If a frequency of the tangential forces that act
on the tips of the stator teeth coincides with a tooth rocking frequency, the
tangential motion of the teeth can be much larger than the radial motion
of the stator. In small machines, this range of resonances occurs at fre-
quencies that are higher than those of interest and so tooth rocking is not
important in vibration analysis of small electrical machines. In large elec-
trical machines this frequency range occurs within the frequency range of
acoustic interest and so excitation of this resonance causes noise producing
vibrations [43].
The lowest tooth rocking frequency corresponds to the tooth rocking in
phase with the back of core. This can be found in an FE analysis of a single
stator bay where a stator bay consists of one stator tooth, half a slot each
side of the tooth and the corresponding section of back-of-core. The back
of the stator core is constrained at the boundaries of the bay that join the
adjacent bays. The first natural frequency of this model is the lowest tooth
rocking frequency of the stator. The corresponding mode shape can be seen
in figure 16.
1.6.3 Electromagnetic Noise in Electrical Machines
There are two sources of electromagnetic noise in electrical machines. These
are Maxwell forces and magnetostriction effects. This subsection describes
the two electromagnetic sources of noise.
Electromagnetic forcing is generated by the flux density wave that rotates
around the air gap at synchronous speed. The presence of magnetic flux in
the air gap gives rise to Maxwell forces. The presence of magnetic flux in
the stator iron gives rise to magnetostriction effects.
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1.6.3.1 Maxwell Forces Maxwell forces are generated by the magnetic
flux in the air gap between the rotor and stator. The radial component of
air gap stress σRR that leads to the radial components of Maxwell force is:
σRR =
b2R − b2θ
2µ0
(14)
The radial component of flux density is bR and the tangential component of
flux density is bθ, µ0 is the permeability of free space (µ0 = 4pi×10−7 Hm−1).
The tangential component of air gap stress that leads to the tangential
components of Maxwell force is:
σRθ =
2bRbθ
2µ0
(15)
The radial component of Maxwell force acts mainly on the tips of the stator
teeth and this causes the main source of electromagnetic machine noise [64].
The magnitude of the tangential component of Maxwell force is smaller
than the radial component, this acts tangentially on the stator teeth, and
provides the working electromagnetic torque that drives the machine [104]
[105].
1.6.3.2 Magnetostriction This section describes the phenomenon of
magnetostriction in a general context. At the end of the section some infor-
mation about the effect of magnetostriction on the noise and vibration of
electrical machines is given. More specific information about magnetostric-
tion effects in electrical machines and incorporating magnetostriction into
FE models of electrical machines is given in appendix D.
Magnetostriction is the phenomenon of a ferromagnetic material changing
dimension under the effect of a magnetic field. Magnetostriction is quanti-
fied by the mechanical strain it induces in the material in the absence of a
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restraint. This strain is given the symbol λ.
The alternating magnetic field in the stator iron of an electrical machine
causes alternating magnetostriction. This causes very small non-rigid-body
deformations in the stator core and teeth with a high rate of change of de-
formation. The magnetostriction effect in the stator can cause changes in
the vibrations of large stators so that at some frequencies magnetostriction
increases vibrations. At other frequencies magnetostriction can dampen vi-
brations [6] [7].
Magnetostriction can be either spontaneous or forced. Spontaneous magne-
tostriction occurs in unsaturated iron when subjected to a magnetic field.
This occurs from the alignment of atoms within the atomic structure of
the material and is a non-linear function of magnetic flux and stress until
the point of magnetic saturation. Within unsaturated iron at zero stress,
spontaneous magnetostriction is proportional to the square of magnetic flux
density. At the point of magnetic saturation of the material, magnetostric-
tion also reaches its saturation value. For magnetic flux levels above the
level of saturation the value of spontaneous magnetostriction remains con-
stant.
Forced magnetostriction occurs under the application of an externally ap-
plied magnetic field for magnetic flux levels above the point of saturation.
This is a linear function of magnetic field for zero stress conditions [12]. The
sign of magnetostriction is constant whether the magnetic field is positive
or negative [41].
The phenomena of magnetostriction causes the permeability of a ferromag-
netic material to be dependent on applied mechanical stress. Applying a
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mechanical stress to a ferromagnetic material increases the permeability of
the material until a particular stress level is reached. Above this level a
further increase in stress will cause a decrease in permeability. Further in-
creases in mechanical stress, cause the permeability to continue to decrease
as the material passes through its elastic limit. At each level of stress, the
dependence of permeability on magnetic field varies [80].
Different magnetostriction effects can occur in the iron and these have been
named [6]:
• Joule magnetostriction
• Volume magnetostriction
• The form effect
• The ∆ E effect
• The direct Wiedemann effect
• The Matteuci effect
• The Villari effect
The Joule effect is the principle magnetostriction effect. This is an anisotropic
expansion or contraction of the material in the direction of the magnetic
field. The deformation of the material in the direction transverse to the mag-
netic field has half of the amplitude and opposite sign of the deformation in
the direction of the magnetic field. With spontaneous Joule magnetostric-
tion the overall volume of the material remains unchanged [76]. In this case
the magnetostrictive Poisson′s ratio will be 0.5 [30].
Forced Joule magnetostriction can lead to a small change in the volume
of the material, however, the volume effect is a weak effect [6] [41].
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The form effect is dependent on the specimen shape, this is only impor-
tant in materials that have large demagnetising factors and high saturation
intensity [76].
The ∆E effect describes the change in the Young’s modulus of the ma-
terial with magnetic field [30].
The direct Wiedemann effect is a special case of the Joule effect where
the material experiences a shear strain due to the magnetic field.
The Matteuci effect is the inverse of the direct Wiedemann effect.
The Villari effect is the inverse of the Joule effect. This describes the in-
terdependency of mechanical strain, magnetic field, material permeability
and mechanical stress [30] [41]: Positive magnetostriction describes the ex-
pansion of a material under the application of a magnetic field and also
the increase in magnetisation with applied tensile mechanical stress. Neg-
ative magnetostriction describes the contraction of a material under the
application of a magnetic field and also the decrease in magnetisation with
applied tensile mechanical stress. Iron can have either positive or negative
magnetostriction depending on the strength of the applied magnetic field [6].
The phenomenon of magnetostriction is extremely complex and although
the phenomenon is a well known one much research is still being done in
this field. Investigations into the effect that magnetostriction has on the
noise and vibration of electrical machines focus on the most relevant types
of magnetostriction. These are Joule magnetostriction and the Villari effect.
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For non saturated iron with no externally applied stress the relationship
between magnetostrictive strain and flux density b is simply
λ α b2 (16)
and the volume of the iron remains constant. If the iron is saturated or
there is externally applied stress, the relationship between strain and flux
density is much more complicated. Often the above relationship is assumed
in FE analysis of electrical machines for simplicity.
The effect of magnetostriction is negligible in small machines but in large
machines has a more prominent effect. Large machines are more suscepti-
ble to vibrations from magnetostriction because the small strain caused by
magnetostriction leads to large absolute deflections in the larger geometries.
In machines magnetostrictive forces are larger than Maxwell forces but their
effect on the vibration of the structure is generally less because these forces
act within the iron which has high stiffness. Studies have shown magne-
tostriction to contribute to between 10% and 50% of the noise produced by
large electrical machines [6] [7] [54] [71] [80] [81].
Investigations into the effects of magnetostriction on materials and specifi-
cally on the effects of noise and vibration on rotating machinery have not
been carried out nearly as extensively as the effects of Maxwell forces. This
is because accurate magnetostriction data is difficult to obtain. Magne-
tostriction is dependent on stress and the stress in the stator is difficult to
estimate. In the past it has been impractical to include magnetostrictive
behaviour in existing FE models [28].
One extensive study into the effect of magnetostriction in electrical ma-
chine vibration is [6]. In this study quasi-static and dynamic analyses of
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the stator of a large synchronous generator and small induction motor with
and without magnetostriction were carried out. Results showed that the
presence of magnetostriction changed the vibrational response of the stator.
At some frequencies vibrations were decreased by magnetostriction but in
the majority of cases magnetostriction increased the vibration of the stator.
The differences in vibration with and without magnetostriction were more
pronounced for larger stators. Above 1500Hz the effect of magnetostriction
is negligible. These results were in agreement with results in [7].
1.6.4 Harmonics of Electromagnetic Force
When supplied from a sinusoidal supply the stator currents in an electrical
machine induce a flux density wave in the air gap. The initial flux den-
sity wave consists of the fundamental time harmonic only. This initial flux
density wave induces emf and current waves in the rotor. These induced
currents then induce many flux density waves into the air gap. The varia-
tion in the geometry of the air gap leads to a resultant flux density wave
which has very many spatial harmonics. The flux density wave affects the
emf and currents in the rotor and stator. The affected rotor and stator
currents further affect the flux density wave in the air gap. The result of
this is a flux density wave which consists of very many or even an infinite
number of spatial harmonic components. This resultant flux density wave
gives rise to an electromagnetic force wave which has many more spatial
harmonic components than the initial flux density wave [18].
The spatial harmonic components can be grouped together into compo-
nents that are generated by the different features of the machine. These
are:
• The distribution of the windings in the stator
• The distribution of the windings in the rotor of wound rotor machines,
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or the presence of rotor bars in squirrel cage machines
• The interaction of the rotor and stator slots
• Rotor eccentricity
• Magnetic saturation
When the machine is supplied through an inverter, the supply currents are
not sinusoidal, and so many time harmonics are present. Each of these
time harmonics leads to further sets of space harmonics being induced in
the machine and so the electromagnetic supply of an inverter fed machine is
infinitely more complex than that fed by a fixed frequency sinusoidal supply
[18] [82] [100].
Many different approaches are used to analyse the effects of Maxwell forces
and the magnetostriction effect on the vibration of the stator. A basic
approach that is often used is to neglect magnetostriction altogether and
consider Maxwell force from the radial, fundamental component of the flux
density wave only. This approach can be justified because this is by far the
largest force component. The tangential component and higher harmonics
are therefore neglected. Investigations into the particular harmonics that
are important for noise and vibration analysis almost always consider only
Maxwell forces. However, the magnetostriction effect as well as Maxwell
forces are caused by the presence of magnetic flux density and so the har-
monics in the flux density cause harmonics in both types of forcing.
The Maxwell force wave that is created from considering only the radial
component of the fundamental flux density wave is proportional at every
point to the square of the flux density wave. This can be seen by setting
bθ to equal zero in equation (14). This has a mode number equal to twice
the pole pair number, and frequency equal to twice the supply frequency
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[1]. This force does not cause predominant airborne noise in small electri-
cal machines because the noise radiation efficiency at this low frequency is
relatively poor. For large machines, this force often gives rise to noise and
vibration [104].
Within the frequency range of acoustic interest for large machines is the
rotor slot passing frequency ωrsp. This is given by the rotational speed of
the rotor Ω multiplied by the number of rotor slots sr:
ωrsp = Ωsr (17)
The shape of this force wave has a distribution around the air gap which is
dependent on the combination of the number of rotor and stator teeth sr
and ss respectively:
n = |sr ± ss| ± 2npp (18)
Radial forcing at rotor slot passing frequency acts on the stator teeth to
vibrate the stator. Tangential forcing at rotor slot passing frequency acts
to vary the torque as a function of the position of the rotor causing cogging
torque. This can also affect the flexural vibrations of the stator. Vibrations
caused by the force waves with mode numbers n = sr + ss ± 2npp are less
important because the stator is very stiff to these high spatial frequencies.
The lower mode numbers n =| sr−ss | ±2npp are more important [104]. The
coincidence of rotor slot passing frequency or rotor slot passing frequency
modulated by twice fundamental frequency and a tooth rocking frequency
results in noise and vibration of large machines [47] [55] [59].
Rotor eccentricity causes air gap flux density harmonics to be generated.
This is often considered to be a mechanical vibration source and so is dis-
cussed in section 1.6.6.
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Saturation causes extra harmonics to be generated in the air gap flux den-
sity. These harmonics may create additional force components or may create
force components which magnify force components from other sources. The
magnitude of these force components is low but on coincidence with a sta-
tor resonant frequency, such as a tooth rocking resonance, can cause stator
teeth vibrations to have large amplitudes [100].
1.6.5 Electromagnetic Noise Reduction Methods
Existing methods for reducing electromagnetic noise often focus on
• Controlling forcing frequencies so that they do not coincide with res-
onant frequencies.
• Reducing the magnetic loading on the machine.
• Reducing the susceptibility of the stator to forced vibrations by chang-
ing the geometry and properties of the stator or rotor.
• Utilizing the control available through power electronic converters.
Knowledge of the amplitudes and frequencies of the flux density harmonics
in the machine and the forces associated with these are required before al-
terations to the harmonics can be carried out. Varying the supply current
will alter the resultant forces in the machine and make it possible to avoid
exciting some of the resonances in the machine [46].
The twice supply frequency forcing component cannot be eliminated by re-
moving imperfections and so where possible the stator should be designed to
avoid a resonance at this frequency [104]. If the machine resonant frequen-
cies are found, it may be possible to create exciting forces with frequencies
that avoid these frequencies. With variable frequency solid state inverters
this is difficult as forcing frequencies vary over a wide frequency range but
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bands of frequencies around critical frequency values can be avoided.
Manufacturing a motor with as symmetric a construction as possible re-
duces the number of resonant frequencies associated with that machine and
so reduces the likelihood of a forcing frequency corresponding with a reso-
nant frequency [19].
The radial component of Maxwell force can be reduced by increasing the
thickness of the air gap. This is because if all other parameters are equal, the
radial component of Maxwell force is inversely proportional to the square of
the air gap length. However, increasing the air gap thickness also decreases
the efficiency and power factor of the machine and tends to increase the
temperature of the machine [104].
Skewing the rotor or stator slots along the axial length of the machine
causes the radial forces that act on the individual laminations to change
along the length of the machine. This is equivalent to introducing a phase
angle between the radial forces that act along the length of the stator. The
average radial force that acts on the stator is then decreased from the force
that would act with no skew of the slots. Reducing the radial force acting
on the stator reduces the excitation of noise vibrations effectively in small
machines. However, for machines that are rated above 500kW , skewing can
cause cross currents between the rotor cage bars and introduce torsional
vibrations and increase noise. Using a herringbone skew can overcome this
problem in induction machines with cast rotor bars [43] [104].
Increasing the pole number of a machine decreases the pole pitch propor-
tionately and reduces the magnetic loading of the back of the stator core
enabling the construction of smaller machines. A stator with a thinner
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back of core will be less rigid than a stator with a thicker back of core
[16] [93]. Increasing stator core thickness can significantly decrease machine
noise emission. This is because the vibrational amplitude of the stator is
approximately proportional to the inverse of the stator core thickness cubed
for frequencies below the corresponding resonance frequency. Noise emis-
sion is approximately proportional to stator vibrational amplitude squared.
The drawbacks of this method are that this increase would also increase
the weight and cost of the machine and affect the natural frequencies of the
machine.
A good choice of rotor - stator slot combinations is a well established and
essential part of the design of a quiet machine. The aim of the choice of slot
combinations is to avoid magnetic flux density space harmonics. Shaping
the slot openings to minimize flux pulsations also aids noise reduction [8]
[43] [59].
The shape of the magnets in permanent magnet synchronous machines af-
fects the shape of the magnetic force wave in the air gap. Altering the edge
shape of the permanent magnets can shift the magnetic forcing frequen-
cies. Transmission of high frequency vibrations is lower than that of low
frequency vibrations, and so altering the shape of the permanent magnets
to increase the forcing frequencies can reduce vibrations, except at stator
resonances [69]. In induction machines, a squirrel cage rotor produces less
harmonic components than a wound rotor due to having fully closed slots
[18].
Increasing the number of phases from the conventional three gives several
benefits including reduced noise and vibration, higher torque density and
lower torque pulsations, greater fault tolerance and higher efficiency. The
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number of phases is now a design variable for high performance direct drive
propulsion motors [93].
Noise emission from a machine is affected by the nature of the power sup-
ply to the machine. The use of power electronic components can increase
the noise emitted from an electrical machine compared to a pure sinusoidal
supply. Noise emission from power electronic devices has been covered in
section 1.3.2.
A method for eliminating noise producing components of the Maxwell forces
in the air gap has been described in [18]. The method involves injecting
small current harmonics into the stator supply current. The injection of
one current harmonic creates two force waves with mode numbers 0 and
twice the number of pole pairs 2npp. If unwanted forces exist that have
these mode numbers, and one of the created forces has the same amplitude,
angular frequency and opposite phase as the unwanted force this created
force will cancel out the unwanted force. This eliminates the vibration and
noise that the unwanted force causes. The second created force is supple-
mentary, this could be used to cancel a second unwanted force or it could
create extra unwanted noise and vibration. Multiple current injections could
be used to cancel many noisy forces. The method requires accurate sensing
of the frequency, amplitude and phase of the unwanted force. The frequency,
amplitude and phase of the created force is constantly adjusted to oppose
the unwanted force. In experiments, Cassoret et al [18] used this method
on two different machines. At the particular frequency the noise levels were
reduced from 50dB to 23dB and from 47.1dB to 24.5dB. The power that
causes the unwanted noise is low and so the power required to cancel the
noise is also low (at most 0.002% of the total machine power). The ma-
chines used in this experiment were chosen because the mode number and
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frequency of the unwanted force was able to be matched by the frequency
and mode number of the created force. This method, although effective is
only useful at one particular frequency for each created force and for un-
wanted force waves with particular mode numbers.
This section has reviewed sources of electromagnetic noise and existing
methods for ensuring that this type of noise is kept to a minimum. In
the next sections, mechanical and aerodynamic noise sources are reviewed.
1.6.6 Mechanical Noise in Electrical Machines
Mechanical noise is negligible at low speeds and increases with speed. Me-
chanical noise is often caused by eccentricity of the rotor, which can be
static or dynamic. Other sources include the bearings and brushes, bad
finishing, surface irregularities, too dense grease and rust [17] [83] [104].
Static rotor eccentricity occurs when the axis of rotation of the rotor is
located at the centre of the rotor but not at the centre of the stator. This
causes the air gap between the rotor and stator to have a minimum and
maximum thickness at diametrically opposite points. These points are not
changed by the rotation of the rotor. This leads to an uneven flux density
distribution in the air gap; which causes an unbalanced magnetic pull on the
stator. Static eccentricity of machines that have small air gaps introduces
additional harmonics into the magnetic flux density field and therefore ad-
ditional force components. These forces can give rise to audible noise when
their frequencies occur close to the resonant frequencies of the stator. In a
three phase two pole induction motor, eccentricity in the air gap causes ho-
mopolar alternating fluxes at slip frequency. These excite mechanical forces
at double slip frequency [73].
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Static eccentricity is most likely to be caused by variations in part dimen-
sions within the manufacturing tolerance limits, this leads to a variation
in audible noise data between nominally identical machines. Ovality of the
stator core, wear of the bearings and positioning error of the rotor also
cause static eccentricity. Changing the number of rotor bars will cause the
resulting vibration to occur at different frequencies [25] [26] [60] [73].
Dynamic rotor eccentricity occurs when the rotor is positioned eccentric
to the shaft and the bearings are concentric to the stator. As the rotor
rotates, the centre of rotation of the rotor changes and so the variation of
the magnetic flux density in the air gap also changes, this causes a dynamic
unbalanced magnetic pull to act on the stator. The unbalanced magnetic
pull acts to decrease the critical speed of the machine, and this increases the
likelihood that a supply frequency will correspond with this critical speed.
If this does occur, large, dangerous stator vibrations are created. Dynamic
eccentricity could occur from a bent shaft, wear of the bearings or move-
ment of the windings and so the effect of dynamic eccentricity can worsen
with time [25] [37] [43] [47] [60].
Ball bearing noise is generated from the relative motion between two con-
tacting surfaces and can be due to irregularities of the balls in the races
and cages or through ball skidding. Different types of bearing generate dif-
ferent levels and frequencies of noise. The vibratory forces from bearings
may have a random frequency spectrum which transmit random vibrations
to the structure or may occur in a narrow frequency range and cause tonal
noise to be emitted from the bearings [43] [59].
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1.6.7 Mechanical Noise Reduction Methods
The likelihood of significant rotor eccentricity occurring in an electrical ma-
chine can be reduced by implementing stricter tolerance limits on compo-
nent dimensions and ensuring static and dynamic balancing of the machine.
This increases manufacturing costs but will also increase machine perfor-
mance, efficiency and life and will decrease torsional and radial vibrations.
Homopolar fluxes in two pole machines caused by static eccentricity can
be reduced by inserting non-magnetic rings between the bearings and end
shields, or using non magnetic end shields. These both increase the reluc-
tance of the path of the homopolar fluxes and so reduce the flux amplitude.
Also, the bearing arrangements of two pole machines should be suitable for
the compensation of eccentricities [73].
Parallel paths in the stator windings are another way of reducing noise
due to rotor eccentricity. Rotor eccentricity causes the air gap to have a
minimum thickness at one angular position and a maximum thickness at
another angular position. When the stator windings are connected in series
all windings have the same current so the magnetic flux produced in the
winding at the angular location of the largest air gap will be less than in
the other windings in the series and so a resultant magnetic pull will be gen-
erated in the air gap. If the windings are connected in parallel, the current
in the windings at the location of the larger air gap increases and acts to
offset the unbalanced magnetic flux distribution. The result of this is a re-
duction in the unbalanced magnetic pull. Yang [104] found that favourable
connections for the parallel paths were those with all pole groups in each
phase in parallel or all pole groups in each phase in two parallel paths with
diametrically opposite pole groups in parallel. There are also advantages to
using equalizers to connect the ends of every pair of pole groups [104].
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For large and medium machines that have flexible bars linking the outer
frame to the inner core, the vibration of the outer frame and inner core can
be reduced by altering the stiffness of the connectors and the frame [104].
Bearing noise can be reduced with the use of plain bearings over ball or
roller bearings because plain bearings have two contact surfaces of similar
radius of curvature and so oil is easily maintained between the surfaces and
the likelihood of contact is minimized. Ball or roller bearings are more
likely to contact with the housing. Low noise precision bearings, preloaded
bearings and journal or sleeve bearings also reduce bearing noise [59].
1.6.8 Aerodynamic Noise in Electrical Machines
Aerodynamic noise occurs from any fast change in the pressure of air flowing
through a machine. This can be caused by the fans and ducts that are used
for cooling. The noise usually radiates directly from the air flow, but this can
also excite resonances in the structure and cause structure borne vibration
and noise. Cooling fans are usually mounted on the shaft of small machines
and have the same speed. At speeds above rated speed, audible noise is
dominated by the aerodynamic noise of the fan [82]. The power density of
electrical machines has significantly increased over the last few decades and
the space available for cooling has also decreased. This necessitates higher
air velocities for improved surface heat transfer coefficients, which also cause
increased noise [59]. Noise from ventilation is usually broadband in nature,
caused by the irregular flow of air through ducts with sharp changes in cross
section or direction. Pure tones are also superimposed on this. The pure
tones are caused by the periodic disturbances of the rotating fan blades,
obstructions in the air stream and resonances in cavities [100].
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1.6.9 Aerodynamic Noise Reduction Methods
Aerodynamic audible noise from the fan can be counteracted by using a
separate fan or by optimisation of the motor and fan construction [82]. For
example, a decrease in noise can be achieved by an increased clearance at the
ends of the fan blades and contouring stationary obstructions. Changing the
number of fan blades can also decrease the noise level. Duct design is also
important in reducing pitched aerodynamic noise [59]. White noise can be
decreased by avoiding sharp corners and sudden changes in cross sections in
air passages. Acoustic insulating materials can help to reduce aerodynamic
and structure borne noise [59]. Distributing the air stream away from the
machine can move the noise to a place where it is less important [43].
1.6.10 Summary of Machine Noise and Reduction Methods
This section has introduced the sources of noise in electrical machines.
These are categorized as electromagnetic, mechanical and aerodynamic.
The electromagnetic forcing in the air gap of the machine and in the stator
iron that causes noise to be emitted from the machine is the focus of this
study. This study aims to create a technology that will either eliminate these
forces or control the resulting vibration. Electromagnetic noise is generated
by two varying forces, these are Maxwell forces and the magnetostriction
effect. Maxwell forces have been studied in depth by many researchers.
Magnetostriction effects are less well understood and more complex. In
large electrical machines the magnetostriction effect is important. Also in
large electrical machines, analysis of noise vibrations is complex. This is
because of their high modal density in the range of acoustic interest and
the presence of forcing frequencies in this range which are essential to the
operation of the machine. Reduction of electromagnetic noise is difficult to
achieve because many of the techniques that could potentially reduce any
noise produced by an electrical machine adversely affect the performance of
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the machine.
The next sections describe the specific methods that are proposed in this
study for reductions in vibrations and increases in efficiency of electrical
machines.
1.7 The Magnetic Bimorph Concept
The magnetic bimorph concept is unique to this thesis. This is a new idea
for eliminating some of the electromagnetic noise produced by electrical ma-
chines. This idea consists of an electrical conductor placed through the root
of each tooth of a large stator. Control of the excitation to these conductors
will control the motion of the teeth and the resulting vibration of the sta-
tor in a manner that uses the teeth as inherent vibration absorbers. This
concept utilizes the magnetostriction phenomenon in iron. The following
paragraphs explain this concept in more detail.
The magnetic bimorph concept has electrical conductors through the root
of each stator tooth. If there is no other source of excitation to the machine,
exciting the bimorph conductor will create a circular magnetic field around
the conductor in the stator iron at the root of each tooth.
The excitation provided to the standard stator windings in an electrical
machine causes magnetic flux lines to flow circumferentially around the sta-
tor core and radially through a large proportion of the stator teeth. The
lines of flux that flow in the teeth are fairly straight and are uniformly dis-
tributed. This is shown for a single stator tooth in figure 17. Exciting the
bimorph conductor along with the stator winding excitation will cause the
magnetic fields to interact. The magnetic field from the bimorph conductor
will act to divide the previously uniform flux unevenly in the teeth so that
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flux lines become more concentrated on one side of the conductor than the
other. This effect is shown for the stator tooth in figure 18. Due to the
magnetostriction effect, the tooth will expand or contract along one side
and bend as if there is a mechanical moment acting on the tooth. This
is shown in figure 19. The bimorph conductors can be controlled so that
the equivalent moment acting on the tooth is controlled. This moment can
then counteract the Maxwell forces that act tangentially on the tooth tips
and the magnetostriction caused by the stator windings. This cancels out
the motion of the teeth and prevents the noise that would occur from the
tooth rocking motion. The cancelling of unwanted periodic forces by im-
posing further periodic forces is called vibration cancellation. This concept
is described in appendix A.
Predictions for this concept are that force cancellation will be effective at
high forcing frequencies but not effective at low frequencies. This is because
the concept relies on the bending motion of the tooth. At frequencies below
the tooth rocking frequency the tooth exhibits rigid body motion and the
stator back of core expands and contracts. At tooth rocking frequencies the
teeth bend relative to the stator core. This bending motion also occurs at
frequencies above the lower limits for tooth rocking frequency. Therefore
vibration at forcing frequencies above tooth rocking frequency can be can-
celled by this method.
A positive feature of this concept is that it can be used in conjunction with
a machine that is supplied by mains electricity, although feedback control
components and power electronic converters will be required for control of
the bimorph conductors.
The vibration modes that feature a radial contraction and expansion of
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the stator core will not be cancelled by this method since those modes have
zero participation from tooth bending. However this motion is unlikely to
cause high levels of noise.
1.8 The Individually Controlled Conductors Method
Machines that are supplied by mains electricity are only three phase ma-
chines. Machines that are supplied by power electronic converters are
mainly three phase machines. However, these have the potential to be sup-
plied with more than three phases. Increasing the number of phases that
a machine is supplied with increases the level of control over the machine.
The amount by which three phase machines can be controlled is relatively
limited. The maximum control that is possible over an electrical machine is
achieved by controlling the total currents in the conductors in each of the
stator slots individually.
Electrical machines with individually controlled conductors (ICCs) in the
stator slots are a technology that is currently being investigated with a view
to implementation by Converteam Ltd as part of an Active Stator project
[23]. This technology involves conductors in the slots of the stator each
connected to a supply that is provided through busbar ring assemblies and
sets of semiconductor switching devices at one or both ends of the stator.
Figure 20 illustrates this construction. The conductors can be connected in
pairs with a control arrangement located at one end of the stator so that
the current supplied to one conductor flows along the length of the stator
and back in the other conductor in the opposite direction. The conductors
can also be connected so that sets of semiconductor switching devices and
power supply busbar ring assemblies are situated at each end of the sta-
tor. With this configuration every conductor can be controlled individually.
This method of power supply and control is considered in this thesis. This
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construction straight away provides one advantage over traditionally wound
stator constructions, and that is the use of ring assemblies instead of end
windings. This is advantageous because, although the overall efficiency of
traditionally wound electrical machines is high, some power is still lost dur-
ing operation. Copper loss is usually a large source of power loss. This is
proportional to the length of the windings if all other values are constant.
Replacing the end windings from the stator with ring assemblies can elimi-
nate a large proportion of the copper material and therefore the copper loss
from the machine.
The main benefit of the ICC method is the high level of control that this
method provides. Controlling the conductors in each slot results in control
over the electromagnetic forces that are created in the machine. This con-
trol can be utilized so that the machine is supplied with a current pattern
that results in the least power losses possible and therefore, leads to the
most efficient operation of the machine. This will then enable higher power
density machines to be produced and operators can benefit from lower life-
cycle costs.
Another aspect where this method may be of use is in the control of vi-
brations. It has already been established that electromagnetic forcing is
essential to provide the working electromagnetic torque that turns the ro-
tor. However, electromagnetic forcing also produces vibrations in the stator
and these transmit to the connecting components of the machine. At certain
frequencies stator vibrations cause noise to be emitted from the machine.
The ICC idea works by controlling the forces that are produced in the ma-
chine. This method therefore has the potential to control the troublesome
components of force so that those components are reduced. This method
of vibration reduction is predicted to be effective in the majority of cases.
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However, there will also be drawbacks to this method; some of the electro-
magnetic force components that cause unwanted vibrations are essential to
the running of the machine and so cannot be reduced by this method. One
example of this is the twice supply frequency force that occurs as a direct
result of the fundamental supply frequency. Elimination of this component
of force would prevent the machine from running. Also, the pattern of cur-
rent which is required for a smooth running machine is unlikely to be the
same pattern of current that gives the highest efficiency. The method will
be suitable for one of these criteria but not both of them together.
The bimorph controls described in the previous section can be used in a
stator in conjunction with individually controlled conductors. These two
methods used together have the potential to create an extremely efficient
machine which also produces a very low level of noise and vibration. Includ-
ing the bimorph controls in a machine supplied with ICCs means that the
ICCs can be powered with the current pattern that provides the machine
with the most efficient operation and the vibration control can be provided
by the bimorph conductors. The unwanted force components will be pro-
duced but they will be cancelled by equal and opposite force components
produced from the bimorph conductors.
1.9 Conclusion to the Introduction
The introduction has set out the aims for the thesis, given the background
information relevant to this topic and described the proposed methods for
achieving the aims. The remainder of the thesis will develop these ideas
further and illustrate how effective these methods can be.
The aim of the study is to develop a method of reducing electromagnetic
noise in large electrical machines. The motivation for this work is for the
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marine industry where military vessels are required to be silent so that sig-
nals are not generated which enable the unwanted detection of the vessels.
The methods that are proposed to achieve this are called bimorph conduc-
tors and individually controlled conductors. The magnetic bimorph concept
is unique to this study. This concept utilizes electrical conductors in the
root of each tooth in the machine stator. Control over the excitation to
these conductors leads to control over the movement of the stator tooth
and the ability to use the movement of each stator tooth as a vibration
absorber. This method takes advantage of the magnetostriction phenom-
enon in iron to create this motion. The method is a realistic proposal for
cancellation of unwanted forcing frequencies close to and higher than the
tooth rocking frequency. This method is suitable for large machines where
the tooth rocking frequency occurs at a relatively low frequency and the
magnetostriction effect is significant. However, low frequency vibrations
caused by the deformation of the stator core and not the teeth cannot be
controlled by this method.
The individually controlled conductor method consists of windings in the
stator slots which replace traditional stator windings. The conductors in
each stator slot are controlled individually, which provides a high level of
control over the current fed to the machine. This method can be utilized
to achieve an extremely efficient machine. This construction also eliminates
end windings and so eliminates the copper losses that occur in these. Draw-
backs of this method include the inability to affect force components that
are essential to the running of the machine even if these also cause noise
and vibration. Also, a trade-off is required between the excitation pattern
which provides the most efficient machine and the excitation pattern that
provides the quietest operation.
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Combining the bimorph and ICC method results in a level of control over
the machine which enables both high efficiency and low noise. Efficiency
is provided by the ICC controls and vibration absorption by the bimorph
controls. This idea is developed further in the rest of the thesis.
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Windage and Friction 0.57
Stator Copper Loss 0.69
Rotor Copper Loss 0.28
Stator Core Loss 0.74
Stray Load Losses 0.27
Total Loss 2.55
Table 1: Losses from a 1492kW Synchronous Motor (%)
Taken from [102]
Figure 1: An Induction Motor Stator and Casing
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Figure 2: An Induction Motor Rotor
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Figure 3: The Torque Speed Curve of a Conventional AC Induction Motor
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Figure 4: The Torque against Speed Curves for Rated Voltage, 1
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Figure 12: Output Wave Form From a Rectifier - Inverter System
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Figure 13: A Typical Pulse Width Modulation System
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Figure 14: PWM: Generating a Sine Wave From a DC Supply
Figure 15: A n = 0 Tooth Rocking Mode
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Figure 16: The Lowest Tooth Rocking Frequency Mode Shape
Figure 17: Uniform Magnetic Flux in a Stator Tooth
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Figure 18: The Magnetic Bimorph Effect on the Magnetic Flux in a Stator
Tooth
Figure 19: The Magnetic Bimorph Effect on the Motion of a Stator Tooth
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Figure 20: Individually Controlled Conductor Power Supply and Control
Arrangement
Taken from [23]
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2 The Magnetic Bimorph Concept
2.1 Introduction to the Magnetic Bimorph Concept
This chapter describes the theory of the magnetic bimorph concept and two
experimental investigations that were carried out to investigate the poten-
tial of using this method in practice. The first experimental investigation
illustrates the physical ability of bimorph conductors to create a tooth rock-
ing motion in a single stator tooth. The second experimental investigation
illustrates the effect of the bimorph magnetic field on the vibration of an
electrical machine.
A simple bimorph actuator or sensor usually refers to a cantilever beam
that consists of two active layers. An input causes an extension of one layer
of the beam and this causes the beam to deflect. The layers are usually
formed from two materials with different coefficients of thermal expansion
or from one active and one inactive piezoelectric strip. They are activated
by a thermal or electrical input. These are used as actuators and sensors
in applications that include thermostats, fuel injection valves and optical
positioning.
The magnetic bimorph effect that is investigated in this study requires a
ferromagnetic material cantilever beam to carry a longitudinal flux. The
bimorph effect is generated with an electrical conductor through the root of
the beam and perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the beam. On appli-
cation of an electrical current in the conductor a magnetic field is generated
in the beam around the conductor. The magnetic field from the conductor
acts to distort the already existing magnetic field. This causes the flux den-
sity on one side of the beam to become more dense than the flux density on
the other side. The magnetostriction effect causes an instantaneous strain
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to occur in a ferromagnetic material under the application of a magnetic
field. The distorted magnetic field in the beam causes a high strain in the
beam along the side of the beam of high density magnetic flux. This strain
acts to bend the beam. This has an effect on the beam comparable to a me-
chanical moment applied to the free end of the beam. A single stator tooth
is comparable to a cantilever beam fixed to the stator back of core. This
effect is shown on a single stator tooth in figures 17, 18 and 19 in Chapter 1.
This study aims to show the potential of the bimorph effect as a method of
vibration absorption in large electrical machines. There are certain condi-
tions that occur during the operation of large electrical machines that give
the bimorph effect this potential. One condition is that at any instant dur-
ing operation of the machine a substantial proportion of all of the stator
teeth have flux flowing from the tooth root to the tooth tip or vice versa.
This flux mainly flows uniformly along the length of the teeth. Another
condition occurs in the nature of the vibration of the stator core and teeth.
The deflected shape of the stator at a particular frequency consists of a
contribution from many mode shapes. Many of the deflected shapes of the
stator include a rocking motion of some or all of the teeth and a deflection
of the back of the stator core. The bimorph effect can control the flow
of flux through those stator teeth that have an existing longitudinal flux.
Subsequently this controls the rocking motion of those teeth. This can be
used to cancel some of the vibration of the stator. Vibration modes that do
not have a tooth rocking motion cannot be cancelled by the bimorph effect.
In order to implement the bimorph concept of vibration control in elec-
trical machines, it is proposed that conductors be positioned through the
root of each stator tooth. These are to be controlled individually so that
the magnetic flux that flows through the root of each tooth is optimized
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for the most effective control over the motion of the tooth. At an instant
in time when no flux flows through the tooth, exciting the bimorph con-
ductor in that tooth will generate flux around the conductor but will not
generate a flow of flux along the length of the tooth. A large current would
be required through that conductor if this magnetic field was to affect the
bending of that tooth. This is unnecessary because at an instant when
flux flows through the tooth the magnetic field can be distorted by excit-
ing the bimorph conductor with only a small amount of current. At one
instant in time a large proportion of the stator teeth will have a flow of
longitudinal flux and so the motion of these teeth will be controlled by the
bimorph conductors. Practical implementation of this control would require
measurement of the flux in the teeth with a search coil.
2.2 Using Stator Teeth as Vibration Absorbers
This section describes the theoretical application of the magnetic bimorph
concept to an electrical machine. An analogy with a vibration absorber is
used. Vibration absorbers have been described in appendix A.
A single DoF mass-spring-damper primary system and attached vibration
absorber is shown in figure 21. The stator teeth are represented by the single
DoF mass-spring-damper absorber system. The corresponding part of sta-
tor back of core is represented by the primary mass-spring-damper system.
The spring stiffness and damping factor Kteeth and Cteeth respectively repre-
sent the dynamic characteristics of the stator teeth with no bimorph control.
The spring stiffness and damping factor Kcore and Ccore respectively repre-
sent the dynamic characteristics of the stator back of core. The intrinsic
electromagnetic forces from Maxwell forces and the magnetostriction effect
due to the excitation in the field windings are collectively represented by
Fem. The equivalent magnetostrictive forcing that occurs as a result of the
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bimorph control is denoted Fbimorph and is applied to the stator teeth and
core in equal magnitude but with opposite sign. Fbimorph acts on the stator
teeth with the same sign as Fem. This force is controlled via control of the
currents in the bimorph conductors. The equation of motion for this system
is:

Mcore 0
0 Mteeth




x¨core
x¨teeth

+

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
 (Kcore +Kteeth) −Kteeth
−Kteeth Kteeth




xcore
xteeth

 =


Fem + Fbimorph
−Fbimorph

 (19)
2.2.1 Cancelling a Modal Force
The vibration absorber system considered here will experience unwanted
vibration when excited with the original electromagnetic force Fem and no
bimorph excitation. In this case the right hand side of equation (19) will
be:
f =


Fem
0

 (20)
The unwanted vibration can be cancelled by cancelling out a modal force.
If a mode shape of the system is
u =


u11
u21

 (21)
The modal force from the original electromagnetic forcing is:
pem = u
⊤f = u11Fem (22)
The modal force generated from the bimorph conductors can be created
to eliminate the modal force produced by the electromagnetic forces in the
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stator. The force created when the bimorph excitation is also considered is
the right hand side of equation (19):
f =


Fem + Fbimorph
−Fbimorph

 (23)
The modal force in this case is therefore
p = u11Fem + (u11 − u21)Fbimorph (24)
In order to eliminate this modal force the control force must be:
Fbimorph =
−u11Fem
u11 − u21 (25)
Modal forces are independent of frequency. This method prevents reso-
nances from being excited when an excitation frequency equals a resonant
frequency that corresponds to the unwanted mode u.
In order to implement this method in an electrical machine a control loop
and an external power input to the bimorph conductors would be required
in the manner of an active vibration controller. However, the actuation for
this method is provided by the teeth which are an inherent part of the ma-
chine design. This method is therefore a combination of passive and active
vibration control methods. This aspect of the bimorph concept could be
implemented in practice and is investigated further in an FE investigation.
The results of this investigation are given in chapter 4.
2.2.2 Combined Vibration Control
An alternative approach to the above is to consider the teeth to have vari-
able stiffness which is controlled by the bimorph conductors. With no bi-
morph control the teeth act as a passive vibration absorber and have stiff-
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ness Kteeth. The bimorph control can be used to increase or decrease this
stiffness. Therefore the force from the bimorph conductors can be written
Fbimorph = δKbimorph(xcore − xteeth) (26)
then the equation of motion (19) becomes

Mcore 0
0 Mteeth




x¨core
x¨teeth

+

(Ccore + Cteeth)−Cteeth
−Cteeth Cteeth




x˙core
x˙teeth

+ ...

 (Kcore +Kteeth + δKbimorph) −(Kteeth + δKbimorph)
−(Kteeth + δKbimorph) (Kteeth + δKbimorph)




xcore
xteeth

 =


Fem
0


(27)
This is combined vibration absorption which is explained in appendix A.4.
By controlling the currents in the bimorph conductors, the effective stiffness
of the teeth can be altered. This alters the dynamic stiffness of the struc-
ture so that the tooth rocking frequency shifts to higher or lower frequency
values. This enables the tooth to act as a vibration absorber over a range
of frequencies around the tooth rocking frequency.
In the suggested application for magnetic bimorph conductors through the
teeth of an electrical machine, xteeth is a function of the deflection of the
tooth and the flux in the tooth. In order to utilize the variable stiffness
properties of the tooth and bimorph conductor, online measurements of the
tooth flux and deflection would be required. Measuring the deflection of the
tooth is not practical and so the idea of varying the stiffness properties of
the teeth is a theoretical notion only. This particular aspect of the bimorph
concept is not developed further. However, using the bimorph conductors
to cancel a modal force is a simpler and more practical idea. This idea has
been investigated further in the following sections of this chapter and in the
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following chapters in this thesis.
The following sections describe two practical investigations into the mag-
netic bimorph concept.
2.3 Demonstration of the Bimorph Effect on a
Single Stator Tooth Rig
An experimental rig was designed, built and modelled in order to demon-
strate the effect that bimorph conductors could have on the stator teeth of
a large electrical machine. The design and dimensions of the structure are
shown in figure 22. The test structure consisted of laminations of electrical
steel in the shape of a tooth inside a rectangular shaped surround. The
tooth represented a single stator tooth. The surrounding material provided
for the magnetic flux path. A 2mm air gap between the tooth tip and the
surround represented the air gap between the stator tooth and rotor in an
electrical machine. On each length of the surround were two coils of wire.
Direct current was supplied to these to provide the field excitation to the
rig. A thick conducting wire was threaded through eighteen holes in the
tooth root in a spiral configuration. All loops were connected in series.
This was the bimorph conductor. Alternating current was supplied to the
bimorph conductor with all currents supplied in the same direction through
the tooth. The aim of this experiment was to demonstrate that on appli-
cation of the bimorph current the tooth rocking motion of the rig could be
excited. This structure has reflection symmetry about the axis through the
centre of the tooth.
The tooth has a narrow rectangular section close to the root and a wider
rectangular section for the main body. This geometry was chosen so that
the natural frequency of the tooth rocking motion occurred at a frequency
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that could be excited and measured with the available equipment. An im-
pulse test was carried out on the rig and the response was measured. The
equivalent response was modelled and the two results compared. A re-
sponse was also measured and modelled for AC bimorph excitation. Figure
23 shows the location of the impulse and accelerometer on the mechanical
and magnetic meshes.
2.3.1 Finite Element Modelling of the Tooth Rig
The stator tooth rig was modelled with 2D mechanical and magnetic models
in MATLAB. The modelling techniques are explained in appendices B and
D.6 The scripts used were written by the author. The models were coupled
using an indirect weak coupling method which is explained in appendix
D.2. The mesh of the mechanical model consisted of the iron and windings.
The mesh of the magnetic model had the same geometry for the iron and
windings but also included the air gap inside the rig and a layer of air outside
the rig. Eight noded quadrilateral elements were used in a structured mesh.
The magnetic and mechanical meshes are shown in figure 23.
2.3.1.1 The Magnetic Model The stiffness matrix of the magnetic
model was constructed. No reduction was required for this because only
one DoF exists per node and so the model was not too large to construct
and analyse in full. The excitation vector included the distributed excita-
tion from the field coils and point excitation from the bimorph conductors.
This model was solved to give the values of magnetic potential at each node
in the structure.
Initially only DC excitation to the field windings was considered. In this
case the magnetic flux flowed down the tooth and back around both sides
of the surround. The symmetric nature of the geometry and excitation
ensured that the same amount of flux flowed around each side of the rig
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and there was an equal amount of flux each side of the tooth. The lines of
constant magnetic potential for this case are shown in figure 24.
The problem was then solved with field excitation and bimorph excitation
together. The bimorph excitation caused a magnetic field to be generated
around each conductor in the iron. This magnetic field interacted with the
magnetic field from the field windings and distorted the previously uniform
field in the tooth. The lines of constant magnetic potential due to the field
windings and excitation in the bimorph conductors with a magnitude of
2.2A, 1.1A, -1.1A and -2.2A are shown in figures 25 to 28 respectively. The
nodal magnetic potential values in the iron were used to calculate equivalent
nodal magnetostriction forces that act on the mechanical model. Maxwell
forces exist in the air gap due to leakage flux, however, the magnitude of
these forces is negligible compared to the magnetostrictive forces and so are
not considered here.
2.3.1.2 The Mechanical Model The mechanical mass and stiffness
matrices were created with the merge and reduction process that is ex-
plained in appendix B.12. The FE mesh of the tooth rig is relatively coarse
around the root of the tooth and this has the effect of stiffening the model.
In order to overcome this effect the value of Young’s modulus of the tooth
and surround that have been used in the model are much lower than the
standard value for steel (200GPa). The surround and thick part of the
tooth has a Young’s modulus of 160GPa and the tooth root has a Young’s
modulus of 116GPa. All of the material property values that were used are
given in table 3. The model was initially undamped. Modal damping was
introduced so that around the first natural frequency of the rig the response
from the model matched the experimental response.
The eigenvalue problem was solved and the first non rigid body mode shape
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is shown in figure 29. This is a bending motion of the tooth. Equivalent
magnetostriction forces were calculated from the nodal potentials due to
field and bimorph excitation. These were reduced and applied to the me-
chanical model to generate a frequency response which is discussed along-
side the experimental results in the next section. The deflected shapes from
the application of magnetostriction forces are shown in figures 25 to 28 for
different levels of excitation to the bimorph conductors.
2.3.2 Experimental Setup and Results
2.3.2.1 Rig Construction The rig was constructed as follows: Large
sheets of electrical steel were bonded together to form stacks of laminations
roughly 10mm thick. Each stack was cut to the shapes shown in figure 22 at
a waterjet machining centre. The shapes were then bonded together to form
the rig. The lower edge of the rig was cut separately so that fully formed
coils could be located on the lengths of the rig. Holes in the corners of the
rig were drilled and bolts were inserted to hold the laminations together and
to bolt the lower edge to the sides. The holes in the tooth root were drilled
and the bimorph conductors were inserted. Each one of four field coils had
equal numbers of turns and wire diameter. This information is given in
table 2. The whole rig was suspended by a bungee cord to approximate free
boundary conditions. An accelerometer was attached to one side of the rig
to measure the horizontal motion of the surround. The location of this is
given by point 2 in figure 23. Figure 30 is a photograph of the completed
structure.
2.3.2.2 Impulse Tests Impulse tests were carried out on the rig. The
locations of the impulse and response are shown with point 1 and point 2 in
figure 23. Figure 31 shows the frequency response function of one impulse
test. The response is the acceleration of the rig per unit force of impulse and
so has units of kg−1. This test was modelled and the result is also given
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in figure 31. At low frequencies the modelled response is constant with
respect to frequency but the measured response includes some oscillation.
The average measured response is 15% higher than the average modelled
response. The experimental results show that an antiresonance occurs at
71.37Hz, the model predicts this antiresonance to occur at 70.80Hz. These
frequency values differ by only 0.8%. A resonance occurs at 78.2Hz. The
response from the model and the experiment are in agreement at this fre-
quency and at frequencies above this. The resonance is dominated by the
first bending mode of the tooth relative to the surround which moves in the
opposite way. This mode is shown in figure 29.
2.3.2.3 Excitation of the Bimorph Conductors The field coils had
400 turns each. The coils on each side of the rig were connected in series
and excited with 0.5A direct current to provide the field excitation. The
field excitation would have caused magnetic flux to flow down the tooth and
back around both sides of the surround as shown in figure 24. The magne-
tostriction effect would have caused a small strain in the stator tooth rig.
2.2A peak alternating current was supplied to the bimorph conductor in the
root of the tooth. As the current varied, the distribution of the magnetic
field in the root of the tooth and through the length of the tooth would
have varied and alternated from side to side in the tooth. The strain in the
material due to magnetostriction under the influence of the magnetic field
also alternated from one side of the tooth to the other. This had the effect
of bending the tooth. The alternating magnetic field and corresponding
bending motion of the tooth are shown in figures 25 to 28. The response
from this experiment and the response that the model predicts are shown
in figure 32. At frequencies above 55Hz the modelled and measured re-
sponses are in agreement. A resonance can clearly be seen at 78.2Hz, at
this frequency the deflected shape of the rig is shown in figures 25 to 28.
This proves that the excitation of the conductors through the root of the
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tooth has excited the bending motion in the structure. Below 55Hz the
modelled and experimental data do not coincide. The predicted response
goes to zero at 0Hz. This is because the bimorph conductors do not excite
any rigid body motion and therefore, this is likely to be the correct response
of the two. The experimental results appear to decrease with decreasing fre-
quency from 78.2Hz to 40Hz and then increase with decreasing frequency
from 40Hz to 0Hz. An accelerometer cannot measure 0Hz and so it is
likely that at low frequencies the accelerometer has picked up a reading of
flux through the accelerometer and this is interfering with the true reading.
2.3.3 Conclusion to the First Bimorph Demonstration
The experiment and FE model used in this investigation have together
shown that the bimorph concept has successfully utilized the magnetostric-
tion effect to excite the tooth rocking motion of the rig. This effect can
accurately be predicted by a finite element model.
2.4 Demonstration of the Bimorph Effect on a Small
Electrical Machine
The concept of providing vibration absorption in electrical machines by
using bimorph conductors through the root of the stator teeth has been
investigated through experimentation on a small electrical machine. This
section describes the steps that were carried out and the results of the
investigation. The aim of this experiment was to verify the effect that the
magnetic field from the bimorph conductors had on the vibration of a stator.
2.4.1 Construction of the Stator and Rotor
An 11kW 4 pole induction motor was adapted for the purpose of this inves-
tigation. The stator and rotor were both removed from the casing and the
stator was subsequently used in the experiment but the rotor was not. The
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stator is shown in figure 1 in Chapter 1. The dimensions of the stator of this
machine are given in table 4. The original stator windings were removed
and the stator lamination stack was split into several shorter stacks. Holes
were drilled through the root of each tooth and the stator was reassembled
as shown in figure 33. The bimorph conductors were then threaded through
these holes in a six pole, three phase pattern that is shown in figure 34. This
differs from the suggested application for bimorph control which is that each
tooth be fitted with an independently controlled bimorph conductor. The
top of the casing was removed and the stator was positioned in the lower
half of the casing. An accelerometer was placed on the top of the stator to
measure the radial vibration response.
A six pole wound salient rotor was constructed from laminations of elec-
trical steel. The main dimensions of the rotor are given in table 5. The
rotor was created by bonding twelve sheets of laminations. A number of
rotor shapes were cut from the sheets with a waterjet machine to produce
a number of stacks of laminations in the required form. The rotor shape
is shown in figure 35. These small stacks were then bonded together to
form the complete rotor. Each pole on the rotor was wound with a concen-
trated winding. The rotor was then fixed in the centre of the stator. The
completed machine is shown in figure 36.
2.4.2 The Bimorph Conductors
The proposal for the bimorph concept is to excite individual conductors
through the root of each stator tooth with a small amount of current which
would not significantly affect the flux in the air gap. The bimorph con-
ductors in this experiment differ from the proposed configuration as the
test machine was constructed with the bimorph conductors in a three phase
winding configuration. Exciting one of these phases would have generated
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a large amount of flux in the air gap of the machine. This flux would affect
the radial Maxwell forces in the air gap of the machine. In order that the bi-
morph currents had as little effect as possible on the air gap field, one single
conductor through the root of one tooth was used for the experiments.
2.4.3 Field Excited and Bimorph Excited Stator Vibration
The vibration that the field windings caused was recorded: Windings on
the rotor pole pair on the horizontal axis were connected in parallel. These
were excited with DC. One phase of the stator field windings was excited
with alternating current. The bimorph circuits were all open for this test.
The response from the accelerometer is given in figure 37.
The vibration that the bimorph conductors caused was recorded: An AC
supply was connected across a single bimorph conductor. This stator tooth
was located directly in line with the centre of one of the excited rotor poles.
The rotor winding was excited with DC. No excitation was supplied to the
stator field windings. The response from the accelerometer is given by the
red line in figure 38.
The response in figure 37 and the response in figure 38 show that reso-
nances at 997Hz and 2645Hz were excited by the stator field alone and
also by the bimorph field with current supplied to the rotor pole pair but
with no current supplied to the stator conductors. The stator field excited a
resonance at 4888Hz this was not excited by the bimorph conductors. The
bimorph conductors excited resonances at 4674Hz and at 7243Hz which
were not excited by the stator field. At 7243Hz the response could be
dominated by a bending motion of the stator teeth.
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2.4.4 Using the Bimorph Conductors in Vibration Control
The bimorph conductors were used at a single frequency to cancel the vi-
bration from the stator field. The method that was chosen for this involved
exciting the bimorph and stator fields at close but not identical frequencies
with excitation levels that caused the magnitude of the response from both
sources individually to be the same. The response that is predicted in the-
ory for this method has been generated with two sine waves and is shown in
figure 39. This shows that at set intervals the two waves interfere destruc-
tively to cancel out the response. The experimental results were achieved
with one stator phase excited at 1000Hz and the bimorph conductor excited
at 1000.5Hz. The response is shown in figure 40. This response shows that
the vibration from the bimorph conductor cancels out the vibration from
the field conductor at intervals of 2s as required.
2.4.5 The Effect of the Bimorph Conductors on the Air Gap Flux
Two short investigations were carried out in order to verify that the above
responses were caused by the bimorph effect and not by the interaction of
radial Maxwell forces from the field and bimorph conductors. One inves-
tigation presented the measured response of the stator from the bimorph
excitation firstly without the rotor field and secondly with the rotor field
excited. The first measured response was achieved with the bimorph con-
ductors excited, without excitation applied to the stator field windings or to
the rotor windings. The second measured response was achieved with the
bimorph conductors excited and one pole of the rotor field excited with no
stator field excitation. The response of the stator under these two conditions
is given in figure 38. Figure 38 shows that at most frequencies the response
of the stator from the bimorph conductors alone is substantially lower than
the response from the bimorph conductors and rotor field together. This
shows that the effect of the radial Maxwell forces in the air gap from the
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bimorph conductors is lower than the effect of the interaction between the
flux generated by the bimorph and rotor excitation.
The second short investigation into the effect of the flux from the bimorph
conductors considered the mmf in the air gap due to the stator windings
and bimorph conductor for the situation at 1000Hz where the bimorph
field cancelled the stator winding field. This investigation discovered that
the mmf in the air gap due to the bimorph conductor alone is much lower
than the mmf in the air gap from the stator field. This investigation is de-
scribed here: The teeth numbers in the stator and the relative stator phase
location is shown in figure 41. The mmf acting on the teeth tips is pre-
sented relative to this. The bimorph conductor that was excited is located
in tooth 0. The current supplied to the bimorph conductor was 3A. The
current supplied to the stator field windings was 0.7A and the number of
turns in one stator coil was 75. Therefore the mmf from a single stator field
coil was 52.5Aturns. The mmf waveform from the bimorph conductor alone
is shown in figure 42. The mmf waveform from the stator field is shown in
figure 43 along with the mmf waveform from the bimorph conductor. The
field from the rotor is not considered here. The figures clearly show that
the mmf that the bimorph conductor generates is very small relative to the
stator field mmf and therefore the bimorph conductors have little effect on
the Maxwell forces in the air gap. The cancelled vibration signal that has
been achieved at 1000Hz is due to the effect that the bimorph conductors
have on the magnetostrictive forces in the stator iron.
2.4.6 Conclusion to the Second Bimorph Demonstration
This experiment has shown that the magnetostrictive forcing generated from
the bimorph field can cancel the electromagnetic forcing generated from the
stator field in an electrical machine.
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2.5 Conclusion to the Chapter
The magnetic bimorph concept can be used to prevent electrical machine
resonances from being excited by cancelling the dominating modal forces of
those resonances. This method is independent of frequency and will also re-
duce vibrations away from resonance where those cancelled modes dominate.
This idea has been illustrated in theory and could also be implemented in
practice. A finite element investigation into the magnetic bimorph concept
in large electrical machines has examined this idea further and the results
are given in chapter 4.
Theoretically the magnetic bimorph effect can eliminate machine vibrations
at any frequency above the lowest value of tooth rocking frequency by can-
celling the operating shape at that frequency using a combined vibration
absorption technique. However, this idea would be impractical to actually
implement.
The experimental investigations have shown that the bimorph concept has
the potential to be a practical solution to vibration problems in electrical
machines. The bimorph conductors have proven to excite the rocking mo-
tion of a single stator tooth by affecting the magnetostriction phenomenon
in the iron. It has also been proven that a small amount of excitation of
these conductors can cancel the vibration of a machine and this only affects
the air gap mmf slightly. Therefore the magnetic bimorph concept has the
potential to reduce vibrations in large electrical machines with the require-
ment of a relatively small input of energy and with negligible effect on the
operation of the machine.
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Lamination Thickness 0.35 mm
Number of Laminations 96
Rig Axial Thickness 41 mm
Rig Length 280 mm
Number of Turns per Coil 400
Field Wire Diameter 0.3 mm
Cross Sectional Area of Coil 520 mm2
Number of Turns in the Bimorph Conductor 18
Bimorph Conductor Diameter 2.0 mm
Mass 5.3 kg
Table 2: The Stator Tooth Rig
Density of the Main Body ρ 8000 kgm−3
Young’s Modulus of the Main Body E 160 GPa
Density of the Tooth Root ρ 7900 kgm−3
Young’s Modulus of the Tooth Root E 119 GPa
Density of the Tooth ρ 7900 kgm−3
Young’s Modulus of the Tooth E 160 GPa
Poisson’s Ratio ν 0.27
Magnetostrictive Constants p 1×10−5
q -3×10−7
Relative Permeability of steel µr 2000
Current density in field windings jDC
5×106
13
Am−2
Peak Current in the bimorph conductors jb 2.2 A
Table 3: Assumed Material Properties of the Stator Tooth Rig Model
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STATOR
Number of Stator Teeth 36
Outer Radius 127.5 mm
Radius to Tooth Tips 82.5 mm
Radius to Tooth Root 101.5 mm
Length 180.0 mm
Number of turns per coil 75
Number of Pole Pairs 2
Table 4: Dimensions of the Test Machine Stator
ROTOR
Number of Pole Pairs 3
Outer Radius 81.0mm
Total stack length 165mm
Lamination Thickness 0.5mm
Number of Laminations 300
Electrical Steel Grade M400-50A
Coating SURALAC 7000
Bonding Varnish Ultimeg U2002L Epoxy
Number of turns per coil 250
Table 5: The New Rotor Information
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Figure 21: The Stator Tooth as a Vibration Absorber
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Figure 22: The Stator Tooth Rig (mm)
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Figure 23: The Magnetic and Mechanical Mesh of the Tooth Rig Model
1: Location of Impulse
2: Location of Accelerometer
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Figure 24: Contour Lines of Magnetic Potential from the Field Excitation
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Figure 25: Magnetic Field and Corresponding Mechanical Deformation:
2.2A Bimorph Current
x 10
Figure 26: Magnetic Field and Corresponding Mechanical Deformation:
1.1A Bimorph Current
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Figure 27: Magnetic Field and Corresponding Mechanical Deformation: -
1.1A Bimorph Current
x 10
Figure 28: Magnetic Field and Corresponding Mechanical Deformation: -
2.2A Bimorph Current
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Figure 29: First Non Rigid Body Mode of the Tooth Rig
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Figure 30: The Stator Tooth Rig
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Figure 31: Frequency Response Function due to an Impulse to the Rig
Figure 32: Response of the Tooth Rig to Field and Bimorph Excitation:
Measured and Modelled Response
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Figure 33: The Holes in the Stator Teeth for the Bimorph Conductors
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Figure 34: The Bimorph Conductors
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Figure 35: Small Rotor Stacks
Figure 36: The Test Machine
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Figure 37: Response from Stator Field Excitation
Figure 38: Response from a Single Bimorph Conductor
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Figure 39: The Calculated Sum of a 1000Hz Sine Wave and a 1000.5Hz Sine
Wave
Figure 40: A Measured Time Domain Response of the Stator at 1000Hz
from the Bimorph Conductor and Stator Field Windings
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Figure 41: Relative Location of Stator Field Phase, Bimorph Conductor
and Teeth Numbers
Figure 42: MMF Waveform from the Bimorph Conductor
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Figure 43: MMF Waveform from the Stator Field Windings
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3 Coupled Magneto-Mechanical
Analysis for Predicting Vibration
3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes a coupled magneto-mechanical analysis for predict-
ing the torque and vibration of an electrical machine with individually con-
trolled conductors and with bimorph conductors. There are four stages in
this study which relate to the type of excitation applied to the stator of
the machine. These excitation patterns are investigated in the next chapter
to discover the effect they have on the torque and vibration levels of the
machine. The stator excitation types that are investigated are:
Stage 0: A sinusoidal current pattern
Stage 1: An individually controlled stator slot current pattern that mini-
mizes the copper loss but does not affect the torque
Stage 2: An individually controlled stator slot current pattern that cancels
some components of noise, does not affect the torque and has the
minimum possible copper loss
Stage 3: An individually controlled stator slot current pattern that mini-
mizes the copper loss but does not affect the torque with currents in
bimorph conductors that cancel some components of noise
This chapter explains the modelling methods used in a general context. The
specific values that were used and the results of the investigation are given
in the next chapter. This chapter is organized as follows:
• Section 3.2 describes the magneto-mechanical model generation and
full calculations that were required to calculate the torque and vibra-
tion of an electrical machine from known currents.
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• Section 3.3 describes alternative computationally efficient methods for
carrying out this analysis.
• The constrained optimization methods that were used for calculating
the current patterns are given in section 3.4.
The calculations described here consider the instantaneous currents in the
rotor slots, stator slots and bimorph conductors to be known variables. A
fixed sinusoidal current pattern was supplied to the rotor and this pattern
was maintained for all of the types of stator excitation. Induced currents
were not considered. The current density was constant throughout each
stator and rotor slot. The currents in all of the stator slots were indepen-
dent of one another. The currents in all of the bimorph conductors were
independent of one another.
3.2 Quantifying Torque and Vibration
3.2.1 The Mechanical FE Model
A structured mesh was generated for one bay of the stator. This consisted
of the stator tooth, half a slot either side of the tooth and the correspond-
ing part of the back of core. The element mass and stiffness matrices were
assembled using the method described in appendix B.7. The merge and
reduction process was used to generate super-elements for each bay of the
stator as described in sections B.8, B.11 and B.12 of the appendices. These
super-elements were then used in a second merge and reduction process to
generate the reduced mass and stiffness matrices for the whole stator. This
process is described in appendix B.14. The information for this specific
system is described in appendix 4.2.3.
The eigenvalue problem was solved for the reduced system to give the mode
shapes and natural frequencies of the structure. The mode shapes of the
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stator were categorized into families of modes. This process is explained
in appendix C.4.2. The mode shapes were also mass normalized using the
method described in appendix C.3.
3.2.2 The Magnetic FE Model
The complete magnetic mesh included the stator iron, stator slot-fill, rotor
iron, rotor slot-fill and the air gap between the stator and rotor. The process
of generating the complete magnetic model initially required the mesh and
matrices to be generated separately for the rotor and for the stator. These
separate models were then coupled together.
The stator mesh included the stator iron and slot-fill and the geometry
of these nodes and elements matched that of the mechanical mesh. Some of
the air gap was also included in the stator model. The nodes on the inner-
most boundary of the air gap in the stator model were the stator central
circle nodes. The mesh of the rotor included the rotor iron, slot-fill and
layers of air gap. The nodes on the outer boundary of the air gap in the ro-
tor model were the rotor central circle nodes. The rotor and stator central
circle nodes sat on the same circle. The circumferential position of these
nodes did not necessarily coincide.
The element stiffness matrices were generated as described in appendix
B.6.1. In the magnetic model the magnetic stiffness matrix for each bay
could be fully assembled using the merge described in appendix B.8. This
is because only one DoF exists for each node and so the magnetic stiff-
ness matrix is considerably smaller than the mechanical system matrices.
Boundary values were required in order to achieve a unique solution. The
outer circumference of the stator and inner circumference of the rotor were
taken as the boundaries. The values of magnetic potential of these nodes
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were set to zero. The merge of the stiffness matrices was completed without
including the boundary nodes. The stiffness matrices for a single rotor and
stator bay were then reduced in a single transformation. This reduction
is explained in appendix B.13. The specific DoFs retained in the matrix
are described in section 4.2.4. These super-elements were used to create
the magnetic stiffness matrix for the rotor and stator with the merge and
reduction described in appendix B.14.
The elemental excitation vector was created using the method described
in appendix B.6.2. A sinusoidal rotor current pattern was assigned to the
rotor. This pattern was fixed relative to the rotor coordinate axis and was
maintained for all angles of rotation of the rotor and for all stator current
patterns. The current density jRk in rotor slot k was calculated by
jRk = JRcos(nppθRk) (28)
where JR is the peak rotor current density, npp is the number of pole pairs
and
θRk =
2pik
sR
(29)
The slot number k is counted anti-clockwise from the positive x axis of the
rotor reference frame and sR is the number of rotor slots.
The initial sinusoidal current density pattern that was assigned to the sta-
tor rotated around the stator. This pattern leads the rotor excitation by an
angle α. The angle α that was chosen generated maximum possible torque.
The current density jSk in stator slot k is
jSk = JScos(npp(θSk − φ+ α)) (30)
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JS is the peak stator current density, φ is the rotational angle of the rotor
reference frame relative to the stator reference frame and
θSk =
2pik
sS
(31)
The slot number k is counted anti-clockwise from the positive x axis of the
stator reference frame and sS is the number of stator slots.
Master nodes were maintained in the location of the bimorph conductors in
the stator teeth. These currents were included in the excitation vector as
point currents applied to those nodes.
The full excitation vectors for the rotor and stator bays were generated
and then reduced using the transformation described in appendix B.13.
The merge and reduction was used to create the excitation vectors for the
reduced rotor and stator models.
In order to solve the governing equation for the whole structure the ro-
tor and stator models were coupled together using the central circle method
described in appendix D.7. During the reduction the air gap nodes were re-
tained which enabled this coupling method to be achieved without further
complicated transformations. Once the nodal magnetic potentials of the
reduced model were found, these were expanded to give the nodal magnetic
potentials for the whole of the rotor and stator. The boundary nodes were
excluded from this expansion as the magnetic potential of these nodes had
already been assigned to zero.
3.2.3 Calculating Maxwell Forces Acting at the Tooth Tips
The middle circle is a circle through the middle of a ring of elements in the
air gap in the stator model. The magnetic flux density at every point on the
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middle circle in the air gap was calculated using the values of nodal potential
of the nodes on the elements situated on the middle circle. This method
is described in appendix D.8. These values were then used to calculate the
shear and tangential stress at every point on the middle circle. The product
of the average of these values and the length of the middle circle in a bay
gives the Maxwell forces that act on the tooth tips of that bay. This method
is described in appendix D.9. The result of this method is a local x and y
component of force that acts at the centre of each tooth tip. The central
tooth tip nodes were kept as masters in the mechanical model and so these
forces could be applied directly to the reduced mechanical model.
3.2.4 Calculating Equivalent Magnetostriction Forces
Calculating the equivalent magnetostriction forces required a larger amount
of computation than calculating the Maxwell forces. The values of magnetic
potential for the nodes in each element in the stator iron of the magnetic
model were used to calculate a vector of equivalent magnetostriction forces
for the corresponding DoFs in the mechanical model. This method is de-
scribed in appendix D.10. The elemental force vectors were merged and
reduced to create vectors for each bay in the local coordinates of the bay.
The force vectors for each bay were then used in the second merge and re-
duction process to create a reduced forcing vector for the whole stator. The
merge and reduction processes that were used on the forcing vectors were
the same processes that were used on the mass and stiffness matrices of the
mechanical system. The entries in the reduced vector of magnetostrictive
forces corresponded directly to the entries in the reduced mechanical mass
and stiffness matrices.
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3.2.5 Calculating the Vibration of the Stator for each Temporal
and Spatial Component of Force
The excitation and response of the machine was temporally and spatially
periodic. A single period needed to be analysed in both domains in order
to gather all of the required information for the analysis. Two dimensional
Fourier decomposition was used on the electromagnetic forcing. This en-
abled the response of the machine to be found from each individual Fourier
component of force.
Time was taken as a non dimensional periodic quantity. One complete
rotation of the rotor corresponded to one period in time. The rotor posi-
tions were discretized into many equally spaced steps. These rotor positions
represented the time steps in a single period in the time domain.
One period in the space domain corresponded to 360o around the air gap
circumference. Therefore, the whole of the stator was analysed. The angle
subtended by each bay provided the steps in the space domain.
The Maxwell forces acting at the tooth tips and the equivalent magne-
tostrictive forces depend on the rotational position of the rotor. These
values were calculated for every time step in one period. Each vector of
nodal forces was combined into a matrix with rows corresponding to the
DoFs in the reduced mechanical system and columns corresponding to each
time step. These were decomposed in time and space using the method
illustrated in appendix B.16.
For each combination of spatial and temporal harmonic n and m there
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exists a 2x2 block in the Fourier map of coefficients of those harmonics:

 cos(nθ)cos(mt) cos(nθ)sin(mt)
sin(nθ)cos(mt) sin(nθ)sin(mt)

 (32)
These blocks can be extracted from the map and expanded to give nodal
forces in the temporal frequency domain. This is described in appendix
B.16.
The vector of nodal forces in the temporal frequency domain for all spa-
tial components can be found if the nodal forces in the time domain are
decomposed only once into the temporal frequency domain.
Modal forces are found from:
P = Q⊤F (33)
Where F is the nodal forcing in the time or temporal frequency domain
and Q is a matrix of mass-normalized mode shape vectors (appendix C.3).
The entries in the rows of the modal force vector represent the magnitude
of the force applied to each mode of the structure. Using the normalized
system and transformations described in appendix C.3, the mass matrix is
transformed to give the identity matrix. Proportional damping is used so
the damping matrix can be transformed to give a diagonal matrix. The
entries on the diagonal can be extracted into the vector 2γω where γ is
the damping factor and ω is a vector of natural frequencies. The stiffness
matrix is transformed to give the spectral matrix Λ which is diagonal so the
entries on the diagonal can be turned into the vector λ which is a vector of
eigenvalues. Modal displacements q are given in the frequency domain, by:
q = [(λ− ω2f ) + 2γωfωi]−1P (34)
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i is the imaginary number. The forcing frequency is ωf , for a force with
temporal harmonic m and a rotor rotational speed of Ω (rads−1) this is:
ωf = mΩ (35)
The mode shape vectors are taken as dimensionless quantities so that the
units of the identity and spectral matrices are kg and Nm−1 respectively
and the unit of modal force is N .
The vibration level of the machine is quantified byK the root-mean-squared
radial velocity of the nodes on the back of the stator core. In order to calcu-
late this, the modal displacement vector q is transformed to give the nodal
displacement of all DoFs in the mechanical structure (appendix C.3). This
is found by using the local x y deflection of these nodes xc and yc and
transforming into radial and tangential components rc and tc. The root-
mean-squared vibration velocity is calculated as the square root of the sum
of the radial deflections multiplied by the forcing frequency squared:
K =
√
r⊤c rcω
2
f (36)
This measure has been chosen because when all other values are constant,
sound power is proportional to radial velocity squared and so this measure
allows for a comparison of the noise emitted from the machine by each
excitation method considered.
3.2.6 Calculating Electromagnetic Torque and Copper Loss
The torque is calculated as the product of the line integral of the tangential
Maxwell stress of the middle circle points and the mean radius of those
points as described in appendix D.11. This calculation is carried out for
every time step.
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The copper loss from a machine is proportional to current squared if re-
sistance is constant. The mean-squared current supplied to the machine
therefore gives an indication of the magnitude of the copper loss from the
machine.
3.2.7 Calculating Root-Mean-Squared Values
The root-mean-squared (rms) value of a variable quantity is a useful single
measure of that quantity. The rms values of torque, modal force and current
are given in the next chapter as measures of the successfulness of each stage
in the analysis. The calculation of rms current is described here:
The rms current is calculated for every time step as
irms =
√
i⊤i
s
(37)
where i is the vector of current in each slot and s is the number of slots.
A value for irms exists for every time step. A vector of these values can
be created and an overall rms value calculated for the whole analysis by
repeating equation (37). In this case i is a vector of rms current for every
time step and s is the number of time steps.
A single value of torque and modal force for each mode in one mode pair
exist for every time step and so the rms value of these is calculated with i
as a vector of these values for each time step and s as the number of time
steps.
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3.3 Accelerations of the Calculations
The computer capacity and time required for the full analysis described
above is acceptable when a low number of computations are required. How-
ever, in order to calculate the current patterns for stages 1 2 and 3 opti-
mizations were used which required many repeats of the calculations. The
full calculation methods were far too time consuming to be used in the op-
timization process and so accelerations of these methods were developed.
The analysis can be separated into linear and non-linear sections. If saliency
is neglected the magnetic potential, magnetic flux density and torque are
linearly dependent on current. The Maxwell stresses, Maxwell forces and
equivalent magnetostriction forces are related to magnetic flux density squared
and so the relationship between these and current is non linear. Projection
methods are used for accelerating the calculations of these quantities. The
methods used for accelerating the linearly related quantities are described
next. The methods used for accelerating the calculation of magnetostric-
tive forces is described in section 3.3.2. This method can also be used to
accelerate the calculation of Maxwell forces although the full calculation
method for this is not time consuming if the calculation of magnetic flux
density is accelerated. This is because the calculation of Maxwell forces at
the tooth tips only requires simple manipulations of magnetic flux density
on the middle circle.
3.3.1 Accelerations for Linearly Related Variables
In the electrical machine structure the values of magnetic potential are cal-
culated for each node and the values of magnetic flux density are calculated
at every point around the middle circle for every time step. This results in
very many values for both of these quantities. However, these values are not
all independent. They are related to the excitation applied to the stator.
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The cumulative number of stator slots and bimorph conductors gives the
number of independent variables in the current pattern. This is also the
number of possible independent variations in the magnetic potential and
magnetic flux density. The vector of nodal magnetic potentials can be pro-
jected onto a subspace. The dimension of the subspace equals the number
of independent variations in potential. This is considerably smaller than
the size of the full vector and so a projection transformation provides a
reduction transformation. The reduced vector can be used in the analysis
and the results expanded back onto the full space. The excitation variables
provide the constraints for this transformation. These constraints exist in-
herently in the analysis and so this method does not introduce errors into
the analysis above the numerical errors that occur from the computation.
Projection matrices are not unique. Any one projection matrix post multi-
plied by an invertible matrix will also give a projection matrix for the same
subspace. Mathematically either of these matrices will work. However, nu-
merically a well conditioned projection matrix is required. The columns in
a well conditioned projection matrix are distinct from each other.
A sensitivity study was used to generate the projection matrices for the
quantities that are linearly related to current. In general this method can
be explained by considering any linearly related vector quantities a and b.
A change from the original vector a0 of ∆a leads to the new vector a1:
a1 = a0 +∆a (38)
The corresponding change from b0 to b1 is captured by the sensitivity
matrix S:
b1 = b0 + S∆a (39)
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The number of rows in S is the number of entries in b0. The number
of columns in S is the number of entries in a0. Sensitivity matrices are
created using a central difference method for every entry in the vector in
turn. Initially
b0 =


b01
b02
b03


∆a =


0
0
0
0


(40)
The first entry in ∆a is increased by a relatively small amount and the new
vector b+ is calculated
∆a =


∆a
0
0
0


b+ =


b+1
b+2
b+3


(41)
The entry in ∆a is then set back to zero. Then the first entry in ∆a is
decreased by the same amount and b− is calculated
∆a =


−∆a
0
0
0


b− =


b−1
b−2
b−3


(42)
The central difference is then
s1 =
b+ − b−
∆a− (−∆a) =


b+
1
−b−
1
2∆a
b+
2
−b−
2
2∆a
b+
3
−b−
3
2∆a


(43)
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s1 becomes the first column in the sensitivity matrix S. The other columns
in S are calculated by changing those corresponding entries in ∆a in the
same manner.
In this study the sensitivity matrices were used to accelerate the calcu-
lation of nodal magnetic potential, magnetic flux density and torque with
change in current density in the slots and change in current in the bimorph
conductors. A sensitivity matrix was required for each quantity for each
time step.
Torque is a scalar quantity and so the sensitivity of torque to current den-
sity in the stator slots is a transposed vector. The number of entries in this
vector equals the number of bays in the stator. b0 is the torque from the
initial sinusoidal current pattern in the stator and rotor. ∆a is the change
in stator current away from the initial pattern.
The sensitivity matrix of nodal magnetic potential to current density in
the stator slots is a matrix with the number of rows equal to the number
of nodes in the magnetic stator model and the number of columns equal
to the number of stator slots. b0 is the nodal magnetic potential from the
initial sinusoidal current pattern in the stator and rotor. ∆a is the change
in stator current away from the initial pattern.
The sensitivity matrix of magnetic flux density on the middle circle has
the number of rows equal to the number of points on the middle circle and
number of columns equal to the number of stator slots. b0 is the magnetic
potential of these points from the rotor excitation only. ∆a is the current
pattern in the stator.
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Once the sensitivity matrices are calculated, the governing equations of
the magnetic model need not be solved again. This is a large matrix equa-
tion which requires large computational capacity. This projection method
eliminates the need to calculate the full vector of magnetic nodal excitation
and removes the time taken for expanding from the central circle method
and the merge and reduction. The time consuming calculation of magnetic
flux density at the many points on the middle circle is also removed.
3.3.2 An Acceleration for Calculating Equivalent
Magnetostriction Forces
Calculating the equivalent nodal magnetostriction forces from a known cur-
rent pattern can be split into linear and non linear stages. The linear stage
is the calculation of nodal magnetic potential from the stator slot current
density and bimorph current patterns. The computation of this stage is
accelerated with the sensitivity matrices described above.
The non linear stage is the calculation of equivalent nodal magnetostric-
tion forces for every DoF in the stator iron from values of potential for
every node in the stator iron. This computation can be accelerated with
a method that captures the non linear relationship within a matrix trans-
formation. This method considers every element in the stator in turn and
within every element every node is considered in turn. Two matrices Wxie
and Wyie exist for every node i in every element e in one bay of the stator
iron of the mechanical model. These provide the transformation from the
nodal potential of every node in the element to magnetostriction forces for
the x and y DoFs in the element. The equivalent magnetostriction forces
for the x and y DoFs of one node in an element due to magnetostriction in
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that element are found from:
fλxie = a
⊤
e Wxieae fλyie = a
⊤
e Wyieae (44)
The matrices Wxie and Wyie are calculated as described in section 3.3.4.
The x and y components of force for all nodes in one element are found
with the above equation with the same vector of nodal potentials ae and
different transformation matrices Wxie and Wyie for each node. The scalar
values fλxie and fλyie are combined into a vector of elemental forces. The
set ofWxie andWyie matrices that are used for one bay are used to convert
nodal potentials to nodal forces for all bays. The elemental forcing vectors
are merged and reduced into forcing vectors for each bay. This results in
vectors of force for all bays in the local coordinates of the bay. These vectors
can then be used in the merge and reduction process to create the reduced
forcing vector to apply to the reduced mechanical model.
These matrix transformations robustly capture the non linearity of the mag-
netic potential - magnetostriction force relationship. Once these matrices
have been computed they can be used whenever required and do not need
to be calculated again. The previous method required Gaussian integra-
tion of each element in the structure every time the elemental forces were
calculated. This method replaces the previous method with the simple mul-
tiplication in equation (44) but does not eliminate the need for the merge
and reduction processes.
3.3.3 Accelerations for Calculating Modal Forces
The complete calculation of modal force from stator slot current density
and bimorph conductor current can be reduced down into one set of matrix
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multiplications:
p1M = b
⊤∆1Mb p2M = b
⊤∆2Mb
p1λ = b
⊤∆1λb p2λ = b
⊤∆2λb (45)
Here b is a vector that represents the currents in the machine. This has
three partitions. The first is a single entry 1 or 0, which defines whether or
not the rotor excitation is considered. The entries in the second partition
correspond to each of the stator slot current densities. The entries in the
third partition correspond to each of the bimorph conductor currents:
b =


br
bs1
...
bss
bb1
...
bbs


(46)
The number of stator bays is s and so b has 2s+1 entries.
The matrices ∆1M and ∆2M are used for the modal force calculation for
Maxwell forces p1M and p2M for the first and second mode in the mode
pair respectively. The matrices ∆1λ and ∆2λ are used for the modal force
calculation for equivalent magnetostriction forces p1λ and p2λ for the first
and second mode in the mode pair. The total modal forces for each of the
two modes in the mode pair are then:
p1 = p1M + p1λ p2 = p2M + p2λ (47)
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These are calculated as follows:
In order to compute the ∆ matrices, a projection matrix U is created that
relates b to nodal magnetic potential a:
a = Ub (48)
The first column of U is the nodal magnetic potential in the stator from the
rotor excitation only. The next s columns are the sensitivity of magnetic
potential to stator slot current. The next s columns are the sensitivity of
magnetic potential to bimorph currents. Sensitivity matrices are explained
in section 3.3.1. A matrix U exists for each time step. This is one con-
struction method for U. Other methods are possible which are equivalent
because of the non-uniqueness of a projection matrices as noted in section
3.3.1.
The ∆ matrices are square with dimensions 2s+1. Their entries are cal-
culated with the method described in section 3.3.4. These four matrices
are required for all time steps. Once they are computed the calculation of
modal force is simply equation (45).
3.3.4 A Transformation Matrix to Relate Vector Entries Squared
to a Scalar
The ∆ matrices given in section 3.3.3 and the W matrices given in section
3.3.2 are constructed with the same method which is explained here. These
matrices provide an acceleration of the calculation of a single variable f
if this is related to the entries in a vector a squared. The accelerated
calculation is given in the form:
f = a⊤Wa (49)
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W provides the transformation between the vector information in a and the
single variable f . If a has eight entries then:
W =


w11 w12 . . . w18
w12 w22 . . . w28
...
...
. . .
...
w18 w28 . . . w88


(50)
Note that this matrix is symmetric. In order to build W, the diagonal
entries of the transformation matrix are considered first. The vector a is
initialized with zeros and the jth entry is set to unity. With this a the value
of f can be found through the full calculation method. (For magnetostric-
tion forces this is the method described in section D.10.) Substituting a
into equation (49) leads to:
wjj = f (51)
The vector a is initialized again and the next entry is set to unity. All
diagonal entries are found this way.
The off-diagonal entries can be found once the diagonal entries are known.
Two entries in a are populated with the value 1. These are entry j and k
(j 6= k). The required value is found with the full calculation method. If
j=1 and k=2 then
a =


1
1
0
...
0


(52)
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and substituting (52) into equation (49) leads to
f = w11 + 2w12 + w22 (53)
In general terms
f = wjj + 2wjk + wkk (54)
The values wjj, wkk are known and so wjk is easily found. The vector a is
initialized again and the next entries are set to unity. This process is carried
out until all values in W are found.
Section 3.2 has described the full calculation methods that are required
for the investigation of the operation of the machine described in the next
chapter. Section 3.3 has explained how much of these calculation meth-
ods can be reduced into simple matrix transformations. The next section
describes the optimization processes and constraints that are required to
calculate the current patterns for each stage in the investigation.
3.4 Constrained Optimizations
The current patterns for stages 1, 2 and 3 are found using least squares op-
timization processes described here. Stages 1 and 2 utilize the individually
controlled conductor (ICC) method. There are s slots in the stator. If no
constraints are imposed then there are s possible independent variables in
the current density vector. Constraints on the current patterns are imposed
to achieve the required operation of the machine. Each constraint that is
imposed reduces the number of independent current variables by one.
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3.4.1 Optimization for Stage 1
For stage 1 the requirement was to find a stator slot current pattern that
minimized the copper loss but did not affect the torque. This was achieved
by writing torque as
T = T0 + s
⊤∆i1 (55)
were T0 is the nominal torque that was generated with the sinusoidal current
pattern i0 from stage 0. T is the new torque generated from the result of the
stage 1 current density pattern i1. s is the sensitivity of torque to change
in current and ∆i1 is the change in slot current density from i0.
i1 = i0 +∆i1 (56)
The constraint that torque should not change with a change in current from
i0 to i1 reduces the amount of possible variables in i1 from s to (s−1). This
constraint is imposed by setting ∆i1 to
∆i1 = T∆iR (57)
so that equation (55) becomes
T = T0 + s
⊤T∆iR (58)
and equation (56) becomes
i1 = i0 +T∆iR (59)
The transformation matrix T has s rows and (s−1) columns, so ∆iR has
(s−1) entries. T is orthogonal to s so that
s⊤T = 0 (60)
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This provides the constraint that the torque does not change with change
in current. Substituting equation (60) into equation (58) leads to T = T0.
The construction of the matrix T is explained in appendix B.15.1.
The optimum current is then found by minimizing the sum of the squares
of currents. The sum of the squares of currents is:
i⊤1 i1 = i
⊤
0 i0 + 2i
⊤
0T∆iR + (T∆iR)
⊤T∆iR (61)
This is minimized by differentiating with respect to ∆iR and setting this to
zero so that
∆iR = −(i⊤0T(T⊤T)−1)⊤ (62)
Once T and s are known ∆iR can be found from equation (62) and ∆i1
can be found from equation (57).
This method linearizes torque with respect to current. If torque and current
were linearly related then implementing the above method once for every
time step would immediately achieve the optimized current density vector.
However, saliency causes the linear relationship to break down. Over small
changes in current, the non linear effect due to saliency is negligible and a
linear assumption is adequate. For large changes in current, saliency has a
large effect, the magnetic field variables predicted with a linear assumption
do not equal the actual magnetic field variables. Consequently the actual
torque also differs from the torque predicted with a linear model. The above
calculation correctly calculates the direction for the change in current den-
sity in each slot. However if 100% of ∆i1 was to be implemented, the
current pattern would be forced to change by a relatively large amount and
the torque predicted with equation (55) would not be correct. This problem
is overcome by implementing a change in the current density pattern that
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is a proportion γ of ∆i1, and so equations (55) and (56) are rewritten:
T = T0 + γs
⊤∆i1 i1 = i0 + γ∆i1 (63)
Once this value of i1 has been found the torque is calculated. If this has var-
ied from the required value, i1 is scaled so that the torque is kept constant.
The sensitivity vector s is recalculated and the current is optimized again.
This process is continued until the values in ∆i1 converge. See figure 44
for a flow chart of this optimization process. The proportion of ∆i1 that is
used in this iteration could be a single arbitrary value such as 0.1. However,
this could be a very time consuming approach to the optimization. A more
efficient approach is to use a line search method.
3.4.1.1 Line Search Line search provides a means of calculating the
fraction γ of the change in ∆i1 that gives the result that is closest to the
required result. Here, the required result is a minimized sum of squares of
currents. Line search achieves this by defining a range of values for γ, for
example 0, 1/2 and 1. The sum of squares of currents is calculated for each
of these values and the value of γ that gives the minimum result is found.
If this is 0 or 1 then the range of values of γ is extended until the minimum
result does not occur at a limiting value. Figures 45 and 46 illustrate this.
The value of γ that gives the minimum result and the values either side
of this are taken and a polynomial is fitted through these values as shown
in figure 47. From this the value of γ that results in the minimum sum of
squares of current in that step in the iteration can be found and used.
3.4.2 Optimization for Stage 2
In stage 2 a stator slot current pattern is required that cancels some com-
ponents of noise, does not affect the torque and has the minimum possible
copper loss. In order to implement this the above method was extended to
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also cancel out a pair of modal forces. This optimization starts with the
current pattern i1 found in stage 1. The change in current density from i1
to i2 is ∆i2:
i2 = i1 +∆i2 (64)
Three equations describe the relationship between change in current and
torque and change in current and modal force: The torque provided by i2
is:
T = T0 + s
⊤∆i2 (65)
The modal force due to current pattern i2 and the first mode in the mode
pair is p12.
p12 = p11 + s
⊤
11∆i2 (66)
The modal force due to current density pattern i1 and the first mode in the
mode pair is p11. The modal force due to current pattern i2 and the second
mode in the mode pair is p22.
p22 = p21 + s
⊤
21∆i2 (67)
The modal force due to current density pattern i1 and the second mode in
the mode pair is p21. The vectors s11 and s21 are the sensitivities of the
first and second modal force to current.
The three constraints that must be met are:
Constant torque with respect to change in current T = T0:
s⊤∆i2 = 0 (68)
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Elimination of the first modal force p12 = 0:
s⊤11∆i2 = −p11 (69)
Elimination of the second modal force p22 = 0:
s⊤21∆i2 = −p21 (70)
The change in current ∆i2 can be set to
∆i2 = T2g + h (71)
T2 is a matrix with s rows and (s−3) columns. g is a vector with (s−3)
entries and this term is used to minimize the sum of squares of current. h
is a vector with s entries and this term cancels the modal forces.
Equations (65), (66) and (67) then become:
T = T0 + s
⊤(T2g + h) (72)
p12 = p11 + s
⊤
11(T2g + h) (73)
p22 = p21 + s
⊤
21(T2g + h) (74)
In order to achieve the constraints in equations (68), (69) and (70) the
following must hold: 

s⊤
s⊤11
s⊤21

T2 = 0 (75)
T2 can be found with the construction method given in appendix B.15.1.
Substituting equation (75) into equations (72), (73) and (74) leads to the
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following requirements for h:
s⊤h = 0 (76)
s⊤11h = −p11 (77)
s⊤21h = −p21 (78)
The vector h enables the constraints to be met. This vector is found by
noticing that equation (76) can be written using T from equation (60). If
h = Tj (79)
equation (76) becomes:
s⊤Tj = 0 (80)
j can be found from the constraints in equations (77) and (78).

 s⊤11
s⊤21

Tj =


−p11
−p21

 (81)
The solution to j is not unique. A pseudo-inverse approach can be applied
to equation (81) to find one acceptable vector j.
From equation (79) h can be found. This has ensured the torque does
not change with change in current and that the modal forces are cancelled.
The vector g is required to minimize the sum of squares of current. The
sum of squares of current is given by
i⊤2 i2 = (i1 + h)
⊤(i1 + h) + 2(i1 + h)
⊤T2g + (T2g)
⊤T2g (82)
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Differentiating this with respect to g and setting to zero gives
g = −((i1 + h)⊤T2(T⊤2T2)−1)⊤ (83)
This process also linearizes torque and modal force with respect to current.
The linearity assumed in these equations breaks down with relatively large
∆i2 values. Therefore, calculating the optimum i2 requires an iterative pro-
cedure. This iteration involves cancelling the modal forces in small steps
instead of attempting to find a current density pattern that completely can-
cels the modal forces in one step. The current density pattern that cancels
the proportion of modal force under consideration may cause the resultant
torque to change. The current density is scaled so that the torque is kept
constant. The sensitivity matrices s, s11 and s21 must be recalculated in
every step in the iteration. The optimum i2 occurs when the full values of
modal force have been reduced to negligible values. This process is illus-
trated in figure 48.
3.4.2.1 Consideration of Modal Forces Modal forces are mentioned
in appendices C.3 and section 3.2.5. A modal force is found from
p = Q⊤f (84)
Where f is a vector of nodal forces, Q is a matrix of orthogonalized mode
shapes and p is the modal force. This calculation can be carried out with f
in the time domain or in the frequency domain. In this study f is a vector
of electromagnetic forcing in the time domain. A vector f exists for every
time step and so a modal force p also exists for every time step. Cancelling
the modal force instantaneously cancels that particular spatial harmonic for
all temporal harmonics. There are s slots in the stator and T time steps so
there are s× T unknowns in this problem.
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If equation (84) was carried out in the frequency domain then an extra
layer of computation would be required. This would enable the modal force
from a combination of specific temporal as well as spatial harmonics to be
eliminated. However, in order to achieve this all time steps would need to
be analysed together in order to cancel the specific temporal component.
This would need to be repeated for all time steps. This creates a problem
with s× T × T unknowns which would be far more complex to implement
but may produce a more effective result.
3.4.3 Optimization for Stage 3
In stage 3 the stator slot current density pattern that was found in stage
1 is used. This minimizes the copper loss but does not affect the torque.
Currents in bimorph conductors were required to cancel some components
of vibration. This method results in the required torque being produced
with minimum copper loss from the stator conductors with extra current
fed into the bimorph conductors to reduce vibration. In order to achieve
this a pair of modal forces from the electromagnetic force caused by the i1
current pattern were cancelled out by the electromagnetic force generated
by the bimorph conductors. The force generated by the bimorph conductors
is mainly magnetostrictive. The effect of this excitation method on Maxwell
forces in the air gap is much less than the effect on magnetostriction. The
current in the bimorph conductors is i3. This is a vector of nodal current
with s entries, one for every tooth in the stator. There are two constraints
to this problem:
p13 = p11 + s
⊤
13i3 (85)
p23 = p21 + s
⊤
23i3 (86)
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The modal forces p11 and p21 are the modal forces from the first and sec-
ond mode of a mode pair and electromagnetic forcing from the i1 current
density pattern. This might be a different mode pair to that is cancelled in
section 3.4.2. The modal forces p13 and p23 are the modal forces from the
i3 bimorph current pattern and the mode pair. The vectors s13 and s23 are
the sensitivities of modal force to bimorph currents. Both Maxwell forces
and magnetostriction forces are included in this analysis. However, the bi-
morph currents are predicted to be relatively small and so are not expected
to affect the torque. Torque is therefore neglected from this analysis. The
constraints are
s⊤13i3 = −p11 (87)
s⊤23i3 = −p21 (88)
The bimorph currents can be rewritten:
i3 = Tbd+ c (89)
Tb is a matrix with s rows and s−2 columns, d is a vector with s−2 entries
and c is a vector with s entries. Equations (85) and (86) then become
p13 = p11 + s
⊤
13(Tbd+ c) (90)
p23 = p21 + s
⊤
23(Tbd+ c) (91)
In order to achieve the constraints in equations (87) and (88) the following
must hold: 
 s⊤13
s⊤23

Tb = 0 (92)
Tb can be found with the construction method given in appendix B.15.1.
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Substituting equation (92) into equations (90) and (91) leads to the fol-
lowing requirements for c which enables c to be found and the constraints
to be met.


s⊤13
s⊤23

 c =


−p11
−p21

 (93)
A pseudo-inverse approach is used to calculate c. The vector d is required
to minimize the sum of squares of current. The sum of squares of current
is given by
i⊤3 i3 = c
⊤c+ 2c⊤Tbd+ (Tbd)
⊤Tbd (94)
Differentiating this with respect to d and setting to zero gives
d = −c⊤Tb(T⊤bTb)−1 (95)
This enables i3 to be found for all time steps. The bimorph currents that
are required are small and so linearity holds and iterations are not required
for this analysis. This process is illustrated in figure 49.
3.5 Conclusion to the Chapter
This chapter has introduced the main methods used for an investigation of
a large electrical machine. This investigation aims to quantify the vibration
of the back of the stator core and the power loss that occurs from four types
of excitation applied to the stator. Information that is given in the appen-
dices in a general context is brought together in this chapter and referred
specifically to this investigation.
The development of the magneto-mechanical model of the large electrical
machine has been described. This consists of separate magnetic and me-
chanical models. The magnetic model calculations are carried out in the
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time domain. These include calculations of Maxwell forces that act at the
tooth tips of the stator and equivalent magnetostriction forces that act at
the nodes in the stator iron. These electromagnetic forces are calculated
from known slot current densities and bimorph conductor currents. Analy-
sis of a complete spatial and temporal period of the machine is required in
order to decompose the forces into temporal and spatial frequency compo-
nents. The magnetic and mechanical models are coupled by applying the
electromagnetic forces to the mechanical model in the frequency domain.
The torque, sum of the squares of currents and the resulting vibration of the
back of the stator core provide the measure of success for each excitation
method considered.
These calculation methods require large computational capacity and time.
Accelerations were developed which enable certain values to be calculated
without the need for the full lengthy calculation methods. These accelera-
tions were based mainly on projection methods and have been described in
this chapter.
Now that the calculation methods have been described, the results of the
investigation can be presented. These are given in the next chapter.
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Figure 44: Iteration Process for Achieving Stage 1 Current Density Pattern
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Figure 45: Example Sum of Squares of Current for Different γ Values
Figure 46: Example Sum of Squares of Current for Extended γ Values
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4 An Investigation into the Optimum
Operation of a Large Electrical
Machine
4.1 Introduction
The aim of this study is to investigate the effect of two new technologies
on the noise and vibration of a large electrical machine. One technology
is a method of controlling each stator slot conductor individually. This is
the ICC method and this method is part of Converteam Ltd’s active stator
project [23]. ICCs give a large amount of control over the supply current
waveform and so enable some manipulation of the spatial and temporal har-
monics of current. This advanced level of control can be used to minimize
the power loss from the machine and reduce vibration causing components
of current.
The second technology is unique to this thesis. This is the magnetic bi-
morph concept. Conductors threaded through the root of each stator tooth
and energized individually can alter the magnetic field in the stator teeth
and core. At forcing frequencies above and around tooth rocking frequency
this concept can be used to manipulate the motion of the stator teeth. This
causes the stator teeth to act as vibration absorbers and cancel some com-
ponents of vibration.
These methods have been investigated using a 2D FE model of a large
electrical machine. The modelling was carried out in MATLAB, the scripts
were written by the author. The results of this investigation is presented
in this chapter. A mechanical FE model was created of the stator and a
magnetic FE model was created of the stator, rotor and air gap. The effect
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that the ICC and magnetic bimorph technologies have on the efficiency and
vibration of the machine is investigated and quantified.
This investigation is split into four stages which relate to the type of exci-
tation applied to the stator of the machine. These stages are:
Stage 0: A sinusoidal current density pattern. This is used to set a ref-
erence value for torque and to estimate a corresponding total copper
loss.
Stage 1: An ICC current density pattern that minimizes the copper loss
but does not affect the torque.
Stage 2: An ICC current density pattern that cancels some components of
noise, does not affect the torque and has the minimum possible copper
loss subject to the vibration cancellation requirement.
Stage 3: An ICC current density pattern that minimizes the copper loss
but does not affect the torque with currents in bimorph conductors
that cancel some components of noise.
In each of these sections the electromagnetic forcing that occurs as a re-
sult of the current pattern is analysed. This is the sum of the Maxwell
forces that act on the teeth tips and the equivalent magnetostriction forces
that act within the stator iron. Each combination of spatial and temporal
Fourier harmonic of force is extracted and applied to the mechanical stator
model. The vibration caused by these components of force is given as the
radial vibration of the back of the stator core. The level of vibration of the
machine for running speeds between 20Hz and 30Hz is given with attention
paid to the rotational speeds where resonances occur that are to be can-
celled out by the stage 2 and stage 3 current patterns. The mean-squared
current required for each of these situations and the resultant vibration of
the stator are used as measurements of the effectiveness of each technology.
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The structure of this chapter is as follows:
In section 4.2 the model of the machine is described. Assumptions that
were used in order to implement the analysis are given. The details of the
mechanical and magnetic machine are also given.
In section 4.3 the results of the mechanical FE investigation alone are pre-
sented. This includes the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the ma-
chine.
Section 4.4 presents the results of the initial investigation into the per-
formance of the machine under a sinusoidal stator current pattern. This
indicates the nominal performance of the machine and these results are
used for comparison purposes in the subsequent sections.
Section 4.5 delivers the results from stage 1. This is an ICC stator cur-
rent density pattern that provides the same torque as the sinusoidal current
density pattern but minimizes the mean-squared current. The effect of this
excitation pattern on the vibration of the stator is also described.
Section 4.6 describes the results from stage 2. This is an ICC stator current
density pattern that cancels the modal forces from the first pair of n=4
modes. (The spatial mode number is given by n). This also maintains the
nominal torque and minimizes the mean-squared current. The effect of this
current pattern on the vibration of the stator is shown compared to the
nominal and stage 1 excitation patterns.
Section 4.7 gives the results from stage 3. This has the stage 1 ICC current
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density pattern in the slots and a current pattern in the bimorph conduc-
tors. The bimorph conductor currents are controlled to cancel the modal
forces from the first pair of non rigid body n=1 modes. The magnitude of
current in these is small compared to the current in the stator slots so this
method is not expected to change the torque. This combination of excita-
tion methods minimizes the mean-squared current in the slots and cancels
some components of vibration. The effect of this excitation method on the
overall vibration of the stator is described.
Section 4.8 provides the conclusion to the chapter.
4.2 The FE Model of a Large Electrical Machine
4.2.1 Assumptions and Simplifications
The requirement of the investigation is to quantify the vibration and mean-
squared current from the different excitation methods. Therefore the results
from each method must be comparable. Simplifications and assumptions are
required to create the model with feasible computational methods, capac-
ity and time. These may introduce inaccuracies into the results, however
the results are consistent for each of the methods considered and so do not
prevent a comparison between the results. The magnetic and mechanical
models are two dimensional. In the magnetic model, saturation and eddy
currents are neglected. The currents in the stator and rotor are allocated
known values and induced currents are not considered.
The magnetic and mechanical models are coupled together with a weak
indirect coupling method. A weak coupling approach calculates only the
effect of the magnetic model on the mechanical model. The reverse rela-
tionship is not considered unlike strong coupling methods which do consider
the reverse effect. Direct coupling methods take into account the effect
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of magnetisation on elasticity and the effect of deformation on permeabil-
ity. These interdependencies are neglected in the chosen indirect coupling
method because the deflections in the structure are assumed to be small
and so the consequential changes in material properties should be negli-
gible. The coupling method chosen simplifies the relationship between the
magnetic and mechanical models significantly compared to strong and direct
coupling methods. Coupling methods are explained in detail in appendix
D.2.
4.2.2 Details of the Machine
The large machine is created with ninety bays in the stator and the whole
stator is analysed. Each calculation is carried out for 360 time steps. The
rotor is rotated anticlockwise by 1o in each step. This generates results for
a complete spatial and temporal period.
The same mesh of the stator iron and slot fill is used in the mechanical
and magnetic model. The radius to the machine air gap is 0.6m. All of
the dimensions of the stator are given in table 6. Eight noded quadrilateral
elements are used to generate the mesh. One bay is shown in figure 50.
One stator bay includes one tooth, a half slot either side of the tooth and
the corresponding segment of back of core. This is generated so that fine
elements are formed around the tooth root and tip with coarser elements in
the centre of the tooth length and back of core. Fine elements at the tooth
root are required in the mechanical model to capture the bending motion
of the tooth. Fine elements at the tooth tip are required in the magnetic
model so there is a gradual change in element size towards the air gap which
is very fine.
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4.2.3 The Mechanical FE Model of the Large Electrical Machine
The number of nodes and elements in the full and reduced mechanical sta-
tor model are given in table 7. The assumed material properties are given
in table 8. The Young’s modulus of the slot fill is a fraction of the standard
value of the Young’s modulus of copper because much of a stator slot is
taken up with the insulating material and adhesive which has a relatively
low Young’s modulus. A damping factor γ of 0.01 has been used.
The reduced stator model retains both the x and y DoFs for all master
nodes and the same master nodes are retained in each bay of the stator.
This leaves the master nodes shown in figure 51. Therefore, the cyclic sym-
metry of the structure is maintained. Maxwell forces can be applied directly
to the tooth tips of the reduced stator. The deflection of the back of the
stator core can be found directly from the reduced model.
4.2.4 The Magnetic FE Model of the Large Electrical Machine
The geometry of the full mesh of the stator iron from the mechanical model
is also used for the magnetic model. The analysis of the magnetic stator
model from this point onward is independent of the analysis of the mechan-
ical model. Four layers of air gap elements and nodes are added to the
magnetic stator mesh. The numbers of nodes and elements in the full and
reduced models are given in table 9. The assumed material properties are
given in table 10. The master nodes in one bay of the reduced stator model
are shown in figure 52. These include the node in the location of the bi-
morph conductors, the nodes on the elements on the middle circle and one
node in each half slot which represents the distributed current throughout
the half slot.
The discretization of the mesh of the magnetic model is important for gen-
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erating accurate results. The mesh that has been used is as fine as was
feasible for the computation. If the mesh is made even finer then the re-
sults of the magnetic model will change slightly. This mesh is considered
acceptable and any errors that are present in the results are consistent for
all stages in the analysis so the results for each stage can be compared to
each other.
The rotor is modelled with 83 bays. The dimensions of the rotor are given
in table 11. One bay of the rotor consists of a slot and half a tooth either
side of the slot and the corresponding rotor core. This model also has one
layer of air gap elements. The mesh of one rotor bay is shown in figure 53.
The number of nodes and elements in the full and reduced model are given
in table 11. The assumed material properties are given in table 12. The
master nodes of the reduced rotor model include the nodes on the elements
on the central circle and one node in each slot which represents the distrib-
uted current across the slot. These are shown in figure 54.
The rotor was initially modelled as an induction motor. The mesh shown
in figure 53 had the same relative permeability for the rotor teeth as the
core. The mean-squared current for the initial sinusoidal current pattern in
the stator slots is 1.11×105A2. When the currents in the stator model were
optimized in stage 1 of the analysis they reduced by 96% to a mean-squared
value of 4.40×103A2. The current pattern that resulted from this optimiza-
tion would not work in a realistic situation because the induced currents
in the rotor would be too low to generate any torque. This situation was
not predicted by the model because the rotor currents in the model were
maintained at fixed values. For this reason, the relative permeability of the
rotor teeth was changed to 5 which is a very low value. The excitation
to the rotor was increased so that the flux in the machine remained the
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same as for the original induction motor. A sinusoidal current pattern was
applied to the rotor with an mean-squared value of 9.51×106A2 and this
was maintained for all stages of the analysis. The large decrease in relative
permeability of the rotor changed the magnetic model of the rotor so that
this closely models either a slotless wound rotor with iron that is saturated
or a surface mounted permanent magnet rotor of a synchronous machine.
4.3 The Vibrational Characteristics of the Machine
The lower limit of tooth rocking frequency is calculated as described in sec-
tion 1.6.2.1. For the model analysed this is 519Hz. The rocking motion
of the teeth exists in mode shapes at this frequency and higher frequencies
than this.
The natural frequencies for the first 10 mode numbers are given in tables
13 and 14 along with descriptions of the corresponding mode shapes. These
frequencies are also shown on a plot of natural frequency against mode num-
ber for the stator in figure 55. Some mode shapes of interest are shown in
figure 58 to 57. Appendix C.4 gives information on stator vibrations and
the relevance of figure 55.
The first n=4 mode pair and first non rigid body n=1 mode pair are impor-
tant in this study. The natural frequency that corresponds to the n=4 mode
pair is 372Hz. This mode consists of the back of the stator core expanding
radially in four locations 90o to each other and contracting in four locations
45o to these. This results in the square-like deflected shape shown in figure
61. The first non rigid body n=1 mode pair occurs at 858Hz. This has
the mode shape shown in figure 62. This mode mainly involves the rocking
motion of the teeth.
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4.4 Stage 0 Results: The Sinusoidal Current Density
Pattern
4.4.1 Stage 0 Current and Torque
A sinusoidal current pattern was assigned to the stator and rotor slots. At
the first time step the rotor and stator reference frame were aligned. At
this instant the current density distribution around the stator is shown in
figure 70. Figure 70 also shows the current density in the first slot through-
out one complete time period. The mean-squared current for this stage is
1.11×105A2. This stator excitation pattern contains only the 2nd tempo-
ral and spatial harmonics of current. Contour lines of magnetic potential
are shown in figure 71. As the rotor rotates with respect to the stator the
magnetic field also rotates. If the air gap was shaped like a ring with no
irregularities there would be no saliency and the magnetic flux density in
the air gap would only consist of the 2nd spatial and temporal harmonics.
The Maxwell force created in the air gap is related to magnetic flux density
squared and so would consist only of a 4th temporal and spatial harmonic.
However, temporal and spatial frequency variations occur in the magnetic
field due to the changing geometry of the air gap as the rotor rotates and
so extra spatial and temporal harmonics are present in the magnetic field
in the air gap. The distributions of radial and tangential magnetic flux
density around the air gap at the first time step are shown in figures 72 and
73. The distributions of radial and tangential Maxwell stress around the
air gap at the first time step are shown in figures 74 and 75. The harmon-
ics that have been induced in the magnetic field are shown with a contour
plot in figure 76 for the tangential Maxwell force in the air gap. This plot
shows large harmonics with a red colour, followed by orange, green and
then low value non-zero harmonics in blue. In addition to (n=4,m=4) the
large harmonics are (n=0,m=0), (n=1,m=1), (n=5,m=5), (n=23,m=23),
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(n=24,m=24), (n=27,m=27), (n=28,m=28), (n=29,m=29), (n=31,m=31)
and (n=32,m=32). These coefficients are on the diagonal of the map in
figure 76. Low value, non-zero contour lines also exist in many places away
from these diagonal values.
The tangential component of Maxwell force has generated a torque in this
machine of 8066Nm. This value of torque is due to all of the harmonics
that have been generated in the magnetic field not just the main (n=4,m=4)
component.
4.4.2 Stage 0 Modal Forces
The modal force from the electromagnetic force and one of the n=4 modes
from the first n=4 mode pair is shown in figure 77. The contributions from
the equivalent magnetostriction force and Maxwell force are also shown.
The total modal force oscillates four times in the time period with rms
value 1.6 × 104N . The modal forces from magnetostriction and Maxwell
force are exactly out of phase and the modal force from Maxwell force is
larger than magnetostriction. A second modal force exists due to the elec-
tromagnetic force and the second n=4 mode. The modes are orthogonal
and so this modal force leads the modal force that is displayed by 2pi/4n.
At the instant in time when the magnitude of one modal force is maximum
the other is zero.
The modal force from the electromagnetic force and one of the n=1 modes
from the first n=1 non rigid body mode pair is shown in figure 78. The
total modal force has one complete cycle in the one time period. The rms
value is 0.029N . The modal forcing on the n=4 modes is therefore many
magnitudes higher than the n=1 modal forcing.
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4.4.3 Stage 0 Vibration
The stator vibration that is caused by electromagnetic forcing from the
sinusoidal stator current density pattern used in this stage provides the
benchmark for comparison with the subsequent stages. The vibration is
quantified by the magnitude of the rms radial velocity of the back of the
stator core (equation (36) in chapter 3). The vibration has been analysed at
rotor rotational speeds between 20Hz and 30Hz. The vibration caused by
each combination of spatial (n) and temporal (m) harmonic of electromag-
netic force is given in figure 79. This plot shows that many resonant peaks
appear in this frequency range. The plot also shows some responses that are
fairly constant with speed across the whole of this frequency range. Forcing
frequency is the product of rotational speed and temporal harmonic. The
resonances that have been excited in this speed range occur for a particular
combination of temporal and spatial harmonic where the forcing frequency
caused by the temporal harmonic equals a resonant frequency of the mode
family defined by the spatial harmonic.
The spatial harmonics that are important to this study are the n=4 and n=1
harmonics. The maximum value for each n=4 response has been marked
with a square in figure 79. The maximum value for each n=1 response
has been marked with a circle. The response from the fourth temporal and
fourth spatial harmonics of EM force (n=4,m=4) is large and fairly constant
with speed. This is shown on the graph with a green line. The rms vibration
velocity from this combination of harmonics varies from 9.6× 10−6ms−1 at
rotor speed 20Hz to 1.5 × 10−5ms−1 at rotor speed 30Hz. The response
from the n=1 and m=1 component of force is also large and fairly constant
with speed. This is shown on the graph with a pink line. The vibration
from this combination of harmonics varies from 1.4× 10−5ms−1 at 20Hz to
9.1 × 10−6ms−1 at 30Hz. The responses from the (n=1, m=1) and (n=4,
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m=4) components of force are fairly constant with change in rotor speed
because the resonances of the n=4 and n=1 modes are much higher than
the forcing frequencies caused by the m=4 and m=1 temporal harmonics.
There are twelve combinations of temporal and spatial harmonic having
responses above the flat (n=1, m=1), (n=4, m=4) responses. Table 15
gives the rotational speed, spatial harmonic, temporal harmonic, forcing
frequency and resulting back of core radial velocity at the speed where each
resonance occurs for each of these responses. In the speed range considered,
the resonances dominate the vibration of the stator at specific frequencies.
The frequency range around these frequencies where the response is high
is extremely narrow. Therefore, at most frequencies across the speed range
considered the vibration of the stator is caused by either the (n=4, m=4)
or (n=1, m=1) components of force.
The vibration of the back of the stator core from the 4th spatial harmonic
and each temporal harmonic that is present in figure 79 is shown in figure
80. It can be seen clearly from this figure that six n=4 resonances have
been excited in this speed range. The rotational speed, temporal harmonic,
magnitude and forcing frequency of these resonances are given in table 20.
The vibration of the back of the stator core from the 1st spatial harmonic
and each temporal harmonic in the rotor speed range between 20Hz and
30Hz is shown in figure 81. Fourteen n=1 resonances have been excited in
this speed range. The response of twelve of these are higher than the flat
(n=1, m=1) response. The rotational speed, temporal harmonic, magni-
tude and forcing frequency of these is given in table 21.
Three particular running speeds have been investigated to demonstrate how
the different combinations of temporal and spatial harmonic of force con-
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tribute to the vibration of the stator at resonance condition and away from
a resonance. A typical running speed of an electrical machine is 25Hz. The
forcing frequencies at this running speed do not correspond with any of
the resonances of the stator. Therefore, this speed has been chosen for the
demonstration. At 24.8Hz a resonance is excited by the (n=4, m=15) com-
bination of harmonics of force. The fourth spatial harmonic is of interest
to the ICC excitation pattern in stage 2. At 25.2Hz is a resonance that is
excited by the (n=1, m=34) combination of harmonics of force and n=1 is
a spatial harmonic of interest for the bimorph concept in stage 3. These two
speeds have been chosen to illustrate the effect of the subsequent excitation
patterns on the response of the stator at resonances that are excited by the
targeted harmonics of force and by other harmonics of force that are not
targeted.
Figure 82 shows that at a running speed of 25.0Hz the (n=4, m=4) and
(n=1, m=1) combinations of harmonics contribute the most to the vibra-
tion of the machine. These are the flat responses that have been mentioned
previously.
Figure 83 shows that at 24.8Hz the flat (n=4, m=4) response causes the
highest level of vibration followed by the (n=1, m=1) response and then the
response excited by the (n=4, m=15) harmonics. The resonance excited by
the (n=4, m=15) harmonics of force occurs because the forcing frequency
of this component of force is 24.8×15 = 372Hz which is the resonant fre-
quency of the first n=4 mode pair. Figure 84 shows that at 25.2Hz the
resonance excited by the (n=1, m=34) harmonics of force causes the most
vibration followed by (n=4, m=4) and (n=1, m=1).
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4.4.4 Summary of Stage 0
This section has laid out the quantities of interest such as the torque gen-
erated by the machine and the mean-squared current required to deliver
this torque from nominal sinusoidal stator and rotor current patterns. The
magnetic field has been enriched with Fourier harmonics that are due to
the stator and rotor excitation pattern and the geometry of the air gap.
The electromagnetic force provides the torque and also causes the vibra-
tion of the stator. Modal forces and vibration levels have been quantified
from this nominal current pattern. In the next sections a comparison of
the torque, mean-squared current, modal forces and vibration caused by
the new technologies will enable a quantification of the effectiveness of each
technology.
4.5 Stage 1 Results: The ICC Pattern that Maintains
Torque with Minimum Copper Loss
4.5.1 Stage 1 Current and Torque
The result of the optimization described in section 3.4.1 is the ICC stator
slot current density pattern shown in the time and space domain in figure
85. The torque that is generated is 8066Nm. The mean-squared current is
6.21×104A2. This is a decrease of 44% from stage 0. The torque has there-
fore been maintained as required with a much lower mean-squared current
value.
An explanation of how the above reduction in current is possible can be
found by looking at the Fourier coefficients of the current pattern and the
resultant tangential component of Maxwell force. The stage 1 current pat-
tern is decomposed into spatial and temporal frequency components and a
contour plot of this information is given in figure 86. The largest compo-
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nent is from (n=2,m=2) but extra harmonics have also been introduced at
(n=1,m=1), (n=3,m=3), (n=25,m=25), (n=26,m=26), (n=29,m=29) and
(n=30,m=30). The nominal stator current density pattern in stage 0 was
entirely (n=2,m=2). The stage 0 forces were largely (n=4,m=4) but many
other harmonics were introduced in the force through saliency. Large har-
monics have now been introduced purposefully into the excitation pattern
and these have led to harmonics in the tangential component of Maxwell
force which are shown in figure 87. Comparing figure 87 with figure 76
clearly shows that the main components of harmonics that were present on
the diagonal of the contour plot in stage 0 have also been produced by the
stage 1 current pattern. However, away from the diagonal there are less re-
sultant harmonics in the tangential Maxwell force pattern for stage 1 than
for stage 0. Therefore, this current pattern creates some harmonics in the
magnetic field that are useful for torque generation and eliminates other
harmonics that are not useful for torque generation. Plots of the radial and
tangential Maxwell forces exerted on each stator tooth are shown in figures
93 and 94 for the first time step. From these figures it can be seen that the
spatial pattern of Maxwell force has been largely unaffected by the change
in current density in the slots.
4.5.2 Stage 1 Modal Forces
Figures 88 and 89 show the modal force for the n=4 and n=1 modes. The
n=4 modal force has varied by less than 1% from the n=4 modal force from
stage 0. The rms value for this is 1.63 × 104N . The n=1 modal force has
increased significantly. The rms value of this modal force is now 5.86N .
4.5.3 Stage 1 Vibration
The vibration caused by each combination of spatial and temporal harmonic
of electromagnetic force at rotational speeds between 20Hz and 30Hz is pre-
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sented in figure 90. The maximum value for each n=4 response has been
marked with a square. The maximum value for each n=1 response has been
marked with a circle. The number of large responses that occur at rotational
speeds between 20Hz and 30Hz that are larger than the flat (n=1, m=1),
(n=4, m=4) responses is 29. Table 16 gives the rotational speed, spatial
harmonic, temporal harmonic, forcing frequency and resulting back of core
radial velocity for each of these 29 large responses. The number of responses
with magnitudes above 1×10−4ms−1 is 23. This has increased from none in
stage 0 where sinusoidal current patterns were used on the rotor and stator.
The vibration from the (n=4, m=4) combination of harmonics varies from
4.56 × 10−5ms−1 at rotor speed 20Hz to 7.29 × 10−5ms−1 at rotor speed
30Hz. This is an increase of 375% from the (n=4, m=4) response in stage
0. The response from the n=1 and m=1 component of force varies from
2.74× 10−5ms−1 at 20Hz to 1.83× 10−5ms−1 at 30Hz. This is an increase
of 100% from the (n=1, m=1) response in stage 0. All of the responses at
resonance have increased compared to the responses in stage 0.
The vibration of the back of the stator core from the 4th spatial harmonic
and each temporal harmonic is shown in figure 91. There are still six large
n=4 responses in this speed range and three of these are higher than the flat
response from the (n=4, m=4) harmonics of force. The rotational speed,
temporal harmonic, magnitude and forcing frequency of these responses are
given in table 20. Table 22 shows that all of these responses have increased
in magnitude from stage 0 by amounts between 212% to 1790%.
The vibration of the back of the stator core from the 1st spatial harmonic
and each temporal harmonic in the speed range between 20Hz and 30Hz
is shown in figure 92. There are still fourteen n=1 resonances that have
been excited in this speed range. All of these have magnitudes higher than
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the flat (n=1, m=1) response. The rotational speed, temporal harmonic,
magnitude and forcing frequency of these 14 resonances is given in table 21.
Table 23 shows that these responses have all increased in magnitude from
stage 0 by between 433% to 1837%. The other responses that are present in
the speed range that are shown in figure 90 have also increased by similar
amounts to the n=1 and n=4 responses. These can be seen by comparing
table 16 with table 15.
At running speeds of 25.0Hz, 24.8Hz and 25.2Hz the magnitude of vibra-
tion has increased at all three speeds compared to stage 0. The components
of force that cause these vibrations are the same components that caused
the vibration in stage 0. Figure 82 shows that the vibration at a running
speed of 25.0Hz is mainly from the (n=4, m=4) harmonics, the second con-
tributor is the (n=1, m=1) combination of force harmonics. At 24.8Hz the
(n=4, m=4) combination of harmonics contributes the most to the vibra-
tion followed by (n=4, m=15) and (n=1, m=1). This is shown in figure 83.
At 25.2Hz the (n=1, m=34) combination of harmonics causes the highest
vibration followed by (n=4, m=4) and (n=1, m=1). This is shown in figure
84.
4.5.4 Summary of Stage 1
This method has implemented ICCs that enable independent values of cur-
rent density in each slot. The resulting current pattern has optimized the
spatial and temporal harmonics of current so that the coefficients of electro-
magnetic force that produce the torque are increased and the components
of force that restrict the torque are cancelled out. The required torque has
been maintained with a substantial decrease in the mean-squared current
from the nominal sinusoidal current density pattern.
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The improvement of lower copper loss for the same torque has had a detri-
mental effect on the vibration of the machine. In the 10Hz rotor speed
range around 25.0Hz the number of resonances that are excited has in-
creased due to the extra harmonics in the current density pattern. This
increases the chance of the machine experiencing a troublesome resonance
at an operating speed in this range. The magnitude of the velocity of the
stator from each combination of spatial and temporal harmonics has also in-
creased. This increases the frequency range around each resonant frequency
where the response of the machine will be high. The steady responses from
the (n=4, m=4) or (n=1, m=1) components of force have also increased.
Consequently there is a higher level of vibration and noise emission from
the machine across the entire speed range with this excitation pattern.
4.6 Stage 2 Results: The ICC pattern that Maintains
Torque and Reduces Vibration with Minimum
Copper Loss
4.6.1 Stage 2 Current and Torque
The stator current pattern that cancels a pair of n=4 modes as well as
maintaining the torque and minimizing the copper loss is shown in figure
95. The mean-squared current for this stage is 8.40×105A2. This is a 655%
increase from the nominal sinusoidal current pattern and a 1251% increase
from the stage 1 current pattern, which is a vast increase. The torque that
is generated is 8066Nm. The torque has therefore been maintained as re-
quired.
This current density pattern is decomposed into spatial and temporal fre-
quency components and a contour plot of these coefficients is given in figure
96. There is an increase from stage 1 in the number of significant harmonics
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of current. The (n=6,m=6) combination of harmonics of current has the
largest coefficient. The other combinations of harmonics that are also in-
troduced include among others (n=2,m=2), (n=10,m=10), (n=14,m=14),
(n=22,m=22), (n=26,m=26) and (n=34,m=34). The coefficients of the
harmonics of tangential Maxwell force that this excitation has generated
are shown in figure 97. There are many more large coefficients in this figure
than for stage 0 or stage 1. The largest coefficient is (n=4,m=4) followed
by (n=0,m=0). Plots of the radial and tangential Maxwell forces exerted
on each stator tooth are shown in figures 93 and 94 for the first time step.
From these figures it can be seen that the pattern of Maxwell force has been
affected from stage 0 and 1 by the change in current density in the slots.
4.6.2 Stage 2 Modal Forces
Figure 98 shows the modal force for the n=4 modes. This excitation pat-
tern has caused the modal force from magnetostriction to equal the modal
force from Maxwell force with opposite sign. This cancels out the total n=4
modal force. The total modal force is shown in figure 99 the rms value of
this is now 0.0039N compared to 1.63×104N in stage 1.
The modal force for the n=1 mode is shown in figure 100 this has a com-
bination of low and high frequency variations with time. The rms value is
6.80× 104N this has increased from 5.86N in stage 1.
4.6.3 Stage 2 Vibration
The vibration caused by each combination of spatial and temporal harmonic
of electromagnetic force is given in figure 101. The number of resonances
that are excited at rotor speeds between 20Hz and 30Hz with responses
larger than the flat (n=1,m=1), (n=4,m=4) responses is 63. All of these 63
resonances have magnitudes above 1×10−4ms−1. This is nearly three times
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the number of significant resonances excited in the stage 1 analysis. Tables
17 and 18 give the rotational speed, spatial harmonic, temporal harmonic,
forcing frequency and resulting back of core radial velocity at the speed
where each resonance occurs for each of these responses.
4.6.4 The Effect of the Stage 2 Current Pattern on Excitation of
the Targeted Resonances
The vibration from the (n=4, m=4) combination of harmonics due to this
excitation pattern varies from 1.70 × 10−6ms−1 at rotor speed 20Hz to
2.55× 10−6ms−1 at rotor speed 30Hz. This is a decrease of 83% from stage
0 and 96% from stage 1. Compared to the reponses from the other com-
binations of harmonics this response is now negligible and can barely been
seen in figure 101.
The vibration of the back of the stator core from the 4th spatial harmonic
and each temporal harmonic is shown in figure 102. There are still six n=4
resonances that have been excited in this speed range and all of these have
higher magnitudes than the flat response from the (n=4, m=4) harmonics
of force. This is because the response from (n=4, m=4) has decreased sig-
nificantly. Table 22 shows that the responses at the n=4 resonances have
decreased by up to 93% compared to stage 1. Table 22 also shows that
compared to stage 0 the response of only one n=4 resonance has been re-
duced, the other five are up to 191% higher. The rotational speed, temporal
harmonic, magnitude and forcing frequency of these responses are given in
table 20. Figure 101 shows that compared to the responses from the other
combinations of harmonics that are now present in the vibration spectrum,
the magnitude of the n=4 responses are low.
Figure 83 shows the vibration from the stator at 24.8Hz. This excita-
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tion pattern has managed to reduce considerably the response of the n=4
responses. At this speed, with this excitation pattern the responses from
the (n=4,m=15) and the (n=4,m=4) harmonics are much lower than the
responses from the (n=1,m=1) and (n=8,m=8) harmonics. The vibration
from these responses has increased from stage 1.
4.6.5 The Effect of the Stage 2 Current Pattern on the Other
Resonances
The responses from the n=1 harmonics of force are used here to demon-
strate the effect that the stage 2 current pattern has on the uncontrolled
harmonics of response. The flat response from the n=1 and m=1 combina-
tion of harmonics varies from 4.64× 10−4ms−1 at 20Hz to 3.09× 10−4ms−1
at 30Hz. This is an increase of 3,290% from stage 0 and 1,591% from stage
1.
The vibration of the back of the stator core from the 1st spatial harmonic
and each temporal harmonic in the speed range between 20Hz and 30Hz
is shown in figure 103. There are still fourteen n=1 resonances that have
been excited in this speed range, all of which have magnitudes greater than
the flat (n=1,m=1) response. The rotational speed, temporal harmonic,
magnitude and forcing frequency of these resonances is given in table 21.
Table 23 shows that the responses at these resonances have all increased in
magnitude from stage 0 by between 16,000% and 317,000% and from stage
1 by 2,000% to 24,000%. These are extremely high increases. The other
resonances that are present in the speed range that are shown in figure 101
have also increased by similar amounts to the n=1 responses. These can be
seen by comparing tables 17 and 18 with tables 15 and 16 and figure 101
with figures 79 and 90.
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Figure 82 shows that at rotor speed 25.0Hz the overall vibration of the
stator has increased significantly compared to stage 1. The combinations
of temporal and spatial harmonics that cause this high vibration level have
changed from the previous stages. The (n=4, m=4) harmonics no longer
show up but the (n=1, m=1) response has increased to a level far higher
than the (n=4, m=4) response in stage 1. The second highest contribution
to vibration is now (n=0, m=23) and the third highest is (n=8, m=8).
Figure 84 shows that at rotor speed 25.2Hz the overall level of vibration
is much higher with the stage 2 excitation than stage 1. This is the fre-
quency where the (n=1,m=34) resonance is excited. The stage 2 excitation
increases the (n=1,m=34) response considerably compared to stage 1. The
second largest contribution to vibration is from the (n=1,m=1) harmonics
and then the (n=8,m=8) harmonics.
4.6.6 Summary of Stage 2
This excitation pattern has reduced the excitation of the n=4 resonances
as required. However, in order to achieve this, many extra harmonics were
included in the pattern of excitation and these have led to many extra
harmonics of force. This has doubled the number of resonances that are
excited significantly in the stator between rotor speeds of 20Hz and 30Hz.
The mean-squared current has also increased considerably from stage 1 and
even from stage 0. This higher magnitude of current has led to higher re-
sponses of vibration from spatial harmonics other than n=4. Therefore,
the excitation pattern that is required to reduce one spatial component of
vibration has led to an increase in both the overall vibration of the stator
and in the copper loss from the machine. The overall operation with this
current pattern is therefore worse than with the uncorrected pattern from
stage 0.
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Changing the components of current in the stator slots in a way that torque
is maintained has two effects on the operation of the machine. One is a
change in the vibration of the stator and one is a change in the copper loss.
The change in vibration is a first order effect and the change in copper loss
is a second order effect. When targeted components of current are reduced
so that targeted vibration components are reduced, other components of
current are increased in order for the constraint on torque to be met. These
increased current components cause an increase in vibration components
other than the targeted vibration components. The results that have been
presented above show an overall worsening of the vibration of the stator.
This occurs because the modal forces that excite the n=4 mode pair have
been reduced to negligible values and this has required a large change in
the current pattern compared to stage 1. This large change in the current
pattern has increased the vibration of the other components dramatically.
However, the large reduction in the n=4 component of vibration is unnec-
essary. This component of vibration needs only to be reduced to levels that
are equivalent to the other vibration components at that speed. An op-
timum current pattern will exist that reduces the levels of vibration from
the n=4 mode pair slightly and increases the other vibration components
slightly so that the overall vibration level is lower than the vibration level
with no vibration correction. The decrease in vibration will be small but
this small change in the components of current will not affect the copper loss
as this is a secondary effect of the change in current. Therefore it is possible
to use the ICCs to provide a current pattern to the stator that maintains
the required torque, reduces the copper loss and results in vibration levels
lower than those presented.
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4.7 Stage 3 Results: The Magnetic Bimorph Concept
for Vibration Control with the Stage 1 ICC
Current Pattern
4.7.1 Stage 3 Current and Torque
This stage aims to implement bimorph excitation to cancel the modal forces
of the first n=1 non rigid body mode pair. The current pattern from stage
1 is implemented in the stator slots. The bimorph excitation is calculated
with the optimization explained in section 3.4.3. The resulting bimorph
excitation is shown in figure 104. The mean-squared current through the
bimorph conductors is 2.82×10−4A2. This is 2.54×10−7% of the nominal
mean-squared sinusoidal current pattern. This current pattern is decom-
posed into spatial and temporal harmonics and contour lines of these are
shown in figure 105. This plot shows that the largest combination of har-
monics in the bimorph conductors is (n=1, m=1), and then (n=3, m=3).
Other large combinations of harmonics are (n=25, m=25), (n=27, m=27),
(n=29, m=29) and (n=31, m=31). There are contour lines around all of
the n=1 and n=3 spatial harmonics that are not present in previous exci-
tation patterns.
The torque that is generated is 8066Nm. The torque is unaffected by the
bimorph excitation.
4.7.2 Stage 3 Modal Forces
Figure 106 shows the modal force for the n=1 mode. This excitation pat-
tern has caused the modal force from magnetostriction to equal the modal
force from Maxwell force with opposite sign. This cancels out the total n=1
modal force. The total modal force is shown in figure 107 the rms value of
this is now 1.70× 10−5N .
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The modal force for the n=4 mode is shown in figure 108. The rms value
is 1.63× 104N . This has not changed from stage 1.
4.7.3 Stage 3 Vibration
The vibration caused by each combination of spatial and temporal harmonic
of electromagnetic force is given in figure 109. The number of significant res-
onances that occur at rotor speeds between 20Hz and 30Hz with responses
larger than the flat (n=1, m=1), (n=4, m=4) responses is 28. Table 19
gives the rotational speed, spatial harmonic, temporal harmonic, forcing
frequency and resulting back of core radial velocity at the speed where each
resonance occurs for each of these responses. There are 11 resonances with
magnitudes above 1× 10−4ms−1. This is a decrease from 23 in stage 1.
4.7.4 The Effect of the Stage 3 Current Pattern on Excitation of
the Targeted Resonances
The response from the n=1 and m=1 component of force varies from 3.10×
10−5ms−1 at rotor speed 20Hz to 2.06 × 10−5ms−1 at rotor speed 30Hz.
This is an increase of 126% from stage 0 and 13% from stage 1. This is a
small change from stage 1 and at this rotational speed the deflected shape of
the stator is unlikely to include any rocking motion of the teeth. Therefore
this flat response is not expected to be altered by the bimorph conductors.
The vibration of the back of the stator core from the 1st spatial harmonic
and each temporal harmonic in the speed range between 20Hz and 30Hz
is shown in figure 111. There are still fourteen n=1 resonances that have
been excited in this speed range. The rotational speed, temporal harmonic,
magnitude and forcing frequency of these resonances is given in table 21.
The response of only six of these is higher than the flat (n=1, m=1) re-
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sponse. Table 23 shows that the response of nine of these resonances have
increased in magnitude from stage 0 by up to 149% and five have been re-
duced in magnitude by up to 38%. Compared to stage 1 the magnitude of
the response of the stator at all resonances has decreased by up to 96%.
Figure 84 shows that at rotor speed 25.2Hz the overall level of vibration
is lower with the stage 3 excitation than stage 1 and stage 2. This is the
frequency where the (n=1,m=34) resonance is excited and the modal force
that excites this resonance has been reduced significantly so the magnitude
of the response of this resonance is reduced. However, this resonance is still
the largest cause of vibration at this rotational speed. The second largest
contribution to vibration is from the (n=4,m=4) harmonics. This has also
been reduced compared to stage 1, which is a fortunate coincidence and not
a planned outcome. The (n=1,m=1) harmonics cause the third largest con-
tribution to vibration at this speed and as mentioned above this response
has not changed considerably from stage 1.
To be effective this concept requires that significant rocking motion of the
teeth occurs in the modes of interest. The only resonances in the speed
range between 20Hz and 30Hz that have been excited that include some
rocking motion of the teeth are the n=1 modes. The other excited reso-
nances all have mode shapes that are on the first trend line of the graph in
figure 55. These modes all exhibit expansions and contractions of the back
of the stator core and no tooth rocking motion. Therefore, the excitation
of the other resonances in this frequency range cannot be eliminated with
this method. Tables 15 to 19 includes an indication of whether or not the
tooth rocking motion exists for every resonance.
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4.7.5 The Effect of the Stage 3 Current Pattern on the Other
Resonances
The responses from the n=4 harmonics of force are used here to demonstrate
the effect that the bimorph current pattern has on the uncontrolled harmon-
ics of response. The vibration from the (n=4, m=4) combination of har-
monics varies from 3.68×10−5ms−1 at rotor speed 20Hz to 5.88×10−5ms−1
at rotor speed 30Hz. This is an increase of 284% from stage 0 and a de-
crease of 19% from stage 1. This has advantageously reduced the vibration
of the stator although this outcome is purely coincidental.
The vibration of the back of the stator core from the 4th spatial harmonic
and each temporal harmonic is shown in figure 110. There are still six n=4
resonances in this speed range that have been excited and five of these are
higher than the flat response from the (n=4, m=4) harmonics of force. Ta-
ble 22 shows that the responses at the n=4 resonances have increased by up
to 1,125% compared to stage 0. Compared to stage 1 three responses have
been increased by up to 228%, two have been reduced by up to 49% and
one has not changed. The rotational speed, temporal harmonic, magnitude
and forcing frequency of these resonances are given in table 20. The other
resonances that are excited in the speed range that are shown in figure 109
have also changed by similar amounts to the n=4 resonances. Some have
been increased, some have been decreased. These can be seen by comparing
table 19 with tables 15 and 16 and figure 109 with figure 79 and 90.
At rotor speed 25.0Hz the largest contribution to the vibration of the sta-
tor is from the (n=4, m=4) harmonics of force. Figure 82 shows that the
vibration with the bimorph excitation has been reduced slightly from stage
1.
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Figure 83 shows the vibration from the stator at rotational speed 24.8Hz.
At this speed the (n=4,m=15) resonance exists. The figure shows that
the response from this resonance is largely unchanged compared to stage
1. The second largest contribution to vibration is from (n=4,m=4) and
then (n=1,m=1). Therefore, the cancellation of the n=1 resonances has
had little effect on the vibration from other harmonics.
4.7.6 Summary of Stage 3
This stator slot excitation pattern has the lowest stator slot copper loss
possible to generate the required level of torque. The magnitude of current
that is required through the bimorph conductors is small compared to the
currents in the slots and so does not increase the copper loss significantly.
This bimorph current pattern has negligible effect on the torque. The n=1
resonances are reduced by this method. However, the flat response from
the (n=1,m=1) harmonics of force is increased slightly. The response from
the other harmonics that are not controlled by this method are affected
only slightly because the increase in excitation is only slight compared to
stage 1. The vibration levels from some are increased and from others
are decreased and some are not affected at all. Overall the number of
resonances with high magnitude in the speed range is reduced from stage
1 by 12. Therefore, the likelihood that a rotational speed will cause a
resonance to be excited is decreased with this method. Overall, figure 109
shows that with this excitation method, for the majority of the speed range
the (n=4,m=4) harmonics contribute the most to the vibration. At the
specific speeds where the n=1 resonances exist this concept is successful
at reducing the excitation of these modes without affecting the torque or
requiring a large increase in power. There is also no significant detrimental
affect to the other resonances in the speed range.
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4.8 Conclusion to the Chapter
This chapter has presented the results of the investigation into the optimum
operation of a large electrical machine. Two technologies were investigated
in four steps. The zeroth step gave the reference information so that the
performance of the machine with ICCs and bimorph conductors could be
compared and to find the nominal torque of the machine. This step in-
volved implementing a four pole sinusoidal current pattern on the stator.
The torque that this excitation provided was maintained in the subsequent
steps.
The first stage implemented an ICC current pattern on the stator slots that
provided the same torque as the nominal sinusoidal current pattern but
minimized the mean-squared current in the stator. This was achieved by
including additional spatial and temporal harmonics in the current pattern
that were not present in the sinusoidal current pattern. These harmonics
led to additional harmonics in the electromagnetic force and these aided
the torque production from the machine whilst the mean-squared current
was reduced. This was possible due to saliency which is the non uniform
geometry of the air gap between the rotor and stator which alters the mag-
netic field in the air gap. The mean-squared current was reduced from the
nominal value by 44%. However, the additional harmonics in this slot exci-
tation pattern led to additional significant harmonics in the electromagnetic
force and additional resonances from the stator in the speed range between
20Hz and 30Hz. The magnitude of the vibration of the stator at resonance
and away from resonance was also increased. Therefore, this method has
proved successful in its main aim of reducing the copper loss from the ma-
chine but this is achieved at the expense of higher noise and vibration levels
from the machine. Hysteresis losses in electrical machines increase with
frequency and so the extra harmonics that have been introduced into this
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current pattern are likely to increase the hysteresis loss from the machine.
It is predicted that if hysteresis was taken into account in the modelling an
optimal ICC current pattern would exist that is a slight variation from that
presented here in stage 1.
The second stage implemented another ICC stator slot current pattern
which cancelled the first n=4 modal forces and maintained the nominal
value of torque. The results showed that the torque had been maintained
and the responses due to these modal forces had been reduced significantly
at and away from resonance. However, in order to achieve this the mean-
squared current was increased by 655% compared to the nominal current
pattern. In addition to the unfeasibly high current that this method re-
quires, the number of important resonances that were present in the speed
range of interest more than doubled from the number of resonances in stage
0. This is due to the extra harmonics that were required in the excitation
pattern to cancel the modal forces. The magnitude of the response of the
stator due to spatial harmonics other than the n=4 harmonic also increased
dramatically at resonance and away from resonance. Therefore, this excita-
tion pattern has had a detrimental affect on the operation of the machine
in all areas considered. The decrease in n=4 vibrations is overshadowed
by the extreme increase in vibrations due to the other spatial harmonics
and requires a far too great amount of input power to be feasible. A small
change in current pattern from stage 1 is likely to achieve an optimum solu-
tion that results in a slight suppression of the vibration caused by the n=4
component of force and a slight increase in the other vibration components
so that the overall vibration level is reduced slightly and the mean-squared
current and torque are unaffected.
The third stage utilized the ICC current pattern from stage 1 in the sta-
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tor slots. An excitation pattern was supplied to the bimorph conductors
so that the resulting magnetic field from the combination of the two exci-
tations cancelled out the modal forces from the first non rigid body n=1
mode pair. The magnitude of current required by the bimorphs was small
so resultant changes in torque were negligible. The magnitude of the re-
sponse of the stator at resonances that were due to the n=1 harmonics
were reduced. This was possible because this mode includes the rocking
motion of the teeth. Away from resonance the large response of the stator
that was due to the n=1 and m=1 harmonics of force was not altered by
this method. This is due to the absence of rocking of the teeth from this
deflected shape. The n=1 resonances were the only resonances that were
excited in the speed range of interest that the bimorph conductors could
have been used to control. The magnitude of the resonances that were
caused by spatial harmonics other than the first were altered slightly, some
were increased and some were decreased, some were not affected. Overall
this method led to a decrease in the number of high magnitude resonances
in total in the speed range.
The ICC method has successfully enabled a reduction in copper loss from
the machine compared to a traditional sinusoidal current pattern. However,
this method on its own has not proved successful in reducing vibration from
the machine. The bimorph concept has successfully reduced the vibration of
the targeted modes. This method does not significantly increase losses from
the machine or alter the torque or vibration from other modes. However,
this method is constrained to work only for modes that include substan-
tial rocking motion of the teeth and cannot be used to eliminate any other
resonances that occur.
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Number of Stator Bays 90
Outer Radius 0.8400 m
Radius to Tooth Tips 0.6000 m
Radius to Tooth Root 0.7500 m
Tooth Tip Thickness 0.0157 m
Tooth Root Thickness 0.0261 m
Half-Slot Thickness 0.0131 m
Half-Slot Length 0.1500 m
Radius to Bimorph Node 0.7500 m
Half Slot Area 0.00197 m2
Whole Slot Area 0.00393 m2
Area of All Slots 0.35370 m2
Table 6: Dimensions of the Stator
Nodes in the Full Model 28800
DoFs in the Full Model 57600
Number of Elements 9000
Nodes in One Full Bay 341
Nodes in the Reduced Model 810
DoFs in the Reduced Model 1620
Nodes in One Reduced Bay 11
Table 7: The Stator Mechanical Model
Stator Core Young’s Modulus 200×109 Nm−2
Stator Teeth Young’s Modulus 200×109 Nm−2
Stator Slot Fill Young’s Modulus 5×109 Nm−2
Stator Core Density 7800 Kgm−3
Stator Teeth Density 23400 Kgm−3
Stator Slot Fill Density 4450 Kgm−3
Stator Core Poisson’s Ratio 0.270
Stator Teeth Poisson’s Ratio 0.270
Stator Slot Fill Poisson’s Ratio 0.300
Table 8: Mechanical Material Properties of the Stator
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Nodes in the Full Model 39600
Number of Elements 12600
Nodes in One Bay 469
Number of Boundary Nodes 1800
Number of Central Circle Nodes 1800
Number of Current Carrying Nodes 12420
Number of Air Gap Layers 4
Nodes in the Reduced Model 4770
Fourier harmonics in Central Circle Transformation 332
Table 9: The Stator Magnetic Model
Stator Core Relative Permeability 1000
Stator Teeth Relative Permeability 1000
Stator Slot Fill Relative Permeability 1
Number of Pole Pairs 2
Table 10: Magnetic Material Properties of the Stator
Description Value Units Description Number
Number of Rotor Bays 83
Inner Radius 0.3000 m Full Model Nodes 10624
Radius to Tooth Tips 0.5996 m Full Model Elements 3320
Radius to Tooth Root 0.4498 m Nodes in One Bay 149
Tooth Tip Thickness 0.0284 m Boundary Nodes 664
Tooth Root Thickness 0.0170 m Central Circle Nodes 664
Slot Thickness 0.0170 m Current Carrying Nodes 4399
Slot Length 0.1498 m Air Gap Layers 1
Slot Area 0.00255 m2 Reduced Model Nodes 1743
Area of All Slots 0.21137 m2
Table 11: Dimensions of the Rotor and Magnetic Model Information
Rotor Core Relative Permeability 1000
Rotor Teeth Relative Permeability 5
Rotor Slot Fill Relative Permeability 1
Number of Pole Pairs 2
Table 12: Magnetic Material Properties of the Rotor
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Rigid Back-of-Core Tooth Rocking Tooth Rocking
Body Bending In-Phase with Out-of-Phase
Modes Back-of-Core Back-of-Core
Figs 59 to 61 Figs 63 to 64 Figure 65
n=1 0 858 1,718
n=2 78 1,264 2,031
n=3 207 1,529 2,586
n=4 372 1,735 3,229
n=5 564 1,937 3,865
n=6 780 2,146 4,442
n=7 1,017 2,365 4,928
n=8 1,271 2,593 5,310
n=9 1,540 2,827 5,602
Back-of-Core Back-of-Core Only Back-of-Core
Bending & Bending & Tooth Bending &
Tooth Expansion Tooth Rocking Rocking Tooth Rocking
In-Phase Out-of-Phase
Figure 66 Figure 67 Figure 68 Figure 69
n=1 7,732 8,388 13,597 23,757
n=2 7,632 8,621 13,654 23,523
n=3 7,563 8,919 13,752 23,305
n=4 7,551 9,262 13,895 23,106
n=5 7,617 9,641 14,092 22,926
n=6 7,783 10,050 14,353 22,766
n=7 8,069 10,480 14,693 22,629
n=8 8,475 10,920 15,129 22,513
n=9 8,977 11,355 15,678 22,422
Table 13: Natural Frequencies of the Stator (Hz)
Frequency (Hz) Description
0 Rigid Body Mode
575 Breathing Mode Figure 56
1,634 1st Tooth Rocking Mode Figure 57
7,791 Tooth elongation and contraction
8,285 2nd Tooth Rocking Mode
13,578 3rd Tooth Rocking Mode
23,961 4th Tooth Rocking Mode
Table 14: Natural Frequencies (Hz) and Descriptions of the n=0 Modes of
the Stator
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Rotor Spatial Temporal Forcing Back of Core Tooth
Speed Harmonic Harmonic Frequency Velocity Rocking
Hz n m Hz ms−1 ?
1 20.4 1 42 858 1.62E-05 Yes
2 20.9 1 41 858 6.34E-05 Yes
3 21.5 1 40 858 1.53E-05 Yes
4 22.0 1 39 858 1.35E-05 Yes
5 23.2 1 37 858 1.61E-05 Yes
6 23.5 5 24 564 1.31E-05 No
7 23.8 1 36 858 2.76E-05 Yes
8 24.5 1 35 858 2.11E-05 Yes
9 25.2 1 34 858 3.77E-05 Yes
10 26.8 1 32 858 1.40E-05 Yes
11 27.7 1 31 858 2.47E-05 Yes
12 28.6 1 30 858 6.43E-05 Yes
Table 15: Stage 0 Rotational Speeds, Spatial and Temporal Harmonics,
Forcing Frequency and Vibration Magnitudes of Resonances
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Rotor Spatial Temporal Forcing Back of Core Tooth
Speed Harmonic Harmonic Frequency Velocity Rocking
Hz n m Hz ms−1 ?
1 20.4 1 42 858 8.71E-05 Yes
2 20.6 0 28 575 1.39E-04 No
3 20.6 4 18 372 5.75E-05 No
4 20.7 3 10 207 1.13E-04 No
5 20.9 1 41 858 4.13E-04 Yes
6 21.1 6 37 780 6.16E-05 No
7 21.5 1 40 858 1.18E-04 Yes
8 21.9 4 17 372 1.37E-04 No
9 22.0 1 39 858 1.92E-04 Yes
10 22.1 0 26 575 7.98E-05 No
11 22.6 1 38 858 1.65E-04 Yes
12 23.0 3 9 207 7.37E-05 No
13 23.2 1 37 858 1.81E-04 Yes
14 23.8 1 36 858 1.47E-04 Yes
15 24.0 0 24 575 1.30E-04 No
16 24.5 1 35 858 1.37E-04 Yes
17 25.0 0 23 575 8.68E-05 No
18 25.2 1 34 858 3.02E-04 Yes
19 25.4 7 40 1017 1.30E-04 No
20 25.9 3 8 207 1.49E-04 No
21 26.0 1 33 858 1.76E-04 Yes
22 26.2 0 22 575 3.49E-04 No
23 26.5 4 14 372 1.27E-04 No
24 26.8 1 32 858 1.26E-04 Yes
25 27.7 1 31 858 2.64E-04 Yes
26 28.2 7 36 1017 1.83E-04 No
27 28.6 1 30 858 5.39E-04 Yes
28 29.6 3 7 207 1.46E-04 No
29 29.6 1 29 858 1.35E-04 Yes
Table 16: Stage 1 Rotational Speeds, Spatial and Temporal Harmonics,
Forcing Frequency and Vibration Magnitudes of Resonances
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Rotor Spatial Temporal Forcing Back of Core Tooth
Speed Harmonic Harmonic Frequency Velocity Rocking
Hz n m Hz ms−1 ?
1 20.01 6 39 780 2.01E-03 No
2 20.15 5 28 564 6.40E-03 No
3 20.43 1 42 858 5.77E-03 Yes
4 20.54 6 38 780 2.97E-03 No
5 20.55 0 28 575 1.66E-03 No
6 20.71 3 10 207 4.39E-03 No
7 20.90 5 27 564 2.00E-02 No
8 20.93 1 41 858 9.39E-02 Yes
9 21.09 6 37 780 7.63E-03 No
10 21.31 0 27 575 1.78E-02 No
11 21.45 1 40 858 9.91E-03 Yes
12 21.68 6 36 780 2.11E-03 No
13 21.70 5 26 564 6.08E-03 No
14 22.00 1 39 858 9.75E-03 Yes
15 22.13 0 26 575 6.77E-02 No
16 22.30 6 35 780 1.29E-03 No
17 22.57 5 25 564 1.01E-02 No
18 22.58 1 38 858 1.17E-02 Yes
19 22.95 6 34 780 6.65E-03 No
20 23.01 3 9 207 3.47E-03 No
21 23.02 0 25 575 9.09E-03 No
22 23.19 1 37 858 2.64E-02 Yes
23 23.51 5 24 564 7.15E-03 No
24 23.65 6 33 780 3.97E-03 No
25 23.65 7 43 1017 1.36E-03 No
26 23.84 1 36 858 1.03E-02 Yes
27 23.98 0 24 575 1.39E-03 Yes
28 24.21 7 42 1017 1.81E-03 No
29 24.39 6 32 780 3.23E-03 No
30 24.52 1 35 858 1.88E-02 Yes
31 24.53 5 23 564 7.74E-03 No
32 24.80 7 41 1017 5.89E-03 No
33 25.02 0 23 575 2.47E-02 No
Table 17: Stage 2 Rotational Speeds, Spatial and Temporal Harmonics,
Forcing Frequency and Vibration Magnitudes of Resonances (Part 1)
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Rotor Spatial Temporal Forcing Back of Core Tooth
Speed Harmonic Harmonic Frequency Velocity Rocking
Hz n m Hz ms−1 ?
34 25.18 6 31 780 9.55E-03 No
35 25.24 1 34 858 6.24E-03 Yes
36 25.42 7 40 1017 7.57E-03 No
37 25.65 5 22 564 5.83E-03 No
38 25.88 3 8 207 3.35E-03 No
39 26.00 1 33 858 8.95E-03 Yes
40 26.01 6 30 780 2.44E-03 No
41 26.08 7 39 1017 4.87E-03 No
42 26.16 0 22 575 1.89E-02 No
43 26.17 2 3 79 2.41E-02 No
44 26.76 7 38 1017 3.07E-03 No
45 26.82 1 32 858 2.16E-02 Yes
46 26.87 5 21 564 1.15E-02 No
47 26.91 6 29 780 9.72E-04 No
48 27.40 0 21 575 2.87E-03 No
49 27.49 7 37 1017 9.65E-03 No
50 27.68 1 31 858 2.18E-02 Yes
51 27.87 6 28 780 3.37E-03 No
52 28.21 5 20 564 4.01E-03 No
53 28.25 7 36 1017 8.95E-03 No
54 28.60 1 30 858 2.84E-02 Yes
55 28.77 0 20 575 2.49E-02 No
56 28.91 6 27 780 3.63E-03 No
57 29.06 7 35 1017 8.63E-03 No
58 29.41 2 43 1264 1.34E-02 No
59 29.56 8 43 1271 2.72E-03 No
60 29.58 3 7 207 1.02E-02 No
61 29.59 1 29 858 3.19E-02 Yes
62 29.70 5 19 564 4.18E-03 No
63 29.91 7 34 1017 1.64E-03 No
Table 18: Stage 2 Rotational Speeds, Spatial and Temporal Harmonics,
Forcing Frequency and Vibration Magnitudes of Resonances (Part 2)
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Rotor Spatial Temporal Forcing Back of Core Tooth
Speed Harmonic Harmonic Frequency Velocity Rocking
Hz n m Hz ms−1 ?
1 20.55 0 28 575 8.25E-05 No
2 20.64 4 18 372 7.10E-05 No
3 20.71 3 10 207 1.10E-04 No
4 20.90 5 27 564 4.47E-05 No
5 20.93 1 41 858 1.51E-04 Yes
6 21.09 6 37 780 5.32E-05 No
7 21.31 0 27 575 9.08E-05 No
8 21.85 4 17 372 6.90E-05 No
9 22.13 0 26 575 1.49E-04 No
10 23.01 3 9 207 6.21E-05 No
11 23.02 0 25 575 8.17E-05 No
12 23.51 5 24 564 6.69E-05 No
13 23.98 0 24 575 2.14E-04 No
14 24.77 4 15 372 5.29E-05 No
15 24.80 7 41 1017 5.73E-05 No
16 25.02 0 23 575 2.35E-04 No
17 25.24 1 34 858 5.36E-05 Yes
18 25.42 7 40 1017 1.06E-04 No
19 25.88 3 8 207 1.48E-04 No
20 26.16 0 22 575 5.34E-04 No
21 26.54 4 14 372 1.07E-04 No
22 27.49 7 37 1017 7.61E-05 No
23 28.25 7 36 1017 1.72E-04 No
24 28.58 4 13 372 6.17E-05 No
25 28.60 1 30 858 5.85E-05 Yes
26 28.77 0 20 575 9.08E-05 No
27 29.58 3 7 207 1.44E-04 No
28 29.70 5 19 564 6.27E-05 No
Table 19: Stage 3 Rotational Speeds, Spatial and Temporal Harmonics,
Forcing Frequency and Vibration Magnitudes of Resonances
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Rotor m Forcing Back of Core Velocity
Speed Frequency Stage 0 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3
Hz Hz ms−1 ms−1 ms−1 ms−1
1 20.6 18 372 6.84E-06 5.75E-05 7.91E-06 7.10E-05
2 21.9 17 372 7.22E-06 1.37E-04 1.01E-05 6.90E-05
3 23.2 16 372 6.12E-06 1.92E-05 4.16E-06 3.78E-05
4 24.8 15 372 8.66E-06 5.28E-05 1.42E-05 5.29E-05
5 26.5 14 372 8.74E-06 1.27E-04 2.55E-05 1.07E-04
6 28.6 13 372 6.03E-06 1.88E-05 1.01E-05 6.17E-05
Table 20: n=4 Resonances at Rotational Speeds between 20Hz and 30Hz
Rotor m Forcing Back of Core Velocity
Speed Frequency Stage 0 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3
Hz Hz ms−1 ms−1 ms−1 ms−1
1 20.4 42 858 1.62E-05 8.71E-05 5.77E-03 1.96E-05
2 20.9 41 858 6.34E-05 4.13E-04 9.39E-02 1.51E-04
3 21.5 40 858 1.53E-05 1.18E-04 9.91E-03 1.38E-05
4 22.0 39 858 1.35E-05 1.92E-04 9.75E-03 8.31E-06
5 22.6 38 858 1.04E-05 1.65E-04 1.17E-02 1.97E-05
6 23.2 37 858 1.61E-05 1.81E-04 2.64E-02 4.01E-05
7 23.8 36 858 2.76E-05 1.47E-04 1.03E-02 2.15E-05
8 24.5 35 858 2.11E-05 1.37E-04 1.88E-02 3.72E-05
9 25.2 34 858 3.77E-05 3.02E-04 6.24E-03 5.36E-05
10 26.0 33 858 9.09E-06 1.76E-04 8.95E-03 7.22E-06
11 26.8 32 858 1.40E-05 1.26E-04 2.16E-02 2.09E-05
12 27.7 31 858 2.47E-05 2.64E-04 2.18E-02 4.70E-05
13 28.6 30 858 6.43E-05 5.39E-04 2.84E-02 5.85E-05
14 29.6 29 858 1.00E-05 1.35E-04 3.19E-02 1.79E-05
Table 21: n=1 Resonances at Rotational Speeds between 20Hz and 30Hz
Controlled Uncontrolled
Change Change Change
Rotation m Forcing Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage
Speed Frequency 0 to 1 1 to 2 0 to 2 1 to 3 0 to 3
Hz Hz % % % % %
1 20.6 18 372 741 -86 16 24 938
2 21.9 17 372 1790 -93 40 -49 855
3 23.2 16 372 213 -78 -32 97 518
4 24.8 15 372 510 -73 64 0 511
5 26.5 14 372 1352 -80 191 -16 1125
6 28.6 13 372 212 -46 68 228 923
Table 22: Changes in the Magnitude of the n=4 Resonances
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Controlled Uncontrolled
Change Change Change
Rotation m Forcing Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage
Speed Frequency 0 to 1 1 to 3 0 to 3 1 to 2 0 to 2
Hz Hz % % % % %
1 20.4 42 858 438 -77 21 6,525 35,557
2 20.9 41 858 551 -63 138 22,644 147,979
3 21.5 40 858 668 -88 -10 8,323 64,575
4 22.0 39 858 1,320 -96 -38 4,978 72,024
5 22.6 38 858 1,485 -88 90 6,977 112,036
6 23.2 37 858 1,023 -78 149 14,472 163,567
7 23.8 36 858 433 -85 -22 6,922 37,321
8 24.5 35 858 551 -73 76 13,572 88,850
9 25.2 34 858 700 -82 42 1,965 16,424
10 26.0 33 858 1,837 -96 -21 4,984 98,362
11 26.8 32 858 796 -83 49 17,095 153,911
12 27.7 31 858 970 -82 90 8,137 88,057
13 28.6 30 858 739 -89 -9 5,178 44,159
14 29.6 29 858 1,239 -87 78 23,587 317,087
Table 23: Changes in the Magnitude of the n=1 Resonances
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Figure 50: The Full Mesh For One Stator Bay
Figure 51: One Stator Bay with Master Nodes After the Complete Merge
and Reduction of the Stator
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Figure 52: The Master Nodes in One Magnetic Stator Bay
Figure 53: The Full Mesh For One Rotor Bay
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Figure 54: The Master Nodes in One Rotor Bay
Figure 55: Natural Frequencies against Mode Number n
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Figure 56: A n = 0 Breathing Mode
Figure 57: A n = 0 Tooth Rocking Mode
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Figure 58: A n = 1 Translational Mode
Figure 59: A n = 2 Back-of-Core Bending Mode
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Figure 60: A n = 3 Back-of-Core Bending Mode
Figure 61: A n = 4 Back-of-Core Bending Mode
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Figure 62: A n = 1 Tooth Rocking Mode
Figure 63: n = 2 Tooth Rocking In-Phase with Back-of-Core
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Figure 64: n = 4 Tooth Rocking In-Phase with Back-of-Core
Figure 65: n = 4 Tooth Rocking Out-of-Phase with Back-of-Core
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Figure 66: n = 4 Back-of-Core Bending and Tooth Expansion
Figure 67: A n = 4 Back-of-Core Bending and Tooth Rocking Mode
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Figure 68: A n = 4 Tooth Rocking Mode
Figure 69: Second n = 4 Back-of-Core Bending and Tooth Rocking Mode
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Figure 70: Sinusoidal Stator Current Density Pattern
Figure 71: Contours of Magnetic Potential from a Sinusoidal Stator Current
Pattern
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Figure 72: Radial Magnetic Flux from a Sinusoidal Stator Current Pattern
Figure 73: Tangential Magnetic Flux from a Sinusoidal Stator Current Pat-
tern
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Figure 74: Radial Maxwell Stress from a Sinusoidal Stator Current Pattern
Figure 75: Tangential Maxwell Stress from a Sinusoidal Stator Current
Pattern
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Figure 76: Contours of Tangential Maxwell Force from a Sinusoidal Stator
Current Pattern
Figure 77: Modal Force from One n=4 Mode and Stage 0 Electromagnetic
Force
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Figure 78: Modal Force from One n=1 Mode and Stage 0 Electromagnetic
Force
Figure 79: Stage 0 Vibration for Rotor Speeds Between 20Hz and 30Hz for
all Combinations of Spatial and Temporal Harmonics
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Figure 80: Response from n=4 Fourier Components of EM Forcing from
Stage 0 Excitation
Figure 81: Response from n=1 Fourier Components of EM Forcing from
Stage 0 Excitation
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Figure 82: Contributions to Noise from Spatial and Temporal Harmonic
combinations for Each Stage of Stator Excitation at Rotational Speed
25.0Hz
Figure 83: Contributions to Noise from Spatial and Temporal Harmonic
combinations for Each Stage of Stator Excitation at Rotational Speed
24.8Hz
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Figure 84: Contributions to Noise from Spatial and Temporal Harmonic
combinations for Each Stage of Stator Excitation at Rotational Speed
25.2Hz
Figure 85: Stage 1 Stator Current Density Pattern
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Figure 86: Stage 1 Spatial and Temporal Harmonics of Current Density
Figure 87: Stage 1 Contours of Tangential Maxwell Force
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Figure 88: Modal Force from One n=4 Mode and Stage 1 Electromagnetic
Force
Figure 89: Modal Force from One n=1 Mode and Stage 1 Electromagnetic
Force
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Figure 90: Stage 1 Vibration for Rotor Speeds Between 20Hz and 30Hz for
all Combinations of Spatial and Temporal Harmonics
Figure 91: Response from n=4 Fourier Components of EM Forcing from
Stage 1 Excitation
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Figure 92: Response from n=1 Fourier Components of EM Forcing from
Stage 1 Excitation
Figure 93: Radial Maxwell Force at each Tooth Tip for Each Stage in the
Analysis
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Figure 94: Tangential Maxwell Force at each Tooth Tip for Each Stage in
the Analysis
Figure 95: Stage 2 Stator Current Density Pattern
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Figure 96: Stage 2 Spatial and Temporal Harmonics of Current Density
Figure 97: Stage 2 Contours of Tangential Maxwell Force
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Figure 98: Modal Force from One n=4 Mode and Stage 2 Electromagnetic
Force
Figure 99: Total Modal Force from One n=4 Mode and Stage 2 Electro-
magnetic Force
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Figure 100: Modal Force from One n=1 Mode and Stage 2 Electromagnetic
Force
Figure 101: Stage 2 Vibration for Rotor Speeds Between 20Hz and 30Hz
for all Combinations of Spatial and Temporal Harmonics
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Figure 102: Response from n=4 Fourier Components of EM Forcing from
Stage 2 Excitation
Figure 103: Response from n=1 Fourier Components of EM Forcing from
Stage 2 Excitation
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Figure 104: Stage 3 Bimorph Current Pattern
Figure 105: Stage 3 Spatial and Temporal Harmonics of Current Density
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Figure 106: Modal Force from One n=1 Mode and Stage 3 Electromagnetic
Force
Figure 107: Total Modal Force from One n=1 Mode and Stage 3 Electro-
magnetic Force
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Figure 108: Modal Force from One n=4 Mode and Stage 3 Electromagnetic
Force
Figure 109: Stage 3 Vibration for Rotor Speeds Between 20Hz and 30Hz
for all Combinations of Spatial and Temporal Harmonics
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Figure 110: Response from n=4 Fourier Components of EM Forcing from
Stage 3 Excitation
Figure 111: Response from n=1 Fourier Components of EM Forcing from
Stage 3 Excitation
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5 The Conclusion
5.1 Conclusion
The aim of this study was to investigate two new technologies in the field
of noise and vibration in large electrical machines. The technologies that
were investigated were individually controlled conductors (ICCs) and the
bimorph effect. The main feature of the study was a 2D magneto-mechanical
FE model of a large electrical machine. This model was used to understand
the effects of the two technologies on the copper loss and vibration of a large
machine. Two experimental investigations were also carried out. These
investigated the practicality of the bimorph effect.
5.1.1 Sinusoidal Stator Excitation
A large electrical machine was modelled with a 2D magneto-mechanical FE
model. Initially a four pole sinusoidal excitation pattern was supplied to
the rotor and stator. The torque, mean-squared current, vibration of the
back of the stator core and modal forcing on the first n=4 mode pair and
first n=1 non rigid body mode pair were found. These values were used as
benchmarks for comparison with the investigation of the ICC and bimorph
concepts.
5.1.2 Individually Controlled Conductors
The individually controlled conductor method describes the use of individ-
ual conductors positioned in each stator slot with separate control over each
conductor. This enhanced set of controls allows for higher versatility in the
excitation pattern supplied to the stator of the machine than traditional
polyphase excitation patterns. The construction of these conductors also
replaces end windings with ring assemblies which reduce the source of much
of the copper loss from traditionally wound machines.
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This method has been investigated with a view to reducing the copper loss
from the stator conductors and eliminating components of vibration. The
investigation found that extra spatial and temporal harmonics of current can
be included in the current pattern which tend to eliminate non-productive
harmonics from the tangential component of Maxwell force and produce
other harmonics that utilize saliency advantageously to generate torque.
This results in a relatively low requirement for mean-squared stator current
compared to a traditional sinusoidal current pattern. This current pattern
is richer in harmonics than a sinusoidal current pattern and therefore pro-
duces extra components of electromagnetic force. The resulting vibration
from the stator is increased by the application of these forces.
The investigation also utilized this method to eliminate the modal forces
from the electromagnetic force and the first pair of n=4 modes. The torque
was maintained and the copper loss was minimized. The direct vibration
of the targeted modal forces was reduced. However, many extra harmonics
were required in the current pattern and these led to many extra harmon-
ics in the force and vibration of the stator. The overall level of vibration
was much increased by this method and the mean-squared current that
was required to achieve this result was much higher than the sinusoidal
mean-squared current. This result has been caused by a large change in the
current pattern from stage 1 in order to zero the n=4 component of force.
A suggestion for reducing the overall vibration of the system with the ICCs
would be to manipulate the harmonics of current so that the unwanted com-
ponent of force decreased by a small amount. The vibration caused by the
other components of force would increase slightly. The minimum vibration
level would occur when the vibration from the targeted component of force
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equaled the vibration from the other components of force. This suggested
method would reduce the overall vibration level slightly and would not in-
crease the copper loss significantly.
Overall the ICC method is effective at minimizing the copper loss from
the machine although this method has a detrimental effect on the vibration
of the stator. The ICC method could be used for reducing the vibration of
the machine very slightly. In applications where high efficiency is a priority
the benefit that this method provides may outweigh the disadvantages of
increased vibration.
5.1.3 The Bimorph Effect
The bimorph effect occurs in a ferromagnetic beam structure due to the
magnetostriction effect. A longitudinal flux through the beam is affected
by a current supplied to a conductor which is positioned through the beam
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis. The magnetic flux from the con-
ductor and the longitudinal magnetic flux interact to produce a magnetic
field with higher flux density on one side of the beam than the other. A
strain is produced in the beam due to magnetostriction associated with the
magnetic flux. The value of strain is higher on one side of the beam than
the other causing the beam to deflect. Controlling the combination of the
longitudinal flux and the current in the conductor enables control of the
motion of the beam.
Controlling the motion of the stator teeth by using the bimorph effect to
reduce the vibration of an electrical machine is at least in one view, a vi-
bration absorption technique. Vibration absorbers have been investigated
in this study in order to provide the background information for this tech-
nology.
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The bimorph effect can be implemented in electrical machines by insert-
ing conductors through the root of each tooth and supplying current to
each conductor individually. This affects the flow of magnetic flux through
the machine so that the rocking motion of the teeth can be controlled. This
effect can be utilized for vibration control of stator vibrations that involve
a rocking motion of the teeth. This motion occurs at relatively high fre-
quencies. The power required to excite the conductors is extremely low
compared to the power supply to the field windings and the bimorph con-
cept could provide an efficient means of vibration absorption in electrical
machines with very few practical disadvantages.
Vibration modes exist at frequencies below tooth rocking frequency that
do not include the tooth rocking motion. The bimorph effect cannot be
used to control these lower frequency vibrations. The presence of unexcited
bimorph conductors in the stator teeth has very little effect on the flow
of flux through the teeth and so the existence of these conductors is not
detrimental to the nominal running of the machine.
The bimorph effect was investigated with the magneto-mechanical FE ma-
chine model. The bimorph conductors were excited so that the modal force
of the first n=1 non rigid body mode pair was cancelled. The investigation
showed that the excitation required to achieve this vibration suppression
was relatively low. This level of excitation reduced the responses of the
required resonances and did not significantly affect the torque. Many other
resonances were excited in the speed range considered that were not domi-
nated by n=1 modes. The responses of these were affected only slightly so
that over the speed range considered the level of vibration with the bimorph
conductors was lower than without. The uncontrolled responses could not
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be reduced with the bimorph effect because none of the corresponding de-
flected shapes included substantial tooth rocking motion.
The bimorph effect was investigated with two experiments. A single stator
tooth rig was developed to represent the bimorph effect on a single stator
tooth. Field and bimorph windings on the rig were excited and the re-
sulting motion of the rig was recorded. This investigation proved that the
motion of a stator tooth can be caused by the current in the bimorph con-
ductors. Another experiment was carried out on a small electrical machine
with bimorph conductors threaded through the root of the stator teeth.
The experiment showed that the magnetic field from a small supply cur-
rent to the bimorph conductors can cancel out the vibration caused by the
magnetic field from the stator windings with little effect on the air gap mmf.
The FE model has shown that theoretically the bimorph concept is an effec-
tive, efficient method of achieving vibration suppression in large electrical
machines. The experimental investigations have illustrated that this con-
cept is also practical to implement. The method effectively suppresses sta-
tor resonances that are governed by the tooth rocking motion. This method
does not completely suppress all vibration components but it also does not
introduce any detrimental effects into the machine operation. When used in
conjunction with the ICC method for minimizing copper loss the result is a
highly efficient machine with reduced vibration levels compared to operation
under the same ICC method with no bimorph control.
5.2 Further Work
5.2.1 The Bimorph Concept
The magnetic bimorph concept is an entirely new idea for the control of
electrical machine vibration. This investigation provides the only study
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into this effect. Further work is needed to fully authenticate this idea and
bring it to realization as a vibration control method.
The next major step should be a demonstration that illustrates every as-
pect related to implementation of the magnetic bimorph concept. This will
involve an electrical machine with individual bimorph conductors in each
stator tooth root. The bimorph conductors should be controlled to cancel
the vibration of the machine. In order to achieve this a relatively large
machine will be required in order to excite the rocking motion of the stator
teeth. Control to each of the bimorph conductors needs to be developed
so that the input to the conductors efficiently and effectively cancels the
vibration of the machine. Sensor and control techniques need to be inves-
tigated in order to implement the most effective method. The tooth flux
and back of core displacement would ideally need to be known for each
tooth in order to implement the required control. The effect of the bimorph
controls on the different running conditions of the machine should be inves-
tigated including start up and shut down and different speed and load levels.
A detailed model of this machine is also required in order to carry out
an in-depth FE investigation of the demonstration. The vibration of the
machine needs to be predicted and investigated without bimorph control.
Three dimensions and eddy currents could be included in more computa-
tionally intense models.
5.2.2 Individually Controlled Conductors
The ICC method has proved to be an effective method for increasing ma-
chine efficiency with the modelling techniques used. The modelling tech-
niques should be developed further in order to appreciate the effectiveness
of this technology with particular constructions of electrical machine.
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The ICC method relies on the saliency of the machine. Saliency is affected
by saturation and rotor and stator geometry. Different types of rotor could
be investigated so that the effect of rotor geometry can be seen.
The effect of saturation on copper loss could be investigated. Saturation
can be modelled by rounding the corners of the stator and rotor teeth. In
the investigation presented here, the relative permeability of the rotor teeth
was decreased significantly compared to that of iron. The effect of the de-
creased permeability is similar to the effect of rotor teeth that are saturated
and so modelling saturation in the rotor is unlikely to change the results
significantly. By including saturation in the stator model it is expected that
the reduction of copper loss in the machine will not be as dramatic as shown
when saturation is neglected.
An induction machine could not be modelled effectively in this study as
induced rotor currents were not included. The reduced mean-squared cur-
rent that is enabled with the ICC method affects the magnetic field and the
induced rotor currents. Therefore induced currents should be included in
order to appreciate fully the affect that this change in current pattern has
on the overall operation of the machine.
5.2.3 Modal Force Cancellation
The study reported here achieved vibration suppression by cancellation of
specific spatial harmonics of modal force. The modal forces were considered
in the time domain. This had the effect of cancelling all of the temporal
harmonics of force for each spatial harmonic of force that was targeted. An
alternative method to this would be to cancel specific temporal harmonics
as well as spatial harmonics of force. In order to achieve this, the modal
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force would be considered in the frequency domain. This would involve a
set of scalar equations:
∫ t=T
t=0
f(t)⊤v1cos(
2pitm
T
)dt = 0∫ t=T
t=0
f(t)⊤v1sin(
2pitm
T
)dt = 0∫ t=T
t=0
f(t)⊤v2cos(
2pitm
T
)dt = 0∫ t=T
t=0
f(t)⊤v2sin(
2pitm
T
)dt = 0
where t is time, T is the time period, f is the electromagnetic force, v1 is
a symmetric mode, v2 is an anti-symmetric mode and m is the temporal
harmonic under consideration. The four equations would exist for every
time step and these hundreds of equations would need to be solved. The
computation of this would be intense. However, this approach is likely to
lead to improved results compared to the results that have been presented
here because the modal force under consideration would cancel the single
required combination of temporal and spatial harmonics of force rather than
all temporal harmonics of force for each single spatial harmonic of force.
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A Vibration Absorbers
The motivation for this part of the study is the requirement to eliminate
noise producing vibrations in large electrical machines. Vibrations in elec-
trical machines are produced mainly by periodic electromagnetic forces in
the machine. These forces act on the stator and the stator vibrates.
The magnetic bimorph concept has been introduced in section 1.7. This
is a method of vibration absorption suitable for large electrical machines.
The magnetic bimorph effect is brought about by the presence of a conduc-
tor through the root of each tooth in the stator. The current supplied to the
bimorph conductors can be controlled so that the magnetostriction forces
in the stator are controlled and cause the stator teeth to act as vibration
absorbers.
A.1 Vibration Absorption
Vibration absorption and vibration isolation are used to reduce or eliminate
the vibrations of a structure. Vibration absorption eliminates the effect of
the force that causes the unwanted vibrations. Vibration isolation reduces
the transmission of unwanted forces to the system or prevents the resul-
tant displacement of the system [35]. Vibration isolation is often considered
alongside vibration absorption, but in this chapter vibration absorption
alone is considered.
Vibration absorbers can be categorized into three sections. Passive vi-
bration absorbers, active vibration controllers and combined passive and
active absorbers. Passive vibration absorbers are so named because they
require no external energy input. Active vibration control utilizes actuators,
sensors and controllers and these usually require an external energy source.
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Combined absorbers are nominally passive absorbers with some additional
active control. These three types are described in more detail in the follow-
ing sections.
Vibrations of structures such as space craft and buildings have lasting tran-
sient behaviour which consists of rapidly changing disturbances. Active
vibration control is used for absorption of these disturbances. The vibra-
tions associated with acoustic noise have short transient behaviour and so
are largely steady. Recently improvements in digital signal processing chips
have increased the feasibility of vibration absorption technologies for use
with relatively steady disturbances. These technologies are used in struc-
tures that produce vibrations at acoustic frequencies [51]. Structures that
emit unwanted acoustic noise and vibration are often rotating machines.
These experience force and response patterns with multiple periodic fre-
quencies which are the fundamental frequency and higher harmonics of this
frequency. The result of this force and response pattern is multiple pure
tones emitted from the structure [51]. Periodic excitation is much simpler
to control than broadband excitation and both passive and active methods
exist that are suitable only for the suppression of periodic excitation [51].
These methods are discussed in this chapter.
Noise and vibration problems can be spatially distributed or spatially con-
centrated problems. Interior aircraft cabin noise is an example of a spatially
distributed noise problem. These types of problems require elimination by
multiple complex control systems. Spatially concentrated problems have a
disturbance or response region which is small compared to the wavelength
of the structure. These problems are less complex because actuators and
sensors can be located at a low number of specific locations in order to
eliminate the unwanted excitation or response [51]. Spatially concentrated
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problems are considered in this chapter.
In this chapter the machinery or component that is the source of unwanted
vibration is called the primary system. The vibration absorber is attached
to the primary system in order to suppress the unwanted vibration. For the
examples given in this chapter the primary system is a single DoF mass-
spring-damper system as shown in figure 112 with the properties given in
table 24. The equation of motion of this is
MP x¨1 + CP x˙1 +KPx1 = F (96)
where MP is the mass of the primary system, CP and KP are the damping
constant and the spring stiffness of the damper and spring that ground the
primary system. F is the periodic force that is applied to the primary sys-
tem and x1 is the response of the system. The frequency response function
(FRF) of the primary system is shown in figure 113. It can be seen from
figure 113 that there is a single resonant frequency where the amplitude of
the response of the system is high. Away from this resonance the response
of the system is much lower.
This system is designed to operate at frequency ωd. The frequency axis
of figure 113 is given relative to this design frequency and the response axis
is relative to xd which is the unabsorbed response of the primary system at
ωd. Vibration absorption of this system will now be considered.
The excitation frequency or the properties of the combined primary and
absorber system may vary over a long or short time period. This factor
must be taken into account when designing or choosing a vibration absorber.
Short term variations include variable running speeds, variable forcing fre-
quencies and the variation in speed during start up and shut down. Long
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term variations in system properties which may detune the system include
temperature changes during operation and the deterioration of the struc-
ture over its life cycle. With this in mind the following paragraphs describe
how passive DVAs are designed.
A.2 Passive Absorption
A.2.1 Passive Vibration Absorption Theory
A passive absorber will now be attached to the primary system to reduce
the response of the primary system at a design frequency ωd.
Passive vibration absorption is provided by a dynamic vibration absorber
(DVA). A DVA is a simple mass-spring-damper system which is attached
to the primary system as shown in figure 114. This is used to suppress
the vibration of a primary system caused by harmonic forcing at a single
frequency. The equation of motion of the combined primary and absorber
system is:
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The symbols MA, CA and KA represent the mass, damping and stiffness of
the absorber system respectively. No forcing is applied to the absorber and
x2 is the response of the absorber.
The resonant frequency of a single DoF DVA is given by:
ωA =
√
KA
MA
(98)
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The values of KA and MA can be chosen so that the absorber resonant
frequency is equal to the design frequency:
ωA = ωd (99)
The design frequency is usually the excitation frequency of the force that is
causing the unwanted vibration. Sometimes absorbers are used to attenuate
a resonance of the primary system and in this case the design frequency is
the resonant frequency of the primary system. Attaching the tuned DVA to
the primary system results in the suppression of the response of the primary
system at the point of attachment of the absorber at the tuned resonant fre-
quency of the absorber. An extra resonance is introduced into the response
of the primary system by the presence of the single DoF DVA. Attaching
the DVA to the single-DoF primary system will cause the FRF of the pri-
mary system to have two resonant frequencies. These are either side of the
anti-resonant frequency which occurs at the tuned resonant frequency of the
absorber. This is illustrated in figure 115 for an undamped absorber with
the properties given in table 25.
The effect that the absorber mass has on the response of the primary system
is shown in figure 116 where the response of the primary system is given
with absorber mass values of 1%, 10% and 100% of the primary mass. This
absorber system is undamped. The design frequency is the same for all mass
values and so the stiffness values are chosen so that equation (99) holds. The
line that shows the response of the primary system with an absorber mass
which is 1% of the primary system mass shows that the primary system re-
sponse is low at the design frequency but is high at frequencies that deviate
only slightly from this. There is also a resonance at a frequency very close to
the design frequency. This figure shows that as the absorber mass increases,
the range around the design frequency where the primary response is low
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increases and the distance between resonant frequencies also increases. The
response of the primary system at the resonant frequency of the absorber
decreases as the absorber mass increases. If only a small absorber mass is
used the effect of a variation in operating speed or absorber properties dur-
ing operation is that the primary system could operate with vibration levels
worse than those without the absorber and could even resonate. In order to
obtain a passive vibration absorber that can provide vibration absorption
in a broad frequency range, a relatively heavy absorber mass is required [38]
[68] [78] [103].
At the resonant frequencies of the combined system, the amplitude of the
primary response depends on the damping in the primary system. Using
a damped DVA has the effect of decreasing the response of the primary
system at the resonant frequencies and increasing the response of the pri-
mary system at the anti-resonant frequency. Therefore, damping is often
used to achieve robust vibration absorption but a damped DVA will not
achieve complete vibration suppression at any frequency. A perfect passive
vibration absorber which is tuned so that the primary system operates at a
single constant frequency will be undamped. Zero damping in the absorber
enables the absorber mass to be the smallest mass possible that will reduce
the response of the primary system to zero at the tuned resonant frequency
of the DVA. However, at the resonant frequency the response of a vibration
absorber approaches infinity as the absorber system damping goes to zero.
In practical situations a small amount of damping is required or will occur
naturally in the vibration absorber structure.
The effect of damping in the absorber system is shown in figure 117. The
response of the primary system is plotted for absorber damping ratios of
0, 0.05 and 0.1. The primary system properties are given in table 24. The
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absorber system mass and stiffness are given in table 25. Figure 117 shows
that two points exist on the FRF of a single-DoF primary system with at-
tached damped DVA which are independent of damping in the DVA. These
are called invariant points and were investigated by Den Hartog [35]. He
used these points to find a so-called optimum damped absorber system.
This optimum absorber causes the primary system response to have a min-
imum amplitude at the resonant frequencies and consequently gives a close
to flat but non zero response across the frequency spectrum. Any tuning of
the absorber system other than this leads to an increase in the response of
the primary system at some frequency within the frequency range of inter-
est. Two criteria are used to tune the absorber frequency and optimize the
damping values for this absorber system. The absorber mass and stiffness
values are tuned so that:
β =
1
1 + µ
(100)
where β = ωA/ωP , ωP =
√
KP/MP and µ =MA/MP . To find the optimum
damping value the second criterion is that one of the resonant frequencies
must occur at an invariant point. This is the same as forcing the FRF to
pass horizontally through this point. An expression for this damping ratio
γ was given in [15] and is:
γ =
√
3µ
8(1 + µ)3
(101)
The damping constant CA found from [78] is then:
CA = 2γMAωP (102)
For the primary system values given in table 24, an optimum absorber has
the properties given in table 26. The FRF of this system is shown in figure
118.
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Changing the absorber stiffness Ka has the effect of moving the absorber
resonant frequency. This effect is used in combined passive and active ab-
sorbers and so is described in section A.4.
The features of passive absorber systems that have been described in this
section were illustrated with a single DoF primary system with translational
motion. However, the effect of a vibration absorber can be extended to ro-
tational motion and multi-DoF systems. Rotational vibration absorbers
utilize torsional springs. The analysis of multi-DoF systems is more compli-
cated than for single-DoF systems but the trends that have been described
for single-DoF systems still apply. The equations for finding the optimum
damped vibration absorber can be extended to multi-DoF systems so that
the FRF of the primary system will have a near flat response across a wide
frequency range. Details of a method for achieving this are described in
[86].
A.2.2 Passive Absorber Designs
Different structures have been utilized as passive vibration absorbers. Struc-
tures such as pendulums, beams, electro-rheological fluids, rings and mag-
netic materials have been used as single DoF absorbers [94]. Several multi-
DoF absorbers are described in the next paragraphs in more detail.
Hill et al [65] developed a multi-DoF passive absorber which absorbed the
response of the primary system at three excitation frequencies and in a small
frequency range either side of these frequencies. The absorber consisted of
two pairs of rods. Each pair of rods supported a mass either side of a cen-
tre section, mounted on the primary system. This configuration displayed
six distinct, predictable mode shapes. The mass, material properties, rod
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diameters and lengths were tuned so that two absorber resonant frequen-
cies occurred either side of each of the three excitation frequencies. This
resulted in a passive absorber system which was slightly more robust than
an absorber system would be if three absorber resonant frequencies were
tuned exactly to the primary system excitation frequencies.
In [84] a passive multi-DoF absorber was analysed and tested. This con-
sisted of a centre mass and 12 cantilever beams with bolts in the ends. The
beams each represented a stiffness and the bolts represented a mass. The
beams had three degrees of freedom, one vertical translation, and two ro-
tations. This configuration of vibration absorber is suitable for suppressing
the vibration of a shell structure which exhibits rotational and translational
degrees of freedom.
A.3 Active Controllers
Active vibration control is provided in the form of an actuator, sensor and
control system. Sensors are available in the form of transducers such as
accelerometers and strain gauges, piezoelectric material, magnetostrictive
material, optical fibres, shape memory alloys and laser vibrometers [50].
Actuators for vibration control are available in different forms including
• Electromagnetic
• Pneumatic
• Hydraulic
• Piezoelectric
• Magnetostrictive
• Shape Memory Alloys
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An actuator can potentially exert forces on the primary system over a wide
range of frequencies. Active control can therefore provide for the suppres-
sion of broadband excitation but the actuator and control arrangements can
be complex and expensive [20] [68]. Actuators can be characterized by the
blocked force, free displacement, power and operating frequency range that
they cater for. The blocked force is the force exerted when the actuator is
constrained not to move and the free displacement is the stroke of the actu-
ator when unconstrained. Actuators have an associated dynamic stiffness
that causes their blocked force and free displacement to be dependent on
frequency. At frequencies below the resonant frequency of the device the
dynamic stiffness is fairly constant with respect to frequency and so the free
displacement is also constant. Below the device resonant frequency the force
of voltage controlled actuators is constant. The force of current controlled
actuators in this frequency range decreases with increasing frequency due
to electrical loss [14]. The free displacement of the actuator is magnitudes
higher at the device resonant frequency than away from the resonance. At
frequencies above the resonant frequency of the absorber the free displace-
ment becomes frequency dependent and generally decreases with increasing
frequency [14]. The frequency of the absorber resonance depends on the
stiffness of the actuator. An actuator formed from a material with a high
Young’s modulus will have a high resonant frequency and high blocked force
and an actuator with a low Young’s modulus will have a low resonant fre-
quency and high free displacement. Some actuators are operated at the
resonant frequency of the device to achieve the high stroke that occurs only
at the resonant frequency. The mechanisms and advantages and disad-
vantages of some specific actuator types are discussed next and then some
control arrangements are described.
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A.3.1 Electromagnetic Actuators
Electromagnetic actuators consist of two ferromagnetic or permanent mag-
net material parts which are separated by a gap which is usually air. Some
relative movement is required between the parts. Lines of magnetic flux
must flow in a loop and these lines generally flow from one part to the
other across the air gap. The lines of flux that cross the air gap generate
a Maxwell force which provides the actuation. Electromagnetic actuators
can be categorized as either linear or rotational depending on the resulting
motion of the actuator.
The majority of rotational electromagnetic actuators are cylindrical motors.
The stroke of rotational actuators is not related to the air gap thickness and
so a high stroke can be achieved. The configuration of rotational actuators
allows for the same line of magnetic flux to cross the air gap at a number
of different points. A force is generated at each of these points and this
generates an overall actuation force that is higher than the force generated
by linear electromagnetic actuators. However, the power density of rota-
tional actuators is reduced if a gear set is required to convert the rotational
motion into linear motion as this adds to the weight of the unit.
Voice coil motors, shakers, magnetic bearings and solenoids are examples
of linear actuators. Linear actuators directly output linear motion so extra
gear sets are not required to convert this. The stroke length is directly
related to the length of the air gap and so if a large stroke is required a
large actuator is needed. The configuration of linear actuators requires that
the actuation force is generated across one air gap and the ferromagnetic
material needs to provide for the magnetic return path.
In general electromagnetic motors have fast response times and high preci-
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sion is possible, they are also relatively cheap. An advantage of electromag-
netic actuators is that they convert electrical energy directly into mechanical
energy and so do not require extra power units which are required by hy-
draulic or pneumatic actuators. However, they can have low power density
and are nonlinear so are complex to control. They are used in applications
that require rapid, controlled motion [14] [20] [58].
A.3.2 Hydraulic and Pneumatic Actuators
Hydraulic and pneumatic actuators are considered together here because the
only main difference between the two is the fluid that is used. The majority
of linear actuators on the market are hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders.
Advantages of these are high force and large displacements. If servovalves
are included in the actuator configuration a variable stroke is enabled over a
wide frequency range. Servovalve equipped hydraulic cylinders are used in
aerospace, automotive and robotic applications. One disadvantage of using
hydraulic and pneumatic actuators is that a separate power supply unit is
required to supply the cylinder with fluid, this requires additional electric
motors and pumps. This adds to the weight of the device and prevents
these types of actuators being used in certain situations such as on rotating
blades [58].
A.3.3 Piezoelectric Actuators
The piezoelectric effect is the strong phenomenon of a voltage difference pro-
duced across the ends of a ferroelectric material that is compressed. This
effect can be used for sensing. The inverse of this effect also exists so that a
mechanical strain is produced in a ferroelectric material on application of an
electrical field. This effect is used to create actuation. A ferroelectric mate-
rial is a material that has a spontaneous polarization which can be reversed
under application of an external magnetic field. A common material used in
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piezoelectric actuators is lead zirconium titanate or PZT. This is described
as soft or hard depending on the dopant that is combined with the pure
PZT. Generally, a soft PZT is created by donar doping which introduces
metallic vacancies and results in increased strain being possible but also
leads to higher losses. Acceptor dopants introduce oxygen vacancies which
results in hard PZT which has lower strains and lower losses [75]. Hard
PZT exhibits strain of 200ppm to 300ppm, soft PZT has associated strain
values of around 1250ppm [21].
The advantages of piezoelectric ceramics are that they have good shape ver-
satility, are easy to control, have a high electro-mechanical coupling factor
and have a higher power density than electromagnetic and magnetostric-
tive actuators. They are voltage controlled which results in efficiency being
independent of frequency and so they perform well at high as well as low fre-
quencies [14] [21]. However, the stroke possible from piezoelectric actuators
is considered to be low compared to the stroke that is possible with elec-
tromagnetic and shape memory actuators. In some applications mechanical
amplification is required to increase the length of stroke. However, this is
done at the expense of the blocked force. Piezoelectric actuators can also
be arranged in a stack configuration in order to amplify the strains.
A.3.4 Magnetostrictive Actuators
Magnetostriction is the phenomenon of an induced strain in a ferromagnetic
material under the influence of an external magnetic field. The inverse ef-
fect also holds. This phenomenon has been covered in section 1.6.3.2 of
The Introduction of this thesis. The most common magnetostrictive ma-
terial is Terfenol-D (Tb0.3Dy0.7Fe1.9). This material can achieve strains up
to 2000ppm and is therefore classed as a giant magnetostrictive material
(GMM) [21]. Magnetostrictive material only produces strain in one direc-
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tion and so to use both compressive and tensile strains in actuation appli-
cations the material must be pre-stressed.
Magnetostrictive actuators have similar properties to piezoelectric actua-
tors. However, magnetostrictive actuators are required to have energizing
coils around the magnetostrictive material and a corresponding magnetic
circuit armature which are not required by piezoelectric devices. This re-
sults in these actuators being heavier than piezoelectric actuators [21]. The
Young’s modulus of magnetostrictive materials is lower than that of piezo-
electric materials and so magnetostrictive actuators have a lower resonant
frequency, higher strain and lower force than piezoelectric actuators. Mag-
netostrictive devices are current controlled and electrical loss increases with
increasing frequency so they are more efficient at low frequencies [14]. At
resonance the dynamic strain is higher than for piezoelectric actuators and
so they are often used as low frequency, compact resonators. These actu-
ators can still require mechanical amplification in the same way as piezo-
electric actuators [21]. Above resonance, the upper frequency limit that
magnetostrictive actuators can operate at is defined by the eddy currents
induced in the material. Constructing these actuators from laminations
could reduce this disadvantage however this would significantly increase the
cost [21]. Advantages of magnetostrictive actuators include precise control
over the resultant motion, high blocked force, a high magneto-mechanical
coupling factor, high efficiency and long life span. An application for mag-
netostrictive vibration control actuators is for the vibration control in heli-
copter rotors [14].
A.3.5 Shape Memory Alloy Actuators
The three main types of shape memory alloys (SMAs) are copper-zinc-
aluminium (CuZnAl), copper-aluminium-nickel (CuAlNi), and nickel-titanium
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(NiTi). These alloys have properties of the shape memory effect, pseudo-
elasticity and super-elasticity. These properties exist due to a phase change
of the alloy between a Martensite phase and an Austensite phase which is
caused by a temperature change of around 10oC. This phase change causes
the arrangement of the molecules in the alloy to change, although they re-
main closely packed and the alloy remains solid. The shape memory effect
is the ability to remember and return to a certain shape after experiencing
a large deformation. This is achieved by utilizing the different properties
of the alloy in the different phases. Below a transition temperature the
alloy is in the Martensite phase and in this phase is relatively soft and so
can be easily deformed. Heating the alloy above the transition tempera-
ture transforms the alloy into the Austensite phase and the alloy returns
to the original shape. Pseudo-elasticity occurs in the material at constant
temperature in the Austensite phase when a load is applied. As the load
increases, the phase is changed from Austensite to Martensite and the load
is absorbed by the softer material. When the load is removed the phase re-
turns to Austensite and the material returns to its original shape [11]. The
property of super-elasticity enables strains of up to 5% or to be experienced
by the alloy with full recovery to the original shape [21].
In engineering applications nickel-titanium (NiTi) alloy is most commonly
used. Higher forces are possible with SMA actuators than magnetostric-
tive or piezoelectric actuators but they operate at only a few Hz [21]. The
mechanical and electrical properties of SMAs are good. They have a long
fatigue life and high corrosion resistance. These alloys exhibit high inter-
nal damping which is generated by hysteresis in the transition to and from
the Martensite and Austensite phases. This property is useful in vibration
damping applications. If a SMA is to be used as a damper the only con-
trol that is required is the variation in temperature around the transition
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temperature. A control unit for a SMA damper may therefore be lighter
and less complicated than a piezoelectric control unit as no electronics or
control loop are required.
A.3.6 Actuator Summary
Type Displacement Power Density Comment
Linear limited by Low Rapid, controlled
Motors actuator length movement
Rotational not limited by Very low if gears Rapid, controlled
Motors actuator length required movement
Pneumatic Variable with Low as motor Make up majority
Hydraulic servo-valve & pump required of linear actuators
Piezoelectric Low High High resonant
PZT frequency
Magnetostrictive Medium Low due to Low resonant
Terfenol−D energizing coils frequency
SMAs High High Very low frequency
NiTi operation
A.3.7 Actuator Control
Different control strategies exist for use in an active vibration control sys-
tem. These can be feedback or feedforward. Both feedback and feedforward
control strategies aim to decouple the controlled output from the distur-
bance. This requires knowledge of the structure’s dynamics especially at
the excitation frequencies [51].
Feedback control uses the response of the primary system and the actu-
ator. This signal is fed back to the actuator [50]. Types of feedback control
include linear time invariant feedback and adaptive feedback. The first of
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these is used much more than the second in noise vibration control applica-
tions. Different methods exist for feedback control of periodic disturbances.
All of these methods implement high feedback gains only at the excitation
frequency. This decouples the response from the excitation at the excitation
frequency but does not affect sensor noise and instability at other frequen-
cies [51].
Feedforward methods are simple and effective and are used often in vi-
bration control of periodic disturbances [51]. Feedforward control can be
used when the excitation of the primary system is observed. To achieve
this a reference signal is often derived from the excitation. This signal is
fed forward to the actuator. A sensor can be used to detect the response
of the primary structure. This monitors the performance of the controller
and can be used to adapt the feedforward control system. This signal is not
directly used to generate the control signal as for feedback control. Feed-
forward control relies on careful selection of the amplitude and phase of the
controller. Types of feedforward control include adaptive feedforward of ve-
locity, acceleration or force signals. Adaptive feedforward cancellation can
be used to estimate the magnitudes of unknown sinusoidal disturbances [20].
Control loops can be open or closed. Open loop control approaches are
simple but not necessarily robust. Closed loop control is robust enough
to accommodate changes and uncertainties of a system [103]. One method
of active vibration control available for suppression of vibration caused by
sinusoidal forcing is called the internal model principle. This requires a
model of the system generating the disturbance to be included in the feed-
back system. This method is based on notch filtering. A notch filter reduces
a system response at an assigned frequency and only affects the response
at that frequency [20]. Other control strategies include linear quadratic
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Gaussian regulator (LQG), Hα, µ-synthesis and sliding mode control [108].
A.4 Combined Active and Passive Absorption
A combined vibration absorber is a term used here to describe hybrid and
adaptive or semi-active vibration absorbers. Adaptive and semi-active vi-
bration absorbers are passive absorber structures with an active spring or
damper in parallel with the passive spring or damper. Both the passive and
active springs and dampers support a reaction mass. The passive spring
stiffness is constant and the active spring stiffness is controllable. This acts
to tune the resonant frequency of the absorber. Hybrid vibration absorbers
are structures which combine a passive part and an active part into the one
structure. These can have two modes of operation, a passive mode and an
active mode [94].
Some combined vibration absorbers utilize controllable damping. However,
the presence of damping in an absorber prevents the absorber from achieving
complete vibration suppression of the primary system. The most common
adaptive absorber is therefore a DVA with variable stiffness. In this case
the passive absorber mass can be the minimum that is required to reduce
the response of the primary system to the desired level at a single, nominal
frequency only. Adaptation of the absorber stiffness enables the resonant
frequency of the absorber to vary. On-line tuning of the absorber stiffness
enables the resonant frequency of the absorber to track the excitation fre-
quency and ensures that the response of the primary system remains low
with deviations in the excitation frequency away from the nominal frequency
[103]. The active component of combined vibration absorption requires vi-
bration measurements, feedback control, an external power supply and actu-
ation. Therefore, one disadvantage of combined absorption systems is that
changing the effective stiffness of a system to track a wide frequency range
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can require a high input of energy. A low power variable stiffness technique
will result in the ability to absorb vibrations over a small frequency range
only [68]. Nevertheless the energy input of a combined system is lower than
that required for full active control and so there are many advantages to
using combined absorption. These include the potential to achieve a system
which has the simplicity, reliability and stability of a passive absorber with-
out requiring a heavy passive absorber mass and the robust ability of an
active device without the high energy and therefore high expense incurred
from full active control [68] [89].
The following sections describe combined vibration absorber technology in
more detail. These sections consist of:
• An Example of a Combined Absorber
• Variable Stiffness Technologies
• Self Tuning Vibration Absorbers
• Delayed Resonators
• Variable Damping Absorbers
• Multi-DoF Combined Vibration Absorbers
• Combined Vibration Absorber Control
A.4.1 An Example of a Combined Absorber
An adaptive vibration absorber with active stiffness consists of a passive
mass-spring-damper system with an active spring in parallel with the passive
spring as shown in figure 119. The equation of motion of this system is:
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In this example the response of a primary system with the properties given
in table 24 is reduced using a combined absorber. The combined absorber
has been designed so that the response of the primary system is reduced
to 10% of the unabsorbed response xd at a design frequency ωd. This low
response is maintained over a frequency range which is the same range that
is achieved with a passive vibration aborber which has mass equal to the
primary system mass. The FRF of the primary system with a passive ab-
sorber of equal mass is shown in figure 116 with a red line.
The passive part of the absorber is designed first. The mass and passive
spring values are chosen so that the response of the primary system is re-
duced to 10% of xd at a nominal frequency ωn within the required frequency
range. The nominal frequency is chosen so that the increase in stiffness to
absorb the primary system at the higher frequency limit is the same as the
decrease in stiffness from the nominal to absorb the primary system at the
lower frequency limit. The nominal mass that is required to achieve this
reduction at ωn is only 0.130% of the mass of the primary system. The
passive stiffness is 0.106% of the primary system stiffness.
The active spring acts to tune this resonance away from ωn. At frequencies
below ωn the active spring opposes the passive spring and so the addition
of the active spring reduces the effective spring stiffness of the absorber and
tunes the resonant frequency of the absorber to a lower frequency. The FRF
of the primary and absorber system tuned to the lower frequency limit is
shown in figure 120. At frequencies above the nominal resonant frequency
of the absorber the active spring acts with the passive spring. The increased
spring stiffness acts to tune the absorber to resonate at higher frequencies.
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The response of the primary and absorber system tuned to the upper fre-
quency limit is shown in figure 121. In this case the response is lower than
required because the mass is not altered. The change in stiffness at the
extremes of the frequency range is ±0.0289% of the primary system spring.
This is ±27.264% of the nominal, passive absorber stiffness. The combined
absorber properties are given in table 27.
The equivalent entirely passive absorber system which would be required
to reduce the response of the primary system by the same levels in the
same frequency range requires an absorber mass 100% of the primary mass
and stiffness 7.426% of the primary system stiffness. Whereas the mass of
the combined absorber is 0.130% of the primary mass, the passive spring
stiffness is 0.106% of the primary spring stiffness and the active spring stiff-
ness is ±0.0289% of the primary spring stiffness. The fact that the passive
system property values are much higher than the equivalent values for the
combined absorber illustrates the potential of combined vibration absorp-
tion technology as a method for suppressing variable frequency vibrations.
These values are for illustrative purposes only. Passive vibration absorbers
that require the mass to be the same as the primary system would not be
considered as a feasible solution to vibration absorption.
In an electrical machine a range of resonances are associated with the teeth
rocking relative to the stator core. In large electrical machines the natural
frequencies associated with this tooth rocking motion correspond to some
frequencies of excitation of the stator. The aim of the magnetic bimorph
concept is to utilize the motion of the teeth to achieve vibration absorp-
tion in large electrical machines. This is a combined vibration absorption
method where the teeth provide the passive part. The bimorph conductors
provide the excitation that is required to utilize the motion of the teeth.
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The details of this concept are explained in chapter 2.
A.4.2 Variable Stiffness Technologies
The above vibration absorption theory has described how combined vibra-
tion absorbers can effectively reduce vibrations over a very wide frequency
range by implementing a variable stiffness technique. However, practical
methods for realizing this idea are more challenging. The active part is
often achieved with an actuator and control loop in a similar manner to full
active control. The actuator is often an electromagnetic, piezoelectric, mag-
netostrictive or shape memory alloy actuator. These have been described
in section A.3. The passive part can be achieved with a physical mass-
spring-damper set. Beam structures are frequently used in investigations of
combined absorption. The rest of this section describes in more detail some
of the arrangements of combined vibration absorber systems that have been
used in the literature for achieving robust vibration suppression.
Beams are utilized for this application because of the simplicity of the struc-
ture and the inherent mass, stiffness and damping values they possess. The
equivalent material properties of a beam can be altered with active control.
Some methods for achieving this are:
• The application of piezoelectric strips at the root of a cantilever beam.
Under the influence of an electric field the stiffness and strain of the
strip will change which will affect the overall stiffness of the beam.
• A composite beam manufactured from strips of material which in-
cludes piezoelectric strips. This results in a beam with a built in
sensor and actutator [99].
• A beam with a mass that can be moved along the beam. Different
locations of the mass will result in different resonant frequencies of
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the structure.
• A beam constructed from plates which are constrained relative to
each other but separated by a gap of controllable distance will have a
controllable second moment of area. One example of this is shown in
figure 122. This is four beams connected in a diamond shape. The fre-
quency of the structure is dependent on the total width of the diamond
and the thickness of the individual beams used. The lowest frequency
that is possible with this configuration occurs with zero separation
of the beams. This configuration among other similar configurations
were investigated in [72]. Swept sinusoidal excitation was applied to
the primary system initially at the passive tuned resonant frequency
of the absorber. This was altered to equal the resonant frequency
of the primary system. Robust absorption was provided by changing
the beam geometry and consequently altering the beam stiffness and
resonant frequency. Fuzzy logic control enabled this geometry change
to track the excitation frequency.
• Shape memory alloys such as NiTi are also utilized for combined vi-
bration absorption. Tuning is achieved through heating and cooling
of the material which alters the Young’s modulus of the beam and
therefore controls the resonant frequencies of the beam [103].
• An absorber developed and tested in [79] consisted of two backing
plates separated by a magnetostrictive rod. Elastic suspension arms
were attached between the two plates and these provided a 90o rota-
tion and ×6 amplification of motion from the elongation of the rod.
The absorber mass was made up of the magnetostrictive rod, the coils
for excitation and the plates and suspension arms. The passive reso-
nant frequency was tuned to 100Hz and the absorber acted actively
over the range 50Hz to 400Hz. The absorber was also required to ex-
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ert specific forces at 100Hz, 200Hz and 300Hz and this was achieved
with the developed absorber.
A.4.3 Self Tuning Vibration Absorbers
Self tuning combined vibration absorbers are devices which use energy from
the primary system to change the tuned frequency of the absorber to match
the primary system’s excitation frequency [67]. No external power, sen-
sors or actuation are required to tune a self tuning vibration absorber. A
mechanical feedback loop exists which is created from the motion of the
primary system. When the excitation frequency differs from the absorber’s
nominal resonant frequency, the motion of the primary system tunes the
absorber’s resonant frequency in the direction of the excitation frequency
until the absorber’s resonant frequency equals the excitation frequency.
Ivers et al [67] simulated, designed and tested a self tuning vibration ab-
sorber. The active part of the absorber featured a threaded cantilever beam
with a fitted threaded mass. The fixed end of the cantilever beam was at-
tached to an L shaped base. Two unequal dampers at 45o to the base
attached the free end of the beam to the base. The base was attached to
the primary system by a passive spring and damper in parallel. The beam
sat perpendicular to the line of motion of the primary system. The overall
resonant frequency of the absorber was controlled by the stiffness of the
cantilever beam as well as the attachment spring and the location of the
threaded mass along the beam. When the primary system oscillated at a
frequency other than that which the passive absorber was tuned to, the
cantilever responded in a whirling motion which wound the mass along the
length of the beam. The authors showed that correct choice of absorber
parameters ensure this structure behaves successfully as a self tuning vi-
bration absorber. However, with this particular design a large time delay
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exists between the change in excitation frequency and change in absorber
frequency. This particular setup is also only sufficient for suppression of
vibration along a single axis.
A.4.4 Delayed Resonators
A particular type of combined vibration absorber has been named the
delayed resonator [85]. The delayed resonator can achieve complete vibra-
tion suppression at any desired frequency within a wide frequency range.
A simple control loop is utilized which is closed within the absorber and
so the absorber is a stand-alone device. The structure of the resonator is
based on a passive damped DVA with a proportional feedback control with
a time delay in parallel with the nominal passive spring and damper. A
schematic of this system is shown in figure 123. The introduction of a time
delay into a system has the effect of destabilizing the system. In the ma-
jority of situations this destabilizing effect is undesired and so compensated
for or eliminated. In a delayed resonator this affects the absorber so that
it resonates at a controlled frequency and therefore, the steady state be-
haviour of the delayed resonator is an ideal vibration absorber. The force
that this absorber exerts on the primary system FD can be equated with
the force exerted by a spring which has stiffness equal to the control gain g,
but retarded by a time delay τ . When the control gain is zero, the absorber
acts as a passive DVA. The equation of motion of a primary system with
attached delayed resonator is:
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0 MA
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The characteristic equation of the delayed resonator is transcendental and
so has infinitely many roots. Within the frequency range of operation the
values of g and τ must be chosen so that the system exhibits marginal
stability. In order to achieve this two of the roots of the characteristic equa-
tion must lie on the imaginary axis of the complex plane and all other roots
must lie in the stable left half plane of the complex space [85]. The feedback
control determines the stability of the system and depends only on the op-
erating frequency. Therefore, in order to maintain marginal stability, prior
knowledge of the operating frequency range is required. Theoretically, the
highest frequency that the delayed resonator can be tuned to corresponds
to zero time delay. In reality the sampling rate of the controller sets the
upper frequency limit that this system can be used for [38] [85]. The de-
layed resonator can be tuned in real time. When the desired frequency is
changed, the new resonance occurs after a settling time which is dependent
on the system dynamics [85]. In order to tune the delayed resonator one
of; the relative displacement, velocity or acceleration between the absorber
and primary system must be recorded. No further information regarding the
primary system is needed and so this control is considered to be decoupled
from the primary system. This is one advantage of this method over other
methods such as proportional derivative (PD) control because PD control
also requires knowledge of the velocity of the primary system [45].
Renzulli et al [91] investigated a delayed resonator. The authors initial-
ized gain and time delay values with a model of the absorber. The final
values were found with an iteration of a gradient search method. The au-
thors carried out experiments to verify the model. A feedback signal was
supplied from an accelerometer. The delayed resonator was shown to suc-
cessfully suppress the response of the beam at the point of the absorber
for a single excitation frequency. Using an automatic tuning algorithm, the
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delayed resonator also suppressed time varying excitation frequencies, al-
though to a lesser degree than for constant frequencies. The presence of
the delayed resonator also introduced residual oscillations into the system
at second and third harmonics of excitation frequency.
Dingyue et al [38] and Liu et al [77] also investigated similar systems. In
[38] simulations of their delayed damper resulted in reduction of the mag-
nitude of the response by 98% in the range 80Hz to 960Hz. Disturbances
at frequencies of multiples of just below 80Hz are magnified within the
band pass. Experimentation gave up to 80% reduction in response mag-
nitude. The authors of both papers concluded that this type of absorber
system can suppress vibration response of a system at a range of frequencies
limited only by hardware constraints. The delayed damper is effective at
suppressing frequencies at a reference frequency and integer harmonics of
that frequency.
A.4.5 Variable Damping Absorbers
Broadband excitation can be suppressed to some extent with damping con-
trol. The presence of damping in the absorber system introduces a phase
shift between the response of the primary system and the response of the
absorber system. Including damping in a system reduces the peak re-
sponses of the system and increases the response of the system at anti-
resonances. Variable dampers are used in applications such as buildings,
bridges, trains and tanks. Examples of variable dampers include traditional
devices such as variable orifice dampers and controllable friction braces and
isolators. Recent advances in smart material technology has led to electro-
rheological fluid dampers and magneto-rheological fluid dampers becoming
widely used. Electro-rheological fluid dampers experience instantaneous re-
versible changes in material characteristics, especially shear modulus, when
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supplied with an electric potential. These require a high voltage electric
field. Magneto-rheological fluids consist of magnetically polarizable parti-
cles in a carrier medium. Under application of a magnetic field, the fluid
becomes a semi-solid. These can operate from a battery such as that in a
vehicle [68].
A.4.6 Multi-DoF Combined Vibration Absorbers
Principles of combined vibration absorption can be extended from single
frequency suppression to consider absorbing the response of a primary sys-
tem due to excitation forces with multiple frequencies. This is a concept
that is useful in many situations as machinery often experiences excitations
that comprise a fundamental frequency as well as integer harmonics of that
frequency.
Active absorption was attempted on an initially passive 6DoF vibration
absorber in [65]. This absorber consisted of a main mass and two pairs of
rods which each supported a mass. Adaptive absorption was achieved with
a stepper motor. This wound the masses in and out and therefore changed
the resonant frequencies of the absorber. However, in practice the presence
of the motor increased the number of absorber resonances and decreased
the effectiveness of the absorber at the required frequencies.
A.4.7 Combined Vibration Absorber Control
Williams et al [103] developed a proportional integral (PI) controller to
tune an adaptive - passive vibration absorber. The indicator used by the
controller of the required tuning direction of the absorber frequency is the
cosine of the difference in phase between the excitation and absorber fre-
quencies. If this value is below zero, the absorber resonance is below the
excitation frequency. If this value is above zero the absorber resonance is
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above the excitation frequency. This measure is exact when no damping ex-
ists in the absorber system and has been shown to be sufficiently accurate in
a system with a lightly damped absorber. The developed system was stable
in the absence of control signal saturation. In the case of a saturated control
signal a nonlinear controller with an anti-windup algorithm was developed.
A.4.8 Summary of Combined Vibration Absorbers
This section has described combined vibration absorbers with theoretical
examples and descriptions of practical devices. Both single and multi-DoF
structures have been covered. The theory clearly illustrates that the advan-
tages of these devices over full passive and full active systems is the ability
for robust absorption with low weight and relatively low power input. Im-
plementing this idea in practice is more challenging but still feasible and
many studies have achieved this.
A.5 Conclusion
This chapter has described passive, active and combined vibration ab-
sorbers. The theory that is often used to explain these absorbers has been
given, practical devices and the work of other authors in this field has been
discussed. Passive devices require no external input of energy. However, in
order for these to provide robust absorption a heavy mass is required. Active
control methods provide vibration suppression over a wide frequency range
but complicated sensors, controllers and actuators are required to achieve
this and an external power source is required. Combined passive and active
vibration absorbers provide robust vibration control with a relatively small
mass and passive spring. However, these systems usually require sensors,
controllers and an external energy source.
This chapter has provided background information on vibration absorbers
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because this information is relevant to the magnetic bimorph concept. This
concept is explained in chapter 2 and in this chapter an analogy with a
combined vibration absorber is made.
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Mass MP 40 kg
Stiffness KP 50,000 N/m
Damping Constant CP 20 Ns/m
Applied Force F 100 N
Design Frequency ωd 4.85 Hz
Response at ωd xd 7.8 mm
Table 24: Primary System Properties
Mass MA 4.000 kg
Stiffness KA 3713.000 N/m
Damping Constant CA 0 Ns/m
Table 25: Passive Absorber System Properties
Mass MA 4.000 kg
Stiffness KA 4132.231 N/m
Damping Constant CA 56.916 Ns/m
Table 26: Optimum Passive Absorber System Properties
Nominal Resonant Frequency ωn 31.952 rads
−1
Absorber Mass MA 0.052 kg
Absorber Damping Constant CA 0 Ns/m
Nominal Absorber Stiffness KA 53.087 N/m
Lower Resonant Frequency ω1 27.250 rads
−1
Change in Stiffness δk -14.474 N/m
(to achieve ω1)
Upper Resonant Frequency ω2 36.045 rads
−1
Change in Stiffness δk +14.474 N/m
(to achieve ω2)
Table 27: Combined Absorber System Properties
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Figure 112: A Primary Mass - Spring - Damper System
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Figure 113: The Frequency Response Function of the Primary System
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Figure 114: The Primary System with Attached Passive Absorber
Figure 115: The Frequency Response Function of the Primary and Absorber
System
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Figure 116: The Frequency Response Function of the Primary System with
Different Passive Absorber Mass Values
Figure 117: The Frequency Response Function of the Primary System with
Different Passive Absorber Damping Ratios
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Figure 118: The Frequency Response Function of the Primary System with
Optimum Absorber Properties
MA
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Figure 119: The Primary System with Attached Combined Vibration Ab-
sorber
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Figure 120: The Primary System and Combined Absorber FRF Tuned to
a Low Frequency
Figure 121: The Primary System and Combined Absorber FRF Tuned to
a High Frequency
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Figure 122: A Variable Geometry Structure for use as a Combined Vibration
Absorber
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Figure 123: The Primary System with Attached Delayed Resonator
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B Finite Element Modelling
This chapter provides the background information about finite element (FE)
modelling that is relevant to this study. The first sections within the chapter
cover the general formulation of the FE problem. This involves discretiz-
ing the geometry of the structure under consideration into elements and
choosing interpolation functions to map from the coordinates of the global
structure to elemental coordinates. The generation of the element is given
in general terms and then the FE problem is illustrated for the situations
that are used in this study. These are a magnetic model and a mechanical
model. The assembly of element matrices into global matrices is then ex-
plained briefly and boundary conditions are considered. Methods for dealing
with large matrices are described because the global matrices created by FE
analysis are often too large to be manipulated directly. Guyan reduction is
one of these techniques and this is described in more detail. This reduction
technique can also be used during the merge of the element matrices into
the global matrices. This method is described here because the merge and
reduction method was used in this study.
If a structure under analysis has a cyclically symmetric geometry, this fea-
ture can be used advantageously in FE analysis. The last sections in this
chapter explain how cyclic symmetry can be used in the assembly and re-
duction of the global matrices. An alternative means of assembling the
global matrices of cyclically symmetric structures is also given.
B.1 Introduction to Finite Element Analysis
This section explains the formulation of the FE problem.
A field problem in a continuum region has an infinite number of field vari-
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ables since a continuum region is composed of an infinite number of points
and a field variable exists at each of the points. The FE method discretizes
a continuum region into finite elements. The finite element problem has
a finite number of field variables which are piecewise approximations to
the governing equations. Nodes lie on the elements, usually on the element
boundaries. There may be more than one field variable or degree of freedom
(DoF) per node. The solution to the governing equation is given in terms
of the values of the field variables at the nodes. Interpolation functions are
defined in terms of the values of the unknown field variables at the nodes.
The interpolation functions approximate the values of the field variables
across the region of the element. The nodal values and interpolation func-
tions fully define the field variable within the element [107].
Finite element models can be linear or nonlinear . In a linear model, an in-
crease in the input by a certain multiplication factor will lead to an increase
in the response by that same multiplication factor. Nonlinear problems
have more complicated relationships between the input and the solution.
Nonlinear field problems are modelled by a system of nonlinear equations
which cannot be solved in a closed form. An iteration technique is required
to solve the field problem such as Newton iteration. In every step of the it-
eration a series of linear equations is solved, the convergence of the solution
of these local linear equations gives the solution to the nonlinear problem.
In this study only linear systems are considered.
Finite element models can be used to describe either static or dynamic
situations. A static FE problem has a governing equation of the form:
Kx = f (105)
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All static field equations have this structure. K is a stiffness matrix, x is a
vector of field variables and f provides the input of the problem. Where the
system has nonlinearity, K itself may depend on x. This work focuses on
linear problems where K is concerned. Often, the terms in a FE problem
are referred to in the context of mechanical analysis and this terminology is
adopted here. The terms x and f are therefore referred to as displacement
and nodal force vectors respectively. In specific cases these vectors may
not actually hold values of displacement or force; for example in the case
of electromagnetic fields these are vectors of magnetic potential and nodal
current respectively.
An undamped dynamic problem has the form:
Mx¨+Kx = f (106)
The definitions of K, x and f remain the same for the dynamic case as for
the static case. An inertia or mass matrix M and acceleration vector x¨
are also included in dynamic systems. Damping has been neglected in this
analysis.
The transformation of the field variables from the continuous problem to the
finite problem also applies to the forcing. Values of forcing in a continuum
can exist at each of the infinite number of points in the solution region. The
distributed forces act to cause a deflection in the structure. The product of
the force and resulting incremental deflection of the structure is the incre-
mental work done to the system. In a FE problem, the continuous forcing
is discretized and nodal force values are given at every DoF in the struc-
ture. The work done by the nodal forces is set to be equal to the work done
by the distributed forces and from this the nodal forces can be calculated.
The force at any point within an element can be estimated by the values
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of the nodal forces of that element and the interpolation functions. This
procedure is described in more detail in section B.4.
B.2 Discretizing the Continuum into Elements
The continuum region must be completely covered by the mesh of elements.
The accuracy of the final solution is strongly dependent on an accurate
choice of the discretization of the region, which can be in two or three di-
mensions. There are various shapes of elements and numbers of nodes per
element that can be chosen to generate the mesh. Nodes can lie internally
in the element as well as on the element boundaries. The boundary or ex-
ternal nodes provide the connection between adjacent elements. The direct
representation of the continuum region is given in real space. In real space
in two dimensions global Cartesian coordinate axes are used and these are
labelled (x , y).
In two dimensions, the most simple element is a triangle with three nodes;
one in each corner. Triangle elements with six nodes have a node situated
on each edge as well as each corner. Quadrilateral elements with four nodes;
one at each corner of the element, and with eight nodes; situated on the
mid sides of the element as well as on the corners, are also common in two
dimensional FE analysis. Elements with nodes on the edges as well as the
corners allow for curved boundaries to be approximated more accurately
and these problems require less elements for the same solution accuracy
than for problems that use elements with corner nodes only. In three di-
mensions tetrahedron, wedge and hexahedron shapes are used. These can
have nodes located on the corners, edges, surfaces and sometimes within
the volume [66].
A FE mesh can be structured or unstructured . A structured mesh is built
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up from meshable regions. The meshable regions cover and separate the
structure according to its different materials and major geometrical fea-
tures. The level of discretization is defined for each meshable region and
elements are generated to comply with this. The level of discretization de-
fined for each region in a structured mesh is not flexible. This is because
the element borders generated by the discretization are continuous across
the structure and so compatibility must usually be maintained across the
borders of the meshable regions. The resulting mesh has quadrilateral and
or triangle elements arranged in a regular pattern.
At the mesh generation stage, a material property label is assigned to each
meshable region and the material properties of the region are assigned to
that label. All elements in that region are generated with those same ma-
terial properties. The process of deriving the element matrices is carried
out for each individual element in turn. The resulting element matrices are
square with dimensions equal to the number of DoFs in the element.
In an unstructured mesh, elements are generated as required to fit to the
geometric shape of the structure and the discretization requirements of the
solution. Usually elements in unstructured meshes are triangle shaped, but
quadrilateral elements can also be generated either directly or by combining
two adjoining triangular elements.
In order to solve the FE problem accurately, a fine discretization is of-
ten required in certain parts of the mesh. This requires smaller elements
and many nodes to be generated in those regions. In a structured mesh,
in order to maintain continuity of the element boundaries, a fine mesh may
have to be created in areas where this is not required, increasing the size of
the problem. In an unstructured mesh, the size of the problem is kept to a
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minimum because fine discretization is used only in the specific areas where
this is required.
In order to generate a three dimensional mesh, a mesh extrusion or solid
modelling method can often be used. Mesh extrusion extrudes a two di-
mensional mesh along a third direction. Solid modelling generates the mesh
within the volume from a discretization of the surface of the structure.
The following sections are written specifically concerning two dimensional
meshes but much of the information given can easily be extended to three
dimensional models. Figure 124 illustrates an example eight noded, quadri-
lateral element in real space with global coordinates and specifies an option
for the ordering of the eight nodes around the element boundary. The node
ordering given in figure 124 is the node ordering used in subsequent sections.
B.3 Interpolation Functions
Interpolation or shape functions provide an approximation of the values of
the field variables at any point within the element. The shape functions
are required to ensure continuity of the field variable within the element.
They must allow for convergence of the correct solution with increasing lev-
els of discretization. They must possess geometric isotropy, which means
they must be invariant under a coordinate transformation. Polynomials are
normally used as shape functions as they are easy to integrate and differen-
tiate and have geometric isotropy. The total number of coefficients in the
polynomial is given by the number of DoFs in the element which is the prod-
uct of the number of nodes in the element and the number of DoFs per node.
Elements are usually derived in a reference space. The 2D reference co-
ordinate system, sometimes called the natural coordinates are a Cartesian
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coordinate set labelled (ζ, η). The purpose of the reference coordinate sys-
tem is to describe the location of points in the element in terms of the
coordinates of the nodes in the reference coordinate system. Regardless
of the geometry of a quadrilateral element in real space, the correspond-
ing reference element always forms a square with its boundaries on lines of
ζ = 1, ζ = −1, η = 1, and η = −1 and its centre located at the origin of
the coordinate frame. There is a one-to-one mapping between each node in
the reference element and the corresponding node in the real element. See
figure 125 for an illustration of a reference element.
Elements can be described as isoparametric if the interpolation functions
that interpolate the field variables at any point within the element from the
field variables at the nodes are the same as the interpolation functions that
provide the transformation from reference to global coordinates [66]. All of
the elements considered in this study are isoparametric.
B.4 Element Properties
FE analysis has been introduced, the generation of the governing equations
of the problem are now described.
The governing equation of the FE problem is transformed into a matrix
equation which is solved to give the solution to the problem. The proper-
ties of the elements are described in the matrices of the governing equation.
Different methods exist for generating these element matrices and these are
described here.
The Direct Approach is the earliest approach used to create a finite ele-
ment model. This method uses direct physical reasoning to establish the
element equations and so is limited to simple problems, such as the force
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and displacement relationships of beam members of rigidly jointed frames.
The Variational Approach is the most conventional approach when a clas-
sical variational statement exists for the given problem. This can be used
to formulate the element properties for the simplest shapes as well as for
sophisticated problems. A function and boundary conditions exist which
describe the problem. Appropriate differential equations maximise, min-
imise or make stationary the function using the same boundary conditions.
These equations are the governing partial differential equations of the prob-
lem.
The Weighted Residual Approach is used if classical variational principles
are unknown. Estimates of the field variables and boundary conditions are
used in the partial differential equations. This gives a residual or error of
the estimates. Weighting the residual drives the estimate of the function to
converge to the solution [66].
B.4.1 The Static Problem
In static problems the change in potential energy ∆Π stored in a structure
is equal to the change in strain energy ∆U minus the change in the work
done on the structure by the external forces ∆W .
∆Π = ∆U −∆W (107)
For equilibrium to be ensured, the total potential energy must be stationary,
in stable elastic situations this is also the minimum potential energy. This
is the variational problem for static situations:
∂∆Π
∂∆xe
=
∂∆U
∂∆xe
− ∂∆W
∂∆xe
= 0 (108)
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The change in strain energy ∆U is given by:
∆U =
1
2
∆x⊤eKe∆xe (109)
Ke is the element stiffness matrix and ∆xe is a vector of displacements of
the DoFs in the element.
An increment of the work done by external nodal forces ∆Wequ is equal
to the work done by the distributed forces ∆W :
∆Wequ = ∆W (110)
The work done by the nodal forces fe is:
∆Wequ = f
⊤
e ∆xe (111)
Castigliano’s theorem states that the derivative of strain energy with respect
to displacement gives the force in the direction of the displacement. This
can also be seen from differentiating equations (109) and (111) with respect
to ∆xe and substituting into equations (110) and (108):
fe = Ke∆xe (112)
This gives the governing equation of a static FE problem for a single element.
The formulation of the stiffness matrix can be found by considering the
stress-strain relationship of linearly elastic materials:
At any point within an element, the incremental displacement is given as
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∆u, in reference coordinates (ζ, η):
∆u = N∆xe (113)
The matrix of shape functionsN interpolates the displacements of the nodes
to displacements at any point within the element in terms of the reference
coordinates:
N =

 N1 0 N2 0 · · · · · · N8 0
0 N1 0 N2 · · · · · · 0 N8

 (114)
The shape functions are:
N1 = −1
4
(η − 1)(ζ − 1)(η + ζ + 1) N5 = 1
2
(ζ2 − 1)(η − 1)
N2 =
1
4
(η − 1)(ζ + 1)(η − ζ + 1) N6 = 1
2
(ζ − 1)(η2 − 1)
N3 = −1
4
(η + 1)(ζ − 1)(η − ζ − 1) N7 = −1
2
(ζ + 1)(η2 − 1)
N4 =
1
4
(η + 1)(ζ + 1)(η + ζ − 1) N8 = −1
2
(ζ2 − 1)(η + 1) (115)
The numbering of the shape functions corresponds to the nodes on the real
element which are illustrated in figure 124.
The incremental strain at any point in the element is given as:
∆ε = S∆u (116)
S provides the derivatives of displacement. This is a matrix of partial
differential operators. In mechanical analysis S is:
S =


∂
∂x
0
0 ∂
∂y
∂
∂y
∂
∂x

 (117)
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By substituting equation (113) into equation (116) the strain in terms of
nodal displacements is found to be:
∆ε = B∆xe (118)
B = SN (119)
The B matrix is in terms of reference coordinates. The stress caused by the
distributed force in reference coordinates is given by:
σ = D∆ε (120)
D is the constitutive matrix. The constitutive matrix is dependent on the
material or substance in question and provides a relation between two phys-
ical quantities.
Equation (118), substituted into equation (120) gives the stress caused by
the distributed force, in terms of nodal displacements:
σ = DB∆xe (121)
The incremental work done by the distributed loading across the element
∆W neglecting work done by internal stresses, strains and body forces is:
∆W =
∫
Ae
zσ∆εdA (122)
Ae is the area of the element and z is the thickness of the element. The
incremental work done by the nodal forces ∆Wequ is given in equation (111),
this must be equal to the incremental work done by the distributed loading
across the element:
f⊤e ∆xe =
∫
Ae
zσ∆εdA (123)
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Substituting equation (118) and equation (121) into equation (123) and
simplifying results in:
fe =
[∫
Ae
zB⊤DBdA
]
∆xe =
[∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
zB⊤DB|J|dζdη
]
∆xe (124)
Elements are created in reference space. Coordinate transformations from
reference space to real space use the determinant of the Jacobian matrix
|J|. The Jacobian matrix is:
J =


∂x
∂ζ
∂y
∂ζ
∂x
∂η
∂y
∂η

 (125)
Equating equation (112) with equation (124) gives the formulation of a
two-dimensional FE stiffness matrix for an element.
Ke =
∫
Ae
zB⊤DBdA =
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
zB⊤DB|J|dζdη (126)
B.4.2 The Dynamic Problem
The variational statement for a dynamic situation is the minimum of the
Lagrangian ∆L:
∆L = ∆V −∆U (127)
The incremental kinetic energy ∆V is given by:
∆V =
1
2
∆x˙⊤eMe∆x˙e (128)
The differentiation of kinetic energy with respect to displacement gives the
inertia force required to cause the acceleration in a direction that opposes
the motion:
facc = −Mex¨e (129)
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The governing equation of motion for the element of a dynamic system is:
fe =Mex¨e +Kexe (130)
The element mass matrix Me is given by:
Me =
∫
Ae
ρN⊤NdA =
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
ρN⊤N|J|dζdη (131)
ρ is the density of the element.
The governing equations for static and dynamic problems (112) and (130)
respectively can be used for both individual elements and for the structure
as a whole. The assembly of the element mass and stiffness matrices Me
and Ke into global mass and stiffness matrices M and K is explained in
section B.8.
B.4.3 Numerical Integration of the Element Matrices
The integration of the element mass and stiffness matrices is carried out
using a numerical integration method, which is most frequently Gaussian
integration. This method estimates the integration of a function by find-
ing the value of that function at a chosen number of discrete points and
multiplying these values by predefined weighting values. A one dimensional
polynomial of order n will be integrated exactly by Gaussian integration if
the number of points used q is 1
2
(n+ 1).
For quadrilateral elements, the formulation of the mass and stiffness matri-
ces in reference coordinates, using Gaussian integration is given by:
Me = ρ
q∑
i=1
q∑
k=1
wiwkN(ζi , ηk)
⊤N(ζi , ηk)|J| (132)
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Ke = z
q∑
i=1
q∑
k=1
wiwkB(ζi , ηk)
⊤DB(ζi , ηk)|J| (133)
The symbols wi and wk are weighting functions and the values of the product
wiwk are given in table 28. Alternative integral expressions exist for triangle
elements.
B.5 The Element Forcing Vector
This section describes the external excitation applied to a FE structure.
The explanation is given in terms of a mechanical loading but is relevant to
any form of applied excitation, such as electrical current in an electromag-
netic model.
The element vector of nodal forces fe holds the loading applied to the DoFs
of the element. This can be from point loads applied to a localized region
or from a distributed load acting over a wider area.
Point loads applied to a structure can be represented by situating nodes
at the location of the forcing. The rows in the forcing vector then cor-
respond to the DoFs that have forcing applied to them. The appropriate
entries of the forcing vector can then be populated directly with the ampli-
tude and direction of the point loads.
Distributed loading is discretized and represented as equivalent nodal forc-
ing. The equivalent nodal forces are calculated by considering the work
done on the system by the distributed loading. The incremental work done
by the equivalent nodal forces ∆Wequ must be equal to the incremental work
done on the system by the distributed loading ∆W .
If the distributed loading is given by a function s in natural coordinates,
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the resultant displacement at any point in the element is given by ∆u; and
the work done by the distributed load ∆W is:
∆W =
∫
Ae
s⊤∆udA (134)
By substituting equation (113) into equation (134), the work done by the
distributed force, in terms of the equivalent nodal displacements ∆xe is:
∆W =
[∫
Ae
s⊤NdA
]
∆xe =
[∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
s⊤N|J|dζdη
]
∆xe (135)
Equating the work done by the distributed loading (equation (135)) to the
work done by the equivalent nodal forces (equation(111)) gives the equiva-
lent nodal force vector for the element:
fe =
∫
Ae
sNdA =
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
sN|J|dζdη (136)
Numerically this is found from:
fe =
q∑
i=1
q∑
k=1
wiwksN(ζi , ηk)|J| (137)
B.6 The Element Properties of a Magnetic Model
Section B.4 gave the element formulation for general static and dynamic
problems. This section gives the formulation specifically for a magnetic FE
analysis.
B.6.1 The Element Stiffness Matrix
The governing equation for a single element in electromagnetic problems is:
j
e
= Keae (138)
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Ke is the element magnetic stiffness matrix, je is a vector of nodal currents
and ae is a vector of nodal magnetic potentials.
The magnetic vector potential a at a single node has the form:
a = 0i+ 0j+ ak
for an element in two dimensions i and j indicate perpendicular (x, y) di-
rections in the plane of the model and k is in the z direction, perpendicular
to the plane of the model. For the magnetic FE problem the DoFs in the
x and y directions can be neglected, and only one field variable or DoF per
node needs to be considered [70].
The element magnetic stiffness matrix Ke is created from:
Ke =
∫
Ae
B⊤J−⊤GJ−1BdA =
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
B⊤J−⊤GJ−1B|J|dζdη (139)
N is given in equations (114) and (115), and |J| is the determinant of the
Jacobian matrix given in equation (125). Recall from equation (119) that
B = SN. For this one dimensional situation, S is given as:
S =

 ∂∂x 0
0 ∂
∂y


For magnetic situations, the constitutive matrixG relates the magnetic field
strength h to magnetic flux density b and holds information about material
permeability;
G =

 1µyy 0
0 1
µxx

 (140)
µxx is the permeability in the x direction and µyy is the permeability in the
y direction, where x and y are the principle axes of the magnetic material.
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Normally these two values are equal.
The numerical computation of equation (139) using q integration points
is given by:
Ke =
q∑
i=1
q∑
k=1
wiwkB(ζi , ηk)
⊤J−⊤GJ−1B(ζi , ηk)|J| (141)
The values of the product wiwk are given in table 28.
B.6.2 The Element Nodal Current Vector
Magnetic excitation is provided by the flow of current through the structure.
A 2D magnetic model considers the regions in the plane of the model in
which current flows perpendicular to the plane. In these current carrying
regions, the current density j is assumed constant and is found by dividing
the total amount of current in the region by the cross sectional area of the
region. The element vector of nodal currents je is then formulated by:
je = j
∫
Ae
NdA = j
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
N|J|dζdη (142)
Numerically, j
e
is:
j
e
= j
q∑
i=1
q∑
k=1
wiwkN(ζi , ηk)|J| (143)
This method is used where current flows through windings with a number
of turns which cover a discrete area of the model. A single current carrying
wire with a small cross sectional area compared to the area of the element,
passing through the structure is modelled by a point current at the location
of the wire. In this situation, the vector of nodal currents can be populated
directly with the value of current in the wire by locating a node at the
position of the wire.
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B.7 The Element Properties of a Mechanical Model
This section describes specifically FE analysis in structural dynamics prob-
lems. For structural dynamics problems, the governing equation of motion
for a single element is:
Mex¨e +Kexe = fe (144)
Each node in the 2D model has displacement coordinates in the x and y
directions, so there are two DoFs per node. The mass and stiffness matrices
are created for each element using the required element material information
and shape functions as follows:
B.7.1 The Element Mass Matrix
The general formulation of a 2D element mass matrix is:
Me =
∫
Ae
ρN⊤NdA =
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
ρN⊤N|J|dζdη (145)
All of these matrices and symbols have already been defined in section B.4.
B.7.2 The Element Stiffness Matrix
The general formulation of an element stiffness matrix is:
Ke =
∫
Ae
zB⊤DBdA =
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
zB⊤DB|J|dζdη (146)
The constitutive matrixD provides the transformation from strain to stress.
Well known matrices exist forD for plane stress and plane strain problems.
Plane stress situations occur in thin flat plates and when loading occurs
only in the x − y plane of the structure and not transverse to the plane,
and when no constraints exist on the strain in the direction of the thickness
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of the structure. For plane stress approximations the constitutive matrix is:
D =
E
1− ν2


1 ν 0
ν 1 0
0 0 1−ν
2

 (147)
The material properties; Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν are as-
sumed to be constant in the element.
Plane strain problems approximate long solids whose geometry and loading
are constant in the longest dimension. The stress along the length of the
structure is not zero and the strain in the transverse direction is negligible.
For plane strain approximations the constitutive matrix is:
D =
E
(1 + ν)(1− 2ν)


1− ν ν 0
ν 1− ν 0
0 0 1−2ν
2

 (148)
The formulation of the mechanical mass and stiffness matrices in reference
coordinates, using Gaussian integration is given by:
Me = ρ
q∑
i=1
q∑
k=1
wiwkN(ζi , ηk)
⊤N(ζi , ηk)|J| (149)
Ke = z
q∑
i=1
q∑
k=1
wiwkB(ζi , ηk)
⊤DB(ζi , ηk)|J| (150)
Equivalent expressions exist for triangle elements.
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B.8 The Assembly Procedure
A process called the merge is used to assemble the properties from the el-
ement matrices of each individual element into global matrices which hold
the properties of all of the DoFs in the entire structure. It is this global
system that can then be solved for the field variable of each DoF. This sec-
tion describes the process of the merge.
For each DoF in the element there is a corresponding row and column pair
in the element matrices that contains the numerical values of the proper-
ties that are associated with that DoF. Call the total number of DoFs in a
single element ndof . The DoFs in a single element are numbered with local
labels, these are the numbers from 1 to ndof . The rows and columns of the
element matrices are also numbered 1 to ndof . The link between the DoFs
in the element and the entries in the matrices can then be traced through
the labelling of both the DoFs in the element and the row and column pairs
in the matrix, see figure 126 for a representation of this.
The material properties of the entire structure are quantified by values that
correspond to the DoFs in the structure. These values populate the global
matrices in the row and column pairs that correspond to the DoFs in the
structure. The DoFs in the structure will be numbered with global labels
from one up to the total number of DoFs in the structure NDOF . Each
row and column pair of the global matrices will also be labelled from one
up to NDOF . The global label of a DoF in the structure links that DoF
to its corresponding row and column pair in the global matrices.
During the merge each element is taken in turn. The element DoF labels
are mapped to the global DoF labels, see figure 127 for an illustration. Each
of the ndof rows and columns in the element matrices use this mapping to
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transfer from their location in the element matrices to their location in the
global matrices. The properties from the element matrices are superposed
onto the global matrices at the location of the global labels, see figure 128.
Once all of the element matrices have been merged into the global ma-
trices, the global matrices hold the combined information from all of the
individual element matrices. These global matrices are square and of size
NDOF .
The global equation of motion for the structural dynamics problem is given
as:
Mx¨+Kx = f (151)
M, is the global mass matrix, K is the global stiffness matrix, x¨ is the
acceleration, x is the displacement and f is the global forcing vector.
The global static magnetic FE problem is given as:
Ka = j (152)
The stiffness matrix is K, j is the vector of nodal currents and a is a vector
of magnetic potentials.
B.9 Boundary Conditions
Most field problems have a governing equation of the form Kx = f . The
stiffness matrix K is singular and so the solution cannot be uniquely de-
termined. Boundary conditions are applied to the field problem in order
to ensure a unique solution to the problem. The solutions for the remain-
ing DoFs in the structure are given relative to the boundary values. The
boundary conditions are generally applied to the global matrices after the
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assembly procedure has been completed. Dirichlet and Neumann boundary
conditions are important boundary conditions [62].
Dirichlet boundary conditions set the unknown function to a known function
on the boundary of the differential problem. Dirichlet boundary conditions
are essential boundary conditions because they do not characterize the space
of the solution.
Neumann boundary conditions prescribe the value of the derivative of the
unknown function at the boundary, in the direction normal to the bound-
ary. If the Neumann boundary conditions are constant then flux lines can
pass through the boundary. The Neumann boundary conditions are natural
boundary conditions as they do not influence the definition of the space of
the problem.
Mixed boundary conditions include both Dirichlet and Neumann bound-
ary conditions [66].
In situations where a zero solution has been imposed on a single DoF or a
range of DoFs, the rows and columns in the matrices that correspond to
those DoFs can be removed from the assembled matrices or the matrices
can be assembled without including those DoFs.
Once the boundary conditions have been imposed, the set of matrix equa-
tions can be solved for the field variables.
B.9.1 Boundary Conditions in the Magnetic FE Problem
In the magnetic problem, the nodes on the boundary of the structure are
assigned values of zero potential. As well as ensuring a unique solution to
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the problem they prevent flux from crossing the boundary. This constrains
the magnetic flux lines to remain within the region of the model. Lines of
magnetic flux are the contour lines of constant vector potential, found from
the solution of the governing equation.
B.10 Manipulation of Large Matrices
The solution to a FE problem converges to the exact solution as the level
of discretization of the mesh increases. A finely discretized mesh contains
many elements, nodes and DoFs. The matrices of a complex or large struc-
ture will therefore need to be large if an accurate solution to the problem is
to be found. Limitations to computational capacity prevent the direct use
of large matrices in calculations. Matrix transformations and manipulation
techniques are available to enable the manipulation, solution and storage
of matrices that are too large to store or solve directly [87]. Some of these
techniques are:
• Sparse matrices
• Banded techniques
• Prescribed displacements and reaction loads
• Model reduction techniques
Sparse matrices are advantageous to use if the matrices are mainly popu-
lated with zeros. Only the non zero values of a matrix and their location in
the full matrix are stored in the sparse matrix, which compresses the matrix
and reduces the amount of memory required to store the information con-
siderably. However, operations that are designed to utilize standard matrix
structures can be slow and consume large amounts of memory when applied
to sparse matrices. Specialized algorithms can often be used that take ad-
vantage of the sparse nature of the matrices. Matrices that do not contain a
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large proportion of zero entries have no advantages to being stored as sparse.
Power methods are algorithms for finding the largest eigenvalue from a
very large sparse system without the need to solve the eigenvalue problem.
From a given matrix, the power methods algorithm uses matrix-vector mul-
tiplication in an iteration until the largest eigenvalue and corresponding
eigenvector of that matrix have converged. The iteration to find the highest
eigenvalue and eigenvector pair can sometimes be slow.
The Lanczos algorithm is an extension of the power methods and uses the
solution for the largest eigenvalue and eigenvector to iterate to find an es-
timate of the other eigenvalues and eigenvectors in the system. Errors are
present in the first solution, which may be negligible for the initial result
but are magnified by rounding in subsequent calculations.
A simultaneous iteration method for eigenvalues of very large systems starts
with an estimate of the first p mode shapes of the system. p is less than
the total number of DoFs in the system. The estimate of the mode shapes
is used to reduce the full mass and stiffness matrices to dimensions of p.
The eigenvalue problem of this reduced system can be found and the mode
shapes expanded back to represent the next estimate of the mode shapes of
the full system. This estimate is then used in the next iteration until the
change in eigenvalues between the iteration steps converges.
Banded techniques require matrices to be ordered so that all the non zero
entries in the matrix only appear on the diagonal and in a band above and
below the diagonal. The entries in the bands above and below the diagonal
must also be symmetric. The entries on the diagonal and on the band under
the diagonal are stored as a rectangular array of mainly non zero values.
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The full solution can be approximated by implementing a series of trans-
formations on this rectangular array. A Partitioned Banded technique can
be used for very large problems by storing only a partition of the diagonal
and the lower band of entries.
Prescribed displacements and reaction loads: Setting the boundary con-
ditions of a problem decreases the number of unknowns in the problem and
enables the single large matrix equation to be split into two smaller equa-
tions. The displacements of DoFs on the boundary of a structure xb with
prescribed boundary conditions are known. The forcing applied to these
DoFs fb is unknown. The forcing applied to all internal DoFs fi is known
and initially the displacements of these DoFs xi is unknown. The governing
equations of motion can be partitioned:

 Kii Kib
Kbi Kbb




xi
xb

 =


fi
fb

 (153)
and separated into two smaller equations of motion. One equation considers
the unknown displacements and known forcing of the internal DoFs:
Kiixi = fi −Kibxb (154)
The other considers the known displacements and unknown forcing of the
boundary nodes:
fb = Kbixi +Kbbxb (155)
Equation (154) can be solved for the unknown internal displacements and
then equation (155) can be solved for the unknown boundary forcing. For
a large problem with, for example a much higher number of internal than
boundary DoFs, equation (154) will be only slightly smaller than equation
(153). But equation (155) will be much smaller and easier to solve.
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Guyan reduction is a model reduction method that reduces matrices to
a manageable size. The solution of the remaining DoFs in the reduced ma-
trices to the static problem are solved exactly. This option for dealing with
large matrices is explained in detail in section B.11.
Substructuring is also a model reduction method. This method partitions
a large structure into substructures and creates the system matrices for
the substructures. The substructure matrices can be partitioned into two
sections. The first section holds the DoFs that are internal to that sub-
structure and do not connect to any other substructure. The second section
holds the DoFs which provide the coupling between adjoining substructures.
The internal DoFs can be eliminated from the substructure matrices. Two
reduced substructure matrices that represent adjacent substructures can be
merged together to create a new substructure, the internal DoFs of the new
substructure can then be eliminated. This process is carried out for all of
the substructures until a much reduced system of matrices has been created
for the whole structure [87].
B.11 Guyan Reduction
Guyan reduction is a model reduction technique that provides a means of re-
ducing the dimensions of FE mass and stiffness matrices [61]. This method
does not compromise the accuracy of the final solution too greatly provided
that the set of master DoFs is chosen well and the range of frequencies of
interest is not too high. Guyan reduction can be used on a dynamic system
of the form Mx¨+Kx = f which consists of a static (stiffness) term and an
inertia (mass) term. The transformations used neglect the inertia of the
slave DoFs and so the solution is exact only when used in static analysis.
Guyan reduction is also applicable to equations of the form: Ka = j which
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contain only a static term and no inertia term.
The transformation that is used on the mass and stiffness matrices reduce
certain DoFs out of the matrices. These DoFs are called slaves and the
remaining DoFs are masters. The elimination of the slave DoFs reduces the
system matrices to a manageable size. The static and dynamic responses
to forcing of the reduced system can be found by solving the equation of
motion of the reduced system. Mode shapes and natural frequencies are
found by solving the eigenvalue problem of the reduced system. This gives
an accurate approximation of the low natural frequencies. For sufficiently
low frequencies, the errors arising from the model reduction are proportional
to the square of the frequency. Errors caused by neglecting the inertia are
larger for higher frequencies [48].
The same transformation used to reduce the matrices can also be used
to expand the mode shapes and responses of the reduced system. This pro-
vides an estimate of the mode shapes and the responses of the full system
as linear functions of the mode shapes and responses of the master DoFs.
The choice of the DoF that should be reduced from a range of eligible
DoFs that have been merged into the matrices is made by considering the
contribution of each of those DoFs to the kinetic energy of the system.
A measurement of this contribution is found by calculating the internal
natural frequencies of the eligible DoFs. The internal natural frequencies
are the square roots of the ratios of the individual diagonal entries in the
global stiffness matrix to the corresponding diagonal entries in the global
mass matrix. A low internal natural frequency indicates a DoF which has a
large inertia effect and therefore a large contribution to the kinetic energy
of the system and should be kept as a master DoF. The response of the
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reduced system is accurate in a frequency range from 0Hz to some large
fraction of the internal natural frequency of the slave DoF. Selecting the
DoF with the highest internal natural frequency to be the slave DoF en-
sures a large frequency range where the response of the reduced system is
accurate [87].
Guyan reduction is carried out as follows:
The equation of motion of the system Mx¨+Kx = f can be structured
in this way:

 Mmm Mms
Msm Mss




x¨m
x¨s

+

 Kmm Kms
Ksm Kss




xm
xs

 =


fm
fs


(156)
M, K, x¨, x and f are mass and stiffness matrices and acceleration, dis-
placement and force vectors respectively. The subscript mm indicates the
master DoFs, the subscript ss indicates the slave DoFs, subscripts ms and
sm indicate the DoFs that provide the coupling between the slave and mas-
ter DoFs. The lower block row in equation (156) ensures equilibrium in the
slave DoFs that are reduced out. Note that the ordering of the entries in
(156) is for illustrative purposes only and is not necessary when carrying
out the computation.
Neglecting the inertia of the slave DoFs, the lower block row in equation
(156) becomes:
Ksmxm +Kssxs = fs (157)
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By rearranging equation (157), the slave and master DoFs can be written
as: 

xm
xs

 =

 I
−K−1ss Ksm

xm +

 0
K−1ss fs

 (158)
The transformation matrix Ts is defined as:
Ts =

 I
−K−1ss Ksm

 =:

 I
ts

 (159)
The reduced mass and stiffness matrices and forcing vector are then found
from:
MR = T
⊤
sMTs (160)
KR = T
⊤
s KTs (161)
fR = T
⊤
s f (162)
A more computationally effective way to calculate the reduced matrices is:
MR =Mmm + t
⊤
sMsm +Mmsts + t
⊤
sMssts (163)
KR = Kmm + t
⊤
s Ksm +Kmsts + t
⊤
s Kssts (164)
fR = fm + t
⊤
s fs (165)
The equation of motion of the reduced system is given by:
MRx¨m +KRxm = fR (166)
The reduced system consists of master DoFs only and so the matrices of
the reduced system are significantly smaller than the full system matrices.
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Equation (166) can easily be solved to find the response of the master DoFs.
The response of the slave DoFs can be estimated using:
xs = −K−1ss Ksmxm +K−1ss fs (167)
which is extracted from equation (158). The response of the master and
slave DoFs together make up the response of the full system.
B.12 Guyan Reduction In The Merge
Guyan reduction can be used in conjunction with the merge of the global
mass and stiffness matrices. Using Guyan reduction in the merge prevents
the global matrices from becoming too large to process during the merge.
B.12.1 Choosing the Master and Slave DoFs
Before the merge and reduction begins, some DoFs that are required to be
present in the final, reduced matrices can be prevented from being reduced
out. This is done by creating a flag vector which indicates which of the
DoFs need to be retained as masters and which DoFs can be used as slaves.
The flag vector is consulted for each DoF present in the global matrices
whenever the global matrices are reduced. A reason for preventing certain
DoFs from being reduced may be if external forces are known to be applied
to these DoFs. In a case where the applied forcing occurs to few DoFs,
computation is more straightforward if the DoFs to which forcing is applied
are not reduced. The same is also true if the responses of a small number
of specific DoFs are required. In this case, applying the force directly to
the reduced system and calculating the response gives the required results.
No expansion transformations are required and no reduction of the forcing
vector is required.
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B.12.2 The Merge and Reduction Process
The elements are ordered by their location in the structure so that as the
elements are merged into the global matrices and the DoFs are reduced,
the size that is required of the global matrices is kept to a minimum. The
number of DoFs present in the matrices at each step in the merge and
reduction process is the front size. As the element matrices are merged
in, the front size increases and as the DoFs are reduced out the front size
decreases. A dummy run of the merge and reduction process is used to
calculate the maximum front size that is reached and the size of the global
matrices is initially set by this value. During the dummy run no matrices
are manipulated. The dummy run uses the DoF labels and the mapping of
the position of each DoF from the element matrices to the global matrices.
In each of the steps in the merge and reduction, the dummy run records
the front size [87]. Figure 129 illustrates the element merge in the dummy
run for a system with two DoFs per node. The front size for this example
is illustrated in figure 130.
When the global matrices have been initialized after the dummy run has
been completed, the element matrices are merged into the global matrices
until the global matrices are fully populated. By this time, a range of DoFs
are then eligible to be reduced. Eligible DoFs are those that are not flagged
to be kept and for which all the element matrices that contain entries which
contribute mass and stiffness properties to that DoF have been merged into
the global matrices. The slave DoF is chosen to be the DoF with the high-
est internal natural frequency of all eligible DoFs and it is reduced from
the global matrices using equations (163) to (165). The next slave DoF is
chosen and Guyan reduction is carried out again until the global matrices
have been reduced to a size which allows for further element matrices to be
merged in. Each row and column pair in the global matrices are initially al-
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located to a particular DoF and those rows and columns in the matrices are
populated with the values of that DoF. Once a DoF has been reduced out
of the global matrices, that row and column pair are allocated to another
DoF whose properties populate the matrices when that DoF is merged in.
The merge and reduction is carried out until all element matrices have
been merged into the global matrices. If required, the final reduction can
eliminate all entries except those corresponding to the DoFs which have
been flagged to be kept. In this case, it is unnecessary to choose the slave
DoFs from their internal natural frequencies and the order of reduction is
unimportant. The slave DoF with the lowest internal natural frequency will
define the frequency range within which the solution of the reduced system
will be accurate. The frequency range where results are accurate can be
found by noting each internal natural frequency as the slave DoFs are re-
duced.
On completion of the merge and reduction of the structure, a solution is
found for the reduced system. The solution of the reduced system gives,
for the master DoFs; the static response to forcing, the dynamic response
at a frequency of interest and the mode shapes. Information for the master
DoFs alone may be all of the information that is required, and if so, no
further transformations are needed.
B.12.3 Expanding the Results
If the responses or mode shapes are required for the full system, these can
be estimated as linear functions of the responses or mode shapes of the
master DoFs using equation (167). A fully populated vector of responses or
a mode shape vector is generated using an expansion of the reduced vector
and a transfer of DoFs from the reduced vector to the global vector. The
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reduced system is transformed in steps which are carried out in the reverse
of the order that the merge and reduction was carried out in. The expan-
sion process is explained here by assuming that the final steps in the merge
and reduction reduced out a number of DoFs and the steps previous to this
merged in a number of elements.
Before the expansion begins, the response of the reduced system is found
and an unpopulated global response vector is initialized. This has the same
number of rows as there are DoFs in the full structure. The expansion
process then goes back through the steps that were carried out in the merge
and reduction, starting with the final step. For the purposes of this exam-
ple this was a reduction. The responses of the master DoFs are used to
estimate the response of the slave DoF that was reduced in the final reduc-
tion, using equation (167). That slave DoF response now becomes a master
DoF response and is located in the reduced response vector in the position
it occupied in the matrices before it was reduced out. This new reduced
response vector is used to estimate the response of the next slave DoF and
this is located in the reduced response vector at the relevant location. This
expansion process continues until the response of the slave DoFs have been
estimated that were reduced out after the last element was merged in.
The last element that was merged in is then considered. The responses
that correspond to the DoFs of that element are transfered out of the re-
duced response vector into the the global response vector. The location of
these entries in the global vector correspond to the location of those same
DoFs in the global structure. The next element is then considered until
another expansion is required.
The process of estimating the slave DoF responses and transferring the
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information to the global response vector continues until all responses have
been entered into the global vector. This response vector contains the ex-
act responses of the master DoFs and estimates of the slave DoFs as linear
combinations of the responses of the master DoFs [87].
B.13 Reducing a Matrix in a Single Transformation
System matrices that are not too large to generate and store but are too
large to manipulate can be created using the merge process described in
section B.8 and reduced in a single transformation. For the governing equa-
tion
j
1
= K1a1 (168)
the reduction transformation is:
a1 = Ta2 (169)
The reduced stiffness matrix and excitation vector are found from
K2 = T
⊤K1T j2 = T
⊤j
1
(170)
and the reduced equation of motion becomes
j
2
= K2a2 (171)
The transformation matrix T is created by considering each master DoF in
turn and applying a unit of excitation to that DoF only. The response of
the structure to that excitation becomes one column in T. For example if
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the first DoF in the structure is a master DoF then
j
1
=


1
0
...
0


(172)
and substituting (172) into equation (168) leads to
a1 = k1i (173)
where k1i is the first column in K
−1
1 . k1i becomes the first entry in T.
The next master DoF is then considered and this result becomes the second
column of T. This is carried out for all master DoFs in the structure.
Areas of distributed excitation can be reduced so they are represented by
a single value. This value is then treated in the same way as any other
DoF is treated in the analysis. This is achieved by finding the response of
the structure to the excitation of that area and including that response in
a column of T. j
2
can be found with equation (170). The corresponding
entry in j
2
will be the single value that represents the excitation of that area.
If the columns in T generated by this method are all similar, for exam-
ple if the master nodes are located close together, then this method will
not give a good solution. The condition of T can be improved if, when
applying unit excitation to each master DoF the remaining master DoFs
are clamped. This will force the structure into a unique response for each
master node and improve the condition of T.
If the reduction matrix T provides a combination of reductions of DoFs
with distributed excitation and reductions of other slave DoFs then the
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columns of T may be badly conditioned. Conditioning T can be achieved
by scaling the columns so that the sum of the squares of the entries equals
unity.
The sections in this chapter so far can be applied generally to structures
of any shape. The next sections apply only to structures with rotational
periodicity.
B.14 Cyclic Symmetry Using Super Elements
This section shows how the feature of cyclic symmetry can be used in the
merge and reduction process. Section B.15 describes an alternative method
of assembling the mass and stiffness matrices of a cyclically symmetric struc-
ture which decouples the mode families. Section B.16 describes the decom-
position of a periodic quantity into Fourier components. A more detailed
description of cyclically symmetric structures is given in section C.4.
A two dimensional cyclically symmetric structure is composed of m identi-
cal substructures or bays in global (x , y) coordinates. Each bay also has a
local (xL, yL) coordinate reference frame. A simple coordinate transforma-
tion converts the local coordinates to global coordinates.
The merge and reduction processes described in sections B.11, B.12 and
B.13 are extended here to two stages which create a cyclically symmetric
FE model. The first stage creates a super element . This is achieved through
the merge and reduction methods described in sections B.12 and B.13 to
create the reduced mass and stiffness matrices for a single bay. The master
DoFs which remain in the super element matrices must include all DoFs for
all of the nodes on the boundaries of the bay that provide the connection to
adjacent bays and any other internal DoFs which are advantageous to keep
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for the subsequent analysis of the structure. For example, the master nodes
of one mechanical stator bay, after the first merge and reduction stage are
shown in figure 132.
The master DoFs in the super element are sorted so that for nodes with
two DoFs in the (x , y) directions, they occur in the order x then y for each
node, for increasing radius along the positive x -axis, then with increasing
angle anticlockwise from the positive x-axis. This arrangement ensures that
the DoFs in the super element matrices are ordered so that all the DoFs
on the lower side of the bay are contiguous (call this side A). All DoFs
between the upper and lower sides are contiguous (call this partition I)
and all DoFs on the upper side are contiguous (call this side B). Figure
131 shows where these DoF occur in the stator bay example and the local
coordinates of the bay. The super element mass and stiffness matrices that
are created for the one bay are identical to the mass and stiffness matrices
for all the other bays, in the local coordinates for each bay.
During the merge of the super elements, the DoFs on side B of one bay
will connect to the DoFs on side A of the adjacent bay. In order for the
displacement coordinates of the DoFs on the sides of two adjoining bays to
coincide; a transformation is needed on side B of each bay. The transforma-
tion matrix rotates the DoF coordinates about an angle θ so that the x and
y displacement coordinates for side B correspond to the x and y displace-
ment coordinates for side A of the next bay. The rotation transformation
matrix H is a square matrix with length equal to the number of DoFs on
side B. H is mainly populated with zeros but has blocks on the diagonal
in the form: 
 cos(θ) sin(θ)
−sin(θ) cos(θ)

 (174)
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The transformed mass and stiffness matrices and forcing vector for one bay
are in the form:
MBAY =


MAA MAI MABH
MIA MII MIBH
H⊤MBA H
⊤MBI H
⊤MBBH

 (175)
KBAY =


KAA KAI KABH
KIA KII KIBH
H⊤KBA H
⊤KBI H
⊤KBBH

 (176)
fBAY =


fA
fI
H⊤fB


(177)
The second stage of the merge and reduction sees the super element ma-
trices merged into the global matrices and further DoFs reduced out. The
process creates the reduced mass and stiffness matrices for the whole stator
as follows: Global matrices are initialized and each super element matrix is
merged into the global matrices in the manner described in section B.12.2.
The global stiffness matrix and forcing vector with two bays merged in
before any reduction is carried out are:
K =


KAA1 KAI1 KAB1H 0 0 . . .
KIA1 KII1 KIB1H 0 0 . . .
H⊤KBA1 H
⊤KBI1 H
⊤KBB1H+KAA2 KAI1 KAB1H . . .
0 0 KIA2 KII2 KIB2H . . .
0 0 H⊤KBA2 H
⊤KBI2 H
⊤KBB2H+ ... . . .
...
...
...
...
...
. . .


(178)
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f =


fA1
fI1
H⊤fB1 + fA2
fI2
H⊤fB2 + ...
...


(179)
The global mass matrix has the same form as the global stiffness matrix.
The element matrices are merged into the global matrices until the global
matrices are fully populated. At this point, some DoFs must be reduced
out of the global matrices before more element matrices can be merged in.
Of the DoFs in the global matrices, a number will be eligible to be used as
slave DoFs in the reduction. The slave DoFs are reduced out of the global
matrices. When enough DoFs have been reduced, more element matrices
can be merged into the global matrices. This process continues until all
of the element matrices have been merged in and only the required master
DoFs remain. An example of the DoFs that are kept as masters in one
bay of a mechanical stator model, after the second merge and reduction, is
shown in figure 133. The reduced structure maintains properties of cyclic
symmetry.
B.15 Cyclic Symmetry Analysis
This section describes a method of generating the global mass and stiffness
matrices of a cyclically symmetric structure from the mass and stiffness
matrices of a single bay. The order of symmetry of a cyclically symmetric
structure gives the number of identical bays that make up the structure.
The method utilizes the spatial harmonic n of each mode family and con-
straints at the edges of two adjoining bays to create reduced mass and
stiffness matrices for the whole structure in terms of the mass and stiffness
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matrices for one bay [55].
The solution to the eigenvalue problem of the reduced system gives only
the mode shapes and frequencies that correspond to the mode family num-
ber n which was used to create the mass and stiffness matrices. Therefore, a
different mass and stiffness matrix exist for each value of n that is analysed.
Two transformations are used on the original mass and stiffness matrices of
the bay, either of these transformations could be used first. One order of
assembly is described here:
An individual, unconstrained bay has the equation of motion:
Mbayx¨bay +Kbayxbay = fbay (180)
Mbay and Kbay are the mass and stiffness matrices, x¨bay, xbay and fbay are
acceleration, displacement and force vectors for the individual, unconnected
bay respectively. Each bay has identical material properties, and so mass
and stiffness matrices can be assembled for the whole unconnected structure,
which consists of s unconnected bays. The equation of motion for the
unconnected structure is:
Mux¨u +Kuxu = fu (181)
where
Mu = Is ⊗Mbay, Ku = Is ⊗Kbay (182)
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The Kronecker product ⊗ provides a way of presenting matrices with equal
entries in blocks in the matrix. For example:

 A B
C D

⊗

 1 1
1 1

 =


A A B B
A A B B
C C D D
C C D D


(183)
The identity matrix Is has length s and
xu =


xbay1
xbay2
xbay3
...
xbays


, fu =


fbay1
fbay2
fbay3
...
fbays


(184)
The first transformation on this unconnected system utilizes the categoriza-
tion of each mode family by the spatial harmonic n:
xu = TNxN (185)
TN =


cos(0(2npi
s
)) sin(0(2npi
s
))
cos(1(2npi
s
)) sin(1(2npi
s
))
cos(2(2npi
s
)) sin(2(2npi
s
))
...
...
cos((s− 1)(2npi
s
)) sin((s− 1)(2npi
s
))


⊗ I (186)
This identity matrix I has dimensions equal to the number of DoFs in an
unconstrained bay.
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The new displacement coordinates can be partitioned:
xN =


xc
xs

 (187)
Substituting equation (185) into equation (181) gives the equation of motion
of the system after the first transformation:
MNx¨N +KNxN = fN (188)
MN and KN are:
MN =
s
2

 Mbay 0
0 Mbay

 and KN = s
2

 Kbay 0
0 Kbay

 (189)
Two special cases exist where n = 0 and n=s/2. In these cases the mass
and stiffness matrices MN and KN are:
MN = sMbay and KN = sKbay (190)
In the case of equation (190), the number of DoFs in MN and KN is half
that of the number of DoFs in MN and KN in equation (189) for all other
values of n.
The second transformation is created from the constraints which exist be-
tween two adjacent bays. The general form of the constraints is:
Q⊤xbay(i) +R
⊤xbay(i+1) = 0 (191)
This constraint will be satisfied for all i if:
C⊤NxN = 0 (192)
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Where C⊤N is:
C⊤N =

 Q⊤ +R⊤cos(2npis ) R⊤sin(2npis )
−R⊤sin(2npi
s
) Q⊤ +R⊤cos(2npi
s
)


The second transformation is given by:
xN = TRxr (193)
The matrix TR is constructed as described in section B.15.1. By substitu-
tion of equation (193) into equation (188); the final equation of motion for
the structure is:
Mrx¨r +Krxr = fr (194)
The resulting system matrices Mr and Kr have dimensions equal to twice
the total of the number of DoFs in one bay minus the number of constraints
between the bays. This method results in a final matrix equation which is
a significantly reduced problem compared to the full matrix equation.
Solving the eigenvalue problem for equation (194) gives the mode shapes and
eigenvalues for the reduced structure for all modes described by the spatial
harmonic n. The mode shape vectors can be expanded with the transfor-
mations given in equation (193) and equation (185) to give the mode shapes
for the unconnected structure. Note that the coordinate system used for
each bay in this case is the local coordinate system.
B.15.1 Constructing the Transformation Matrix
The transformation matrix T that satisfies two conditions:
C⊤T = 0 (195)
[CT] is invertible (196)
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is found here. The matrix C is known. Each row in C⊤ represents a
constraint. The constraints are counted with the letter k. To construct T
each constraint is considered in turn. The relevant row c⊤k is extracted from
C⊤ [49]. For example
c⊤1 =
[
1 4 9 3
]
(197)
A matrix Tk is initialized as the identity matrix with dimensions the same
as the number of entries in c⊤k :
T1 =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


(198)
The largest value in c⊤k is found and the index of this entry noted (in the
example entry 3 has the largest value 9). The column of Tk with that index
is removed. The row in Tk with that index is replaced so that
C⊤kTk = 0 (199)
In the example
T1 =


1 0 0
0 1 0
−1
9
−4
9
−3
9
0 0 1


(200)
If only one constraint is applied to the system T = T1 and this is used in
the required transformation.
If there is more than one constraint then the next constraint is considered.
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C⊤ is transformed in order to continue building T:
C⊤k = C
⊤
k−1Tk−1 (201)
C⊤k has one less column than C
⊤
k−1. The entries in C
⊤
k in the rows < k
are zero. Tk is initialized as the identity matrix this also has one less row
and column than Tk−1. The relevant row and column of Tk is replaced as
described above so that equation (199) holds.
The transformation matrix is then:
Tk = Tk−1Tk (202)
This process is repeated for each constraint. When all constraints have been
considered T = Tk. T is a matrix with the number of rows equal to the
number of columns in C⊤ and the number of columns equal to the number
of rows minus the number of constraints. T is not unique. T can be post-
multiplied by any invertible matrix and the result will also satisfy equation
(195).
B.16 Cyclic Symmetry: Decomposing Quantities in
Time and Space
This section explains the steps involved in two dimensional Fourier trans-
forms. This section is relevant to any quantity that is periodic in two di-
mensions. The two dimensions that are described here are space and time.
The quantity that is used in this description is force f but the Fourier trans-
forms can be used for any quantity such as displacement and stress as long
as the quantities have two dimensional periodicity.
Time is dealt with here as a non dimensional quantity with period 2pi. The
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force vector is found for many equally spaced steps in time between 0 and 2pi.
Space is periodic in this study because the structure under consideration
is circular and separated into s bays. In the local coordinates of each bay
the geometry of the bays is identical. The spatial period is one complete
revolution around the structure. Force is found for many points in the struc-
ture. The distribution of these points is either continuous or discrete and
this feature must be taken into account in the Fourier decomposition. The
decomposition requires use of a vector of angles θ.
If forcing values are known at many closely spaced points around the struc-
ture the forcing can be considered to be continuously variable in the space
domain. The values of force are given at each point in polar coordinates.
Two vectors of force exist and these are decomposed separately. One vector
holds the radial values of force at each point fr, the other holds the tangen-
tial values of force at each point fθ. The vector of angles θ holds the angle
to each point from the positive global x axis. In this case there are s points
and s entries in fr, fθ and θ.
fr =


fr1
fr2
...
frs


fθ =


fθ1
fθ2
...
fθs


θ =


θ1
θ2
...
θs


(203)
Values that are discretely variable, such as nodal forcing are accounted
for as follows. Each of the nodes in a bay are considered separately. For the
node j in a bay, the forcing is considered for the same (jth) node in all bays.
For this set of nodes there will be a vector which holds the forces in the
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local x direction and another that holds the forces in the local y direction
for those nodes. The angles in θ are the angles to the local x axis of each
bay from the positive global x axis. The bays are counted with the symbol
k from 1 to s. If there are J nodes in a bay there will be 2J force vectors
considered. If there are s bays there will be s entries in each vector.
fjx =


fjx1
fjx2
...
fjxk
...
fjxs


fjy =


fjy1
fjy2
...
fjyk
...
fjys


θ =


θ1
θ2
...
θk
...
θs


(204)
The angle to the kth bay is:
θk = (k − 1)2pi
s
(205)
The above describes the organization of force in space. The vectors of force
will be calculated for every time step within one period of time. There are
T time steps so there will be T sets of these force vectors.
B.16.1 Finding a Quantity from Fourier Coefficients
First the forward relationship for Fourier analysis is described. This involves
composing the force from known values of Fourier coefficients [74]:
f(θ, t) =
N∑
n=0
M∑
m=0
anmcos(nθ)cos(mt) + bnmcos(nθ)sin(mt)
+ cnmsin(nθ)cos(mt) + dnmsin(nθ)sin(mt) (206)
anm =
1
pi2
∫ θ=pi
θ=−pi
∫ t=pi
t=−pi
f(θ, t)cos(nθ)cos(mt)dθdt (207)
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bnm =
1
pi2
∫ θ=pi
θ=−pi
∫ t=pi
t=−pi
f(θ, t)cos(nθ)sin(mt)dθdt (208)
cnm =
1
pi2
∫ θ=pi
θ=−pi
∫ t=pi
t=−pi
f(θ, t)sin(nθ)cos(mt)dθdt (209)
dnm =
1
pi2
∫ θ=pi
θ=−pi
∫ t=pi
t=−pi
f(θ, t)sin(nθ)sin(mt)dθdt (210)
c0m = d0m = 0 for all m
bn0 = dn0 = 0 for all n
The spatial index is given by n and N is the total number of spatial com-
ponents N ≤ s/2. If force is a discrete quantity then s is the order of
cyclic symmetry of the structure. If the force is a continuous quantity s is
the number of points in f . The temporal index is m and M is the total
number of spatial components M ≤ T/2. anm,bnm, cnm and dnm are the
magnitudes of force of each component.
B.16.2 Decomposing the Quantity into Fourier Coefficients
The reverse of the relationship for Fourier analysis involves decomposing a
known force into Fourier coefficients.
The forcing vector is initially given in the time and space domain. Two
transformation calculations convert the forcing vector into a two dimen-
sional Fourier map. The Fourier map is an array of values in the temporal
frequency and spatial frequency domain. The values in the Fourier map
are the coefficients anm, bnm, cnm and dnm introduced in the previous sec-
tion. The order that the transformations are carried out in is not important
but the order described here first converts from the time and space domain
into the spatial frequency and time domain and secondly into the temporal
frequency and spatial frequency domain. The coefficients in the spatial fre-
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quency and time domain ϑ1(θ) are created from any of the vectors of forces
f mentioned above using the transformation:
ϑ1(θ) = (B
⊤
1B1)
−1(B⊤1 f) (211)
B1 =
[
cos(0θ) cos(1θ) sin(1θ) · · · cos((N − 1)θ) sin((N − 1)θ) cos(Nθ)
]
(212)
If the points of force in f are equally spaced then the columns in B1 are
orthogonal and the product (B⊤1B1) is a diagonal matrix.
The transformation in equation (211) is carried out for all of the vectors
of forcing that have been calculated for all T time steps resulting in T
vectors of coefficients ϑ1(θ). Combining these vectors into a single array
results in a matrix Ψ1(θ) which has 2N rows and a column for each time
step. Each row holds the coefficients of the spatial harmonics.
The transformation from the spatial frequency and time domain into the
temporal frequency and spatial frequency domain uses M temporal coeffi-
cients.
Ψ2(θ, t) = ((B
⊤
2B2)
−1(B⊤2Ψ1(θ)
⊤))⊤ (213)
B2 =


cos(0t1) cos(1t1) sin(1t1) · · · cos((M − 1)t1) sin((M − 1)t1) cos(Mt1)
cos(0t2) cos(1t2) sin(1t2) · · · cos((M − 1)t2) sin((M − 1)t2) cos(Mt2)
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
cos(0tT ) cos(1tT ) sin(1tT ) · · · cos((M − 1)tT ) sin((M − 1)tT ) cos(MtT )


(214)
The value of time at each step is t1 to tT . For equally spaced time steps the
product (B⊤2B2) is diagonal because the columns of B2 are orthogonal.
The columns of the resulting matrix Ψ2(θ, t) correspond to coefficients of
the different temporal harmonics with constant spatial harmonic and the
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rows correspond to coefficients of different spatial harmonics with constant
temporal harmonic:


cos(0θ)cos(0t) cos(0θ)cos(1t) cos(0θ)sin(1t) · · · cos(0θ)cos(Mt)
cos(1θ)cos(0t) cos(1θ)cos(1t) cos(1θ)sin(1t) · · · cos(1θ)cos(Mt)
sin(1θ)cos(0t) sin(1θ)cos(1t) sin(1θ)sin(1t) · · · sin(1θ)cos(Mt)
cos(2θ)cos(0t) cos(2θ)cos(1t) cos(2θ)sin(1t) · · · cos(2θ)cos(Mt)
sin(2θ)cos(0t) sin(2θ)cos(1t) sin(2θ)sin(1t) · · · sin(2θ)cos(Mt)
...
...
...
. . .
...
cos(Nθ)cos(0t) cos(Nθ)cos(1t) cos(Nθ)sin(1t) · · · cos(Nθ)cos(Mt)


(215)
For each combination of spatial and temporal harmonic n andm there exists
a 2x2 block in the Fourier map of coefficients of those harmonics:

 cos(nθ)cos(mt) cos(nθ)sin(mt)
sin(nθ)cos(mt) sin(nθ)sin(mt)

 (216)
Sin(0) is zero so these components are neglected from the map. The 2x2
block for the 0th spatial harmonic is created with the relevant entries from
the first and last row:

 cos(0θ)cos(mt) cos(0θ)sin(mt)
cos(Nθ)cos(mt) cos(Nθ)sin(mt)

 (217)
The 2x2 block for the 0th temporal harmonic is created with the relevant
entries from the first and last column:

 cos(nθ)cos(0t) cos(nθ)cos(Mt)
sin(nθ)cos(0t) sin(nθ)cos(Mt)

 (218)
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B.16.3 Expanding Back into the Temporal Frequency Domain
In order to find the forcing from a particular combination of temporal m
and spatial n harmonic the two rows and columns in Ψ2 that correspond
to those harmonics are extracted and denoted Ψ2:

 cos(nθ)cos(mt) cos(nθ)sin(mt)
sin(nθ)cos(mt) sin(nθ)sin(mt)

 (219)
Whether the initial forcing vector contained continuous or discrete variables
in the time and space domain, the expansion is used to find discrete nodal
values of force. This is achieved by transforming into nodal forces fω for the
same node in each bay in the temporal frequency domain:
[fω1, fω2] = B3Ψ2 (220)
B3 =


cos(nθ1) sin(nθ1)
cos(nθ2) sin(nθ2)
...
...
cos(nθs) sin(nθs)


(221)
The angles θ1, θ2 and θs are the angle to the x axis of the 1st, 2nd and last
bay (s) respectively from the global positive x axis of the structure.
The matrices [fω1, fω2] have s rows and these hold the values of force for
each bay. There are 2 columns, the first for the cosine component and the
second for the sine component of forcing. These must be combined using
the imaginary number i to give the total force that corresponds to each bay:
fω = fω1 − ifω2 (222)
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This expansion process can be carried out for all nodes in the bay and
inserted into a global vector for the whole structure. If the initial vectors of
forces contained force values in polar coordinates then the resultant force
vectors will also hold values in polar coordinates. If the vectors of force
in the time and space domain contained force values in local Cartesian
coordinates then the resultant force vectors will also hold values in local
Cartesian coordinates.
B.17 Conclusion to the Finite Element Modelling
Chapter
This chapter has introduced and illustrated the finite element method in
general terms and in terms that are specifically relevant to this study. The
generation of the element matrices has been given for the magnetic model
and the mechanical model. The specific magnetic and mechanical models
that have been developed for this study were generated with the methods
described in this chapter.
Cyclically symmetric structures have been described. Methods for utilizing
this feature for generating the FE matrix equations have also been given.
Periodic forcing has also been considered. This chapter has set out the
methods that were used to generate the models that are described in the
following sections.
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ζ η wiwk
-0.86213631159495 -0.86213631159495 0.12100299328560
-0.33998104358486 -0.86213631159495 0.22685185185185
0.33998104358486 -0.86213631159495 0.22685185185185
0.86213631159495 -0.86213631159495 0.12100299328560
-0.86213631159495 -0.33998104358486 0.22685185185185
-0.33998104358486 -0.33998104358486 0.42529330301069
0.33998104358486 -0.33998104358486 0.42529330301069
0.86213631159495 -0.33998104358486 0.22685185185185
-0.86213631159495 0.33998104358486 0.22685185185185
-0.33998104358486 0.33998104358486 0.42529330301069
0.33998104358486 0.33998104358486 0.42529330301069
0.86213631159495 0.33998104358486 0.22685185185185
-0.86213631159495 0.86213631159495 0.12100299328560
-0.33998104358486 0.86213631159495 0.22685185185185
0.33998104358486 0.86213631159495 0.22685185185185
0.86213631159495 0.86213631159495 0.12100299328560
Table 28: Gaussian Integration Weightings
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Figure 124: An 8 Noded Quadrilateral Element in Real Space
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Figure 125: An Element in Reference Space
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Figure 126: A Single Element with Local DoF Labels and the Corresponding
Element Matrix
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Figure 127: An Element with Local DoF Labels and in the Structure with
Global DoF Labels
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Figure 128: The Element Matrix Merged Into The Global Matrix
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Figure 129: An Example of a Dummy Run of the Element Merge and
Reduction
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Figure 130: How the Front Size is Counted During the Dummy Run
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Figure 131: The Boundary of One Stator Bay
Figure 132: One Stator Bay with Master Nodes After the Merge and Re-
duction of One Bay
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Figure 133: One Stator Bay with Master Nodes After the Complete Merge
and Reduction of the Stator
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C The Mechanical FE Model of the
Electrical Machine
C.1 Mechanical FE Analysis Introduction
This chapter gives some background information related to mechanical finite
element analysis of electrical machines and the mode shapes of the stator.
The first section describes briefly some of the methods that have been used
to model electrical machines and shows how these methods have developed
over the years. The second section explains how the mode shapes of a cycli-
cally symmetric structure can be categorized into families of modes. Much
of this section is relevant to any cyclically symmetric structure, however the
examples given in this section are of the stator of an electrical machine.
C.2 Machine Modelling
Electromagnetic machine noise is largely caused by the response of the sta-
tor of an electrical machine under applied electromagnetic forcing across
the air gap and in the stator iron. The resultant vibrations from these ap-
plied forces are highly dependent on the vibrational characteristics of the
stator and so analysis of noise emission from electrical machines requires
knowledge of the mode shapes and natural frequencies of the stator. This
section discusses some of the methods that have been used to analyse the
vibrational behaviour of a machine with most of this work concentrated on
the stator.
The computer power and capacity available for computational analysis sets
limits for the size of the analysis that can be carried out. Assumptions,
simplifications and model reduction techniques are often required in or-
der to carryout accurate analysis of a physical situation. Stator modelling
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has been carried out since at least the 1950s. Vast simplifications of the
stator geometry were required for the early models and the number of tech-
niques available for analysis were limited. The introduction of finite element
analysis and improvements in computer capacity have enabled techniques
for modelling to be developed and improved significantly since these early
models.
Early stator modelling techniques applied energy methods to simple geome-
tries such as ring models and calculated the natural frequencies of these.
Further work introduced double ring models with the two rings separated
by key bars representing a stator core and frame [1]. The teeth and wind-
ings were then included as cantilever beams joined to the stator core [57].
Modern day finite element techniques allow for complex geometric struc-
tures to be analysed and as a result far more realistic stator models can
be generated and analysed [19]. However, assumptions are still required to
simplify complex situations. The different levels of complexity and different
features that are often included in electrical machine analysis result in the
following common types of models:
• Two dimensional models
• Three dimensional models
• Ring models
• Double ring models or ring and frame models
• Solid cylinder models
• Laminated cylinder models
• Symmetrical and asymmetrical models
• Stator models with the frame included
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• Models of the stator core, teeth and windings
• Damped and undamped models
C.2.1 Two and Three Dimensional Models
Some studies into the vibrations of electrical machines use models that are
two dimensional and some studies use models that are three dimensional.
A three dimensional model has the ability to account for the properties
and response of the machine along the length. A two dimensional model
can only account for a single cross section of the machine. An accurate
three dimensional model requires a larger amount of computer storage and
computation than a two dimensional plane model.
C.2.2 Ring and Cylinder Models
The simplest two dimensional stator model that has been used in the liter-
ature is a ring model and the simplest three dimensional model is a solid
cylinder. Often, the properties of the ring and cylinder models are devel-
oped by assuming that the teeth and windings contribute to the inertia but
not to the stiffness of the structure.
The vibrations within a machine transmit to the frame of the machine and a
large amount of electrical machine noise is emitted from the frame. In 1927
Den Hartog [33] investigated the vibration of the frame by modelling this
as both a ring with rigid feet and a ring with hinged feet. The first natural
frequency for both of these models was calculated. The results showed that
the first natural frequency of a frame with rigid feet is higher than that of a
frame with hinged feet. In a follow up paper in 1928 [34] Den Hartog showed
that the natural frequencies calculated for a ring with fixed and hinged feet
were the upper and lower limits respectively for the first natural frequency
of a machine frame. This second paper narrowed down the frequency range
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by quantifying the flexibility of the feet and the corresponding first natural
frequency of the frame [34]. The mode shape at the first natural frequency
of the frame shows that the sides of the frame vibrate radially and the top
of the frame has a mainly tangential displacement. The first natural fre-
quency of the frame of a small example machine was shown to be close to
the rotor slot passing frequency of the machine which could lead to the pro-
duction of tonal noise. It was stated that a coincidence of frequencies could
occur in a large machine with a more flexible frame and the higher mag-
netic force harmonics. The higher natural frequencies of the frame could
be of importance in the noise emission from a machine but these were not
calculated in these papers due to the complexity of the calculations [33] [34].
Modelling of the stator was carried out in 1956 by Alger et al in [1] who
developed a 2D model of a stator which consisted of two concentric rings.
A thin outer ring represented the stator frame. The inner ring represented
the stator core, teeth and stator windings. The teeth contributed to the
inertia but not the strength of the structure. The inner ring was connected
to the outer ring by ribs which allowed for the transmission of vibrations
from the inner to the outer ring. Electromagnetic forcing was considered
to act on the inner ring and cause this to vibrate. The resultant vibra-
tion of the outer ring represented the level of noise that was emitted. This
model was used to estimate the frequency, mode number and amplitude of
the force waves for steady deflections of an example machine. This infor-
mation was then used to indicate the sound pressure level of the machine [1].
In 1968 Ellison et al [43] showed that by modelling the stator as a cylinder
and neglecting its shear energy and rotary inertia, the static response of the
cylinder can easily be found. This can be multiplied by a dynamic mag-
nification factor to give the dynamic response. However, when modelling
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stators with thick cores or few poles, or thin cores vibrating at high mode
numbers, the rotary inertia and shear energy of the cylinder must also be
taken account of. For long stators, vibrations with axial variation should
also be considered. Ellison et al also stated that machines which have the
stator and frame connected with an interference fit can be considered as a
single cylinder. But stators that are connected to the frame by ribs or key
bars have a more complicated transmission of vibration between the stator
and frame. If the contact between the stator and frame is not assumed to
be solid, the frame can be assumed not to affect the vibration of the stator
[43].
C.2.3 Laminated Models
A stator is built up of many identical laminations of electrical steel in order
to prevent the flow of eddy currents in the iron. A consequence of this
construction of the stator is that a small amount of relative movement is
allowed for between adjacent laminations and this affects the mechanical
response of the stator compared to an equivalent solid structure. The effec-
tive modulus of rigidity of a stack of laminated steel can be as low as 0.25%
of the modulus of rigidity of solid steel [55].
In [101] Wang et al investigated the effects of laminations and clamping
pressure on stator vibrations. Lamination thickness was first investigated
on four solid ring models of varying thickness. Theoretical models using 3D
block finite elements were created and experimental tests were also carried
out. Both experimental and theoretical results showed that the in-plane
radial vibrations were independent of the thickness of the ring. Out of
plane vibrations were dependent on ring thickness and these frequencies
increased as the ring thickness increased. The study continued to analyse
the effect of the number of laminations in experimental ring models formed
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from lamination stacks. Results from impact tests showed that, for trans-
verse vibrations, the vibrational behaviour of a laminated stack was differ-
ent to that of a solid ring of the same thickness as the stack. The resonant
frequencies of the transverse modes of each laminated stack were close to
the resonant frequencies of the single ring which had the same thickness
as the individual laminations in the stack. These results showed that the
transverse vibrational behaviour of a lamination stack is dominated by the
vibrational behaviour of the individual laminations in the stack. The rea-
son for this is that adjacent laminations do not have an elastic connection
between them and so a small amount of slip is allowed for between the lam-
inations in a single stack. The magnitudes of the transverse responses of
the laminated stacks were lower than those of the corresponding solid rings
and so the laminations cause a reduction in the FRF of the ring model. The
in-plane vibration modes and frequencies were independent of the number
of laminations in the stack. The clamping pressure was also investigated
experimentally. The results showed that the transverse responses of the
lamination stacks decreased with increasing clamping pressure and started
to disappear. The responses of the in-plane vibrations were not affected by
the clamping pressure. The authors concluded that stators exhibit mainly
in-plane vibrations and so a plane model is sufficient for modelling the
vibrations of a stator. A solid cylinder model predicts extra transverse vi-
brations that are not present in the vibrational response of the laminated
model and the errors in the resonant frequencies of the radial vibrations are
large compared to the predictions of the plane model [101].
C.2.4 Cyclically Symmetric Models
Usually the stator of an electrical machine is a cyclically symmetric struc-
ture. This feature is often exploited in electrical machine analysis as it
allows for the complexity of the structure to be reduced and the analysis
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simplified. Studies that took advantage of this feature are mentioned here
briefly. An electrical machine will have geometric features such as feet and
fins which cause asymmetries in the structure. One study is mentioned here
of the effect that asymmetries have on the frequency spectrum of an other-
wise cyclically symmetric structure.
In 1997 [55] Garvey et al used a model which exploited the cyclic symmetry
of the stator core and the categorization of mode shapes into families. The
mass and stiffness matrix for a single bay, which incorporates a stator tooth
and the corresponding back of core was generated. Transformations carried
out on these matrices resulted in a system which could be solved to find the
different resonant frequencies for an individual mode number.
Chang et al [19] carried out numerical analysis and experimental tests on a
ring model and a ring with a notch indented into it. The aim of this work
was to investigate the effect of geometric irregularities in otherwise cyclically
symmetric structures by observing the difference in their frequency response
functions (FRFs). The calculated and experimentally measured FRF for the
notched ring were compared to those for a perfectly symmetric ring. The
study showed that a FRF for the notched ring consisted of resonant peaks
which coincided almost exactly with the resonant peaks for the regular ring.
Extra peaks which did not occur on the FRF for the regular ring were also
present in the FRF for the notched ring. The extra peaks occurred at close
frequencies to the peaks for the regular ring but with lower amplitude. This
phenomenon of natural frequency pairs occurring with asymmetrical shapes
is sometimes known as frequency splitting or dual resonances [57]. In order
to investigate the effects of realistic asymmetries, impact tests were carried
out on a stator core and frame. The resulting FRF consisted of many more
resonant peaks than for the ring model and many of the peaks occurred
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in pairs. Analysis of these resonances showed that where pairs occurred,
the two corresponding radial and axial mode shapes were of the same mode
order. The authors concluded that the FRF of a machine with geometric
irregularities has an enriched FRF. If a symmetric model is to be used to
predict the vibrational behaviour of a machine stator, some resonances will
not be predicted. A similar conclusion was drawn by Yang in [104] and
Girgis et al in [57].
C.2.5 Stator Models with Teeth and Windings
In 1972 in [44] Ellison et al calculated the natural frequencies of the radial
vibration of a stator and frame. The frame was modelled with a thin ring.
The stator had a thick core, teeth and windings. An interference fit between
the stator core and frame was modelled with key bars. Equations of energy
were used; the total kinetic energy of the machine was given as the sum of
the kinetic energy of the frame, core, teeth and windings due to rotational
and translational motion. The total bending energy of the machine was
given by the sum of the bending energies of the frame, core and ribs. The
sum of the shear energy of the core, the extensional energy of the core and
the ribs and the total bending energy gave the total potential energy of
the system. The total potential energy and total kinetic energy were used
in Lagrange’s equation of motion to derive the equation of motion of the
system and calculate the natural frequencies. The calculated natural fre-
quencies only differed from measured values by up to 3%. This result was
an improvement on previous similar methods which had neglected shear, ex-
tension and rotational inertia, the authors showed that these assumptions
resulted in errors of up to 20% compared with experimental measurements
[44].
In 1982 in [57] Girgis et al developed a method for determining the resonant
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frequencies and mode shapes of a three dimensional stator. The model that
was developed consisted of a thick stator core, teeth and windings and a
thin frame which was connected to the stator by cooling ribs. Equations of
energy were applied to the different features of the stator separately. The
teeth, windings and cooling ribs were treated as cantilevers fixed to the
stator and the stator was treated as a cylinder. Numerical methods were
needed to solve the resulting complex system of equations and initial esti-
mates of the mode shapes were required. The solution gave mode shapes
and natural frequencies for radial vibrations, axial vibrations and torsional
vibrations of the stator and frame. The study also found that the axial
length of the stator can be neglected in simulations of short machines to
simplify the analysis and still give a reasonable estimate of the in-plane vi-
brations of the stator. The relationship between size and frequency was also
considered with the conclusion that the natural frequencies of stators are
inversely proportional to the stator diameter, causing a high modal density
in the frequency range of acoustic interest for large machines [57].
Benbouzid et al [10] in 1993 investigated the effect of the presence of the
teeth, windings and wedges on the natural frequencies of a stator model. In
this paper, the natural frequencies of four undamped finite element mod-
els of a stator were found. The different models had increasing levels of
complexity in the geometry. The first model represented a stator core only
(a ring model). The second model was a stator core with teeth. The third
model was a stator with teeth and impregnated windings. The fourth model
was of a stator with teeth, impregnated windings and wedges. A comparison
of the first two models showed clearly that the presence of teeth affected the
calculated resonant frequencies of the stator as explained here. For most
of the mode shapes that correspond to low frequency resonances, bending
occurs in the stator core but the teeth exhibit rigid motion, this affects the
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resonant frequencies only slightly compared to the ring model. At higher
resonant frequencies the motion of the teeth includes some bending which
is opposite to the bending of the back of the stator. This motion of the
teeth contributes to the rotational inertia of the stator and acts to de-
crease the natural frequencies compared to the ring model. The bending
motion of the teeth increases at higher frequencies. The effect that the
teeth have on the natural frequencies in comparison with the ring model
becomes more prominent at higher frequencies. In the third model the con-
tact between the teeth and windings was assumed to be perfect. The actual
non-homogeneous, non-isotropic windings were modelled by homogeneous,
non-isotropic material. This and the fourth model which included wedges
gave higher natural frequencies compared to the second model of the sta-
tor core and teeth. This effect is due to the presence of the windings and
wedges which suppress the lateral vibrations of the teeth. This showed that
the windings and wedges contribute stiffness properties to the stator model
as well as additional mass and it is important to include the effects of these
in stator vibration analysis [10].
In [100], in 1996 various models were analysed by numerical FE modelling
and experimentation. The different models had varying degrees of complex-
ity from a laminated cylindrical shell, a stator with teeth and no windings to
a stator with teeth and windings. The laminated cylindrical model was used
to verify the numerical analysis. Several resonances were noticed from the
experimental results that were not predicted by the theory, most of these
resonances were multiple resonances with the same circumferential mode
number but higher order longitudinal mode numbers. These were thought
to be caused by the inhomogeneousness of the laminated model axially due
to the laminations. Some of the multiple resonances were dual resonances
caused by irregularities in the plane of the cylinder from holding bolts and
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end plates. Comparing a FRF from a smooth cylinder to a stator core with
teeth shows that the motion of the teeth causes extra sharp resonant peaks
that are not present in the FRF of the smooth cylinder. A long stator model
with teeth and windings had resonances additional to those that were pre-
dicted which were caused by irregularities in the structure and windings.
The windings were not impregnated and this flexibility added extra reso-
nances. The study concluded that the main effect of the windings is to add
damping to the stator and restrict the motion of the teeth [100].
C.2.6 Quasi-Static and Dynamic Models
Mechanical models can be classed as quasi-static or dynamic. Quasi-static
models account only for the stiffness and neglect the mass and damping.
Dynamic models account for the mass and can have non-zero damping or
zero damping. Quasi-static models are much simpler to analyse and require
less computational memory than dynamic models. Dynamic situations can-
not be accurately simulated with quasi-static models [6].
C.2.7 Damped Models
Different methods exist for including damping in mechanical analysis. Be-
lahcen [5] used an FE model to investigate the effect of Rayleigh damping
factors ξ and δ on the vibrational behaviour of the stator core of a syn-
chronous generator. Raleigh damping is given by DR = ξM + δK, in the
equation of motion Mx¨+DRx˙+Kx = f . The applied forcing was from
Maxwell forces and the resultant vibration of the stator was calculated for
different values of the Rayleigh damping factors. In [6] Belahcen compared
the results of two dynamic models, one included realistic damping values,
the other had no damping. Both studies found that away from the resonant
frequencies there were little differences in the amplitude of displacements
between models with reasonable damping and undamped models.
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When an exciting force is equal to or close to a structure’s natural fre-
quency, the amplitude of vibration is determined by the damping capacity
of the structure. Thus damping should be considered when calculating the
amplitude of vibration at resonance [104].
C.2.8 Stator Modelling Summary
This section has described some of the methods that have previously been
used to analyse electrical machines. It has been shown that the most accu-
rate results are achieved by including as many of the features of the machine
as possible. With modern day computational capacity and FE analysis
methods realistic models are possible. However, a few simplifications can
be made to FE analysis of electrical machine stators. One simplification is
the use of a 2D model to predict the frequency response of the 3D structure.
This is possible because the stator is constructed from laminations. Relative
movement occurs between the laminations and the radial vibration charac-
teristic of the stack is dominated by that of the individual plates. The other
simplification is the use of cyclic symmetry in the analysis. There are meth-
ods used in FE analysis which take advantage of this feature to simplify the
model construction and reduce the size of the model. However, assuming
a structure is cyclically symmetric may result in some natural frequencies
being missed by the analysis.
The presence of the teeth and windings are important and must be con-
sidered. At low frequencies the teeth have little effect on the frequencies.
At the higher natural frequencies the rotational inertia of the teeth becomes
important. The bending motions of the teeth cause the natural frequencies
of the stator to be lower than that of an equivalent ring and cause extra
natural frequencies to occur. The windings act to dampen the motion of
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the teeth.
The next points provide a summary of each type of model that has been
considered here:
• Two dimensional models
– Cannot predict out-of-plane motion
– Less computational capacity required
• Three dimensional models
– Can account for all degrees of motion
– Computationally intense
• Single and double ring and cylinder models
– Simple to analyse
– Neglect the rotational inertia of the teeth
– Estimate low frequency responses
– Neglect the effect of features such as windings and frame
• Laminated models
– Account for relative movement between laminations
– Predict lower vibration magnitudes than a solid cylinder
– Stator vibrations occur mainly in-plane
– In-plane response of a laminated stack independent of clamping
pressure and number of laminations
– In-plane response of a laminated stack can be captured by a 2D
model
– Transverse responses decrease with increasing clamping pressure
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• Cyclically Symmetrical models
– Model reduction techniques take advantage of cyclic symmetry
– Neglects asymmetrical features
– Could miss actual resonances of the structure
– Geometric irregularities in an otherwise cyclically symmetric struc-
ture cause dual resonances
• Models of the stator core, teeth and windings
– Use energy methods or finite element analysis
– Computationally intense
– Account for rotational inertia of the teeth
– Teeth and wedges contribute important stiffness and mass prop-
erties
– Windings mainly contribute damping properties
– Accurate results possible
• Quasi static and dynamic models
– Quasi-static models account only for the stiffness
– Quasi-static models are much simpler to analysis but not suitable
for dynamic situations
– Dynamic models account for mass and damping as well as stiff-
ness
• Damped and undamped models
– Response at resonance determined by damping of the structure
– Away from resonant conditions damping has little effect
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C.3 Transforming a System into Modal Coordinates
A forced, multi-DoF system with N DoFs has an equation of motion for
each of the DoFs in the system. These equations are coupled and so require
solving simultaneously. The equation of motion for the whole structure is
represented in the following matrix equation
Mx¨+Dx˙+Kx = f (223)
where M is the mass matrix, D is the damping matrix, K is the stiffness
matrix, f is the force vector, x is a vector of displacements, x˙ is a vector of
velocities and x¨ is a vector of accelerations of the DoFs in the system. Each
row in these matrices and vectors corresponds to a DoF in the correspond-
ing system. In vibration analysis the equation of motion of the system is
often transformed into modal coordinates. This transformation uncouples
the mass and stiffness matrices of the multi-DoF system so that the re-
sulting modal mass and modal stiffness matrices are diagonal. In modal
coordinates the system can be treated as N individual single-DoF systems.
The analysis of the system in modal coordinates is therefore much simpler
than the analysis of the original system. A simple transformation of the so-
lution in modal coordinates leads to the solution of the original multi-DoF
system. If proportional damping is assumed the resulting damping matrix
is also diagonal. In the case of proportional dampingD = a1M+b1K where
a1 and b1 are scalar values.
Mode shapes can be scaled by any arbitrary value. Modal mass and stiff-
ness matrices are usually scaled to unit modal mass, or mass normalized.
The modal mass matrix is then equal to the identity matrix and the modal
stiffness matrix is given by the spectral matrix. The spectral matrix is a
matrix mainly populated with zeros, the eigenvalues of the system are the
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only entries and these are located on the diagonal of the matrix.
The orthonormalization process is described here:
The matrix of mode shapes of the original system can be denoted U:
U =
[
u1, u2, . . . , uN
]
(224)
The mode shapes of the undamped system have the property of orthogonal-
ity. This property enables the modal mass Mm and stiffness Km matrices
to be found from the original mass and stiffness matrices:
Mm = U
⊤MU Km = U
⊤KU (225)
Mm =


mm1 0 0 0
0 mm2 0 0
0 0
. . . 0
0 0 0 mmN


, Km =


km1 0 0 0
0 km2 0 0
0 0
. . . 0
0 0 0 kmN


(226)
To scale mode j to unit modal mass qj, the original mode uj is divided by
the square root of the modal mass value of that mode mmj.
qj =
uj√
mmj
(227)
The matrix of all vectors scaled to unit modal mass Q can be used to scale
the mass, proportional damping and stiffness matrices to unit modal mass:
Q⊤MQ = I Q⊤DQ = 2γΩ Q⊤KQ = Λ (228)
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I is the identity matrix, γ is the damping factor, Ω is a matrix of natural
frequencies and Λ is the spectral matrix:
Ω =


ω1 0 0 0
0 ω2 0 0
0 0
. . . 0
0 0 0 ωmN


Λ =


λ1 0 0 0
0 λ2 0 0
0 0
. . . 0
0 0 0 λmN


(229)
ωj =
√
λj (230)
ωj is the natural frequency that corresponds to the j
th mode of the system,
λj is the eigenvalue that corresponds to the j
th mode of the system.
The displacement of the DoFs can be related to the modal displacement
vector y by:
x = Qy (231)
By substituting equation (231) into equation (223) and pre-multiplying by
Q⊤ the equation of motion becomes:
Iy¨ + 2γΩy˙ +Λy = p (232)
The modal force vector is p:
p = Q⊤f (233)
The matrices in equation (232) are diagonal and so this matrix equation
can easily be solved as a vector equation:
y¨ + 2γωy˙ + λy = p (234)
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Where
ω =
{
ω1, ω2, . . . , ωmN
}⊤
λ =
{
λ1, λ2, . . . , λmN
}⊤
(235)
Once equation (234) has been solved. The nodal displacements can be found
with equation (231).
C.4 Cyclically Periodic Structures and Families of Modes
This thesis has already shown that there are advantages to recognizing
when structures posses cyclic symmetry. This feature can be utilized in FE
analysis to simplify the computations. It can also be used to understand and
predict the vibration characteristics of the structure. This section describes
the geometry and behaviour of cyclically symmetric structures.
C.4.1 Cyclic Symmetry Mode Shape Behaviour
Cyclic symmetry occurs in a structure if the geometry of the structure at
an angle θ is identical to the geometry of the structure at angle (θ+2pik/s)
where s is the order of cyclic symmetry of the structure and k is any integer
[95]. The geometry of a cyclically symmetric structure can therefore be de-
composed into s identical substructures or bays , each joined to the adjacent
bay at the boundaries of the bay. The complete structure can be described
within a global coordinate frame. Each bay can be considered within its
own local coordinate frame. A simple transformation can convert from the
local coordinate frame to the global coordinate frame. The stator of an
electrical machine is a cyclically symmetric structure, with the number of
teeth indicating the order of symmetry of the structure. Features such as
clamping bolts can disrupt this and decrease the order of symmetry, how-
ever these are not considered here.
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The mode shapes of any cyclically symmetric structure occur in families.
Each mode family is categorized by the spatial harmonic number n, also
called the mode number. The mode number is the number of complete sinu-
soidal waves around the circumference that the structure deflects by. Note
that the deflections in each bay are measured in the local coordinates of the
bay. Two orthogonal mode shapes exist for each resonant frequency of a
cyclically symmetric structure, except for n=0 and n = s/2 when only one
single mode shape exists. The angle between two orthogonal mode pairs is
pi/2n radians.
C.4.2 Categorization of Cyclically Symmetric Mode Shapes
It is possible to categorize mode shape families with a graphical represen-
tation of the waves around the circumference of the structure. This is done
in the following manner: The eigenvalue problem for the completed system
is solved. One DoF is chosen, the deflection of this same DoF in each bay,
in local coordinates is plotted against bay number. The resulting shape is
a sinusoidal wave form with n complete waves. An n=0 plot is a straight
horizontal line.
An analytical method of categorizing modes utilizes a projection of each
mode onto a subspace using a projection matrix [40][52]. The projection
matrix in question is created using the matrix P spanning the subspace of
interest:
P =


1 0
cos(2(1)npi
s
) sin(2(1)npi
s
)
...
...
cos(2(k)npi
s
) sin(2(k)npi
s
)
...
...
cos(2(s−1)npi
s
) sin(2(s−1)npi
s
)


⊗ I (236)
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In (236) the length of the identity matrix I is equal to the number of DoFs
in one bay. The number of block rows in P is s ; the order of cyclic symme-
try in the structure, k is an integer that increases from 0 in the first block
to s-1 in the last block.
The projection matrix T is created from:
T = P(P⊤P)−1P⊤ (237)
A mode w is classified by a particular mode number n if the following
relationship holds:
(I−T)w = 0 (238)
C.4.3 Orthonormalization
In FE analysis of a cyclically symmetric structure, the two modes in a
mode pair will be calculated independently and so are unlikely to be given
as orthogonal. Section C.3 explains that it is advantageous to make all
modes orthonormal before carrying out further analysis as use of ortho-
normal equations of motion simplifies analysis immensely. Orthonormal
modes are modes that are orthogonal and normalized according to some
fixed inner-product. The Gram Schmidt process orthogonalizes and nor-
malizes a set of linearly independent functions with respect to an arbitrary
weighting matrix A as follows [2]:
If v and w are two mode shape vectors, a scale factor κ can be found
from:
κ =
v⊤Aw
w⊤Aw
(239)
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An orthogonal mode is produced by scaling w by κ and subtracting from
v:
u = v −wκ (240)
This is normalized by:
u =
u√
u⊤u
(241)
The modes u and w are now orthonormal.
C.5 Discussion of Stator Mode Shapes
Figure 134 shows a plot of the natural frequencies of a stator against the
mode number of the corresponding mode. The order of cyclic symmetry of
this structure is 90 and so the n=0 and n=45 modes have only one mode
shape for each natural frequency. Every other point on the graph represents
a pair of modes for each natural frequency.
A cyclically symmetric structure constrained to move only within a plane
will always have three rigid body modes at 0Hz. One of the rigid body
modes is an n=0 mode, which is a rigid body rotation about the centre.
Two are orthogonal n=1 modes, which are rigid body translations in per-
pendicular directions as shown in figure 135. Modes at 0Hz are not shown
in figure 134.
From the plot in figure 134 trend lines can be seen. The points which
indicate the lowest natural frequency for each mode pair for mode num-
bers n = 2 and above make up the first trend line. The mode shapes for
every mode family on this trend line have a characteristic deflected shape
which is the expansion and contraction of the back of core. The first n=2
mode pair has an ovaling of the structure, where an expansion occurs along
one diameter line and a compression occurs along a line perpendicular to
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this, see figure 136. The first n=3 mode pair deflects radially outwards
at three angles 2pi/3 radians to each other and radially inwardly at angles
2pi/6 radians to these, see figure 137. The first n=4 mode pair deflects into
a square-like shape, so deflects radially outwards at four angles 2pi/4 radi-
ans to each other and inwardly at angles 2pi/8 radians to these, see figure
138. No n=0 or n=1 modes appear on this trend line because there are no
corresponding mode shapes for these mode numbers.
The second natural frequency for each mode pair makes up the second trend
line on figure 134. This line includes an n=1 mode but does not include
an n=0 mode. These frequencies are the lower frequencies associated with
tooth rocking. All mode shapes on this line include some tooth rocking mo-
tion which is in phase with the motion of the back of the stator core. These
tooth rocking modes include the shapes shown in figures 139 and 140. The
mode shapes of the trend line for the third lowest natural frequencies all
have some tooth movement that is out of phase with the back of the stator
core such as that shown in figure 141.
The n=0 modes are special cases which do not necessarily belong on the
trend lines. The first non rigid body n=0 mode appears to sit on the sec-
ond trend line, however, this is a breathing mode not a tooth rocking mode.
This is shown in figure 142. The second n=0 mode that appears to sit on
the third trend line is the tooth rocking mode shown in figure 143. The
lowest tooth rocking frequency that can be found with a FE model is by
considering a single stator bay with the edges of the bay clamped. The
first mode shape of this analysis gives the closest representation that can
be modelled of the first n=0 tooth rocking mode that corresponds to the
second trend line in figure 134.
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C.6 Conclusion to the Chapter
This chapter has given an overview of some of the methods used in the lit-
erature to model electrical machines. Simple models exist for this however,
the more features that can be included in the model the more accurate the
results will be. Modern FE techniques enable complicated and accurate
numerical modelling of electrical machines.
A stator is a cyclically symmetric structure and this feature leads to vi-
brational behaviour which can be categorized by trends lines and mode
families. The n=0 family of modes are an exception to this. Tooth rocking
is an important vibrational characteristic in this study.
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Figure 134: Natural Frequencies against Mode Number n
Figure 135: A n = 1 Translational Mode
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Figure 136: A n = 2 Mode
Figure 137: A n = 3 Mode
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Figure 138: A n = 4 Mode
Figure 139: A n = 1 Mode
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Figure 140: A n = 4 Mode
Figure 141: A n = 4 Mode
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Figure 142: A n = 0 Breathing Mode
Figure 143: A n = 0 Tooth Rocking Mode
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D The Magnetic FE Model of the
Electrical Machine
D.1 Part 1: The Literature Review
This chapter provides background information regarding magnetic FE mod-
elling techniques and describes the methods that were used in this study for
magnetic FE analysis. The chapter is organized into two parts. The first
part consists of sections D.2 to D.5. These describe some of the techniques
that are available for magnetic finite element analysis of electrical machines.
This is a vast topic and these sections only give an overview of some of the
literature that has investigated and used these technologies. This includes:
• An explanation of the levels of coupling between magnetic and me-
chanical models
• Methods of calculating Maxwell forces.
• A discussion of magnetostriction.
• Methods for calculating electromagnetic torque.
The discussion of magnetostriction is given in more detail than for Maxwell
forces as the magnetostriction phenomenon is more complex than the analy-
sis of Maxwell forces. The methods that are discussed in the first part are
alternative to the methods that were actually used in this study. Part 2
comprises sections D.6 to D.12, these explain the calculations that were
used in this study.
D.2 Different Methods of Coupling the Magnetic and
Mechanical Models
Mechanical and electrical field problems are usually analysed independently.
The material properties of the variables of the two field problems are in-
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dependent if the magnetostriction effect and Maxwell forces are neglected.
Inclusion of the magnetostriction phenomenon causes the variables in the
mechanical and electrical fields to be dependent upon one another. The
strain of ferromagnetic materials is not only dependent on the mechanical
stress of the material, but also on the external magnetic field in which the
material is located. The magnetisation of the material in the magnetic field
is dependent on the magnetic field and the stress of the material. There-
fore, strain and magnetisation both depend on stress and magnetic field
[12]. This interdependency of field variables is dealt with in FE analysis by
using coupled models. Coupled models take into account the effect of the
solution of one set of field equations on the other field. Different levels of
coupling between the magnetic and elastic models can be used.
The different levels of coupling that can be used in the analysis between
the mechanical and magnetic models can be categorized as [6]:
• Weak indirect
• Strong indirect
• Direct
• Local
• Global
Indirect coupling (strong and weak) couples two otherwise separate models;
one for the magnetic field and one for the elastic field. The material prop-
erties of these two fields are independent of the other field. This method
does not take into account any change in mechanical material properties
(Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio) due to changes in the magnetic field
or changes in the magnetic material properties (permeability) due to changes
in the mechanical model. This method is useful if the dependence of the
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material properties on the magnetic or elastic fields is negligible or if the
relationship between the material properties and fields is not known [6].
Weak coupling describes a unidirectional dependency of the elastic field
on the magnetic field. With this level of coupling the equivalent electro-
magnetic forces are calculated from the magnetic field and are then applied
to the mechanical model. There is no further consideration of the effect that
the resulting mechanical deformation has on the magnetic field or magnetic
properties of the material [6]. Weak coupling has been used in the FE inves-
tigation into a single stator tooth rig in chapter 2 and in the investigation
into a large electrical machine in chapter 4.
Strong coupling accounts for the effect of the magnetic field on the elas-
tic field and also the effect of the elastic field on the magnetic field. This
method is required when the magnetostrictive strain is large enough that
the corresponding geometric changes have an effect on the magnetic field.
This method is carried out using an iterative approach that calculates the
strain in the mechanical model and then uses this information to find the
effect of this on the magnetic field [6].
Directly coupled models take into account the effect that the magnetic and
elastic fields have on each other and also account for the interdependency of
the material properties of each field on the other field. In order to achieve
this either the constitutive equations for each field are coupled to the vari-
ables of the other field or the field equations are coupled. This method
requires data for the material dependent parameters and this information
requires complicated measurements to be taken for the material in question.
The relationship between nodal magnetic vector potential and elastic nodal
displacement is also needed which requires the use of an iterative method
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similar to the strong indirect coupled method [6].
Local coupling describes the use of coupled constitutive equations. The
variables of one field are coupled to the variables of the other field. So for
example the magnetic stiffness matrix is dependent on the deflections in the
mechanical model as well as the magnetic potentials in the magnetic model.
This is achieved with an iterative procedure which solves the field equations
using the initial variable values. The solution is then used to update the
values of the variables. The updated variables are then used to update the
solution.
Global coupling describes the use of coupled field equations. The variables
of both fields are present in both field equations. Within this the constitu-
tive equations may also be coupled. This also uses an iterative technique
to find the solution [6].
D.3 Approaches to Calculating Maxwell Forces
D.3.1 The Air Gap Permeance Method
A simple method of calculating the radial magnetic flux distribution in the
air gap is to multiply an expression for the winding magneto-motive force
(mmf) by an expression for air gap permeance [18]. The mmf and perme-
ance waves are usually represented by a Fourier series and the terms in the
Fourier series account for the features of the machine that generate spatial
harmonics in the force waves [43]. These are the rotor slots, the stator slots,
eccentricity of the rotor, asymmetries in the rotor and stator and magnetic
saturation [104]. If the permeance and mmf harmonics are of a similar
order the accuracy of this method is low. However, the most important
harmonic components of mmf waves are usually large compared to the slot
pitch, where predominant magnetic noise components are concerned [104].
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Induced rotor currents are difficult to take account of with this method [46].
Once the radial magnetic flux density bR in the air gap is known the radial
force FR acting over some small area A can be estimated:
FR ≈ b
2
R
2µ0
A (242)
D.3.2 Weak Coupling and The Principle of Virtual Work
Maxwell and Lorentz forces were found in a FE analysis with a weakly
coupled approach by Delaere et al in [31] and [32] using the principle of
virtual work . In this method an expression for the elastic energy in the
material U and an expression for the magnetic energy in the material W
are given as:
U =
1
2
(∆x)⊤K(∆x) W =
1
2
(∆a)⊤K(∆a) (243)
where ∆x is the nodal deformation, ∆a is the change in nodal magnetic
vector potential, K is the mechanical stiffness matrix andK is the magnetic
stiffness matrix. The sum of these two expressions gives the total magneto-
elastic energy in the system [32].
For a weakly coupled system the symbol Σ provides the coupling between
the two systems and represents the dependency of mechanical energy varia-
tion on magnetic energy variation [31]. The electromagnetic forces from the
magnetic field are found by minimizing the magnetic energy with respect
to nodal displacement. For a linear system, this is:
∂W
∂(∆x)
=
1
2
∂((∆a)⊤K(∆a))
∂(∆x)
= −fem = Σ∆a (244)
In equation (244) the change in magnetic potential ∆a must be constant
with respect to ∂(∆x) [32].
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In a nonlinear or saturated system, the magnetic stiffness matrix is de-
pendent on permeability [30]. In this situation electromagnetic force is:
fem = −∂W (∆x,∆a)
∂(∆x)
= −
∫ ∆a
0
(∆a)⊤
∂K(∆x,∆a)
∂(∆x)
d(∆a) (245)
The magnetic source term j is given by:
∂W
∂(∆a)
= K∆a = j (246)
The force from the mechanical source f is given by:
∂U
∂(∆x)
= K∆x = f (247)
Combining equations (244), (246) and (247) leads to

 K 0
Σ K




∆a
∆x

 =


j
f

 (248)
where f is a vector of total external nodal excitation forces. This can be
uncoupled by moving the vector of electromagnetic force to the right hand
side: 
 K 0
0 K




∆a
∆x

 =


j
f + fem

 (249)
The solution of the magnetic system allows for the calculation of the elec-
tromagnetic forces and then the mechanical system can be solved to find
the resulting displacements [32].
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D.4 Approaches to Calculating Equivalent
Magnetostriction Forces
In order to incorporate magnetostriction into an electro-mechanical analysis,
a method is needed to quantify the phenomenon. Studies into the effects of
magnetostriction have used different methods and these are reviewed here.
Much work has been carried out by Belahcen [6] and [7] and Delaere [27] to
[32] on the effect of magnetostriction as well as Maxwell forces in electrical
machines.
Magnetisation data for electrical steel is available from manufacturers for
material under no externally applied stress. However, the application of
stress to iron changes the magnetisation characteristics of the material and
data for magnetisation against stress is not readily available. Data for mag-
netostrictive strain as a function of flux density is also not readily available
[80]. Therefore, in many analytical and numerical studies into the effect of
magnetostriction gaps exist in the data that is required for these studies.
The studies overcome this problem either by experimental measurements,
such as in [6] or by analytical techniques, such as in [80].
Measured data for magnetostrictive strain is complex to obtain due to the
required values being difficult to capture and due to the variation of strain
with both applied stress and flux density. A ferromagnetic material in an
electrical field will experience the largest absolute amount of magnetostric-
tive strain in the direction of the flux. It is in this direction that measured
values of strain are usually captured.
Studies that calculate the values of magnetostrictive strain as oppose to
measuring them assume a relationship for the behaviour of the material. If
the magnetostriction in the direction of the magnetic field is either calcu-
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lated or measured, the magnetostriction perpendicular to the magnetic field
is often estimated. Two assumptions are often used to do this. These are
that no shear stress or strain occurs perpendicular or parallel to the mag-
netic field and that no volume magnetostriction occurs. The result of these
assumptions is that the magnitude of the magnetostriction in the direction
perpendicular to the magnetic field is estimated at half of the magnitude
of the magnetostriction parallel to the magnetic field but with the opposite
sign. This is the equivalent of a magnetostrictive Poisson’s ratio of 0.5 com-
pared to the mechanical Poisson’s ratio of iron which is 0.3 [6].
Models for magnetostriction can be elongation-based or force-based. Elon-
gation -based models find the elongation that is caused by the magnetostric-
tion as a function of the magnetic induction of the material. These models
are less common than force-based models and are not considered further.
With force-based models, an equivalent magnetostriction force is calculated.
Applying this equivalent force causes the same strain in the material as is
caused by the magnetostriction effect.
D.4.1 A Weak Coupling Approach
Delaere et al in [29] and [30] showed that equivalent magnetostriction forces
can be incorporated into the weakly coupled system in equation (249). The
resulting mechanical deflection of the nodes in the system when magne-
tostriction is included ∆x⊤ is the sum of the elastic deflection ∆x and the
deflection caused by magnetostriction ∆xλ:
∆x⊤ =∆x+∆xλ (250)
Magnetic flux density is found from the solution to the magnetic field equa-
tion. The direction of the magnetic flux density is taken as the x axis and
the y axis is perpendicular to this. Using either known magnetostriction
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characteristics or assumed magnetostrictive strain as a function of magnetic
flux density, the magnetostriction of each element can be calculated. The
magnetostriction of the element in the x direction is λ, magnetostriction
perpendicular to this is λt. For plane stress and isotropic magnetostriction
the magnetostrictive strain in the x and y directions is [28]:
λx = λ
λy = λt = −λ2
λz = λt = −λ2
(251)
In the local coordinates of each element, the centre of gravity is taken to
be a fixed point with coordinates (xem, y
e
m). The nodal displacements of the
element ∆xeλ = (uei, vei) are found with respect to this fixed point:
uei = (xni − xem)λx (252)
vei = (yni − yem)λy (253)
where (xni, yni) are the coordinates of the ith node. Elemental nodal dis-
placements cannot be summed, but the elemental nodal forces can be. The
elemental nodal forces f eλ are found simply using the element stiffness ma-
trix:
f eλ = K
e(∆x)eλ (254)
The vector of nodal forces for the whole structure is the sum of the elemental
forces:
fλ =
∑
e
f eλ (255)
These forces are incorporated into equation (249) as follows:

 K 0
0 K




a
∆x⊤

 =


j
f + fem + fλ

 (256)
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This result can also be obtained by substituting equation (250) into equation
(249) and minimizing the mechanical energy with respect to the total nodal
deformation ∆x⊤.
D.4.2 A Strong Coupling Approach
A strong coupling approach was used in [81] to develop a numerical model
of an electrical machine using energy equations for the mechanical and mag-
netic systems. The strong coupling accounted for magnetic saturation,
change in permeability with stress and the dependence of magnetic force
on magnetic vector potential and mechanical deformation.
In [24] and [29] Delaere et al incorporate magnetostriction in a strong cou-
pling analysis. In this case the system of equations can be written as:

 K Λ
Σ K




∆a
∆x⊤

 =


j
f

 (257)
Here the symbol Λ represents the dependency of permeability on strain.
The product Λ∆x⊤ represents the change in elastic energy U due to a
change in the magnetic field:
∂U
∂(∆a)
≈ Λ∆x⊤ (258)
There will also be terms independent of ∆x⊤ in this expression. An ana-
lytical expression for ∂U
∂(∆a)
is given in [24] by considering a change in flux
density ∆B which causes a change in deformation ∆xλ due to magnetostric-
tion. No external stresses are applied so the change in mechanical energy
is zero but the change in deflection is not zero. The external work that is
required to shrink the structure back to its original shape gives the change
in mechanical energy ∆U that the magnetostriction causes. For an isotropic
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material under plane stress [24]:
∂U
∂∆x⊤
= AtE
1.25− ν
1− ν2 λ
∂λ
∂∆x⊤
(259)
Here, A and t are the elemental area and axial thickness respectively, E is
the Young’s Modulus and ν is the Poisson’s ratio. Equation (259) above
can be written in the following form [24]:
∂U
∂(∆x)
⊤
= jλ +Λ∆x⊤ (260)
The system of equations for a strongly coupled analysis then becomes:

 K Λ
Σ K




∆a
∆x⊤

 =


j− jλ
f + fλ

 (261)
D.4.3 The Method of Magnetostrictive Stress
The method of magnetostrictive stress is used to calculate equivalent
nodal magnetostrictive forces [6]. This method uses measured data of mag-
netostrictive stress parallel to the direction of the magnetic field against flux
density and stress. Assumptions are used to calculate the magnetostrictive
stress in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field. The calculated
stress is shared across the nodes on the edge of each element and multi-
plied by the relevant area to get elemental nodal forces. The elemental
nodal forces are summed to get the equivalent nodal forces for the whole
structure.
D.4.4 Comparisons of Different Approaches
A common assumption that is used to calculate equivalent magnetostric-
tive forces is that magnetostrictive strain in a material remains within the
isotropic range. The resultant deformation can therefore be estimated as
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a quadratic function of flux density. In [28] Delaere et al investigated the
effect of Maxwell forces and magnetostriction on the vibration spectra of an
electrical machine. The authors used two isotropic magnetostriction curves
to calculate magnetostrictive strain λ as a function of flux density b, these
were λ = 10−6b2 and λ = 10−6(b2− 0.4b4). The method of magnetostrictive
stress was used to calculate the equivalent magnetostrictive forces. The
principle of virtual work and weak coupling were used to solve the system
of equations. The authors found that the acceleration spectra of the ma-
chine from magnetostriction alone was lower than that from Maxwell forces
alone. The differences between the acceleration spectra from the two differ-
ent magnetostriction curves were small [28].
A coupling method was developed by Belahcen in [6] in which both sets
of field equations were included in a single set of matrix equations. The
variables in these matrices were dependent on the solution. Iterations were
needed to account for the non-linearity of the magnetic field and the de-
pendence of the permeability on the magnetic field strength and mechanical
stress. The magnetostrictive stress method and the virtual work method
were both used and compared. The results of the calculations suggested
that the magnetostrictive stress method was the best method for calculat-
ing magnetostrictive forces.
In [30] Delaere et al developed a 2D magnetic and undamped mechani-
cal model of the stator of a synchronous machine. Weak coupling and the
principle of virtual work were used to calculate the vibration spectrum of
the stator from Maxwell, magnetostriction and Lorenz forces. In [31], De-
laere et al used the principle of virtual work and strong coupling between
magnetic and mechanical FE models to calculate local magnetic forces in
a synchronous machine. In both papers the predicted frequency spectrum
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of the stator of the machine was compared to a measured stator vibration
spectrum and good correlation was found between the two.
D.4.5 Conclusion of the Methods Discussed
The literature review of magnetostriction analysis has shown that this is
a complicated topic and measured magnetostriction values for materials
are not readily available from the manufacturer. Magnetostrictive strain
can sometimes be measured in the direction of the magnetic field. Oth-
erwise analytical techniques exist for the estimation of magnetostriction
parallel, perpendicular and at angles to the direction of the magnetic field.
These techniques have proved to give reasonable results for magnetostriction
analysis.
D.5 Approaches to Calculating Electromagnetic Torque
There are different methods suitable for calculating electromagnetic torque.
These are mentioned only briefly here. The Maxwell stress method derives
torque from an integral of Maxwell stress in the air gap. This method is
used in this study and so is explained in section D.11 of this chapter.
• A Maxwell stress harmonic filter method derives the torque directly
from values of magnetic potential [88].
• The virtual work method gives the torque for a linear system as the
derivative of magnetic energy with respect to angle around the air gap
[39] [90].
T =
∂W
∂θ
(262)
• The reference frame theory calculation of torque uses voltage equa-
tions for the rotor and stator. These equations can be transformed by
well known transformations in electrical engineering onto a d/q refer-
ence frame or an α/β reference frame. The choice of reference frame
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affects the calculation of torque. This method requires values for the
rotor and stator current in each phase and these must be sinusoidal.
The rotor and stator flux linkage in each phase and rotor and stator
resistance are also required [4].
• The d/q reference frame averaged torque method gives torque as:
T =
6npp
4
(ψdjq − ψdjd) (263)
Where npp is the number of pole pairs, ψd and ψq are the d and q flux
linkages and jd and jq are d and q currents.
D.6 Part 2: The Electromagnetic Calculations used
in this Study
The next sections lay out the calculations that were used in this study. The
magnetic analysis of an electrical machine was undertaken in MATLAB with
all scripts written by the author. The sections in this part of the chapter
comprise:
• The central circle method.
• Magnetic flux density in the air gap.
• Maxwell forces which act across the air gap on the stator teeth.
• Equivalent magnetostriction forces in the stator iron.
• Electromagnetic torque.
Two features of the air gap between the rotor and the stator are important
in this analysis. These are the central circle and the middle circle and
these are introduced here:
In this study the rotor model and the stator model are created separately.
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The rotor mesh is created in the rotor reference frame and the stator mesh
is created in the stator reference frame. The stator reference frame remains
static and the rotor reference frame rotates with respect to this by an angle
φ as shown in figure 144. The central circle method is used to combine
these models and this method requires a central circle to exist in the air
gap between the rotor and stator models. The rotor model has a layer of
elements adjacent to the rotor structure in the air gap between the rotor
and the stator. The stator model also includes at least one layer of elements
in the air gap adjacent to the stator structure. The boundary of the rotor
model in the air gap lies on the boundary of the stator model in the air gap.
This boundary is called the central circle. The circumferential positions of
the nodes on the central circle of the stator model do not need to coincide
with the circumferential positions of the nodes on the central circle of the
rotor model. Figure 145 gives an illustration of the central circle and the
air gap nodes.
The middle circle is distinct from the central circle and is important for
the calculations of magnetic flux density, Maxwell force and torque. This is
a circle that goes through the middle of a ring of elements in the air gap of
either the rotor or stator model. A number of points are defined for each
element on this circle in the reference coordinates of the element. In the
reference coordinates these points are equally spaced and they start on the
lower border of the element and finish on the upper border of the element
see figure 146 for an illustration of this. Where there are two adjacent ele-
ments on the middle circle there are two points with the same coordinates
in the stator reference frame on the mutual boundary of these elements.
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D.7 The Central Circle Method
This section describes how the rotor and stator models are combined so
that the rotation of the rotor with respect to the stator can be considered.
Sections B.6 and B.8 show that the governing equation of a magnetic FE
problem is:
Ka = j (264)
In this study the magnetic stiffness matrix K and excitation vector j are
created separately for the rotor and stator:
Krar = jr and Ksas = js
(265)
A method is required to combine the rotor and stator models so that the
effect of the rotor field is imposed on the stator model and vice versa. This
method must also allow for the rotation of the rotor model with respect to
the stator model.
The method that has been chosen for this is called the central circle method
[70]. The central circle method utilises two transformations. The first trans-
formation approximates the potentials of the nodes on the central circle by
a Fourier series. The second transformation provides for the rotation of the
rotor reference frame.
The stiffness matrices for the rotor Kr and stator Ks are partitioned as
shown:
Kr =

 Krrr Krrc
Krcr Krcc

 Ks =

 Ksss Kssc
Kscs Kscc

 (266)
The subscript rrr corresponds to the nodes in the rotor model, excluding
those that lie on the central circle. The subscript rcc corresponds to the
nodes in the rotor model that only lie on the central circle. Similarly, the
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subscript sss corresponds to the nodes in the stator model, excluding those
that lie on the central circle. The subscript scc corresponds to the nodes in
the stator model which only lie on the central circle.
The excitation vectors and vectors of magnetic potential for the stator and
rotor are divided in a similar manner:
j
r
=


j
rrr
j
rcc

 , js =


j
sss
j
scc

 (267)
ar =


arrr
arcc

 , as =


asss
ascc

 (268)
The excitation applied to the central circle nodes is zero so:
j
rcc
= j
scc
= 0 (269)
but
arcc 6= ascc 6= 0 (270)
The Fourier harmonics of the rotor and stator central circle potentials are
afr and afs respectively. The transformation matrix that converts harmonics
of potential into nodal potentials are Tfr and Tfs:
arcc = Tfrafr and ascc = Tfsafs (271)
The number of columns in Tfr and Tfs is twice the number of harmonics in
the Fourier series p. The number of rows in each is the number of nodes on
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the central circle for either the rotor nr or stator ns :
Tfr =


cos(θr1) sin(θr1) · · · cos(kθr1) sin(kθr1) · · · cos(pθr1) sin(pθr1)
cos(θr2) sin(θr2) · · · cos(kθr2) sin(kθr2) · · · cos(pθr2) sin(pθr2)
...
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
...
cos(θri) sin(θri) · · · cos(kθri) sin(kθri) · · · cos(pθri) sin(pθri)
...
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
...
cos(θrnr) sin(θrnr) · · · cos(kθrnr) sin(kθrnr) · · · cos(pθrnr) sin(pθrnr)


(272)
Tfs =


cos(θs1) sin(θs1) · · · cos(kθs1) sin(kθs1) · · · cos(pθs1) sin(pθs1)
cos(θs2) sin(θs2) · · · cos(kθs2) sin(kθs2) · · · cos(pθs2) sin(pθs2)
...
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
...
cos(θsi) sin(θsi) · · · cos(kθsi) sin(kθsi) · · · cos(pθsi) sin(pθsi)
...
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
...
cos(θsns) sin(θsns) · · · cos(kθsns) sin(kθsns) · · · cos(pθsns) sin(pθsns)


(273)
Here k is an integer that increases from 1 to p for every pair of columns. θr1,
θri and θrnr are the angles from the rotor reference frame to the 1st, ith and
last node on the rotor central circle. θs1, θsi and θsns are the angles from
the stator reference frame to the 1st, ith and last node on the stator central
circle. No zeroth harmonic has been included here because this would indi-
cate a flow of flux around the central circle. There is no excitation present
that would cause this to occur and so the zeroth harmonic has been omitted.
Substituting equation (271) into equation (265) and combining the rotor
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and stator models into one set of matrix equations results in:


Krrr KrrcTfr 0 0
T⊤frKrcr T
⊤
frKrccTfr 0 0
0 0 Ksss KsscTfs
0 0 T⊤fsKscs T
⊤
fsKsccTfs




arrr
afr
asss
afs


=


j
rrr
T⊤frjrcc
j
sss
T⊤fsjscc


(274)
The second transformation provides the rotation of the rotor reference
frame:
afs = T(φ)afr jfs = −T(φ)jfr (275)
T(φ) is a square matrix, of dimensions (2p x 2p):
T(φ) =


cos(φ)−sin(φ) · · · 0 0 · · · 0 0
sin(φ) cos(φ) · · · 0 0 · · · 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 · · · cos(kφ)−sin(kφ) · · · 0 0
0 0 · · · sin(kφ) cos(kφ) · · · 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · cos(pφ)−sin(pφ)
0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · sin(pφ) cos(pφ)


(276)
The vector of potentials can be constrained:


arrr
afr
asss
afs


=


I 0 0
0 0 I
0 I 0
0 0 T(φ)




arrr
asss
afr


(277)
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L =


I 0 0
0 0 I
0 I 0
0 0 T(φ)


Substituting equation (277) into equation (274) and premultiplying by L⊤
results in the combined system equation:


Krrr 0 KrrcTfr
0 Ksss KsscTfsT(φ)
T⊤frKrcr T(φ)
⊤T⊤fsKscs T
⊤
frKrccTfr +T(φ)
⊤T⊤fsKsccTfsT(φ)




arrr
asss
afr


=


jrrr
jsss
0


(278)
Equation (278) can be solved to find the non central circle rotor potentials,
non central circle stator potentials and the harmonics of potential on the
rotor central circle. The harmonics of potential on the stator central circle
can be found from equation (275). The stator and rotor nodal central circle
potentials can then be found from equation (271).
D.8 Magnetic Flux Density
In three dimensional magneto-static analysis, magnetic flux density b at
any given point (x , y , z ) is given by the curl of magnetic vector potential a:
b = ∇× a (279)
In two dimensional analysis this leads to:
b =


bx
by

 , bx =
∂a
∂y
, by = −∂a
∂x
(280)
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Maxwell’s third equation for a static electromagnetic field (explained in
Appendix E) in differential form is:
∇× h = j (281)
j is a vector of current density. A required material equation for an unsat-
urated system is:
b = µh (282)
h is the magnetic field strength. Incorporating equation (282) into equation
(279) and equation (281) leads to:
∇× (∇× a) = µj (283)
From vector calculus
∇× (∇× a) = ∇(∇ · a)−∇2a (284)
∇ · a = 0 and µ is assumed constant and so the formulation for a static
magnetic field within one element is given by:
∇2a = −µj (285)
The element flux density vector be is created in FE form from:
be = J
−1Zae (286)
Z = Z(η, ζ) provides the derivatives of the shape functions with respect to
reference coordinates. This study uses eight noded quadrilateral elements
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and so Z is:
Z =

 ∂N1∂η ∂N2∂η ∂N3∂η ∂N4∂η ∂N5∂η ∂N6∂η ∂N7∂η ∂N8∂η
−∂N1
∂ζ
−∂N2
∂ζ
−∂N3
∂ζ
−∂N4
∂ζ
−∂N5
∂ζ
−∂N6
∂ζ
−∂N7
∂ζ
−∂N8
∂ζ

 (287)
Appendix B provides the Jacobian matrix J = J(η, ζ) in equation (125),
the polynomials N1 to N8 in equation (115) and the ordering of the nodes
in figure 124. The inverse of the Jacobian matrix, J−1, provides the trans-
formation from reference coordinates to global coordinates. ae holds the
values of vector potential for each node in the element. The resulting flux
density vector is in global (x, y) coordinates. This can be converted into
radial and tangential coordinates by the rotation matrix H given in (174)
in appendix B.
In the analysis of the electrical machine, the magnetic flux density is calcu-
lated at every point on the middle circle in the stator air gap. In order to
achieve this the coordinates of each point on the middle circle for each ele-
ment (η, ζ) are substituted into Z and J in equation (286). Global vectors of
flux density are created. These hold the radial and tangential components
of flux density for all of the points on the middle circle.
D.9 Maxwell Forces acting at the Tooth Tips
Radial and tangential Maxwell stresses σRR and σRθ are calculated from the
radial and tangential component of flux density bR and bθ and the perme-
ability of free space µ0:
σRR =
b2R − b2θ
2µ0
(288)
σRθ =
2bRbθ
2µ0
(289)
In the analysis of an electrical machine the radial and tangential Maxwell
stresses are calculated for all points on the middle circle, for all time steps.
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These values are stored in matrices σRR and σRθ. The rows of these
matrices hold values for all points on the middle circle, the columns hold
values for all time steps.
These matrices are used to calculate the nodal Maxwell forces that act
on the tooth tips of the stator. This is done by considering the radial and
tangential stress of the points on the middle circle within each bay. The
average value of these points of bay k are taken as σkRR and σkRθ. These are
multiplied by the length of the section of middle circle in the bay l (shown
in figure 146 and the axial length of the air gap t. This gives the radial and
tangential values of Maxwell force for the bay fMRk and fMθk respectively.
fMRk = σRRklt, fMθk = σRθklt (290)
These can be rotated to give Maxwell force values in the local Cartesian
coordinates of the bay. A matrix of Maxwell forces FM can be generated
which has 2s rows and T columns where there are s bays and T time steps.
The rows correspond to the local x and y DoFs of each tooth tip. The
columns are populated with these values for each time step in the analysis.
In order to carryout an analysis of the effect of the different Fourier har-
monics of Maxwell force the matrices of Maxwell stress or Maxwell force
can be transformed into a 2D Fourier map. The coefficients of any required
combinations of temporal and spatial harmonics can be extracted from the
2D Fourier map and expanded back into the temporal frequency domain.
This procedure is explained in section B.16 of appendix B. If the matrices
of Maxwell stress of every point on the middle circle are to be used for
this then the Fourier decomposition treats the distribution of stress as a
continuous function. The vectors of stress that are found in the tempo-
ral frequency domain will correspond to the radial and tangential values of
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stress for every tooth tip in the stator. These values must be converted into
values of force by multiplying by the axial and circumferential length of the
air gap. These radial force values will then need to be rotated into the local
Cartesian coordinates of the corresponding bay in order to be applied to
the mechanical model.
If the matrices of nodal Maxwell force at the tooth tips are decomposed
into the temporal frequency and spatial frequency domain then the vectors
that are expanded back into the temporal frequency are force values in the
local Cartesian coordinates of each bay and need no further transformations
to be applied to the mechanical model.
D.10 Equivalent Magnetostriction Forces
Equivalent magnetostriction forces are calculated as the set of nodal forces
that would cause the same strain in an element as magnetostriction would
under the influence of an external magnetic field. A coordinate set is defined
by (r, s), where r is the direction of the magnetic field and s is perpendic-
ular to this. The magnetic model in this study is unsaturated and so the
magnetostrictive strain is proportional to the square of flux density in the r
and s directions. Two constants are required to calculate the magnetostric-
tive strain from the known magnetic flux density of every node in the stator
core. These are α and β, these represent constants of proportionality in the
r and s directions respectively. By assuming isotropic magnetostriction the
strain in the s direction is half of the magnitude and has opposite sign to
that in the r direction:
β = −α
2
(291)
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The magnetostrictive strain is:
λN = b
⊤H⊤

 α 0
0 β

Hb (292)
b =


bx
by

 (293)
The rotation matrix H in equation (292) transforms the magnetostrictive
strain λN into the local (x, y) frame for the element [6]. H is explained in
(174) in appendix B.
The magnetostrictive nodal force vector for a single element is described
by fλe:
fλe =
∫
Ae
B⊤DλNdA (294)
Numerically this integral is calculated using Gaussian integration:
fλe =
q∑
i=1
q∑
k=1
wiwkB(ζi , ηk)
⊤DλN(ζi , ηk)|J| (295)
The matrices B and D are explained in section (B.4). The vector fλe has
an entry for the x and y components of force for each node in the element
[54].
The force vector for the whole mechanical structure is assembled by the
same merge and reduction process that is used on the mass and stiffness
matrices. This process is described in section B.12. The reduced vector of
nodal forces is fλR. A vector of magnetostriction forces is calculated for
every time step.
In the electrical machine analysis, in order to analyse the effect of the mag-
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netostrictive forces on the mechanical system, the reduced vectors of nodal
force are decomposed into Fourier harmonics. In order to achieve this the
cyclic symmetry of the structure must be preserved in fλR. Thus in local
coordinates of each bay, both DoFs are retained as masters for the same
nodes in every bay in the stator. Each row of fλR corresponds to a master
DoF in the stator.
For decomposition into a 2D Fourier map each master node per bay of
fλR is considered in turn. The x and y components of force are separated
from fλR and the components of force that correspond to the same node in
each bay are also separated. If there are P nodes in a bay there will then
be P vectors that hold the x component of force (fλx) for the same node in
each bay of the stator. There will also be P vectors that hold the y compo-
nent of force (fλy) for each node in each bay of the stator. These vectors are
individually decomposed into a 2D Fourier map using the method described
in section B.16 in appendix B for decomposition of a discrete function. The
result of the decomposition is P two dimensional Fourier maps that hold
the x coefficients of force and P two dimensional Fourier maps that hold
the y coefficients of force for all temporal and spatial frequencies.
In order to analyse the effect of a certain combination of spatial and tem-
poral harmonics (n and m), the relevant entries are extracted from all of
the Fourier maps. The expansion of these coefficients into the temporal
frequency domain is also described in section B.16 in appendix B. This
expansion will lead to P vectors of equivalent magnetostriction forces for
the local x and y DoFs in the structure. These can then be combined into
a single vector with entries that correspond to each DoF in the model.
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D.11 Electromagnetic Torque
The tangential component of Maxwell stress in the air gap of an electrical
machine σRθ is given in equation (289) in section D.9. Net circumferential
force acting on the stator fEM is calculated from the line integral of the
tangential component of Maxwell stress around the air gap. Electromagnetic
torque TEM is the product of the electromagnetic force and the radius to
the path of integration r:
fEM =
∮
l
σRθdl TEM = r
∮
l
σRθdl (296)
In this study the values of flux density of the points on the middle circle
are used for the numerical calculation of torque using Simpson’s rule. For
a single element with unit axial depth, q middle circle points and average
distance between each point h, the integral is:
r
∫ xq
x1
σRθdx = r
h
3
[σRθ1 + 4(σRθ2 + σRθ4 + . . .+ σRθq−1) + ...
2(σRθ3 + σRθ5 + . . .+ σRθq−2) + σRθq] (297)
D.12 Conclusion to the Chapter
The first part of this chapter has provided a literature review of techniques
for magnetic finite element analysis. This is a vast topic and the literature
review has given an overview of a few methods of analysis that other authors
have used. The second part of this chapter has given the methods that were
coded in MATLAB by the author in order to carryout magnetic FE analysis.
The results of an investigation into a single stator tooth rig are presented
in chapter 2 and for a large electrical machine in chapter 4.
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E Maxwell’s Equations
Maxwell unified electromagnetic field theory by combining Ampere’s law,
Faraday’s law and Gauss’s law for electric and magnetic fields, he also added
an extra term to Ampere’s law. Maxwell’s four equations govern the inter-
action of bodies which are magnetically or electrically charged, or both, for
bodies and charges which are either stationary or varying with position or
time. Maxwell’s four equations are given below:
∇ · d = ρ
∮
s
dds = Q (298)
∇ · b = 0
∮
s
bds = 0 (299)
∇× h = j+ ∂d
∂t
∮
hdl =
∫
s
(
j+
∂d
∂t
)
ds = Itotal (300)
∇× e = −∂b
∂t
∮
edl = −
∫
s
∂b
∂t
ds = ϑ (301)
Where d is electric flux density and e is electric field strength: d = ε0εre.
Q is total charge within an area s enclosed by a boundary l, j is current
density and ρ is charge density, ε0 = 8.85× 10−12Fm−1 is the permittivity
of free space and εr is relative permittivity. b is magnetic flux density and
h is magnetic field strength: b = µ0µrh. Itotal is total current in s and ϑ
is emf around l , µ0 = 4pi× 10−7Hm−1 is the permeability of free space and
µr is relative permeability. The integrations are taken either over an en-
closed surface s with ds representing an infinitesimal area on s , or over the
boundary of the surface l where dl is an element of length on the surface,
see figure 147.
Electrostatics
Maxwell’s first equation (298) is taken from Gauss’s law for electric fields.
This law holds for static, time varying and motion varying electrical fields.
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In differential form the divergence of electrical flux density gives the charge
density which is causing the electric field. In integral form; the integral of
electric flux density over the enclosed surface gives the total charge within
the surface. If the charge is outside the surface, the right hand side of equa-
tion (298) goes to zero. In this case there is no net flux across the surface
boundary because all lines of flux that enter the surface also leave the sur-
face, see figure 148. For a surface which contains charge there is a resultant
flux density across the surface which equals the total charge in the surface,
see figure 149. This law is a necessary consequence of Coulomb’s law (302)
which states that an isolated charge q1 surrounded by an electric field exerts
a force f on a second charge q2 . The electric field is radial from the charge
and q2 is a distance r from q1 , the force decreases with the inverse square
of distance from the charge.
f =
q1q2
4piε0εrr2
r (302)
Magnetostatics
Maxwell’s second equation (299) is taken from Gauss’s law for magnetic
fields. This law states that the total magnetic flux out of an enclosed sur-
face is zero. Consequently, magnetic monopoles do not exist, magnetic poles
only occur in pairs, lines of magnetic flux flow from the magnetic north to
the magnetic south pole and the magnetic flux density is a solenoidal field
vector. This means that all magnetic flux forms closed loops and so all lines
which enter the surface s also leave the surface, see figure 150.
Varying Electric Field
Maxwell’s third equation (300) is taken from Ampere’s law. Ampere’s law
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is:
∇× h = j
∮
hdl =
∫
s
jds = Itotal (303)
∇ · j = −∂ρ
∂t
(304)
Equation (304) represents the continuity equation for electric charge. Am-
pere’s law implies that ∇· j = 0 and so ∂ρ
∂t
is also zero. Therefore, Ampere’s
law applies only to steady currents; it explains that a steady current will
produce a steady magnetic field.
Maxwell added an extra term to this law which allows for a time vary-
ing electric field. Replacing the right hand side of (303) with Maxwell’s
term results in:
∇× h = ∂d
∂t
∮
hdl =
∫
s
∂d
∂t
ds = Itotal (305)
This equation describes how an electric field which changes with time gives
rise to a magnetic field which changes with position and time.
Equations (303) and (305) are both linear and therefore have superpos-
able solutions; together they form Maxwell’s third law (300) and describe
how an electric field which changes with both position and time creates a
magnetic field.
Varying Magnetic Field
Maxwell’s fourth equation (301) is taken from Faraday’s law. This law
states that a magnetic field which changes with time gives rise to an elec-
tric field which varies with both position and time. The emf induced is
given by the total electric field strength around a closed path. This is also
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proportional to the rate of change of magnetic flux. The induced emf in
turn induces a secondary current around the path. A steady magnetic field
will not produce an electric field [96].
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Figure 147: Integration Surface and Boundary for Maxwell’s Equations
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Figure 149: A Point Charge Within an Enclosed Boundary
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Figure 150: Closed Magnetic Field Lines around a Current Carrying Con-
ductor
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ABSTRACT 
 
A robust vibration absorber reduces vibrations of a system over a range of frequencies.  Passive vibration 
absorption is achieved with a tuned mass and spring (known as a dynamic vibration absorber (DVA)).  This is a 
simple, low cost method of reducing vibrations at a single frequency; however, in order to achieve robust 
absorption a heavy mass is required. Active vibration control is achieved with an actuator capable of applying a 
force to the system at any range of frequencies, but this method is expensive.  Combining active and passive 
absorbers allows for robust absorption with minimum passive absorber mass.  Various methods of combined 
absorption have already been proposed for systems with a single resonant frequency.   
 
This paper investigates hybrid robust vibration control of a primary system with frequency components which are 
the first three harmonics of the excitation of the system.  The hybrid absorber consists of a three mass-spring 
system.  Passive absorption is achieved with three masses and joining springs, the active absorption is modelled 
as springs in parallel with the passive springs but with variable stiffness.  Variations in frequency harmonics are 
proportional; absorption is maintained at a range of frequencies by altering the active spring stiffnesses. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
A dynamic vibration absorber (DVA) is a simple mass-spring system.  When a primary system is subjected to a 
harmonic force, its vibration at a single frequency can be passively absorbed by attaching a tuned DVA [1].  The 
presence of the DVA causes an anti-resonance in the frequency response of the coupled system at the tuned 
resonant frequency of the absorber.  The frequency range either side of the anti-resonant frequency where the 
primary system has a low response increases as the absorber mass increases, therefore in order to obtain a 
robust enough vibration absorber to provide vibration absorption in a finite frequency range, a large absorber 
mass is required which creates a heavy, undesirable system [2].  Robust vibration absorption is required in a 
number of situations, mainly where the excitation frequency of the primary system is variable, but also if the 
properties of the absorber system cannot be developed accurately or alter due to operating conditions causing an 
unpredictable absorber resonant frequency. 
 
Active vibration absorption is provided in the form of actuators, which can include piezoelectric actuators, 
magnetostrictive actuators, electric motors or pneumatic springs, in conjunction with a control system.  The active 
absorber can, theoretically, exert forces on the primary system at any range of frequencies so absorption is 
provided regardless of external factors which may affect system properties or operating speed.  This type of 
absorption requires complex, expensive actuator and control arrangements [3]. 
 
Combining active absorption provision with a passive DVA enables a simple, low cost, robust absorber system to 
be developed.  The combined absorber is capable of operating at a range of frequencies, without the need for a 
heavy absorber mass, and without the expense incurred from full active control [4]. 
 
Principles of vibration absorption can also be extended to consider absorbing the response of a primary system 
due to excitation forces with multiple frequencies.  This is a concept that is useful in many situations as machinery 
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 often experiences excitations that comprise of a fundamental frequency as well as integer harmonics of that 
frequency.   
 
 
Combined active and passive robust absorption has been considered by Kidner et al. [5] who used a beam-like 
structure as a vibration absorber mounted on a primary system.  Swept sinusoidal excitation was applied to the 
primary system initially at the passive tuned resonant frequency of the absorber; this was altered to equal the 
resonant frequency of the primary system.  Robust absorption was provided by changing the beam geometry and 
consequently altering the beam stiffness and resonant frequency, fuzzy logic control enabled this geometry 
change to track the excitation frequency. 
 
Hill et al. [6] developed a passive absorber which absorbed the response of the primary system at three excitation 
frequencies and in a small frequency range either side of these frequencies.  The absorber consisted of two rods 
which each supported a mass either side of a centre section, mounted on the primary system.  This configuration 
displayed six distinct, predictable mode shapes.  The mass, material properties, rod diameters and lengths were 
tuned so that two absorber resonant frequencies occurred either side of each of the three excitation frequencies.  
This resulted in a passive absorber system which was slightly more robust than an absorber system would be if 
three absorber resonant frequencies were tuned exactly to the primary system excitation frequencies.  Active 
absorption was attempted to enable absorption of a wider range of frequencies than the passive device alone 
would enable.  Adaptive absorption was achieved with a stepper motor which wound the masses in and out and 
therefore changed the resonant frequencies of the absorber.  In practice the presence of the motor increased the 
number of absorber resonances and decreased the effectiveness of the absorber at the required frequencies. 
  
May et al. [7] developed an adaptive DVA to absorb the first, second, and third blade pass frequencies (BPFs) in 
a turboprop aircraft.  The frequencies in question were 100Hz, 200Hz and 300Hz, the absorber was also required 
to exert 29N, 18N and 10N on the primary system at the three BPFs respectively.  The authors developed an 
absorber with passive resonant frequency tuned to 100Hz; the fundamental frequency.  The absorber acted 
actively over the range 50Hz to 400Hz using an active magnetostrictive rod and lever system.   
 
 
This paper develops a multi degree of freedom (MDoF) DVA which satisfies the absorption requirements 
introduced in paper [7]: Absorption of the primary system is provided at the fundamental excitation frequency, 2
nd
 
harmonic and 3
rd
 harmonic; nominally 100Hz, 200Hz and 300Hz.  Modal participation factors are 29, 18 and 10 at 
the three excitation frequencies respectively.   
 
In Section 2 of this paper the absorption and force requirements at all three excitation frequencies are provided by 
a 3 degree of freedom (3DoF) passive DVA.  In Section 3 the concept of hybrid passive and active MDoF 
absorption is used.  A static, active spring is used to provide vibration absorption when the three excitation 
frequencies vary in proportion to each other.  This is effective over a small frequency range around the three 
nominal frequencies.  Section 4 illustrates the characteristics and limitations of the active spring.  Section 5 
introduces a dynamic, active spring to provide robust vibration absorption over a wide frequency range around the 
three nominal frequencies when the frequencies vary in proportion to each other. 
 
 
2. MULTI DEGREE OF FREEDOM PASSIVE ABSORBTION 
 
A Three DoF DVA is developed to satisfy the following requirements: 
• The first, second and third resonant frequencies occur at 100Hz, 200Hz and 300Hz respectively.   
• The sum of the three masses is 1kg.   
• The modal participation factors for mass3 are 29 in mode 1, 18 in mode 2 and 10 in mode 3.   
 
The modal participation factors represent the force exerted by the absorber on the primary system in each of the 
three mode shapes of the absorber.   These values are taken from the mass normalised mode vectors of each 
mode for mass 3.   
 
The equations of motion for this system are: 
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The 3DoF DVA is shown in Figure 1 
 
MatLab code was developed to solve this problem; the code required estimated values for the unknown 
parameters; M1, M2, M3, K12, K23, K3.  The eigenvalue problem was solved with these values.  The residuals of the 
calculated modal participation factors and resonant frequencies against the required values were found.  The 
sensitivity of the residuals to changes in initial values was calculated and from this information numerical 
differentiation was carried out, which enabled values of the required parameters to be found to high precision.  
 
The absorber system parameters were found to be: 
M1 = 0.0040606 kg     M2 = 0.161353 kg      M3 = 0.798040 kg          
K12 = 82,355.016 Nm
-1
 K23 = 329,265.970 Nm
-1
 K3 = 427,111.991 Nm
-1
 
 
Figure 2; the frequency response function for this system shows that the resonant peaks of the absorber system 
are extremely narrow, if this system was attached to a primary system, vibrations of the primary system would be 
absorbed only on the exact resonant frequencies of the absorber.  A slight deviation in excitation frequency away 
from these frequencies could result in no absorption of the vibrations of the primary system or may even cause 
the system to vibrate at resonance; a case much worse than if no absorber were present. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Frequency (Hz) 
                        Figure 2: MDoF DVA Frequency Response Function 
                           + mass 1, o mass 2, ∇ mass 3 
 
Figure 1: Three Degree of Freedom DVA    
          
 
3. ROBUST HYBRID MULTI DEGREE OF FREEDOM VIBRATION ABSORPTION 
 
This section illustrates how robust vibration absorption can be achieved by combining active vibration provision 
with the passive absorber system. 
 
In a situation where a primary system experiences excitation which consists of a force with a fundamental 
frequency and integer harmonics of that frequency; variations in the fundamental excitation frequency cause 
proportional changes in the frequencies of the other harmonics. 
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 A three mass-spring system must be developed to provide robust vibration absorption at and around all three 
nominal resonant frequencies.  The three harmonics of excitation frequency of the primary system can vary in 
proportion to each other.  The absorber maintains absorption of the resulting vibration of the primary system.  
 
It is not possible for a mass-spring system to comply with the requirements that the resonant frequencies vary in 
proportion to each other and also maintain the modal participation factors required in Section 2.  
 
For the absorber system to achieve robust absorption while complying with the constraint that the sum of all 
masses must be equal to 1kg; Passive absorption is required at the fundamental excitation frequency of the 
primary system and at the second and third harmonics.  A small amount of active provision combined with the 
passive system enables the absorber properties to vary.  Therefore the resonant frequencies of the absorber also 
vary.  Frequency variations can be tuned to track the excitation frequencies of the primary system. 
 
The active provision takes the form of a spring; the stiffness of this spring is variable by a factor σ.  The overall 
stiffness of the active spring is denoted by (σdk).  This ‘active’ spring is placed in parallel with spring K3, which 
joins mass 3 to the primary system.   
 
The product σdk represents the ‘active’ spring stiffness, dk is constant, σ is variable.  When σ = 0, the resonant 
frequencies of the absorber are the nominal frequencies.   
 
Altering the stiffness of the active spring alters the resonant frequencies of the absorber system; increasing the 
stiffness increases the resonant frequencies, decreasing the stiffness decreases the resonant frequencies.  
Therefore, variations in excitation frequency can be tracked by altering the active stiffness of the hybrid absorber 
system and vibration suppression can be maintained.  
 
To comply with the requirement that all three resonant frequencies vary in proportion to each other, they must 
vary linearly with respect to σ.  The rate of change of the natural frequencies with respect to σ is therefore: 
11 =
σd
df
,    22 =
σd
df
,   33 =
σd
df
,                   (2)  
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U1, U2 and U3 are mass normalised mode shape vectors.  Equation (3) also gives the modal participation factors 
of the system, these are in direct contrast to the modal participation factors of the system designed in Section 2. 
The derivation of equation (3) is carried here: 
Take [K] and [M] to be the mass and stiffness matrices of the hybrid passive and active system: 
 
[ ] [ ]Λ=VKU T , where [ ] [ ] [ ], K  K  K 10 σ+=   [ ] [ ]IVMU T = , where [ ] [ ] [ ]10 M M  M σ+= .                             (4a), (5a)  
U and V are mass normalised mode shape vectors and [ ]
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Differentiate (4a) and (5a) with respect to σ and indicate this differentiation with dot notation: 
 
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]Λ=++  VKUVKUVKU TT ,  [ ] [ ] [ ] 0=++ VMUVMUVMU TTT                (4b), (5b) 
 
Define VVB 1−=  and UUA 1−= , (4b) and (5b) become: Λ=Λ++Λ BVKUA TT 1 , 01 =++ BUMUA
TT    (4c), (5c) 
 
(4c) – λ1(5c) simplifies to: [ ] [ ]Λ= VKU T 1                  (6) 
 
So if the rate of change of frequencies f1, f2 and f3 with respect to σ are 1, 2, and 3; the rate of change of 
eigenvalues (λ1, λ2 and λ3) are 1, 4 and 9.  Substitute this information into (6) to get the result shown in (3). 
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 Matlab code from section 2 was adapted to find a system that had:  
• Resonant frequencies of 100Hz, 200Hz and 300Hz when σ = 0; 
• M1+M2+M3=1kg;  
• 
[ ]
[ ] 1
9
111
313
=
UKU
UKU
T
T
 and 
[ ]
[ ] 1
4
111
212
=
UKU
UKU
T
T
 
 
The resulting absorber parameters are: 
M1 = 0.194363 kg     M2 = 0. 333333kg      M3 = 0.472303 kg           
K12 = 179,040.507 Nm
-1
 K23 = 435,068.433 Nm
-1
 K3 = 870,135.921 Nm
-1
 dk = 0.944606 Nm
-1
 
 
This section searches for a linear solution to a non-linear problem, therefore the resulting system provides 
absorption which is approximate to the requirements.   
Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the first, second and third resonant frequencies as σ changes.  The dashed lines show 
the required frequencies and the solid lines are the resonant frequencies of the actual system with the above 
parameters. 
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Figure 3: First Resonant Frequency v σ 
Required Frequency 
Frequency of Resulting System 
Figure 4: Second Resonant Frequency v σ 
Required Frequency 
Frequency of Resulting System 
Deviation  f = 100Hz f = 200Hz f = 300Hz 
f - 0.1% 3.1031x10
-4 
% 1.1061x10
-4
% -3.6703x10
-4
% 
f + 0.1% 6.6933x10
-4
% 4.7403x10
-4
% -1.6650x10
-5
% 
f - 1% -0.04410% -0.06249% -0.10310% 
f +1% -0.04860% -0.07003% -0.12740% 
Figure 5: Third Resonant Frequency v σ 
Required Frequency 
Frequency of Resulting System 
Table 1:  Error in Resonant Frequency with Deviation 
from Nominal Frequency 
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 As the absolute value of σ increases; the error in system resonant frequencies increases.  Table 1 shows that 
when the required frequency deviates by 0.1% from the nominal frequency, the error in resonant frequency of the 
designed system is only of magnitude 1x10
-4
%.  When the deviation in resonant frequency is at 1% the magnitude 
of error in resonant frequency of the designed system is much larger; between 0.04% and 6.7%. 
 
The results of this section show that robust vibration absorption is possible for a multi degree of freedom system 
with combined active and passive absorption, however all resonances cannot be controlled exactly proportionally 
with a single active spring for large variations from the nominal frequencies.  Modal participation factors cannot be 
constrained in this case. 
 
 
4. PROPERTIES OF A THREE DEGREE OF FREEDOM SYSTEM WITH AN ACTIVE SPRING 
 
The resonant frequencies of the absorber system against values of the active spring denoted by KC are plotted in 
Figure 6 and Figure 7.  Here, KC is equal to σdk in Section 3.  These graphs can be separated into regions; in 
each region the response of the system is different and can be explained: 
  
• KC << -K3 
For large negative values of active stiffness, KC, the value of the equivalent stiffness K3 + KC is near zero.  The 
first resonant frequency goes to zero and the system behaves like a 2DoF system, the second and third resonant 
frequencies are at their lowest values. 
  
• KC ≈  -K3 
The response of the system changes abruptly from a 2DoF to a 3DoF system.   
 
• -K3 < KC < K3 
This is a wide region where changes in KC have little effect on the response of the system because the magnitude 
of KC is much lower than the other spring stiffnesses. 
 
• KC ≈  K3 
As the magnitude of KC reaches the magnitude of the other springs in the system, the rate of change of 
frequencies with respect to KC is high.  Veering occurs: the mode shapes related to the second and third resonant 
frequencies switch over.  
 
• KC >> K3 
The third natural frequency goes to infinity with further increase in KC.  Infinite KC is the equivalent of a rigid rod 
and so the system behaves like a 2DoF system again.  Further increases in KC have no effect on the 1
st
 and 2
nd
 
resonant frequencies.  The 1
st
 and 2
nd
 resonant frequencies in this region are at their maximum. 
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Figure 6: Resonant Frequencies v KC, negative values of KC    
                    X: Frequency at the point where KC = -(K23 + K3)  
Figure 7: Resonant Frequencies v KC, positive values of KC 
                  X: Frequency at the point where KC = K23 + K3  
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 The resonant frequencies occur in the following ranges: 
0Hz < f1 < 177.16Hz, 177.17Hz < f2 < 290.87Hz, 290.87Hz < f3 < α Hz 
 
The resonant frequency limits affect the effectiveness of this absorber system for use with a primary system which 
has excitation at a fundamental frequency and harmonics of this frequency that vary in proportion to each other.   
 
The lower limit of the 3
rd
 resonant frequency is 290.87Hz this is 3.04% of the nominal frequency.  Decreases of 
3.04% of the 2
nd
 and 1
st
 resonant frequency are 193.91Hz and 96.96Hz respectively.  The upper limit for the 
whole system is given by the upper limit of the second resonant frequency, which is 290.87Hz.  This is 45.44% of 
the nominal frequency.  So, for the 1
st
, 2
nd
 and 3
rd
 resonances, the absorber can provide vibration absorption from 
96.96Hz to 145.44Hz, from 193.91Hz to 290.87Hz and from 290.87Hz to 436.32Hz respectively. 
 
 
5.  DYNAMIC ACTIVE ABSORPTION PROVISION 
 
In Section 3 the force exerted by the passive and active springs K3 and σdk on the primary system is proportional 
to the extension of the springs.  The active spring is described as static because the frequency of the system has 
no effect on the force that the active spring produces.  This section uses a frequency dependent active spring.  So 
for different modes, a different magnitude of force can be exerted by the spring.   
 
The requirements of the combined passive and active absorber system in this section are that within the 
frequency limits found in Section 4, the resonant frequencies vary in proportion to each other.   
 
The values of mass and the stiffness of the other springs are the same as in Section 2.  When no active provision 
is exerted, the resonant frequencies of the system are 100Hz, 200Hz and 300Hz and the modal participation 
factors of mass three are 29, 18 and 10. 
 
The addition of the frequency dependent spring adds two non-physical DoFs to the absorber system.  The two 
DoFs have an inertia represented by 1kg in the mass matrix of the current system [M2].  The stiffness matrix of the 
passive system is the same as [K0] in Sections 2 and 3 but with two extra DoFs populated with zeros.  The 
stiffness matrix for the active spring is [K1]. 
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The overall stiffness of the system [K2] is:  [ ] [ ] [ ]102 KKK σ+=  
The equation of motion for this system in the frequency domain is: [ ] [ ]( ) FxMK =− 22 ω ,             (7) 
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The presence of the extra DoFs within the frequency dependant spring enables the force that the spring exerts to 
alter for the three different mode shapes. 
 
The static equivalent of this spring is the spring KC used in Section 4 (now denoted KSC).  The relationship 
between the static and frequency dependent springs can be found by considering the force exerted.  For the static 
spring the force exerted is: 
33 xKF SC=                         (8) 
For the frequency dependent spring, the static force exerted is found from the 3
rd
 line in equation (7) when ω = 0: 
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For the frequency dependent spring, lines 4 and 5 in equation (7) expand to give:   
2
3
ω−
−=
A
AC
A
K
xK
x , and 
2
3
ω−
=
B
BC
B
K
xK
x               (10) 
Substituting (10) back into (9) gives:  32
2
2
2
3 x
K
K
K
K
KF
B
BC
A
AC
C








−
−
−
−=
ωω
            (11) 
The three terms in the brackets of equation (11) are the equivalent of the static spring stiffness KSC, equation (7).   
 
The values of KA and KB represent the eigenvalues of the controller; the location of the controller resonant 
frequencies in the frequency response of the absorber determines the contribution from the active spring.  For this 
example the values of KA and KB are set as linear functions of the fundamental excitation frequency (fex) of the 
primary system.  The values of KC, KAC and KBC are found so that the requirements of the absorber system are 
met.  The functions of KA and KB are:   
26545910779 += exA fK ,  211072256209 −= exB fK                  (12), (13) 
 
Figure 8 shows the values of KC, KAB and KBC as excitation frequency changes.  The above values for KA, KB, 
combined with values of KC, KAC and KBC give resonant frequencies of the absorber system as shown in Figure 9.  
The errors in absorber resonant frequency at the limits of operation are given in Table 2.  Table 2 clearly shows 
that the frequency dependent spring enables very accurate control of the absorber. 
 
 
 
 
Table 2: Error in Resonant Frequency with Deviation from Nominal Frequency 
 
As the excitation frequency deviates from the nominal frequency, Figure 8 shows that the magnitude of control 
stiffness that is required for the absorber to track the frequency increases.  At the upper limit of excitation 
frequency that can be absorbed, a very large value of KC is required. 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
   
Fundamental Excitation Frequency (Hz)                  Fundamental Excitation Frequency (Hz) 
Figure 8: Controller Parameters v Fundamental 
Excitation Frequency 
          Figure 9: Absorber Resonant Frequency 
- . - . -KBC,     …..KC,    - - - - KAC 
 
 
The magnitude of the mass and stiffness in the absorber system is linked to the cost of the absorber; heavier 
systems may be more expensive to run or may be unacceptable in the design requirements of the primary 
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 system.  Actuator cost can increase with frequency range.  This is because actuator cost is related to reactive 
power.  At the extremes of excitation frequency, in this example, actuator cost may be extremely high. 
 
Reactive power is defined as: Reactive power = spring force x relative velocity           (14) 
Which is also; Reactive power = spring stiffness x (relative displacement)
2
 x frequency         (15) 
 
Potential further development of the idea of hybrid absorption could be for a semi-active spring to be introduced 
into the system, in such a way that the change in fundamental excitation frequency could be tracked by altering a 
mechanical parameter.  Only the higher harmonics would then require active control for total vibration 
suppression. 
 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper has investigated multi degree of freedom absorption.  For a passive system, the frequencies that 
require absorption and the force requirements at these frequencies can be achieved.  However, to maintain 
minimum mass requirements, robustness is unattainable. 
 
Introducing a static active spring enables system robustness.  However, maintaining force requirements at 
frequencies away from the passively absorbed frequencies is not possible.  Varying all absorber resonant 
frequencies in proportion to each other is possible for small deviations from the nominal frequencies. 
 
The stiffness values of a frequency dependent active spring can be tuned so that absorber resonant frequencies 
can vary in proportion to each other over a wide frequency range.  At the nominal, passively absorbed frequencies 
modal participation factors can be set. 
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Abstract 
In mechanical engineering applications, the predominant sources of vibration are usually close-to-periodic 
in the sense that the forcing vector, f(t), can be expressed compactly in the Fourier series form 
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0
 and where the time-
constants associated with the functions {ak(t), bk(t),:(t)} are all long compared with the inverse of  t: . 
The specific format of the forcing allows effective vibration absorption to be proposed. By vibration 
absorption, we mean the introduction of additional (largely-)passive subsystems which serve to cancel the 
vibration close to its source or on a transmission path. Cases of such quasi-periodic forcing include inertial 
forces in all reciprocating/rotating machines, fluid-dynamic forces on bladed rotors and forces from cyclic 
manufacturing processes.  Two renewable-energy applications are presented. 
1 Introduction 
This paper addresses the suppression of vibration on primary structures where the excitation is quasi-
periodic. By quasi-periodic, we mean the correlation between f(t) and f(t + TP) is close to unity for some 
fixed periodic time, TP, where f(t) represents the vector of forcing applied to the structure. The correlation 
in this case is carried out over a number of periods TP.  
Quasi-periodic excitation can be decomposed into an approximate Fourier series as …  
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and where the time-constants associated with the functions      ^ `tttt kskc :,,),(0 fff  are all long 
relative to the inverse of  W: .   
Cases of such forcing include imbalance forcing in rotating machines, residual inertial forces in all 
reciprocating machines, aerodynamic forces on helicopter rotors and on propellers in a non-uniform flow 
field and cyclic production machinery of many different types such as industrial sewing machines, 
embossing presses, punches, shears and many other forms of production machinery.  
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When forcing arises from the cyclic movement of mass, it is sometimes straightforward to arrange 
counterbalance excitation by direct mechanical connections such that the net excitation is close to zero. 
Lancaster balancers for reciprocating machines are a classic instance.  
Alternatively/additionally, if the excitation is absolutely periodic, then conventional undamped vibration 
absorbers can be used very effectively to react the inputs virtually completely [1]. The total mass of these 
vibration absorbers can often be low relative to the mass of the structure itself.  
In many practical circumstances, it is neither possible to use some system of mechanical linkages to drive 
counterbalances nor to rely on the perfect periodicity of the original forcing. Examples include free-piston 
energy converters (e.g. [2]), aero-engine imbalance forcing (rotor speeds are not governed directly) and 
the two renewable energy applications discussed later as examples here: a direct-compression wind-
turbine and a tidal-ram. Then a variety of different forms of solution may be sought including: 
x Full active cancellation  
x Damped vibration absorbers [3].  
x Flat-band Vibration Absorbers – defined later in this paper.  
x Hybrid passive/(semi-)active vibration absorber solutions [4],[5] 
x Non-linear absorbers such as the “energy-pumping” systems [6],[7] 
 
Full active cancellation requires that actively-controlled actuators are used to supply vibration cancellation 
forces to the structure. In the context of quasi-periodic excitation, the control algorithms can become very 
robust since an adaptive feedforward approach can be used to supply most of the correction force with 
little reliance on high-bandwidth closed-loop control. However, full active cancellation is still invariably 
very expensive because of actuator costs – even if the costs of sensing and control are small – and we do 
not consider these further here.  
The other options are all considered in this paper in subsequent sections. Section 2 of the paper discusses a 
number of aspects of passive vibration absorbers – beginning with undamped and then damped single-
degree-of-freedom (SDoF) absorbers and then progressing to multi-degree-of-freedom absorbers. Section 
3 goes on to discuss what is believed to be a new discovery of this paper – flat-band vibration absorbers.  
2 Passive Dynamic Vibration Absorbers. 
2.1 SDoF Vibration Absorbers (Undamped). 
The Single-Degree-of-Freedom (SDoF) dynamic vibration absorber is long established and is known to be 
an extremely effective measure for suppressing one frequency component of vibration at a single point on 
a primary structure. This absorber comprises a simple mass and spring subsystem and the principle of 
operation is that it presents an infinite dynamic stiffness to its point of application at one specific 
frequency which we will term the design frequency. For illustration purposes, the SDoF vibration absorber 
is depicted using a single discrete rigid mass and a connecting massless spring. In practice, the true SDoF 
absorber is a subsystem having one resonance frequency at exactly the design frequency when its 
attachment point is grounded and all other resonances relatively far away up the frequency spectrum. 
The combined structure, comprising both the primary structure and the absorber, has an anti-resonance at 
the design frequency in its point-receptance function for the point where the absorber is fixed. 
Theoretically, the absorber may be arbitrarily small. Two factors combine to determine its minimum 
practicable size:  
(a) The spring must be capable of exerting the requisite reaction force (the so-called blocked-force [8]) at 
the point of application to zero the vibration there at the design frequency without breaking or becoming 
unduly non-linear. This force is a property of the primary structure and forcing being applied to it. 
(b) The anti-resonance must not be so “narrow” that real uncertainty in the excitation frequency will lead 
to a nearby resonance of the combined structure being excited significantly. This uncertainty has two 
sources; true variation in excitation frequency over a long time-duration and finite-time-duration effects 
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whereby for a time-span of length R it is impossible to distinguish frequencies which are closer together 
than (1/R).  
There are obvious reasons for making the absorber as small as it can be subject to the above two concerns. 
Larger absorbers are less likely to break as a result of the blocked force, less likely to exhibit significant 
non-linearity (because deformations will remain small in proportion to the actual scale of the absorber) 
and have “wider” anti-resonance troughs. Figure 1a illustrates a primary structure to which a SDoF 
absorber has been fitted. Figure 1b shows the auto-point frequency response function for the primary 
system alone and for the combined system for the three cases where the absorber mass is 5%, 10% and 
15% respectively of the primary system mass and where the design frequency is below a major resonance 
of the primary system. Figure 1c shows the same four auto-point frequency response functions where the 
design frequency is above the major resonance frequency. 
Figures 1b and 1c amply illustrate the point that the “width” of the anti-resonance peak is broader as the 
absorber mass increases as a proportion of the effective mass of the primary system. These figures also 
contrast the effect of a vibration absorber when the effective dynamic stiffness of the primary system is 
positive (Fig. 1b) or negative (Fig. 1c) in the vicinity of the absorber design frequency. In both cases, 
resonances are present in the spectrum of the combined system which are close to the design frequency 
(below it and above it respectively). 
In Figures 1b and 1c, the dynamic stiffness of the primary system has been relatively insensitive to 
frequency in the vicinity of the absorber design frequency. Throughout the rest of this paper, we will 
assume that this remains the case and we will rely upon that.  
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2.2 SDoF Vibration Absorbers (Damped). 
Adding damping to the vibration absorber has a double effect. On the one hand, it suppresses the peak 
response of resonances by contributing some damping to modes of the combined structure whose 
resonances are near to the design frequency. On the other hand, it transforms a sharp anti-resonance in the 
magnitude of frequency-response at the design frequency into a round-bottomed local minimum. Figures 
2a and 2b each show the frequency-response function of the same primary system used in Figures 1. Three 
other curves are superimposed with various levels of damping: 0%, 2% and 4%. The same absorber mass 
is used in all cases here – 15% of primary system mass. In Figure 2a, the design frequency is 8.5 rad/s. In 
Figure 2b, it is 11.5 rad/s. In both cases, the first (and only) primary system resonance is 10 rad/s. 
Figures 2a and 2b transmit a clear message: damping in (SDoF) vibration absorbers must be aimed at 
applications where the band of frequencies of interest is quite broad. The range of frequencies where the 
response of the combined system is lower than the response of the primary system is almost totally 
independent of the level of damping. Within this range, the magnitude of the response of the combined 
system is increased by the presence of damping. 
Figure 1b. Response vs. freq. Figure 1c. Response vs. freq. Figure 1a. SDoF Absorber. 
Design 
Freq.
Design 
Freq. 
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In the context of systems excited by quasi-periodic forcing as described above, the range of frequencies 
may indeed be quite broad but over any one time interval spanning a relatively small number of periods, it 
will be small. If we admit the possibility of semi-active control to allow the absorber design frequency to 
track the excitation frequency (or frequencies), the case for including substantial damping in the vibration 
absorber is clearly weak. From this point forward in this paper, we dismiss the possibility of substantial 
damping in the absorber subsystem.  
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2.3 MDoF Vibration Absorbers. 
In some senses, Multi-Degree-of-Freedom (MDoF) dynamic vibration absorbers are trivial extensions of 
SDoF absorbers. Very general definitions are possible – including cases where vibration is suppressed at 
more than a single degree of freedom on the primary structure. In this paper, we restrict attention 
completely to the case where vibration is to be suppressed only at a single location.  
Conceptually, the simplest MDoF dynamic vibration absorber comprises a set of decoupled SDoF 
absorbers in parallel as Figure 3a illustrates. By tuning each individual SDoF absorber to a different 
design frequency, it is possible to react numerous distinct frequency-components. To any one SDoF 
absorber in this system, the combination of the actual primary structure and all of the remaining SDoF 
absorbers is, in effect, simply a complex primary structure. If the primary structure here is held still in 
space, then collectively, the set of all SDoF absorbers is simply a MDoF system having resonances at each 
one of the several design frequencies.  
Figure 3b shows the auto-point frequency response function of a primary structure and that of the 
combined structure where an MDoF absorber has been fitted comprising three parallel SDoF absorbers. 
The primary system is formed from a mass of 10kg and a spring of stiffness 1000 N/m – as it was in all 
cases previously. The three SDoF absorbers contain masses of 0.5 kg, 1 kg and 1.5 kg and their springs 
have stiffness 32 N/m, 72.25 N/m and 121.5 N/m respectively – chosen such that the design frequencies 
are 8 rad/s, 8.5 rad/s and 9 rad/s respectively. Figure 3b shows that the widths of the three anti-resonances 
are indeed “proportional” to the individual SDoF absorber masses.  
Figure 3c presents the auto-point frequency response functions of the primary structure and the combined 
structure where three SDoF absorbers have once again been fitted. This time, the absorber masses are 0.5 
kg, 1 kg and 1.5 kg as before but the corresponding springs have stiffness 60.5 N/m, 132.25 N/m and  
144 N/m respectively – chosen such that the design frequencies are 11 rad/s, 11.5 rad/s and 12 rad/s 
respectively. Figure 3c confirms again that the widths of the three anti-resonances are indeed 
“proportional” to the individual SDoF absorber masses.  
Figures 3b and 3c already suggest one main result of this paper. Note that in each case the frequency 
response of the combined system has only two “major” resonances. For frequencies between the lowest 
and highest design frequencies the response is almost everywhere diminished. We extend this idea later. 
Figure 2a. Damped absorbers: |resp.| vs. f.  
10 12 14 6   8 
Frequency o (rad/s)
Figure 2b. Damped absorbers: |resp.| vs. f.  
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2.4 Equivalence Classes of MDoF Vibration Absorbers. 
The practicality of lining up a number of SDoF absorbers in parallel at a single point is, of course, rather 
limited. We are prompted, therefore, to consider the concept of equivalence classes of MDoF vibration 
absorbers. We restrict attention to the set of MDoF absorbers which act to suppress vibration at a single 
point only. Two MDoF vibration absorbers are equivalent if, for all frequencies, the same dynamic 
stiffness is added by the two absorbers to the point on the primary structure.  
To identify the class of all equivalent absorbers, consider first that the set of generalized coordinates for 
the absorber comprises one massless coordinate corresponding to motion of the point of attachment and a 
further N generalized coordinates describing those movements of the absorber which involve non-zero 
kinetic energy. In general, the equation of motion for the absorber can be written 
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In (6), fn is set to zero since no external forces are applied to the degrees of freedom of an absorber. For 
the special case where the MDoF absorber comprises N different SDoF absorbers in parallel,  
{(k1, d1, m1), (k2, d2, m2), (k3, d3, m3) … (kN, dN, mN)}, the forms of the vector and matrix quantities of 
equation (7) are as follows: 
> @ TnxNxn kkkk kk   ..321  (7) 
> @ TnxNxn dddd dd   ..321  (8) 
> @ TNnn kkkkdiag ..321 K  (9) 
> @ TNnn dddddiag ..321 D  (10) 
> @ TNnn mmmmdiag ..321 M  (12)  
The dynamic stiffness of the vibration absorber is its key property and this can be deduced as: 
         nxnxnnnnnnxnxnxxxx
x
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q
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§ 12
 (13) 
Inserting two identity matrices, (TRTR–1) and (TL–1TL) into the product in (13) leads to: 
Fig. 3b. Resp. vs. f, (3DoF Absrbr) 
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Fig 3a. MDoF Absorber. 
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We can immediately conclude that two different MDoF absorbers (distinguished by the additional 
subscripts 0 and 3 for compatibility with the next subsection) are equivalent if for some invertible matrices 
{TL, TR}: 
RxnxnRxnxn TddTkk 0303 ,   . (15) 
0303 , nx
T
Lnxxn
T
Lnx dTdkTk    (16) 
Rnn
T
LnnRnn
T
LnnRnn
T
Lnn TMTMTDTDTKTK 030303 ,,     (17) 
Thus the set of all equivalent MDoF vibration absorbers is spanned by pairs of invertible matrices  
{TL, TR}. We use this fact in the following section to devise vibration absorbers which are chain-
structured having known properties equivalent to the properties of a given set of parallel SDoF vibration 
absorbers.  
2.5 Transforming from multiple parallel SDoFs to chain-structure absorber. 
The properties of a MDoF vibration absorber are very conveniently defined in terms of a multiplicity of 
SDoF absorbers in parallel. However, this form is not generally practicable and it is relevant to consider 
equivalent absorbers of more convenient structure. Any structure having the form of Figure 4 is said to 
have chain structure – provided that the choice of generalized coordinates is the same as that indicated.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The stiffness, damping and mass matrices describing such a structure are as follows (for N=5): 
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Fig. 4. A chain-structure MDoF absorber 
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> @ TA mmmmmdiag 543210 M  (20) 
Devising transformation matrices {TL, TR} to effect the transformations from a vibration absorber of the 
(multiple SDoF systems) form to one of chain-structure is straightforward if the dampers of the multiple 
SDoF system were each related to the corresponding stiffness by a constant multiplier, Zdamp through 
damp
i
i
kd Z    for all i. (21) 
In most cases TL = TR = T and only this symmetric case is catered for here. The extension to the general 
case is relatively trivial. The transformation takes place in 3 main stages.  
321 TTTT   (22) 
The first of these transformation stages, T1, transforms Mnn for the absorber to be the (N × N) identity 
matrix. Invariably, T1 is simply a diagonal matrix. The second transformation stage, T2, preserves the fact 
that Mnn = I whilst transforming the stiffness matrix to symmetric tridiagonal form. This step is based on 
Householder reflections (symmetric orthogonal matrices) and it is a very well-established, stable and 
widely-used process. The third stage of the transformation, T3 is again a diagonal matrix.  The other 
diagonal entries of T3 are found very easily by solving a (tridiagonal) set of simultaneous linear equations.  
The transformation process is illustrated using the absorber system used for Figure 3b. This comprised 
three parallel SDOF absorbers having individual masses, 0.5 kg, 1.0 kg and 1.5 kg respectively and having 
absorber design frequencies of 8 rad/s, 8.5 rad/s and 9 rad/s. This absorber system is characterized by: 
75.2250  xxk   (N/m)      and      f dampZ  (23) 
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None of the transformations ever affects kxx. Thus, kxx3 = kxx0 = 225.75 (N/m). After the first stage, we have 
> @ Tnxxn 11  (N/m)2043.9925.722548.45 kk    (26) 
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After the second stage, we have 
> @ Tnxxn 22  (N/m)008035.130 kk    (28) 
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The non-zeros in the diagonal matrix, T3, are determined from the equation: 
 0kTK   232 nxnn  (30) 
Using this transformation, the absorber quantities after the third transformation are  
> @ Tnxxn 22  (N/m)0075.225 kk    (31) 
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Two important observations are immediately obvious from this example: 
(a) The first stiffness in the chain-structured absorber is identical to the sum of the stiffnesses of the 
individual SDoF absorbers in the parallel arrangement. This must always be so since the added dynamic 
stiffness of the absorbers must be identical at very high frequencies (well above design frequencies).  
(b) The total amount of mass in the chain-structured absorber is identical to the sum of the masses of the 
individual SDoF absorbers in the parallel arrangement. This must also be true always since the 
additional dynamic stiffness of the two absorbers must be identical at very low frequencies (well below 
the design frequencies). 
We will make strong use this transformation from sets of parallel SDoF absorbers and chain-structured 
MDoF absorbers. The parallel-SDoF absorbers provide a very convenient means by which to specify the 
performance of the absorbers. In fact, we will consider that this is the canonical form for any given 
equivalence class of MDoF absorbers. However, the chain-structured absorbers produce a very practical 
means of implementation. The first spring (coupling the entire absorber to the primary structure) 
obviously carries all of the absorber force in this case and it seems natural that this should also be the 
highest-stiffness spring.  
2.6 Flat-Band Vibration Absorbers. 
Figure 3b shows the response of a primary system and a combined system involving the primary system 
and a three-degree-of-freedom vibration absorber whose total mass was 3kg. In the range of the absorber 
design frequencies (8 rad/s to 9 rad/s), the response of the combined system is nearly always much lower 
than the response of the primary system. This plot prompts a relatively obvious question: what would 
happen if the total absorber mass of 3kg were to be divided between, say, 40 different parallel SDoF 
absorbers having design frequencies equally spaced (geometrically) between 8 rad/s and 9 rad/s ?   
Figure 5a answers that question. This Figure also displays the response of the combined system obtained if 
a single SDoF absorber with mass 3 kg and design frequency 8.43 rad/s were fitted to the primary system. 
The combined system has two major resonances in it having very similar peak amplitudes and resonance 
frequencies for the two different absorber arrangements. This is entirely to be expected. The design 
frequency of this SDoF absorber was chosen deliberately to maximize this similarity in order to stress the 
fact that the major difference between the behaviour of the simple SDoF absorber and a flat-band 
vibration absorber (FBVA) having similar (central) design frequency and the same total mass occurs in 
the region of the (flattened) “anti-resonance” – in the design frequency region. Figure 5a indicates a 
finding that is borne out by experience with other situations where the primary system does not have a 
resonance within the frequency band of interest; if it is important to maintain response of the combined 
system beneath some target value over some range of frequencies using some given total amount of 
absorber mass, then in general this band will be roughly 1.6 times broader using a FBVA than it would be 
using a simple SDoF absorber. 
For both vibration absorber arrangements, a very small amount of damping has been added - the dampers 
are proportional to the corresponding stiffnesses according to equation (21) with Zdamp = 1000 rad/s. In 
other words the damping factors of the individual SDoF absorbers vary between (16/1000) and (18/1000) 
– all less than 2%. The only significance of the damping here is to provide sufficient modal-overlap 
between the individual SDoF resonances. The primary purpose of this damping is not to reduce the 
response of the combined system at its two major resonances. Note that if 200 absorbers had been used 
rather than 40, the damping values could be reduced to less than 0.4%. Note also that in this case, the 
resonances of the combined system in the frequency range of interest (8 rad/s to 9 rad/s) are so close that 
damping would be entirely irrelevant anyway if the excitation frequency was varying with time-constants 
less than about 200 s. 
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In the FBVA arrangement modelled, the mass of each absorber is not identical. Figure 5b shows the ratios 
used in this case to provide a relatively flat-bottomed combined system response. Figure 5c shows the 
magnitude and phase of the frequency response of the combined system with the FBVA in place. The 
magnitude varies within a range of r2% of the mean response value. The phase climbs fairly-steadily from 
–S to 0 between frequencies 8 rad/s and 9 rad/s. 
The relevance of the FBVA to the context of quasi-periodic excitation is quite obvious: if we require to 
suppress vibration over specific frequency bands (whose centres are integer multiples of some nominal 
fundamental frequency, then it may be much better to use one FBVA for each band rather than using (in 
effect) one SDoF absorber for each band.  
2.7 Chain-structure Formats of Flat-Band Vibration Absorbers. 
A FBVA can be designed initially in the format of a combination of many parallel SDoF absorbers. The 
design frequencies of these absorbers are spaced apart regularly within the frequency band of interest and 
these design frequencies determine the ratios between individual springs and masses. Exact geometric 
spacing is suggested. A value is then chosen for Zdamp which will relate all individual dampers to the 
corresponding spring through equation (21). A value of around (50,000 × 'f) is suggested – where 'f is a 
representative frequency gap between consecutive resonances of the absorber. The sum of all of the 
absorber masses is a fixed quantity decided a-priori by the designer. Some smooth distribution of the 
absorber masses over the frequency band of interest is selected – such as Fig. 5b illustrates. Concentrating 
more mass in a particular region of the frequency-band of interest tends to reduce the response of the 
combined system in that region and this freedom to spread the absorber mass arbitrarily across the 
frequency band of interest makes it possible to achieve the very flat response. 
Having developed a FBVA in the (canonical) format of multiple parallel SDoF absorbers, it is useful, 
often, to transform it to a chain-structured format. We do this for the case of the 40 DoF FBVA reported in 
the previous section. Figures 6a and 6b shows the mass and stiffness values associated with individual 
parts of the chain-structured absorber. See Figure 4 to interpret the numbering.  
The corresponding numerical values are given in table 1 below. What is striking from Figures 6a and 6b is 
how rapidly the mass and stiffness values diminish – and how relatively constant is that diminishing.  
 
 i=1 i=2 i=3 i=4 i=5 i=6 
ki (N/m) 213.93 0.91032 3.6205E–3 1.3596E–5 4.9955E–8 1.8126E–10 
mi (kg) 2.9874 1.2589E–2 5.0929E–5 1.8814E–7 6.9135E–10 2.5088E–12 
Table 1: Properties of the Chain-Structured FBVA. 
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Because of factors relating to numerical resolution, values of ki and mi for i > 12 cannot be computed 
accurately using the straightforward procedure described. For i < 12, the ratio (ki/(mi)) varies away from 
its average value by less than 1%. Moreover, the ratio (ki/k(i+1)) varies about its mean value, 274.5, by only 
relatively little. Considering a practical implementation of this FBVA, it is inconceivable that more than 
three DoFs would be attempted and it is also fairly hard to imagine that omitting the remainder of the 
system would cause any noticeable difference.      
3 Active and Semi-active Absorber Approaches 
3.1 Active / Semi-Active Vibration Absorption. 
In all passive vibration absorption schemes, forces are exerted at one or more points which provide most 
of the force necessary at those points to suppress motion – at least for specific frequency bands. The 
magnitudes of the forces applied are determined by the primary structure and its excitation and they may 
often be large. In broad terms, this presents two distinct issues: (a) how to transmit the force and (b) how 
to react it. The former issue is generally simple and the latter one challenging. If we could simply tie our 
structures to ground at the points of interest by introducing some elements in direct tension/compression, 
most vibration problems could be resolved easily – e.g. the so-called sky-hook damper of vehicle 
dynamics. In general, we can only couple points on the same flexible structure or introduce additional 
mass to provide seismic reaction. Unfortunately, the forces used for vibration suppression on the primary 
structure cause significant movements of the seismic mass. Thus, there are power-flows to and from the 
seismic masses and if the absorption scheme is to be anything other than simple added mass, then 
substantial proportions of those power-flows arise in connection with the control forces themselves.    
Fully active vibration absorption requires the inclusion of actuators of some description into the primary 
structure which can account for power flows which are significant in comparison to the vibration energy 
of the primary structure. They are invariably very expensive and difficult to implement. Semi-active or 
hybrid vibration absorption, in contrast, may be relatively inexpensive and can provide a substantial 
improvement over purely passive measure. A particular feature is that the design frequencies (or 
frequency bands) for absorption can be adapted in time. Here, “semi-active” vibration absorbers are 
considered to be those whose passive stiffnesses can be modified directly (e.g. [4]) and “hybrid” absorbers 
involve actuators in parallel with the springs of a passive absorber such as in [5]. Hybrid absorbers are 
generally more expensive and more versatile but will often have the same effect as semi-active ones 
(ability to tune absorber frequencies) so we concentrate on the latter.  
Fig. 6a. log10(ki) vs. i for chain-structured FBVA 
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The key properties of semi-active absorption are (i) the extent to which the absorber frequencies can be 
modified, (ii) the rate at which they can be modified and (iii) the degree to which different absorber 
frequencies may be modified independently. In the class of cases of interest here (quasi-periodic 
excitation), there is no call for independent control of different absorber frequencies. 
We illustrate semi-active absorption by applying the force f(t) to a simple SDoF primary structure 
comprising mass 10 kg and stiffness 1000 N/m over a period of 800 seconds.  
      4/cos40010wheresin 801 tpttf   TT   (33) 
Initially we set p=0 and then f(t) is “sinusoidal” with a frequency which varies linearly from 5 rad/s to 10 
rad/s and back again. Subsequently, we set p=0.4 rad/s which adds some frequency “dither”. Three cases 
of vibration absorption are considered: (i) no absorption, (ii) a semi-active SDoF absorber of mass 2 kg 
which is tuned to  40010 801  t and (iii) a semi-active FBVA with total mass 2kg tuned to have a centre 
frequency  40010 801  t and a band-width of 0.8 rad/s.  Figures 7a – 7c show the envelopes of 
magnitudes of the primary system mass. In each case the red curve is the outcome when p=0, (no 
frequency dither) and the blue curve applies when p=0.4 rad/s.  
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The outcomes are mostly consistent with expectation. Firstly, the primary structure without absorption 
responds with peak amplitude much higher than that obtained with absorption – around 20 times higher. 
Secondly, the adaptively tuned SDoF behaves better than the adaptively-tuned FBVA when there is no 
frequency dither present. The ratio here is around 1.4. Thirdly, and most importantly, the FBVA behaves 
rather better than the SDoF system when there is frequency dither present. The ratio is again around 1.4.  
4 A Renewable-Energy Application with Quasi-Periodic Excitation 
In terms of wind-turbine economics, “larger is better”. Large diameter machines tap into a higher mean 
wind-speed and require a smaller proportion of total cost for installation and maintenance. Consideration 
of the scaling laws for wind-turbines shows that (a) the main-shaft torque rises in proportion to D3 (where 
D is turbine tip-diameter) and (b) that gravitational forces dominate over aerodynamic forces for large D.  
The cost of gearboxes or direct-driven generators rises with input torque (v D3) but the value of a wind-
turbine is proportional only to D2. Evidently, as diameter increases further, some fundamental change in 
the nature of wind-turbine power-extraction is inevitable. One suggestion is that the power extracted from 
the wind in very large turbines might be converted within the turbine rotor itself by allowing free-moving 
masses within the blades of the turbine to travel relative to the blade under the influence of gravity as 
Figure 8a illustrates. The motion of the masses relative to the blade can be converted into some 
transportable power in numerous different ways but one obvious way, considered here, is to allow the 
masses to be pistons and to extract their energy in the form of compressed air. 
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The concept is illustrated by a 200m tip-diameter 4-blade machine with rated wind-speed 15m/s and rated 
power 18MW. This turbine has a mass (piston) of 55,000kg in each blade. The centre of gravity of this 
piston is capable of falling from a radius of 85m to a radius of 20m. The pistons in diametrically-opposite 
blades are connected by stiff ties such that the effect of centrifugal force on the piston in the rising blade is 
alleviated. Rated rotational speed of the machine is 0.540 rad/s – meaning that it takes 11.64 seconds to 
complete a single cycle. When the wind-speed is equal to rated wind-speed (15 m/s) or above, the machine 
turns at 0.54 rad/s except that in very strong winds, the turbine shuts down (like all turbines). The energy 
converted in each half-cycle of the blade is 26.22 MJ and if the pressure-ratio is 70:1, then the volume of 
new atmospheric air compressed and discharged in each half-cycle (per blade) should be 31.62 m2.  
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If the pistons in two diametrically-opposite blades are considered together, the centrifugal acceleration 
associated with the centre of mass has a maximum of 0.5 × (85 – 20) × 0.542  = 9.477 m/s2. Evidently, the 
pair of masses will at least begin to commutate naturally. However, the net inward acceleration is too 
small to cause the pistons to travel 65m in under 5 seconds. To assist in the extraction of energy, high-
pressure air is re-inducted to accelerate a pair of pistons away from the “high” position in their half-cycle. 
In the present case, a cylinder internal cross-sectional-area of 0.548 m2 is selected. High pressure air is re-
inducted. Figure 8b presents the radial velocity profile of a piston CoG falling from its maximum radius of 
85m (starting at 60q before top-dead-centre) to its minimum radius of 20m (at 78.3q after top-dead-centre). 
Dashed lines indicate where induction of high pressure air ends and where expulsion begins. During the 
induction and expulsion phases, piston accelerations of around 7g are obtained. At these times, there is a 
high net horizontal force applied to the rotor hub. If this is not largely absorbed within the rotor, it will 
cause large stresses in the main bearing and will also excite the tower substantially. Figure 9a shows the 
trajectory of the centre of mass of the movable pistons (cycled 4 times per rotor revolution) and Figure 9b 
shows the plot of horizontal force which would be exerted on the tower over one rotor revolution. 
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A reduced-dimension model of the tower (including the main rotor mass) takes the following form: 
[ K 
D 
Fig. 8a.  Energy conversion within the blades.  Fig. 8b.  Radial Piston Velocity (m/s).  
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The first degree of freedom here coincides exactly with the horizontal translation of the main turbine shaft. 
Craig-Bampton reduction was used. The natural frequencies are 0.2679 Hz, 1.6701 Hz and 4.7647 Hz. Of 
the 1092 tonnes of mass associated with lateral movement of main-shaft, 691 tonnes belong to the rotor. 
The fundamental forcing frequency is 0.34377 Hz (four times rotational frequency). Table 2 gives the 
magnitudes of the first five forcing harmonics together with the magnitudes of displacement response.  
  
 i=1 i=2 i=3 i=4 i=5 
Frequency (Hz) 0.34377 0.68754 1.03132 1.37510 1.71887 
Force Harm. Magn. (MN) 1.7165 2.1481 1.0217 1.0573 0.73642 
Disp. Harm. Magn. (m) 0.84869 0.11955 0.02136 0.00880 0.02278 
Brng. Force Harmonics (MN) 1.0185 0.6071 0.4021 0.6034 1.0990 
Table 2: Magnitudes of harmonics of horizontal forcing, displacement & bearing reaction. 
We now consider an FBVA applied to this. The FBVA is allowed a total mass of 108 tonnes and this mass 
is split between the 5 harmonics in the proportions 5:3:2:3:5. In the initial FBVA design, 3 SDoF 
absorbers with masses are dedicated to each harmonic, at frequencies of 99%, 100%, 101% of the nominal 
harmonic.  A value Zdamp=80 rad/s is chosen throughout. Table 3 summarises the SDoF absorber masses 
used and Fig. 10 shows the tower response to unit horizontal excitation with and without the FBVA.  
 
Harm m1(kg) m2(kg) m3(kg) 
1 4000 11000 15000 
2 3000 6000 9000 
3 2000 4000 6000 
4 3000 6000 9000 
5 8000 10000 12000 
 
  
The effectiveness of the absorbers in this case is quite limited except at the fifth harmonic where a 
reduction by a factor greater than 4 has occurred. In the vicinity of fundamental frequency, reductions of a 
factor of around 2 are found. The resonance frequencies in this vicinity could be smoothed out with higher 
damping but the presence of some frequency dither would have this effect automatically. With additions 
of mass which are (at most) <3% of the total tower-top mass, only modest reductions can be expected if 
r1% of frequency “dither” is to be managed. The capability to adapt the absorber could be provided 
conveniently here using air-springs. This FBVA can be transformed into a chain-structured form. The 
sequence of masses then begins as: 63315kg, 18402kg, 11989kg, 6700.4kg, 3016.0kg, 4472.8kg, 
88.676kg, 6.2029kg, 4.1562kg, 3.9073kg, 1.0805kg. The remaining five masses are less than 1kg and the 
final mass is only 0.194 gr. 
Table 3.  SDoF Absorber masses. Fig. 10. Tower-top response with and without absorbers 
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5 A Second Renewable-Energy Applicatn and Non-Linear Absorbers 
One possible means of extracting tidal power is to harvest that power also in the form of compressed air. 
Rotary machines are possible but because tidal flows are slow and because the same “optimal tip-speed 
ratio” concept applies to wind-turbines and water-turbines, rotational speeds are correspondingly slow. A 
very old engineering concept (the hydraulic ram pioneered by Joseph Montgolfier in 1796) finds new life 
here as the tidal ram. The hydraulic ram operates by allowing a column of water to accumulate velocity in 
a fixed and rigid tube and then closing a valve suddenly. The kinetic energy of the contained moving 
water is then converted into potential energy – usually by compressing a fixed volume of air – and this 
potential energy can then be exploited to drive a quantity of water up to a height much larger than the 
original head. The hydraulic ram requires some key customizations to become suited to tidal applications: 
(a)  it must be self-starting, (b) it must deal with a range of flow speeds (the highest of which will be 
around 3m/s), (c) it must compress air directly (rather than propelling water up to a height), (d) for 
economic reasons it must be realizable at scales where many tonnes of moving water are decelerated 
within the tube, (e) it must be installed in such a way that it can extract energy from both directions of a 
fully-reversing flow and (f) the oscillatory component of the net force exerted by the water on the device 
must be reacted internally within the device – some kind of vibration absorption is intrinsically required. 
The imperative for (f) is obvious only when (d) and (e) are considered together. Consideration (e) means 
that the device must be tethered to a fixed mooring point and held elevated by some buoyant provisions 
breaking the sea surface and consideration (d) then indicates that the cost of the mooring point will be very 
large if the oscillatory forces are to be transferred to the sea-bed. Figure 11a shows a schematic of a 
possible design for one tidal ram. The blue curve (comprising three near-straight segments) in Figure 11b 
shows a typical force-pulse exerted on the device when the main water valve (7) is closed. The red curve 
is a linear combination of the functions {sin(S(t–t0)/TI), sin(3S(t–t0)S /TI), sin(5S(t–t0)/TI), sin(7S(t–t0)/TI), 
sin(9S(t–t0)/TI) } with t0=0.02s and TI=0.428s and it approximates the blue curve.  
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The contained water column has 2m diameter and 7m long. Its velocity when valve closes is 5m/s. The 
energy extracted in one pulse is 280kJ. This energy can compress an initial volume of 3.77 m2 of air up to 
2 bar and discharge it into a high pressure reservoir. A flow-concentrator at the front (only partly shown) 
has an effective mouth area of 80m2 (~5m radius). At a full tidal flow of 3m/s, the device will pulse with 
frequency 0.511 Hz. In flows of {2.8, 2.6, 2.4, 2.2, 2.0} (m/s) it will pulse at frequencies of {0.378, 0.233, 
0.114, 0.040, 0.013} (Hz) respectively. It does not operate at all for flows below 2.0 m/s.  
Each individual pulse is identical and even at the fastest pulsing rate of 0.511 Hz, the duration of the force 
pulse, 0.428 s, is significantly shorter than even the shortest periodic time of 1.95s. This feature inherently 
lends itself to some form of non-linear absorption where the vibration absorption focuses on reacting the 
individual pulses in turn rather than focusing on the trying to suppress harmonics in the frequency domain. 
The energy-pumping ideas of Vakakis and co-workers [6],[7] provide one potentially-promising solution. 
Fig. 11a.   One implementation of Tidal Ram. Fig. 11b. Force pulse at valve closure 
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A different approach is adopted here. Item (14) of Fig. 11a schematically indicates a linear dynamic 
subsystem which may be caused to impinge on the main body of the tidal ram at point (16) at around the 
same instant that the main valve closes. Some restoring provision represented (inaccurately) by (15) 
reverses the velocity of this linear subsystem after an impingement without deforming it. The core concept 
here is that the subsystem has no internal strain energy before an impingement or after it – we require it to 
bounce off point (16) in such a way that if all initial velocities of the component masses were identical 
before impingement, then they would also be identical afterwards – all reversed by the impingement.  
The equivalence classes of absorbers provide the perfect resource. The linear subsystem has the chain-
structure form of Fig. 4. The requirement for perfect bounce is very simply expressed: all resonances of 
the structure (with qx=0) must be odd multiples of the lowest resonance, fn1 (= (0.5/0.4275) Hz here). We 
represent the absorber first in the canonical form of five parallel SDoF absorbers with resonances of 
1.1905 Hz u {1,3,5,7,9}. Total mass is chosen such that the water column momentum can be reacted 
without very large velocity changes. Individual SDoF masses are proportional to the multipliers of the 
sinusoidal functions listed above Fig. 11: {65.59, 14.24, 4.923, 4.217, 5.027} tonnes respectively. 
Provided that the valve-closure is synchronized properly with the absorber impacts, the smooth force pulse 
of Fig. 11b is provided by the absorber as a reaction to the force pulse exerted by the water.   
6 Conclusions 
This paper introduces flat-band vibration absorbers – linear absorber subsystems which present an 
additional dynamic stiffness to primary structure which is high and relatively-constant over a frequency 
band. Through the concept of equivalence of vibration absorbers, it shows how these may be designed as 
multiplicities of parallel SDoF absorbers and transformed subsequently into chain structure. A set of these 
is illustrated for the case of a large wind-turbine with integral air compression in its rotor. It then considers 
non-linear absorbers for reacting shaped impulses – motivated by the application of a very simple tidal-
powered compressor. The equivalence classes for vibration absorbers enables suitable bouncing counter-
measures to be designed directly.  
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